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Mössbauer studies of negative- U tin centers in lead chalcogenides
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Experimental data on identification of negative-U tin centers in lead chalcogenides and related
solid solutions by means of119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy are discussed. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00111-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

General concepts of the behavior of impurity atoms
semiconductors are fairly traditional, namely, substitution
an impurity for a lattice atom is believed to create in t
semiconductor energy gap either a donor or an acce
level, which is capable of donating~capturing! one electron
if the Fermi level changes its position~the so-called ‘‘one-
electron centers’’!.

Hubbard was the first to perform a theoretical analysis
the behavior of point defects, which can donate~capture! two
electrons in interaction with the lattice~the ‘‘two-electron
centers’’!.1 This produces two bands of localized states in
semiconductor gap separated by the intratomic energy~the
Hubbard, or correlation energy!

U5W2E, ~1!

where E and W are the first and second center-ionizati
energies.

If U,0, a set of levels is formed which is referred to
‘‘two-electron negative-correlation centers’’~negative-U, or
U2 centers!. The negative-U centers are characterized by th
instability of their intermediate~singly ionized! charge state.
Decay into one neutral and one doubly ionized center is
ergetically favorable for each pair of singly ionized cente
When in equilibrium, the concentration ofU2 centers in the
intermediate charge state is always exponentially small@i.e.,
proportional to exp(2U/2kT)# compared to their tota
concentration.

TheU2 center ideology in its general form was used
Anderson2 to explain the electrical, optical, and magne
properties of amorphous materials, and Kastneret al.3 modi-
fied it to make applicable to glassy chalcogenide semic
ductors. Drabkin and Mo�zhes4 analyzed the possibility o
U2 center stabilization in various semiconductors, as wel
made an attempt5 to relate the phenomenon of supercondu
tivity to the creation of such centers in superconducting m
terials. The possibility of detecting two-electron localizatio
delocalization processes in condensed media was consid
by Ionov.6 The resonance states of the indium impurity
IV–VI crystal semiconductors are identified with theU2
1741063-7834/99/41(11)/18/$15.00
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centers,7 and the question of the thallium impurity belongin
to these centers is presently discussed.8

However despite the successful use of these conce
two-electron centers with negative correlation energy h
not been observed in semiconductors by a dir
experiment.9 The only exceptions are the tin impurity atom
in lead chalcogenides and their solid solutions~PbS, PbSe,
PbTe, PbS12zSez , PbS12zTez!, where such centers wer
identified by Mössbauer spectroscopy of the119Sn
isotope.10–21Note that tin in lead chalcogenides is an isoele
tronic impurity, which makes the electrical activity of suc
an impurity an interesting feature in itself.22

The present review discusses experimental data c
nected with identification ofU2 tin centers in lead chalco
genides and related solid solutions, which were obtained
119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy. Section 2 considers bri
the parameters of Mo¨ssbauer spectra used in the subsequ
account. Section 3 presents results of a study of tin and
chalcogenides by119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy, becau
these results are employed in interpretation of the exp
mental data obtained on tin impurity atoms.

2. 119Sn MÖSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

Mössbauer spectroscopy is an efficient method of pr
ing impurity atoms in semiconductors. The parameters
Mössbauer spectra permit one to determine the charge
of impurity atoms, their electronic structure, the symmetry
the local environment, and the formation of various asso
ates of impurity atoms with lattice defects.23 The present
review considers Mo¨ssbauer studies only using the119Sn iso-
tope. The scheme by which the119mSn Mössbauer level
forms is displayed in Fig. 1. The review makes use of
following Mössbauer spectrum parameters:

~1! The natural spectral-line widthGnat determined by
the Mössbauer level lifetimet0

Gnat5\/t0 ~2!

~\ is the Planck constant!.
For 119Sn, Gnat50.324 mm/s. The width of experimenta

spectra always exceeds 2Gnat. One can pinpoint three main
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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reasons for this broadening: a finite absorber surface den
unresolved quadrupole splitting; and electron exchange
tween the two tin charge states.

~2! The isomer shift of a spectrum

d5a@ uC~0!au22uC~0!su2#, ~3!

where a is a calibration constant ~for 119Sn, a
50.061a0

3 mm/s, wherea0 is the Bohr radius!, uC(0)au2 and
uC(0)su2 are the electronic densities at tin nuclei in the a
sorber and source, respectively.

The isomer shifts presented subsequently are recko
relative to CaSnO3. As follows from numerous studies of ti
compounds made by119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy, the is
mer shifts of spectra of quadrivalent-tin compounds lie fro
21 to 2.1 mm/s, those of divalent tin, from 2.6 to 4.2 mm
and those of intermetallic compounds of tin, from 2.0 to 2
mm/s. Thus Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy on119Sn permits reli-
able determination of the valence~charge! state of tin.

~3! The quadrupole splitting of a spectrum is defined

D5~1/2!eQUzz~11h2/3!1/2, ~4!

whereQ520.06b is the quadrupole moment of the119mSn
nucleus,h5(Uxx2Uyy)/Uzz is the asymmetry parameter o
the electric-field gradient~EFG! tensor at tin nuclei, and
Uxx , Uyy , and Uzz are the EFG tensor components~for
which the Laplace equationUxx1Uyy1Uzz50 and the in-
equality uUxxu<uUyyu<uUzzu are valid!.

Quadrupole splitting provides information on the sym
metry of the tin environment, which is particularly useful f
the case of impurity atoms, where the nearest-neighbor s
metry of an atom cannot be predicteda priori from the crys-
tal structure of the host matrix.

~4! The Mössbauer coefficientf is the fraction ofg
quanta emitted or absorbed without recoil. The Mo¨ssbauer
coefficient is a quantity integrated over the phonon spect
and is not very strongly dependent on the features of
latter. Therefore thef quantities are usually described in th

FIG. 1. Diagram of formation of the119mSn level.
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Debye approximation; note that the Debye temperature
be derived from the temperature dependence of
Mössbauer coefficient.

The state of impurity atoms can be studied with tw
versions of119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy:

~i! Mössbauer absorption spectroscopy~MAS!, in which
the sample under study containing the119Sn stable isotope
serves as absorber, and as a source of gamma quanta
uses Ca119mmSnO3 with an unsplit line, whose width is clos
to the natural width of the spectral line. The main drawba
of MAS lies in the need to employ relatively high conce
trations of impurity atoms in the matrix to be investigated

~ii ! Mössbauer emission spectroscopy~MES!, in which
the sample to be investigated and containing a long-liv
parent isotope~ 119mSn, 119Sb, 119mTe! acts as a gamma-ra
source, with Ca119SnO3 used as absorber. The main sho
coming of MES consists in the need to take into account
the interpretation of experimental data, the effect on the s
of the daughter atom of the preceding radioactive trans
mation of the parent atom~the so-called post-effects o
nuclear transformations!.24

The 119Sn Mössbauer spectra considered in the pres
review were measured within the 4.2–295-K range. For
width of the119Sn line one took that of the119Sn Mössbauer
spectrum of the Ca119mmSnO3 source measured with
CaSnO3 absorber ~ 119Sn surface density 0.1 mg/cm2!:
Ginstr50.7660.02 mm/s.

The lead and tin chalcogenides, as well as the rela
solid solutions, were prepared by the ceramic technology
melting the starting components of semiconductor-grade
rity in evacuated quartz ampoules, with subsequent ann
ing first of the ingots, and after that, of the pressed powd
at 650 °C for 120 h. Metallographic and x-ray diffractio
analysis of the samples of the lead chalcogenides and re
solid solutions showed them to be single phase with a Na
type structure. Superstoichiometric lead was employed a
donor impurity, and sodium and thallium, as acceptor imp
rities. The starting charge was composed under the assu
tion that the impurity atoms of tin, sodium, and thalliu
substitute for lead, so that the sample composition can
written in the form Pb12x2ySnxAyS12zSez and
Pb12x2ySnxAyS12zTez ~Here A stands for the Na or Tl ac
ceptor impurities, which donate one hole per atom up
concentrationsp;1020cm23!.

3. STUDIES OF THE TIN AND LEAD CHALCOGENIDES

3.1. Tin chalcogenides

Information on the methods of preparation, structu
and properties of tin chalcogenides can be found in Refs
and 26. Two compounds each form in the tin–sulfur a
tin–selenium systems, mono- and dichalcogenides~SnS and
SnSe; SnS2 and SnSe2, respectively!. The existence of the
Sn2S3, Sn3S4, and Sn2Se3 compounds cannot also be rule
out. The tin monosulfide and monoselenide crystallize in
SnS-type orthorhombic lattice, and the tin disulfide and d
elenide have a CdI2-type layered structure. Only one com
pound, SnTe, with a NaCl-type structure, was observed
exist in the tin–tellurium system.
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1743Phys. Solid State 41 (11), November 1999 Nasredinov et al.
The tin chalcogenides~SnS, SnSe, SnTe, SnS2, SnSe2!
were subjects of numerous studies by119Sn MAS, and there
is no controversy either in experimental data or in their
terpretation~with the exclusion of a certain scatter in th
magnitude of the isomer shift and quadrupole splitting
counted for by problems related to calibration of the sp
trometer velocity scale, which are particularly characteris
of early works in this field!. As an illustration, Fig. 2a and 2b
presents119Sn Mössbauer spectra of the above compoun
and Table I lists their parameters.27 The isomer shifts in
119Sn spectra of tin monochalcogenides are typical of
compounds of divalent tin, and those of dichalcogenides
in the range characteristic of quadrivalent tin compoun
The decrease of the quadrupole splitting of119Sn spectra in
the SnS–SnSe–SnTe series is in accord with the struc
data obtained for these compounds. An analysis of the

FIG. 2. 80-K 119Sn Mössbauer spectra of the chalcogenides of~a! divalent
and~b! quadrivalent tin.~a! 1—SnTe~Ref. 27!, 2—SnSe~Ref. 27!, 3—SnS
~Ref. 27!, 4—Pb0.8Sn0.2Se ~Ref. 11!; ~b! 1—Ge14.5Sn0.5Te85 glassy alloy
~Ref. 28!, 2—SnSe2 ~Ref. 27!, 3—SnS2 ~Ref. 27!.

TABLE I. Parameters of 80-K119Sn Mössbauer spectra of tin chaloc
genides.

Compound d, mm/s D, mm/s Ref.

SnS 3.44 0.90 27
SnSe 3.45 0.65 27
SnTe 3.55 0.0 27
SnS2 1.30 ,0.40 27
SnSe2 1.65 ,0.30 27
Ge14.5Sn0.5Te85* 2.05 ,0.40 28

* In the glassy state.
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mer shifts and quadrupole splittings of119Sn spectra of tin
monochalcogenides permitted one to establish the electr
structure of tin atoms in these compounds.29 The spectra of
SnS2 and SnSe2 represent single lines, their broadening bei
accounted for by the difference of the local symmetry of
in these compounds from cubic. It was found30 that the quad-
rupole splitting of a SnSe Mo¨ssbauer spectrum increases, a
the isomer shift decreases, if the spectrum is measured
single-crystal samples illuminated in the optical region~with
an intensity of up to 73105 lx!. It is conjectured that optica
radiation initiates electronic transitions from the valence
the conduction band, which causes a change in the elec
density and electric-field symmetry at the119Sn nucleus. In-
cidentally, the observations reported in Refs. 29 and 30
not find confirmation.

Tin chalcogenides form SnS12xSex (0<x<1),
SnS12xTex ~0<x<0.6 and 0.8<x<1!, SnSe12xTex ~0<x
<0.25 and 0.75<x<1!, and (SnS2)12x(SnSe2)x (0<x<1)
solid solutions. It is of interest to follow the variation of th
parameters of119Sn Mössbauer spectra with solid-solutio
composition. In particular, by Ref. 31, the quadrupole sp
ting of 119Sn spectra of the SnS12xSex , SnS12xTex ,
and SnSe12xTex solid solutions varies linearly with thei
composition~Fig. 3a!, which evidences a statistical natu
of mutual chalcogen substitution. The isomer sh
of the SnS12xSex , SnS12xTex , SnSe12xTex , and
(SnS2)12x(SnSe2)x solid solutions also varies linearly with

FIG. 3. ~a! Dependence of the quadrupole splittingD of 119Sn Mössbauer
spectra on composition of the SnS12xSex ~Ref. 31!, SnS12xTex ~Ref. 31!,
and SnSe12xTex ~Ref. 31! solid solutions;~b! Dependence of the isome
shift d of 119Sn Mössbauer spectra on composition of the solid solutio
SnS12xSex ~Ref. 31!, SnS12xTex ~Ref. 31!, SnSe12xTex ~Ref. 31!, and
(SnS2)12x(SnSe2)x ~Ref. 31!; ~c! Dependence of the fractionP of divalent
tin in the 119Sn Mössbauer spectra of (SnSe)12x(SnSe2)x alloys on compo-
sition ~Ref. 35!. 1—SnS12xSex , 2—SnS12xTex , 3—SnSe12xTex , 4—
(SnSe)12x(SnSe2)x .
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composition~Fig. 3b!, which implies a gradual increase o
electronic density at119Sn nuclei as the nearest-neighbor e
vironment of a tin atom changes from sulfur to seleniu
atoms only.31

Attempts were made at identifying the quadrivalent-
telluride in SnTe2, SnSTe, and SnSeTe alloys by119Sn
Mössbauer spectroscopy,32 however the spectra of all thes
alloys were found to belong to divalent tin~i.e., SnTe, SnS,
and SnSe, accordingly!. One succeeded in stabilizin
quadrivalent tin in a tellurium-containing system only in t
Ge14.5Sn0.5Te85 glassy alloy~see Fig. 2b and Table I!.28

An attempt to identify trivalent tin in a Sn2Se3 com-
pound by119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy was also mad33

One prepared for this purpose (SnSe)12x(SnSe2)x alloys and
measured their119Sn Mössbauer spectra, which were foun
to be a superposition of the quadrupole doublet~with the
parameters identical to those of the SnSe spectrum! and a
singlet ~identical in parameters to the SnSe2 spectrum!. The
fraction of divalent tin in this composition did not depend
the actual method of preparation used~i.e., on the melting
temperature and melt cooling rate!. As seen from Fig. 3c
presenting the dependence of the fraction of divalent tin
composition, experimental points fall on the straight li
drawn under the assumption that the (SnSe)12x(SnSe2)x sys-
tem contains no other compounds except SnSe and SnS2.

119Sn Mössbauer spectra of the (SnS)12x(SnS2)x alloys
also represented a superposition of the quadrupole dou
~with the parameters identical to those of the SnS spectr!
and a singlet ~identical in parameters to the SnS2

spectrum!.34,35 It was concluded34 that the Sn2S3 and Sn3S4

compounds were not present. However the fraction of di
lent tin for this composition was found to depend on t
preparation temperature and the melt cooling rate.35 This
permitted a conclusion that Mo¨ssbauer data do not rule ou
the existence of the Sn2S3 and Sn3S4 compounds, and that i
they do exist, the tin in their structure resides in both di- a
quadrivalent state.

3.2. Lead chalcogenides

Comprehensive information on the methods of prepa
tion, structure, and properties of lead chalcogenides can
found in Refs. 25, 26, and 36. The PbS, PbSe, and P
compounds existing in the lead-chalcogen system hav
NaCl-type cubic structure. They all are semiconductors, w
a gap of 0.41, 0.29, and 0.32 eV at 300 K for PbS, PbSe,
PbTe, respectively. The materials with excess chalcogen
hibit hole, and with excess lead, electronic conduction~the
carrier concentration may reach as high as 1018– 1019cm23!.
To obtain a higher carrier concentration, one can dope l
chalcogenides either with halogens~donors! or with sodium
and thallium~acceptors!; in this way one can increase th
carrier concentration ton, p;231020cm23.

Lead chalcogenides form solid solutions with one a
other: PbS12zSez (0<z<1), PbS12zTez ~0<z<0.1 and
0.75<z<1!, and PbSe12zTez (0<z<1), as well as solid
solutions with tin monochalcogenides Pb12xSnxS (0<x
<0.1), Pb12xSnxSe (0<x<0.43), and Pb12xSnxTe(0<x
<1) with a NaCl-type structure. The119Sn Mössbauer ab-
-
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sorption spectra of Pb12xSnxSe solid solutions (x<0.4)
studied in Ref. 11 were found to consist of single lines~Fig.
2a! corresponding to divalent tin atoms in a cubic enviro
ment of chalcogen atoms.

The Pb12xSnxTe solid solutions exhibit band inversio
with a gapless state atx50.62 andx50.40 at 295 and 80 K,
respectively. The Mo¨ssbauer studies carried out in a sear
for anomalies in the properties of these solid solutions
vealed features in the composition dependences of the q
rupole splitting, isomer shift, and Mo¨ssbauer coefficientf in
the region of existence of the gapless state.37 These anoma-
lies were interpreted37 as due to a lowering of symmetry o
the tin environment, a change in the conduction-elect
concentration, and enhanced electron-phonon interactio
the gapless state. A decrease of the Mo¨ssbauer coefficient in
the region of the gapless state was found also for
(PbSe)12x(SnTe)x solid solutions.38

One should point out here some experimental shortco
ings of the study in Refs. 37 and 38. First, one used a
gamma-ray source tin dioxide, whose spectral line is bro
ened more than twice compared to the natural width; t
obviously reduces the reliability of determining of the qua
rupole splitting and the experimental linewidth. Secondf
was found by comparing the areas bounded by normali
spectra, but one did not take into account the effects ass
ated with nonresonant absorption of gamma rays by the
and tellurium atoms.

All this stimulated an attempt to study the Pb12xSnxTe
solid solutions (0,x,1) by 119Sn MAS in order to detect
possible changes in the local symmetry of the cation a
anion sites, the electronic structure of atoms in these site
well as in the electron–phonon coupling in the region of t
gapless state. All samples exhibited hole conduction~at 80
K, the hole concentration changed from 1017cm23 for PbTe
to 1021cm23 for SnTe!. The fraction of recoilless gamma-ra
absorptionf was determined from the relation

Gexp5Ga1Gs10.27Gnat•t, ~5!

wheret5ns0f , n is the119Sn surface density of the absorb
ers, s051.4310218cm2 is the maximum absorption cros
section at resonance,Gexp is the width of an experimenta
spectrum,Ga and Gs are the widths of the absorber an
source spectral lines, respectively, andGnat is the natural
width of the119Sn spectral line.

Because relation~5! is valid for (Gnat/Ga)t,5, this con-
dition was met for all the solid solutions studied and abso
ers used. It is essential that the above method of determ
tion of f does not require taking into account the backgrou
gamma rays. Extrapolation of relations~5! to t50 permits
one to find also the experimental spectral width in the lim
of an infinitely thin absorberG0 . Note that it is the depen
dence on composition of theG0 quantity rather than ofGexp

that one is interested here, because the latter is very sens
to the chosen absorber surface density@for instance, for a
SnTe absorber with a density of 1 mg/cm2 (n55
31018cm22) the transition from 295 to 80 K is accompanie
by an increase ofGexp from 0.98 to 1.40 mm/s#.

The 119Sn Mössbauer spectra of all Pb12xSnxTe samples
represented single lines whose widthsG0 were close to twice
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FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence of the width of experimental spe
tra, Gexp ~in units of double natural width 2Gnat!, on com-
position of the Pb12xSnxTe solid solution~Ref. 39!; ~b!
Dependence of the isomer shiftd ~relative to Pb0.99Sn0.01Te
at the corresponding temperatures! on composition of the
Pb12xSnxTe solid solution~Ref. 39!; ~c! Dependence of the
Mössbauer coefficient ratiof (x)/ f (x51) on composition
of the Pb12xSnxTe solid solution~Ref. 39!. 1—295 K,
2—80 K. The dashed lines refer to the compositions
which the gapless state forms at 80 and 295 K.
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the natural width 2Gnat and increased only insignificantl
with x to reach the maximum value for tin telluride~Fig. 4a!.
The latter is in no way unexpected, because an increase o
content in a solid solution broadens the region of homoge
ity, which gives rise to an increase of the concentration
residual structural defects and, as a consequence, to a gr
of Mössbauer spectra in width. No anomalous changes in
width of spectra are observed in the region of the so
solution gapless state both at 80 and 295 K~Fig. 4a!. One
may therefore conclude that the local symmetry of cat
sites of the Pb12xSnxTe solid solutions does not chang
throughout the region of existence of the latter.

The isomer shift of Mo¨ssbauer spectra is determined
the chemical nature of the atoms in the local environmen
a Mössbauer probe. Because the local environment of
atoms~six tellurium atoms occupying the corners of a reg
lar octahedron! does not change with varying composition
the Pb12xSnxTe solid solution, there is nothing strange in t
constancy of the isomer shift of the119Sn Mössbauer spectra
which coincides with that of the SnTe compound for
compositions within experimental error~Fig. 4b!. One ob-
serves also no anomalous changes in the electronic stru
of atoms on the cation sublattice within the region of ex
tence of the gapless state.

The transition from PbTe to SnTe is accompanied b
monotonic growth of the Mo¨ssbauer coefficient for the ca
ion sublattice~Fig. 4c!. It is such a behavior off that should
be expected based on the closeness of the Debye tem
tin
e-
f

wth
he
-

n

f
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-

l

ure
-

a

ra-

tures for PbTe~125 K! and SnTe~130 K!. Significantly, no
anomalous changes in thef (x) relations for compositions
near the gapless state are observed either.

This gives one grounds to conclude that119Sn Möss-
bauer spectroscopy reveals no changes either in the loca
symmetry, or in the electronic structure of atoms, or again
the intensity of electron-phonon interaction in Pb12xSnxTe
solid solutions in the region of the gapless state. Note t
a similar conclusion was reached in a study11 of the
Pb12xSnxSe solid solutions by119Sn MAS.

In closing we note that the authors of Ref. 40 studi
mixed tin and lead chalcogenides of the PbSnS2Se type
whereas authors of Ref. 41 discovered photostructural tra
formations in Pb0.2Sn0.8S single crystals.

4. NEUTRAL AND IONIZED STATES OF TIN IMPURITY
ATOMS IN LEAD CHALCOGENIDES IN THE LOW-
TEMPERATURE DOMAIN

Tin is an isoelectronic substitutional impurity in lea
chalcogenides that should be electrically inert. However
low concentrations, tin in PbS and PbSe was shown42 to
behave as an electrically active impurity and to act as a
nor. It is this publication that initiated a number of studies
tin impurity atoms in lead chalcogenides by119Sn Mössbauer
spectroscopy. The authors of Ref. 10 were probably the
to observe charge exchange of tin impurity atom
in PbS as a function of the position of the chemical pote
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TABLE II. Parameters of Mo¨ssbauer spectra of119Sn impurity atoms.

Sn21 Sn41

Carrier
Composition d G d G d G d G R R concentration, cm23

x y 80 K 80 K 295 K 295 K 80 K 80 K 295 K 295 K 80 K 295 K 80 K 295 K

Pb12x2ySnxAyS
0.01 0.00 3.70 0.77 3.65 0.76 n5331018 n5331018

0.01 0.02 1.25 0.78 1.23 0.77 p5631013 p5131017

0.02 0.02 3.70 0.81 3.60 0.87 1.25 0.83 1.37 0.89 1.08 0.69p5631013 p5631016

0.02 0.02 3.76 0.84 3.68 0.89 1.26 0.83 1.32 0.91 1.1 0.7 p5631013 p5631016*
0.01 0.01 3.69 0.80 3.62 0.85 1.24 0.82 1.36 0.86 1.05 0.71p5631013 p5631016

Pb12x2ySnxAySe
0.01 0.00 3.65 0.77 3.63 0.77 n5231018 n5231018

0.005 0.02 1.52 0.76 1.50 0.77 p5531019 p5531019

0.01 0.02 3.63 0.85 1.58 0.80 0.16 p5331019 p5331019

0.017 0.02 3.53 0.92 3.13 1.56 1.58 1.05 2.05 1.37 1.38 3.52p5331019 p5331019

0.017 0.02 3.60 0.96 3.12 1.62 1.57 1.07 1.98 1.42 1.3 3.2 p5331019 p5331019*
0.01 0.01 3.55 0.91 3.12 1.46 1.59 1.05 2.01 1.34 1.25 3.61p5331019 p5331019

Note: The errors in determination ofd andG are60.02 mm/s and those forR, 60.05.R5Jn /Ji , Jn andJi are the areas bounded by the spectra of neu
and ionized tin centers.
*Data for Mössbauer emission spectra.
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tial in the forbidden gap of the material. This stud
was followed by a comprehensive investigation of t
Pb12xSnxS, Pb12xSnxSe, Pb12xSnxTe, Pb12xSnxS12zSez ,
and Pb12xSnxS12zTez solid solutions.11–21We are presenting
below the results of Mo¨ssbauer studies dealing with identifi
cation of the neutral and ionized states of tin impurity ato
in lead chalcogenides and related solid solutions at low t
peratures (T<295 K).

4.1. The lead sulfide PbS

In degeneraten-type samples, where the chemical pote
tial is located near the conduction-band bottom, tin cen
were observed to exist only in the neutral state@Sn#0 ~the
charges of the@Sn# centers are given relative to that of th
cation sublattice, i.e., of the lead atoms!. For such samples
one chose the Pb12xSnxS compositions (x50.01) containing
stoichiometric lead~it is believed that the energy levels i
crystals with excess lead lie within the conduction band, a
therefore these samples turned out to be electronic and
generate, see Table II!.13,15,18,20Mössbauer spectra of suc
samples measured at 80 K are single lines~Fig. 5a and Table
II ! of instrumental width with an isomer shift correspondi
to divalent tin Sn21.

In compensatedp-type samples, where the chemical p
tential lies near the valence-band top, only the ionized s
of the tin centers should be observed. One chose for s
samples the Pb12x2ySnxAyS compositions (x50.01,y
50.02). The 80-K Mo¨ssbauer spectrum of such samples i
single line~Fig. 5a and Table II! of instrumental width with
an isomer shift corresponding to quadrivalent
Sn41.13,15,18,20Although the samples werep-type, the con-
centration of holes in them was found to be substantia
lower than that of the introduced acceptors.13,18

At 80 K, Mössbauer spectra of Pb12xSnxS and
Pb12x2ySnxAyS samples can be explained by assuming t
the impurity tin atoms substitute in the PbS cubic lattice
s
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-
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d
e-
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ch
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y

t
r

lead atoms to form donor states, whose ionization ene
corresponds to a level in the lower half of the gap. Thus
Sn21 divalent-tin line in Mössbauer spectra is produced b
neutral (@Sn#0), and the line of quadrivalent tin Sn41, by
doubly ionized states (@Sn#21) of the tin donor center in PbS
By varying properly the tin to acceptor concentration ratio
PbS, one can obtain in the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum the Sn21 and

FIG. 5. Mössbauer spectra of119Sn impurity atoms in~a! Pb12x2ySnxAyS
and ~b! Pb12x2ySnxAySe ~Ref. 10!: 1—x50.01, y50; 2—x50.01, y
50.01, 3—x50.01,y50.02.
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Sn41 lines with any intensity ratio.20 In particular,
Fig. 5a presents a spectrum of a partially compensa
Pb12x2ySnxAyS sample (x50.01,y50.01), which repre-
sents a superposition of two lines, Sn21 and Sn41, of about
equal intensity.

Tin in PbS is an isoelectronic impurity, and therefo
charge exchange of such an impurity observed with a cha
in position of the chemical potential in the gap is in itself
anomalous phenomenon. An additional feature is that
isomer shifts correspond to the tin charge changing by t
This suggests an interesting possibility to assign
Mössbauer line corresponding to ionized donor centers no
the quadrivalent state Sn41 ~in accordance with the magn
tude of the isomer shift! but rather to the trivalent one, Sn31

~while this state is not observed in tin compounds, its ex
tence for impurity atoms cannot be ruled out!. However this
interpretation would contradict the dependence of
Sn21/Sn41 line intensity ratio

R5Jn /Ji5 f nNn / f iNi ~6!

observed in Mo¨ssbauer spectra of Pb12x2ySnxAyS samples
on the tin (N) to acceptor (Na) concentration ratio~hereJn

andJi are the Mo¨ssbauer line intensities corresponding to t
neutral and ionized states of the tin donor center,Nn andNi

are the concentrations of these centers, andf n and f i are the
Mössbauer coefficients for these centers!.

Indeed, the expression forR can be recast in the form

R5k$@ f n / f i #@N/~Na2p!#%2 f n / f i , ~7!

wherek51 for the ionized center corresponding to Sn31 ~the
charge neutrality equationNi5Na2p! or k52 if the ionized
tin center corresponds to Sn41 ~with this equation reading
2Ni5Na2p!.

The experimental dependence ofR on N/(Na2p) for
Pb12x2ySnxAyS solid solutions is shown in Fig. 6a.13,18 We
readily see that the experimental data are well fitted by r
tion ~7! with k52 ~here p may be neglected, becausep
!Na!. Hence to the ionized tin donor centers in PbS cor
sponds the quadrivalent state Sn41. Extrapolation of the ex-
perimental straight line toN/(Na2p)50 yields f n / f i

50.9360.01.
Thus tin impurity atoms in PbS sit at regular sites of t

cation sublattice and are two-electron donors. The absen
Mössbauer spectra measured at 80 K on partially comp
sated samples of the Sn31 line indicates that tin forms in PbS
two-electron donor centers with negative correlation ener
i.e. that the single-ionization energy of this center is lar
than one half of its double-ionization energy. Finally, t
hole nature of conduction and the absence of degenerac
Pb12x2ySnxAyS samples implies that the chemical potent
associated with the tin donor-level system lies in the low
half of the semiconductor gap~and, hence, that the tin dono
levels are also located in its lower half!.

4.2. The lead selenide PbSe

Tin donor centers in degeneraten-type PbSe sample
~doped with excess lead! exhibit only the neutral state. In
particular, the 80-K Mo¨ssbauer spectrum of Pb12xSnxSe (x
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50.01) samples consists of a single line whose isomer s
corresponds to divalent tin Sn21 ~Fig. 5b and Table II!.13,15,18

This spectrum relates to neutral tin donor centers@Sn#0.
The experimental spectrum obtained at 80 K with

p-type Pb12x2ySnxAySe compensated sample (Na52N, x
50.01,y50.02) is not a single line due to Sn21 but rather a
superposition of the Sn41 and Sn21 lines, with R50.16
60.05 ~Fig. 5b and Table II!.13,15,18Similarly, the spectrum
of a partially compensated Pb12x2ySnxAySe sample (x
50.01,y50.01) obtained at 80 K is a superposition of tw
lines due to Sn21 and Sn41, with the line intensity ratioR
51.2560.05 ~Fig. 5b and Table II!.20 Fully ionized tin cen-
ters can be obtained only in Pb12x2ySnxAySe samples with
an acceptor concentration considerably in excess of twice
donor concentration.11,20 In particular, the Mo¨ssbauer spec
trum of a sample withx50.005 andy50.02 contains only
the Sn41 line ~Table II!. This is accounted for by the fact tha
the level system in PbSe associated with the tin centers
within the valence band. As a result, the chemical poten
associated with the partially filled tin level lies also with
the valence band, and the concentration of holes beco
comparable to that of acceptors. Therefore in order to
scribe the dependence ofR on tin and acceptor concentra

FIG. 6. ~a! Dependence ofR5Jn /Ji on N/(Na2p) for ~1! PbS:Sn,A and
~2! PbSe:Sn,A~hereJn andJi are the intensities of the lines correspondin
to the neutral and ionized tin centers!.18 The solid and dashed lines ar
relationships calculated for the case of tin being a two- and one-elec
center, respectively.~b! Dependence ofP5Nn /(Nn1Ni) on (Na2p)/N for
~1! Pb0.99Sn0.01AyS and~2! Pb0.99Sn0.01AySe ~hereNn and Ni are the con-
centrations of neutral and ionized tin centers, respectively!.20 When deriving
the concentrations of the Sn21 and Sn41 centers from Mo¨ssbauer spectra, the
Mössbauer coefficient ratio for these centers was assumed to
0.9360.01.
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tions of the type of~7!, one should include the hole conce
tration in the charge neutrality equation.

As seen from Fig. 6a, the experimental data for
Pb12x2ySnxAySe solid solutions are well reproduced by t
relation ~7! with k52.13,18 Extrapolation of~7! in Fig. 6a to
N/(Na2p)50 permits one to determine the ratiof n / f i

50.9360.01, which was found to be the same for PbS a
PbSe. Thus the Mo¨ssbauer coefficient for the quadrivale
state Sn41 turns out to be larger than that for the divale
Sn21 state. This does not come as a surprise, because
magnitude of f for quadrivalent tin compounds is alway
larger than that for the divalent ones of the same type.

4.3. The tin telluride PbTe

Besides tin, PbTe was also doped with an acceptor
purity ~Na or Tl!. The content of tin in the Pb12x2ySnxAyTe
solid solutions was varied within the range 0.005,x
,0.03, and the acceptor codopant was introduced
amounts of 0,y,0.02. All samples werep-type with a hole
concentrationp;101921020cm23.

It was found that, irrespective of the tin to acceptor co
centration ratio, the Mo¨ssbauer spectra exhibit only one lin
corresponding to the divalent tin Sn21.11 This means that the
tin energy levels lie within the valence band deep under
level of the chemical potential, deeper than the largest att
able Fermi energies in PbTe doped with Tl or Na~i.e. they
are spaced by more than 0.2 eV from the valence-band to
the L point of the Brillouin zone!.

4.4. The PbS12zSez solid solutions

As shown in the two preceding subsections, the i
electronic tin impurity in PbS and PbSe acts as
two-electron negative-U center. The energy levels associat
with the tin center change their position as one trans
from PbS to PbSe, namely, in PbS they are in the low
half of the gap, and in PbSe they are located with
the valence band. A question naturally arises about
position of tin levels in the PbS12zSez solid solutions.
To answer it, Pb12x2ySnxAyS12zSez solid solutions
(z50, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 1.0), with fixed tin and a
ceptor impurity ~sodium, thallium! concentrations~x5y
50.02 orx5y50.01!, were studied.16,17,20All the samples
werep-type, and inz,0.6 compositions the carrier conce
tration was temperature-dependent, while the composit
with z.0.7 were degenerate. One could expect the Mo¨ss-
bauer spectra obtained for a chosen tin-to-acceptor con
tration ratio to contain two lines~Sn21 and Sn41! of equal
intensity. It was found, however, thatRÞ1.00 for all com-
positions. One can conceive of two reasons forR deviating
from 1.00: first, a difference betweenf n and f i and, second,
the presence of holes in a substantial concentration, if the
levels lie within the valence band. Using thef n / f i50.93
ratio determined above, one findsK5Nn /Ni for the
PbS12zSez solid solutions. As seen from Fig. 7a, forz,0.6
one obtainsK51.0060.01, i.e. for thez,0.6 solid solutions
the tin levels are located in the lower half of the gap. Foz
.0.7, K.1.0 ~Fig. 7b!, i.e., for these solid solutions the ti
levels lie within the valence band. Thus Mo¨ssbauer spectros
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copy permits qualitative determination of the position of t
energy levels created by tin impurity atoms in the PbS12zSez

solid solutions.

4.5. The PbS12zTez solid solutions

Pb12xSnxTe does not exhibit any manifestation of t
impurity states in eithern- or p-type samples. If they do
exist, they should lie deep in the valence band~substantially
lower than the highest Fermi energy attainable by acce
doping!. In the PbS12zTez solid solutions one may expec
their shift in the vicinity of the chemical potential. To fix th
position of the chemical potential, one introduced, besi
tin, a Tl impurity creating a relatively narrow band of pa
tially filled resonance states in the valence band, whose
sition practically does not change throughout the so
solution compositional range studied.

It was found that Mo¨ssbauer spectra of the solid sol
tions with a sulfur content 12z.0.15 consist of two lines
corresponding to di- and quadrivalent tin~for example, the
Mössbauer spectrum of a Pb12x2ySnxAyS0.2Te0.8 sample (x
50.01,y50.02) is a superposition of the Sn21 and Sn41

lines, with d53.6760.02 mm/s for Sn21, d51.5860.02
mm/s for Sn41, andR50.6760.05.21 Thus by increasing the
PbS content in the Pb12xSnxS12zTez solid solution one can
raise, as it were, the tin impurity states from deep in
valence band to the level of the chemical potential and
serve effects associated with a change in the charge sta
tin.

FIG. 7. ~a! Dependence ofK5Nn /Ni on z for the Pb12x2ySnxAyS12zSez

solid solutions with~1! x5y50.01 and~2! x5y50.02 ~Ref. 20!. ~b! De-
pendence of the activation energyE0 of electronic exchange between ti
centers onz for the Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez solid solution.20
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4.6. Model of the two-electron tin center in lead
chalcogenides

The discovery by Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy of the depe
dence of the charge state of tin impurity atoms in lead ch
cogenides on the position of the chemical potential stim
lated intensive investigation of these materials by meth
based on measuring of the electrical conductivity, Hall
fect, thermopower, and optical absorption.43–53

For instance, measurements43,44 of the Hall effect per-
mitted determination of the energies of two-electron tin i
purity states in Pb12xSnxS and Pb12xSnxSe for smallx. In
Pb12xSnxSe withx50.02, the tin donor states lie in the va
lence band~for T50 K, at 0.17 eV from its top!, and rise
with increasing temperature at a rate of21.631024 eV/K.
At high temperatures the impurity level acts as an accep
This behavior of tin is interpreted by a model in which im
purity atoms residing in different charge states occupy
equivalent lattice sites at low temperatures and, as a re
they can be identified by different energies.44 The inequiva-
lence of atoms in different charge states decreases with
creasing temperature to vanish altogether at a cer
composition-dependent temperature.

A comprehensive investigation of the defect ener
spectrum in Pb12xSnxSe:Na crystals was carried out by me
suring the Seebeck coefficient, Hall effect, therm
power,48,50,52 and optical absorption.45,47,53 Attempts to ex-
plain the temperature dependences of the electrical con
tivity, thermopower, and Hall effect of the Pb12x2ySnxAySe
solid solutions (A5Na, Tl) in terms of a single-level mode
did not meet with success. According to the concepts de
oped in Ref. 52, tin exhibits donor activity only at low tem
peratures~for instance, in the case of PbSe forT,200 K!,
whereas as the temperature is increased, tin transforms
an acceptor. Obviously enough, this can occur if at low te
peratures the neutral (Sn21) and ionized (Sn41) tin centers in
the PbSe lattice occupy different sites; for instance, the S41

ion can distort strongly its nearest-neighbor environmen
form associates with vacancies or ionized acceptors.52 As the
temperature increases, this distorted local environment of
Sn41 ions becomes less stable, and the tendency to S21

formation increases. At some critical temperature~according
to Ref. 52, atT.200 K for PbSe!, the Sn21 and Sn41 sites
are no longer inequivalent, and this facilitates electron loc
ization at the Sn41 centers, which converts them to Sn21. An
essential drawback of the concepts developed in Ref. 5
the lack of any evidence for the existence of such associ
not only in Mössbauer spectra but in the optical absorpt
spectra of the Pb12x2ySnxAyS and Pb12x2ySnxAySe solid
solutions as well.49,53

A model was proposed21 based on Mo¨ssbauer
studies10–20which permits one to describe the isovalent~iso-
electronic! tin impurity in lead chalcogenides~PbS, PbSe!
and related solid solutions (PbS12zSez) as a two-electron
U2 donor. The 80-K 119Sn Mössbauer spectra of th
Pb12x2ySnxAyS solid solutions obtained on compositio
with the acceptor content 0,y,2x were interpreted as a
superposition of two lines with the isomer shifts correspo
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ing to Sn21 and Sn41, and the fraction of the Sn41 centers
P5Ni /(Nn1Ni) ~hereNn andNi are the concentrations o
the Sn21 and Sn41 centers, respectively! was assumed to be
directly proportional to the acceptor concentration, with
coefficient of proportionality of two~Fig. 6b!. Thus tin in
PbS is a two-electron donor, with the Sn21 and Sn41 ions
corresponding to the neutral,@Sn#0, and doubly ionized,
@Sn#21, tin centers, respectively. The charge neutrality co
dition can be written

2Ni5Na2p, ~8!

and the hole concentrationp may be neglected, because at
K N@p. Because the samples with 0,y,2x were p-type,
and the hole concentration was temperature dependent
chemical potentialm associated with the partially ionized ti
donor level should lie in the lower half of the gap. Th
pattern of tin behavior accords with data on the tempera
dependences of electrical conductivity, the Seebeck co
cient, and Hall effect for the Pb12x2ySnxAyS solid
solutions.44

Figures 8 and 9 present the density-of-states distri
tions as functions of compensation ratio for th
Pb12x2ySnxAyS solid solutions for theU.0 and U,0
cases, respectively. Also shown are the expected shape

FIG. 8. Density of states for Pb12x2ySnxAyS (U.0) for the cases of
Na50 ~a!, 0.5N ~b!, N ~c!, 1.5N ~d!, and 2N ~e!.20 The dark and bright
regions of theE1 band refer to the neutral,@Sn#0 (Sn21), and singly ionized,
@Sn#1 (Sn31), tin centers. The dark and bright regions of theE2 band cor-
respond to singly ionized and doubly ionized,@Sn#21 (Sn41), tin centers.
Presented on the right are the expected119Sn Mössbauer spectra~shown on
top are their positions corresponding to the Sn41, Sn31, and Sn21 ions!.
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119Sn Mössbauer spectra. A comparison of experimen
~Fig. 5a! with theoretical~Figs. 8 and 9! Mössbauer spectra
provides a convincing argument for the correlation ene
for the two-electron tin centers in PbS beingU,0.

The situation does not change radically for t
Pb12x2ySnxAySe solid solutions; indeed, for partially com
pensated samples (0,y,2x) the 119Sn Mössbauer spectra
obtained at 80 K represent a superposition of the Sn21 and
Sn41 lines ~Fig. 5b!, but the fraction of the Sn41 centers is
proportional to@Na2p# ~Fig. 6b!. This is explained by the
fact that the chemical potential associated with the parti
ionized tin donor level in PbSe lies below the valence-ba
maximum@the samples with 0,y,2x werep-type and de-
generate, so that, in the charge neutrality equation~8!, one
should take into account the concentration of holes, whic
comparable to that of tin#.

Thus the parameterU,0 in PbSe and the tin centers a
two-electron. However the energy levels associated with
are within the valence-band spectrum. Note that this con
sion accords with data44,52 on the temperature dependenc
of the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck and Hall co
ficients obtained on the Pb12x2ySnxAySe solid solutions.
Figure 10 displays the density-of-states distribution for p
tially compensated Pb12x2ySnxAySe.

It is essential that the width of Mo¨ssbauer spectra o

FIG. 9. Density of states for Pb12x2ySnxAyS (U,0) for the cases of
Na50 ~a!, 0.5N ~b!, N ~c!, 1.5N ~d!, and 2N ~e!.20 The dark region of the
E1 band refers to neutral,@Sn#0 (Sn21), tin centers, and its bright regionE2

corresponds to doubly ionized,@Sn#0 (Sn41), tin centers. Presented on th
right are the expected119Sn Mössbauer spectra~shown on top are their
positions corresponding to the Sn41, Sn31, and Sn21 ions!.
l
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Pb12x2ySnxAyS and Pb12x2ySnxAySe containing only one
tin state~Sn21 for y50 and Sn41 for y.2x, see Fig. 5! is
close to the instrumental width (0.7760.02 mm/s) and de-
pends neither on the solid-solution composition nor on
measurement temperature~80–295 K!.17,20 The closeness o
the width of experimental spectra of the solid solutions to
instrumental width excludes the possibility of spectral d
composition into quadrupole doublets. In other words,
search for differences in local-environment symmetry b
tween the Sn21 and Sn41 centers by Mo¨ssbauer spectroscop
produced a negative result. In both cases, tin resides a
center of a regular chalcogen octahedron, and this envi
ment depends neither on the solid-solution composition
on temperature. Various associations of the Sn41 centers
with lattice defects and ionized acceptors are observed
exist only in incompletely homogenized materials, but ev
in this case their fraction does not exceed 0.1 of the total
concentration.15

5. TWO-ELECTRON EXCHANGE BETWEEN NEUTRAL
AND IONIZED TIN DONOR CENTERS IN LEAD
CHALCOGENIDES

We have shown in the preceding section that Mo¨ssbauer
spectroscopy is an efficient means for probing the cha
state of impurity atoms in semiconductors. However Mo¨ss-
bauer spectroscopy also opens up possibilities for study
electronic exchange between neutral and ionized impu
centers in a partially compensated material~if the chemical
potential is stabilized in the energy band formed by impur
atoms!.54 These studies were first reported for the case of
impurity atoms in lead selenide in Ref. 12, followed by
series of similar investigations.13–21This Section presents th

FIG. 10. Electron density of states for Pb12x2ySnxAySe (U,0) for
x5y.20 For explanations see the caption to Fig. 9.
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main experimental results and their interpretation for
case of two-electron exchange between neutral and ion
tin centers in lead chalcogenides and related solid soluti

5.1. Lead selenide

To study electron exchange between tin centers,
chose Pb12x2ySnxAySe solid solutions containing abou
equal amounts of the @Sn#21 and @Sn#41 centers
~x50.017,y50.02 in Fig. 11!.13–15,19 Because of the elec
tron exchange between Sn41 and Sn41, each tin center re-
sides part of the time in the neutral (tn), and another part, in
the ionized (t i) state. If the lifetime of the tin centers in eac
of these states exceeds by far that of the119Sn Mössbauer
level (t0520 ns), the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum will be actually
superposition of the@Sn#0 and @Sn#21 spectra, with the ratio
of the areas bounded by the corresponding lines~Jn andJi!
being defined as

R5Jn /Ji5 f ntn / f it i . ~9!

If, however, tn and t i become smaller thant0 , the
@Sn#21 and @Sn#0 lines in the Mössbauer spectrum will ap
proach one another, so that, in the limit of fast electron
change (tn ,t i!t0), the spectrum will represent a single lin
corresponding to an ‘‘averaged’’ state of the tin center w
an isomer shift

d5~d i1Rdn!/~R11!. ~10!

As seen from Fig. 11, the Mo¨ssbauer spectra of th
above-mentioned sample measured at 80 and 295 K re
sent a superposition of two single lines corresponding
Sn21 and Sn41, but their isomer shifts depend substantia
on temperature~see Table II!. At 80 K, the isomer shifts of
the Sn21 and Sn41 lines of this sample are close to those

FIG. 11. Mössbauer spectra for119Sn impurity atoms in ~a,b!
Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S and~c,d! Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01Se obtained at~a,c!
80 K and~b,d! 295 K.20
e
ed
s.

e

-

re-
o

the @Sn#0 and @Sn#21 centers described above, although t
Sn21 and Sn41 lines are observed to become slightly clos
to one another. This evidences the onset of a slow electr
exchange between the@Sn#0 and@Sn#21 centers in PbSe tak
ing place at 80 K (tn ,t i.t0). An increase of temperature i
accompanied by a sharp decrease of separation betwee
Sn21 and Sn41 lines; this is an unambiguous indication o
electronic exchange occurring between the@Sn#0 and @Sn#21

states, and the characteristic time of exchange between
states turns out to be of the order oft0 , because, rather tha
containing one line of the ‘‘averaged’’ state, the spectru
retains the individual Sn21 and Sn41 lines. It should be
stressed that the isomer shifts of the@Sn#0 and@Sn#21 centers
depend only weakly on temperature, and therefore the
crease in separation between the lines observed to occ
the spectrum of the above sample with increasing temp
ture cannot be assigned to a temperature dependence o
isomer shift of each of the@Sn#0 and @Sn#21 states. Finally,
we note that the observed electronic exchange between
@Sn#0 and@Sn#21 centers in PbSe reflects simultaneous tra
fer of two electrons, because, as seen from experime
Mössbauer spectra, this exchange does not result in the
mation of a singly ionized@Sn#1 center~it would correspond
to the trivalent tin Sn31!.

In principle, one can conceive of two possible mech
nisms of electronic exchange between the tin centers: tun
ing electron transfer directly between tin ions and excha
between tin centers via valence-band states. In the first c
the electron transfer rate should depend on the tin concen
tion. To observe this effect, a Pb12x2ySnxAySe sample with
x50.01,y50.01 was prepared. It was found that the Sn21

and Sn41 Mössbauer lines of this sample coincide in wid
and position with those of the corresponding spectra
tained on a sample withx50.017,y50.02 ~Table II!.13,15

Hence the frequency of electronic exchange is practic
independent of tin concentration, and one may neglect di
exchange between the@Sn#0 and @Sn#21 centers.

Note that the energies of the tin levels in PbSe cor
spond to valence-band states, but the temperature de
dence of the exchange frequencyn indicates that electron
transfer between the tin-center localized states and the d
calized states of the valence band requires an energy ex
diture, which is equivalent to the existence of an energy b
rier between them.

If neutral and ionized tin centers are present in com
rable concentrations in a sample, the structure of the119Sn
Mössbauer spectra depends both on the electronic exch
frequencyn between the@Sn#0 and@Sn#21 centers and on the
actual version of the Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy employed.

1. If the electronic exchange time between@Sn#0 and
@Sn#21, t51/n, is much shorter than the lifetime of the119Sn
Mössbauer level (t0;1028 s), then both the absorption an
emission Mo¨ssbauer spectra will have a single line with
isomer shift described by Eq.~10!.

2. If t@t0 , then the Mo¨ssbauer absorption spectru
will contain two lines corresponding to@Sn#0 and @Sn#21,
with an intensity ratio close toR. However only one line
corresponding to@Sn#21 will be retained in the Mo¨ssbauer
emission spectrum. This is because the 65-keV isom
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transition in 119mmSn involving internal conversion, which
precedes the Mo¨ssbauer transition and is accompanied by
Auger process, gives rise to formation of highly charged
states. In times much shorter than the lifetime of the119mSn
Mössbauer levelt0 , these states transfer to Sn41. Because at
80 K the timet it takes the@Sn#0 and @Sn#21 states in a
Pb12x2ySnxAySe sample (x50.017,y50.02) to equilibrate
is much longer thant0 , the Mössbauer emission spectrum
a sample of this composition should have at 80 K only o
the Sn41 line. At 295 K, t;t0 , and one should observe i
the Mössbauer emission spectrum both lines~@Sn#0 and
@Sn#21!, however the intensity of the@Sn#0 line should be
substantially lower than that in the absorption spectrum o
sample of the same composition.

To test these conclusions, a sample withx50.017 and
y50.02 labeled with the119mmSn radioactive isotope wa
prepared, and its Mo¨ssbauer emission spectra were measu
at 80 and 295 K.15,19 As seen from Table II, the structure o
the emission spectra is close to that of the absorption spe
and their processing showed them to be close in parame
too.

There can be two reasons for the anomalous behavio
Mössbauer emission spectra, namely, different local envir
ments of the@Sn#0 and@Sn#21 centers, and the existence of
specific mechanism of equilibration among the tin cent
operating in the case of originally ionized tin atoms. Form
tion of associations of Sn41 ions with ionized acceptors ma
be the natural cause of a difference in the local environme
of @Sn#0 and @Sn#61. An attempt was made to detect th
existence of such associations by measuring the width of
119Sn line in samples withx50.01,y50 ~they have only
@Sn#0 centers! and withx50.005,y50.02~they contain only
@Sn#21 centers!; indeed, the presence of such associatio
should result at any rate in a broadening of the spectrum
the second sample. However, as seen from Table II, the l
width in both spectra was found to be the same and equa
the instrumental width. Hence it is most probable that
existence of a specific mechanism of equilibration among
@Sn#0 and @Sn#21 centers causes the neutralization of high
charged tin atoms.20

5.2. Lead sulfide

To study the process of electronic exchange between
tin centers in PbS, a Pb12x2ySnxAyS sample with x
50.02,y50.02 was chosen.13–15,19As seen from Fig. 11 and
Table II, the spectra of this sample obtained at 80 and 29
contain only the Sn21 and Sn41 lines, whose isomer shifts
practically coincide with those of the above@Sn#0 and@Sn#21

centers, and only a slight decrease of their separation is
served. The decrease in the line spacing does not depen
the concentration of the impurity tin atoms~see Table II!. In
other words, electronic exchange between the@Sn#0 and
@Sn#21 centers in PbS occurs considerably slower than
does in PbSe. To understand this phenomenon, one ha
take into account that the rate of electronic exchange
dominated by valence-band states, and in PbSe this pro
is obviously facilitated by the Sn 5s levels lying in the va-
lence band. Finally, if one of the tin-center charge-excha
n
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stages involves hole capture, the conditions for this in Pb
are most favorable, because the hole concentration in
material is substantially higher than that in PbS.

We note in conclusion that the119Sn Mössbauer emis-
sion spectra of the Pb12x2ySnxAyS sample (x50.02,y
50.02) exhibit the same features as those of
Pb12x2ySnxAySe sample withx50.017,y50.02 ~see Table
II !, and that their interpretation can be given in terms of
model15,19 discussed above.

5.3. Pb12zSez solid solutions

The widths of the spectra, as well as the isomer sh
of the Sn21 and Sn41 lines, in solid solutions containing
both the Sn21 and Sn41 centers depend on the temperatu
at which the spectra were measured. Such depende
were studied for PbS12zSez solid solutions containing
tin and the acceptor in equal concentration
Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez with 0,z,1.16,17,20 In all
samples, an increase of temperature from 80 to 295 K
accompanied by a decrease in the separation between
Sn21 and Sn41 lines, and this decrease, as seen from Fig.
is the larger the larger isz. One observes simultaneously a
increase of the Sn21 and Sn41 lines in width ~Fig. 12!.

Note that such temperature dependences of the iso
shifts and linewidths are characteristic of the case
electronic exchange between two charge states o
Mössbauer atom, if the lifetime of each of the states is co
parable to that of the Mo¨ssbauer level~for 119Sn this time
is about 20 ns!. One measured also the frequency of ele

FIG. 12. Dependences onz of the relative change in the spacing betwe
the Sn21 and Sn41 lines ~a! and in the width of these lines~b!
with the temperature increased from 80 to 295 K for the~1!
Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez and ~2! Pb0.95Sn0.03Tl0.02S0.2Te0.8 solid solu-
tions. HereD(80 K) andD(295 K) are the distances~in mm/s! between the
Sn21 and Sn41 lines at 80 and 295 K, respectively;G(80 K) andG(295 K)
are, accordingly, the widths~in mm/s! of the Sn21 spectrum at 80 and
295 K.
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tronic exchange between the Sn21 and Sn41 states in the
Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01S12zSez solid solutions within the 80–
295 K range, and Fig. 7b presents the dependence of
activation energy of the process,E0 , on z ~Ref. 17 and 20!.
One readily sees that, as the selenium contentz in a solid
solution increases,E0 first decreases monotonically to rea
at z50.7 the limiting value of 0.029 eV, after which it re
mains constant within the measurement error. A compari
of the P(z) andE0(z) dependences~see Fig. 7b! permits a
conclusion that the limiting value ofE0 is reached at the
samez at which the chemical potential enters the valen
band.

Two mechanisms of electronic exchange between
Sn21 and Sn41 centers are possible, namely, tunneling el
tron transfer directly among the tin ions and electron trans
via valence-band states. The electron-exchange frequenc
the first model should depend on the concentration of the
impurity atoms and be temperature independent. Beca
one does not observe any dependence of the rate of dec
of the separation between the Sn21 and Sn41 lines in the
Pb12x2ySnxAySe Mössbauer spectra on tin concentrati
(0.01,x,0.05), and at the same time this rate is tempe
ture dependent, one can rule out direct exchange betwee
tin centers.16,17,20

An analysis of the density-of-states function in Figs.
and 10 shows that forz,0.7, where the donor states lie
the gap, the electron-exchange activation energy can
written

E05~m2Ev!1uU/2u, ~11!

and the decrease ofE0 with increasingz in this composition
region evidences a decrease in the energy gap separatin
chemical potentialm from the valence-band topEv . For z
.0.7, the conditions in which the tin donor levels lie with
the valence band, the activation energyE05U/2, which per-
mits experimental determination of the correlation energy
tin centers in PbS12zSez (z.0.7), which was found to be
20.05860.005 eV.

5.4. PbS12zTez solid solutions

The isomer shifts of the Sn21 and Sn41 lines in
PbS12zTez solid solutions containing both neutral and io
ized tin centers depend on temperature considerably we
than they do in the PbS12zSez solid solutions~Fig. 12!.21

Estimation of the activation energy of the electronic e
change between neutral and ionized tin centers in PbS12zTez

yields E0.0.1 eV, whence for the Hubbard energy one o
tains uUu.0.2 eV. This figure exceeds by far the valueuUu
50.06 eV obtained for similar centers in the PbS12zSez solid
solutions.

A comparison of the above estimates of the Hubb
energy permits certain conclusions on its nature, i.e. on
origin of the gain in energy obtained when the second e
tron is detached from a tin center compared to the first o
First, this gain is hardly connected with the delocalized sta
of the valence band, becauseE0 no longer depends onz in
the PbS12zSez solid solutions after the tin levels have e
tered the valence band. This means that the valence-b
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delocalized states and the electronic states of tin atoms
separated in space, and that the Hubbard energy is d
mined by the nearest-neighbor environment of the lat
Second, the Hubbard energy depends on the chemical na
of the chalcogen in the tin-atom environment. Within t
compositional regions where the Hubbard energy was e
mated these ions are Se22 for PbS12zSez and Te22 for
PbS12zTez . The most probable cause of the Hubbard ene
being negative may be displacement of the ligands tow
the central ion~in our case, of Se22 or Te22 toward Sn41!
after detachment of the second electron. However this ef
should yield a higher gain in energy for ligands of smal
size~i.e. for Se22 compared to Te22!. The observed relation
between the Hubbard energies suggests another origin. S
an origin could be, for example, an increase of the cova
contribution to the tin-chalcogen binding energy due to
ionization.

5.5. Fast two-electron exchange among tin centers in
Ag12ySn11ySe2 solid solutions

To measure the activation energyE0 and to reach the
temperature at which fast electronic exchange sets int
@t0), it would certainly be desirable to broaden the te
perature range covered. However an increase in tempera
is accompanied not only by an increase in the exchange
but by a sharp growth of the ratio of the areas bounded
the Sn21 and Sn41 spectral lines as well~for the
Pb0.96Sn0.02Na0.01Tl0.01Se composition, for instance,R
51.2560.02 at 80 K andR53.6160.05 at 295 K!, which is
associated with the increasing depth of the tin-center lev
in the valence band. On the one hand, this should caus
increase ofE0 ~see, e.g., Ref. 55, where the temperatu
range covered was increased to 373 K and, as a resultE0

was overestimated!, and on the other, interfere with observ
tion of an ‘‘averaged’’ spectrum.

Nevertheless the trivalent tin forming in a fast tw
electron exchange between the Sn21 and Sn41 centers was
detected in solid solutions of the silver and tin selenid
Ag12ySn11ySe2, having a NaCl-type structure.56 119Sn
Mössbauer spectra of the Ag12ySn11ySe2 solid solutions
represent single lines characteristic of a cubic tin- atom
vironment, and the isomer shifts increase withy. In the ter-
nary compound AgSnSe2, tin is formally trivalent, and its
Mössbauer spectrum~2 in Fig. 13a! corresponds to the only
tin state, the isomer shift of this spectrum being intermedi
between those of di- and quadrivalent-tin compoun
Variation of y in the Ag12ySn11ySe2 solid solutions from
0 to 0.2 retains the only tin state while shifting th
spectra toward those of Sn21. The low paramagnetic suscep
tibility of the above solid solutions (x'331025 cm3/mol)
precludes the formation of Sn31 paramagnetic ions
and therefore an ionic model accounting for the proper
of Ag12ySn11ySe2 was proposed. This model assum
the presence of Sn21 and Sn41 ions at tin sites,
@Ag1#12y@Sn21# (113y)/2@Sn41# (12y)/2@Se22#2 , and the single
lines observed in the spectra are assigned to the states f
ing in a fast electronic exchange between Sn21 and Sn41.
The isomer shift of such lines should be
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d5d~Sn21!~113y!/2~11y!1d~Sn41!~12y!/2~11y!

5@d~Sn21!1d~Sn41!#/21@d~Sn21!2d~Sn41!#y/~11y!,

~12!

whered(Sn21) andd(Sn41) are the isomer shifts of the as
sumed Sn21 and Sn41 states in Ag12ySn11ySe2. To estimate
the latter, one used the isomer spectral shifts of the Sn21 and
Sn41 impurity ions in PbSe~3.65 and 1.52 mm/s, respec
tively, spectra1 and3 in Fig. 13a!. The tin impurity states in
PbSe should simulate properly the corresponding state
Ag12ySn11ySe2, because in both matrices tin resides in
regular octahedral environment of selenium ions.

Equation~12! is a linear dependenceA1B•y/(11y) of
the isomer shift on parametery/(11y), where theA andB
constants are explicitly related to the isomer shifts of
Sn21 and Sn41 states. The solid line in Fig. 13b shows th
dependence of the tin isomer shift in Ag12ySn11ySe2 on the
y/(11y) parameter, which can be fitted by a straight li
with the parametersA52.6960.04 mm/s and B51.94
60.14 mm/s. These parameters are in a good agreement
the values @d(Sn21)1d(Sn41)#/252.5960.03 mm/s and
@d(Sn21)2d(Sn41)#/252.1360.03 mm/s, which follow
from the ionic model.

Note that the authors of Ref. 57 also measured119Sn
Mössbauer spectra of the Ag12ySn11ySe2 solid solutions,
but their analysis of the dependence of the isomer shift
composition left the question of whether fast electronic

FIG. 13. (a) 119Sn Mössbauer spectra of the solid solutions~1!
Pb0.99Sn0.01Se, ~2! AgSnSe2, and ~3! Pb0.975Sn0.005Na0.01Tl0.01Se.56 Also
shown are the isomer shifts of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra corresponding
Sn21, Sn31, and Sn41. (b) Dependence of the isomer shiftd of 119Sn Möss-
bauer spectra of the Ag12ySn11ySe2 solid solutions on compositional pa
rametery/(11y): ~1! Ag12ySn11ySe2, ~2! tin impurity atoms in PbSe.56
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change between the two tin states does exist in the syste
there are no such dynamics, and all tin ions are in the sa
charge state, unresolved.

6. TIN ANTISITE DEFECTS IN LEAD CHALCOGENIDES

Tin impurity atoms can be introduced into lead chalc
genides both by traditional synthesis and through nuc
transformations of the corresponding parent nuclei~ 119Sb or
119mTe!.58–60

6.1. 119Sb parent nuclei

Studies of Group V impurities~As, Sb, and Bi! in lead
chalcogenides are practically lacking. It is known only th
these impurities are donors, although the fraction of elec
cally active atoms is substantially less than unity. One co
put forward two explanations for this fact, namely, either
noticeable part of the impurity atoms form electrically ina
tive complexes in the lattice~of the type Sb2Te3!, or the
impurity is distributed between the cation sublattice~where it
acts as a donor! and the anion sublattice~in which case the
nature of the impurity states is unclear!. One could decide
between the alternate models if the positions of antimo
atoms in the lead chalcogenide lattices were known. T
positions of antimony impurity atoms in lead sulfide a
telluride ~PbS, PbTe! were determined by119Sb (119mSn)
Mössbauer emission spectroscopy.58,59 In view of the fact
that the recoil energy of the119mSn daughter atoms as a resu
of electron capture in119Sb and neutrino emission does n
exceed 1.4 eV, one may conclude that the radioactive tra
formation does not displace tin atoms from the normal latt
sites. Thus the parameters of119Sb (119mSn) Mössbauer
emission spectra should reflect the valence~charge! state of
119mSn atoms localized in antimony-occupied sites.

The Mössbauer sources were prepared by melting PbS
PbTe samples with carrier-free119SbCl3, so that the esti-
mated concentration of antimony impurity atoms did not e
ceed 1017cm23. The starting samples weren-type ~with a
lead excess,n;1018cm23! andp-type ~with a chalcogen ex-
cess,p;1018cm23!. Figure 14a presents typical spectra
PbS:119Sb and PbTe:119Sb.

The spectra ofn-type samples@1 and2 in Fig. 14~a!# are
superpositions of two lines. The widths of both line
(;1.35 mm/s) are substantially in excess of the instrume
width, which implies distortion of the cubic local
environment symmetry of the119mSn daughter atoms. Th
reason for this distortion may be the difference of the
placed and substituting atoms in size. One of these lines~it is
dominant inn-type samples and is referred to as spectrum!
has an isomer shift (;2.3 mm/s) characteristic of intermeta
lic tin compounds, and it should be assigned to the119mSn0

centers in the anion sublattice of PbS~PbTe! ~the nearest
environment of these centers contains lead atoms, and
interaction of tin with the latter produces an isomer sh
typical of metallic alloys of lead!. 119mSn0 atoms form obvi-
ously of the 119Sb atoms in the anion sublattice of Pb
~PbTe!. The second line~spectrum II! has an isomer shift
(;3.45 mm/s) characteristic of compounds of divalent t
and it should be assigned to119mSn21 centers located in the
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cation sublattice of PbS~PbTe! ~the nearest environment o
these centers contains chalcogen atoms, and the intera
of tin with the latter produces an isomer shift close to that
the119Sn spectrum in SnS and SnTe!. Obviously enough, the
119mSn21 atoms are products of decay of the119Sb atoms
residing on the PbS~PbTe! cation sublattice.

The spectra ofp-type samples@3 and 4 in Fig. 14~a!#
likewise are superpositions of two broadened lines. One
these lines of both compounds has parameters close to t
of a type-I spectrum~it was dominant inn-type samples, bu
its intensity inp-type samples is substantially weaker!. This
spectrum should be assigned to the119mSn0 centers, which
formed from the119Sb atoms on the anion sublattice of Pb
~PbTe!. The second line for PbS~spectrum III! has an isomer
shift (;1.55 mm/s) characteristic of compounds
quadrivalent tin, and it should be assigned to the119mSn41

atoms produced in the decay of the119Sb atoms on the cation
sublattice of PbS. The parameters of the second line of P
are close to those of a type-II spectrum~it had a low intensity
in n-type samples, but inp-type samples its intensity in
creases substantially!. This line should be associated with th
119mSn21 atoms, which formed in the decay of the119Sb at-
oms in the PbTe cation sublattice.

Thus the position of tin impurity atoms in the lea
chalcogenide lattices depends on the nature of the devia
of the material from stoichiometric composition; indeed,
samples with a lead excess, antimony localizes primarily
the anion sublattice, and in samples with an excess of
chalcogen, predominantly on the cation sublattice~where it
acts as a donor!. The fraction of electrically active antimon

FIG. 14. Mössbauer emission spectra of (a) 119Sb(119mSn), Refs. 58, 59,
and (b) 119mTe(119mSn), Ref. 60, obtained at 80 K on~1! n-PbS, ~2!
n-PbTe, ~3! p-PbS, and~4! p-PbTe. Also shown is decomposition of th
experimental spectra into the components corresponding to119mSn0,
119mSn21, and119mSn41.
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atoms depends on the antimony distribution between the
lattices, but it is always less than unity~this follows from the
fact that even inp-type samples a substantial fraction
antimony atoms are localized in the anion sublattice!.

It should be pointed out that the119mSn center in the
anion sublattice of PbS and PbTe~it produces a type-I spec
trum! represents an antisite defect, and, as follows from
independence of the isomer shift of spectrum I of the type
material conduction, the charge state of an antisite de
does not depend on the position of the chemical poten
The 119mSn center on the cation sublattice of PbS and Pb
~it accounts for the type-II and III spectra in PbS and t
type-II spectrum in PbTe! is an isoelectronic substitutiona
impurity. As follows from Section 4, the isoelectronic ti
impurity in PbS is a two-electron donor with a negative co
relation energy~i.e., it is electrically active!. This accounts
for the observed dependence of the isomer shift of the sp
trum of such centers on the conduction type of the mater
namely, inn-type samples the spectrum corresponds to
neutral state of the donor center~ 119mSn21, spectrum II!, and
in p-type ones, to the doubly-ionized state~ 119mSn41, spec-
trum III!. As shown in Section IV, the isoelectronic tin im
purity in the PbTe lattice is electrically inert, and this
corroborated by data on the independence of the isomer
of the spectrum corresponding to these centers of the p
tion of the chemical potential.

6.2. 119mTe parent atoms

A study was made of the tin centers in antisite defe
present in PbTe and PbS.60 The emission version of the
119mTe(119mSn) Mössbauer spectroscopy used permitted o
to stabilize tin impurity atoms following a chain of radioa
tive decays of the parent atoms in positions off their char
teristic sites.

The Mössbauer sources were prepared by melting PbS
PbTe samples with carrier-free119mTe, so that the tin impu-
rity concentration did not exceed 1017cm23. The starting
samples weren-type ~with a lead excess,n;1018cm23! and
p-type ~with an excess of the chalcogen,p;1018cm23).
Typical spectra of PbS:119mTe and Pb:119mTe are shown in
Fig. 14b.

As in the case of119Sb(119mSn) MES, experimental spec
tra of n-PbS andn-PbTe are superpositions of two lines,
strong one~spectrum I, the isomer shift characteristic
119Sn0! and a weaker one~spectrum II, the isomer shift typi-
cal of 119mSn21!. The emission spectra ofp-PbTe andp-PbS
are likewise superpositions of two lines. Forp-PbTe, the
experimental spectrum is similar to that ofn-PbTe~it con-
tains lines I and II!, whereas the spectrum ofp-PbS contains,
besides a strong line I, a weaker line III as well~the isomer
shift of this line corresponds to119mSn41!.

This study60 made use of the119mSn Mössbauer probe
formed after an electron capture first in the119mTe nucleus,
and after that, in119Sb. The electron capture from an ele
tronic shell produces a singly ionized excited daughter ato
This excitation is removed through emission of either
x-ray photon or Auger electrons to create a spectrum of
daughter-atom charges. The ionized atom can be displa
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from the normal lattice site, and the recoil momentum i
parted to it in the neutrino emission in the course of
electron capture adds to the process.

An analysis of numerous Mo¨ssbauer studies of the e
fects following a nuclear transformation shows that t
daughter atom reaches a stable position in a time m
shorter than a few ps~only in inert-gas matrices did on
detect metastable states of daughter atoms!.24 In other words,
in Mössbauer emission spectra one can see only the
forms of daughter-atom stabilization. The probability for
atom to be displaced depends on the relative magnitud
the daughter-atom recoil energyER and the threshold atom
displacement energyEd;25 eV. The119mTe→119Sb decay
involves a recoil energyER;24 eV. This means that on
may expect to observe in119mTe(119mSn) Mössbauer emis-
sion spectra of PbS and PbTe the lines corresponding bo
119mSn atoms sitting at the anion sites of the sublattice an
119mSn atoms displaced from these sites.

Based on the magnitude of the observed isomer sh
spectrum I corresponds to tin daughter atoms having o
lead atoms in their nearest environment, so that this spec
should be assigned to the119mSn0 centers formed after the
decay of the119mTe22 parent atoms and residing in the anio
sites of the lattice. The isomer shifts of spectra II and III a
typical of chalcogenides of di- and quadrivalent tin~the near-
est environment of tin in these compounds contains o
chalcogen atoms! and, hence, these spectra are due to the
daughter atoms119mSn21 ~spectrum II! and 119mSn41 ~spec-
trum III! created after the decay of the119mTe22 parent atoms
and displaced in recoil from the anion to cation lattice si
~the isoelectronic substitutional impurity!.

As shown in Section IV, the tin isoelectronic impurity i
PbS is a two-electron donor. This accounts for the obser
dependence of the isomer spectral shift exhibited by s
centers on the material conduction type. Indeed, bes
spectrum I,n-type samples produce spectrum II, which
due to the neutral state of the donor center (119mSn21), and
samples withp-conduction, spectrum III corresponding
the doubly ionized state (119mSn41). The tin impurity atoms
occupying cation sites in PbTe are electrically inactive~see
also Section IV!, and this is supported by the data on t
independence of the isomer shift of the spectrum correspo
ing to these centers of the position of the chemical poten

7. ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF THE GERMANIUM
ISOELECTRONIC IMPURITY IN LEAD CHALCOGENIDES

As already mentioned,119Sn Mössbauer spectroscop
studies showed the tin isoelectronic impurity in le
chalcogenides~PbS, PbSe! to act as a two-electron dono
Therefore one could expect the germanium isoelectro
impurity in lead chalcogenides to follow a similar behavio
The electrical activity of a germanium impurity in Pb
and PbSe was studied by119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy.17,61

These studies were motivated by the idea that the pres
of electrically active germanium donor centers in t
Pb12x2ySnx2zGezAyS and Pb12x2ySnx2zGezAySe lead
chalcogenides codoped by tin, germanium, and accep
should change under certain conditions the line intensity
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tio in 119Sn Mössbauer spectra between the neutral and i
ized tin centers compared to samples doped only by tin
an acceptor impurity.

One studied single-phase samples withN1NGe5Na

~hereN, NGe, andNa are the concentrations of tin, germa
nium, and acceptors, respectively!. Typical spectra of these
samples are displayed in Fig. 15a.

The Mössbauer spectrum of a PbS sample contain
only lead and an acceptor is seen to be a superposition of
lines of about equal intensity corresponding to Sn21 and
Sn41 ~the neutral and doubly ionized tin donor centers,
spectively! ~see spectrum I in Fig. 15a!. The ratio of the Sn21

and Sn41 concentrations~@Nn# and@Ni#, accordingly! can be
derived from the ratio of the areas bounded by the co
sponding spectra,R5@ f n / f i #•@Nn /Ni #, with the ratio of the
Mössbauer coefficientsf for the Sn21 and Sn41 centers at 80
K being 0.9360.01. In particular, for spectrum I obtained
80 K @Fig. 15a# R51.0060.08, which corresponds to ion
ization of one half of the tin atoms, exactly as expected fo
two-electron donor.

Gradual substitution of germanium for tin impurity a
oms in PbS results in a reduction of the Sn41 spectrum in
intensity~2 in Fig. 15a!, until the spectra of the samples wit
NGe.N contain only the Sn21 line ~3 in Fig. 15a!. This
argues convincingly for the impurity germanium atoms e
hibiting donor activity.

FIG. 15. (a) 119Sn Mössbauer spectra of the Pb0.96Sn0.022zGezNa0.01Tl0.01S
solid solutions.z: ~1! 0, ~2! 0.005,~3! 0.01.61 Also shown are the positions
of the Sn21 and Sn41 spectra. (b) Calculated dependences ofR on the
germanium to tin concentration ratioz/(x2z) ~solid lines!.61 Points–
experimental values ofR for ~1! Pb0.96Sn0.022zGezNa0.01Tl0.01S and ~2!
Pb0.96Sn0.022zGezNa0.01Tl0.01Se.
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The charge neutrality equation for th
Pb12x2ySnx2zGezAyS can be written

2Ni1nNGe1p2Na50, ~13!

wheren is the germanium center charge, andp is the hole
concentration. This permits us to recast the expression foR
for the x5y compositions studied in the form

R51/21~12n!z/2~x2z!2p/2~x2z!. ~14!

Figure 15~b! shows the dependences ofR on the germa-
nium to tin concentration ratioz/(x2z) in PbS calculated for
different germanium-center charges. It was taken into
count that forR,1 the hole concentration may be neglecte
because the chemical potential lies in the gap. Ifn50 ~ger-
manium is electrically inactive or its energy levels are bel
the tin levels!, a growth of germanium concentration shou
result in an increase ofR until at z/(x2z)51 all tin centers
become ionized. Ifn51 ~germanium is a one-electron do
nor, and its levels lie above the tin levels!, R should not
change with varying germanium concentration. Ifn52
~germanium, as tin, is a two-electron donor with its lev
lying above those of tin!, then R should decrease with
increasing germanium concentration until atNGe5N ~i.e.,
at z/(x2z)51! all of the tin becomes neutral, after whic
one will have to take into account the decrease ofn because
of incomplete ionization of the germanium centers. The
perimental data onR in Fig. 15b obtained for the
Pb0.96Sn0.22zGezNa0.01Tl0.01S solid solutions suggest that th
isoelectronic germanium impurity in PbS is a two-electr
donor, and that its energy levels lie above those of tin.

Germanium impurity atoms in PbSe exhibit also elec
cal activity; indeed, substitution of germanium for tin
accompanied by a weakening of the Sn41 line, and for
NGe.N, only the Sn21 line is retained in the spectrum
The experimental points plotted in Fig. 15b for th
Pb0.96Sn0.22zGezNa0.01Tl0.01Se solid solutions fall in the re
gion of NGe,N on the dashed curve, which passes below
curve for Pb0.96Sn0.22zGezNa0.01Tl0.01S because of the hol
effect, but has a similar slope. This evidently implies that
germanium isoelectronic impurity is a two-electron donor
PbSe as well, and that the energy levels of germanium
above those of tin.

Similar to tin, germanium forms apparently both in Pb
and PbSe centers with negative correlation energy, but
point requires additional investigation.

8. CONCLUSION

119Sn Mössbauer spectroscopy has turned out to be
efficient method to probe tin impurity atoms in lead chalc
genides and the related solid solutions.

The tin isoelectronic impurity in PbS12zSez solid solu-
tions forms two-electron donor centers with negative cor
lation energy, the tin levels lying in the lower half of the ga
for z,0.7 and within the valence band forz.0.7. The acti-
vation energyE0 for electronic exchange between neut
and ionized tin centers decreases monotonically with incre
c-
,

-

-

e

e

ie

is

n
-

-

l
s-

ing z, which reflects the tin-level approach to the top of t
valence band and, forz.0.7, E05uU/2u ~U is the Hubbard
energy!.

The tin isoelectronic impurity in PbS12zTez solid solu-
tions also acts as a two-electron donor with negative co
lation energy, but the levels associated with the tin centers
within the valence band. The Hubbard energyU for tin im-
purity atoms in PbS12zTez was found to be substantiall
higher than that of the similar tin centers in PbS12zSez .

The germanium isoelectronic impurity in PbS and Pb
is a two-electron donor, with the germanium levels lyin
above the levels formed in these semiconductors by the
impurity atoms.

The tin state forming in the Ag12ySn11ySe2 variable-
composition compound corresponds formally to trivalent
and is created in a fast electron-exchange process betw
the Sn21 and Sn41 ions occupying NaCl-type lattice sites.

The position of antimony impurity atoms in the sites
PbS and PbTe is determined by deviation of the latter fr
stoichiometric composition, namely, in samples with exc
lead the antimony resides primarily on the anion sublatti
and in samples with an excess of the chalcogen, predo
nantly on the cation sublattice. The charge state of the119mSn
antisite defect forming on the anion sublattice of PbS a
PbSe following the radioactive transformation of119Sb does
not depend on the level of the chemical potential. The119mSn
center on the cation sublattice of PbS is an electrically ac
substitutional impurity; inn-type samples the spectrum co
responds to the neutral state of the donor center,119mSn21,
and in a p-type material, to its doubly ionized state
119mSn41. The same center on the cation sublattice of PbT
electrically inactive.

Application of the emission version of th
119mTe(119mSn) Mössbauer spectroscopy makes possible
sertion of tin impurity atoms in the anion sublattices of Pb
and PbS. The charge state of the tin impurity atoms displa
from the anion sublattice was found to depend on the che
cal potential.
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Transport and magnetic properties of the compounds YbNi 4In and YbNiIn 4 with
valence-unstable Yb
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The electrical resistance, thermal emf, and magnetic susceptibility of the compounds YbNi4In
and YbNiIn4, with valence-unstable Yb, are measured at temperatures of 4.22300 K.
The valence state of Yb is identified by measuring the x-rayL III absorption spectra atT5300 K.
YbNi4In is shown to have a Kondo magnetic lattice and exhibit crystal-field effects. The
preferred scheme is splitting of the 4f level of Yb31 with doublet formation in the ground and
first excited states. In the case of YbNiIn4, a valence-unstable state of Yb is formed that
makes no significant additional contributions to the transport coefficients. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00211-7#
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In the physics of heavy fermion systems and Kondo
tices, questions regarding the ground state of the system
the relative roles of various interactions in its formation o
cupy an especially important place. In this connection,
recent years there has been a continually increasing inte
in research on ternary compounds of the typeRMnXm (R
5 Ce or Yb,M is a transition element, andX is a p-element
in group III–V!, which have a large variety of ground sta
properties. Heavy fermion superconductivity and band m
netism, as well as a special class of heavy fermion syst
with non-Fermi liquid behavior in their basic propertie
~Kondo insulators, heavy-fermion systems with low charg
carrier densities, etc.!, have been observed in compounds
this type.1 In addition, the large variety in their crystal stru
ture and the presence of a magnetoactiveM element mean
that compounds of the typeRMnXm can be regarded as con
venient models for studying the interaction between
Kondo and magnetic sublattices on a microscopic level.2–4

In this paper we present data from a study of the tra
port and magnetic properties of the comparatively new co
pounds YbNi4In and YbNiIn4 with valence-unstable Yb
Preliminary data5,6 show that, in YbNi4In (MgSnCu4-type
cubic structure, space groupF43̄m),7 Yb is in a magnetic
state with additional manifestation of Kondo effects. In t
crystal field, with its cubic symmetry, the degeneracy of
2F7/2 state of the free Yb31 ion in YbNi4In is partially re-
moved and the ground state can be a doublet or quadru
Recent measurements of inelastic neutron scattering5 and of
the thermodynamic and magnetic properties6 of YbNi4In are
essentially contradictory as far as the ground state of Y
concerned. In this regard, there is some interest in a m
detailed study of the peculiarities in the transport proper
of YbNi4In, which are more sensitive to the Kondo state
Yb. The compound YbNiIn4 ~rhombic YNiAl4 structure,
space groupCmcm)8 is a new representative of a large s
1751063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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ries of compounds of the type YbMX4, for which the forma-
tion of valence-unstable Yb states with maximal mixing
the 4f 13 and 4f 14 configurations is typical.9,10

These compounds were obtained by direct melting of
components nickel~99.91 % Ni!, indium ~99.99 % In!, and
the rare earth metal~main component at least 99.85 % pur!
in an electric arc furnace in a pure argon atmosphere.
mogenizing annealing was performed at 900 K for 150
The lattice periods determined from diffraction patter
~DRON-3.0 diffractometer, CuKa-radiation! were in good
agreement with those given elsewhere.7,8 The stoichiometric
composition of the samples was also monitored using
CAMEBAX x-ray microanalysis system. It was found th
there is a slight deviation of the composition from stoich
metric owing to mutual substitution of the components
and Yb. Ultimately, more precise determinations of the co
positions corresponded to the chemical formu
Yb12dNi41dIn and Yb11dNi12dIn4 with d'0.1.

The preparation of the samples and the measurem
techniques are similar to those described previously.11 The
valence state of the Yb was identified on the basis of m
surements of the x-rayL III absorption spectra at a temper
ture of 300 K by the method described in Ref. 12. The th
mal emf was measured relative to Cu.

Figure 1 shows experimentalL III absorption spectra o
Yb and their resolution into components~a gaussian line
shape for the atomic 2p–5d transition and an arctangent-lik
curve for the band absorption edge! corresponding to the
arbitrary ion configurations Yb31 (4 f 13) at an energy of
E58947 eV and Yb21 (4 f 14) at E58940 eV. The popula-
tions of thef-shell determined from the intensity ratio of th
principal lines were;0.060.05 and 0.460.02 for YbNi4In
and YbNiIn4, respectively. The relatively large error fo
YbNi4In is caused by the appearance of an additional l
with a peak;5 eV higher than the principal absorption lin
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of Yb in the 4f 13 configuration. The additional line appea
to be a characteristic feature of the YbL III -spectra of com-
pounds of the type YbM4X with trivalent Yb and may be
related to structural features of the density of 5d-states in the
energy spectrum of these compounds above the Fermi le
EF .13

Figures 2 and 3 show the temperature dependence o
resistivity r and the thermal emfS for RNi4In (R5 Yb, Nd!
and YbNiIn4. Ther(T) curve for YbNi4In deviates substan
tially from linearity for T,250 K and has a characterist
bump atT;30 K. At low temperatures (T,15 K!, there is a
segment withr}T without saturation. The behavior ofr(T)
is in good agreement with that reported6 for a single crystal
of YbNi4In.

In order to evaluate the contribution of valence-unsta
Yb to the total resistivityr, it is necessary to isolate it
phonon part. To do this we have used the isostructural c
pound NdNi4In.7 r(T) for NdNi4In corresponds qualitatively
to the ordinary Bloch-Gru¨neisen law. The absence of a di
tinct segment withr'const asT→0 may be caused by sca
tering of charge carriers on the magnetic Nd31 ions. This
sort of additional scattering is not an obstacle to makin
qualitative estimate of the contribution to the totalr owing
to the scattering of charge carriers by the valence-unst
Yb in YbNi4In (rm). The wayrm(T) varies can be estimate
using the equationrm(T)'r(YbNi4In)2r(NdNi4In). It can
be seen thatrm has two linear segments on a semilog te
perature plot~inset to Fig. 2!, which is characteristic of a
Kondo mechanism for scattering of charge carriers by im
rity Yb31 ions with effects from the splitting of the 4f level
in the crystal field.14 According to the theory in Ref. 14, th
change in the slope of the linear segments is associated

FIG. 1. X-rayL III absorption spectra of Yb in YbNi4In ~1! and YbNiIn4 ~2!
and their resolutions into components~dotted curves!.
el,

he

e
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a change in the population of the sublevels formed by par
removal of the degeneracy in the ground state of the Yb31

ion under the influence of the crystal field asT increases. In
the limits T!D and T@D (D is the total splitting in the
crystal field!, the ratio of the slope of the linear segment
low temperatures to that at high temperatures is given
n(a l

221)/(ah
221), wherea l and ah denote the degenera

cies at low and high temperatures, respectively. In a cry
field with cubic symmetry, the 4f -level of the Yb31 ion

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the electrical resistance ofRNi4In,
whereR5 Yb ~1!, Nd ~2!, and of YbNiIn4 ~3!. The inset shows the mag
netic contribution to the overall electrical resistance of valence-unstable
on a logarithmic temperature scale.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the thermal emf ofRNi4In, with
R5 Yb ~1! and Nd~2!, and of YbNiIn4 ~3!.
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splits into three sublevels with degeneraciesa52(G6),
2(G7) and 4(G8). On examining all the possible transition
in such a crystal field, we obtain the following values forn:
0.20 (a l52, ah54), 0.086 (a l52, ah56), 0.048 (a l52,
ah58), 0.43 (a l54, ah56), and 0.24 (a l54, a58). The
experimental valuen50.18 observed in our case is closest
the value obtained in a scheme where the 4f level splits with
doublet ground and first excited states (a l52, ah54). Thus,
we may assume that the two linear segments inrm(ln T) are
related to Kondo scattering of charge carriers, predomina
in the doublet at temperaturesT,60 K and in the fourfold
degenerate 4f level for T.60 K.

The existence of crystal field effects in the Kondo sc
tering mechanism is confirmed by measurements of the t
mal emf. A comparison of theS(T) curves for YbNi4In and
its analog NdNi4In shows that the Kondo centers make
characteristic negative contribution to the totalSwith a mini-
mum Smin512mV/K at temperaturesTSmin

'Trm ,max}D (G6

→G7). This behavior of S(T) (S}T for T,TSmin
and

S}T21 for T.TSmin
) is qualitatively well described by an

impurity Kondo model including the crystal field.15 The pro-
posed scheme, with splitting of the 4f level of the Yb31 ion
in YbNi4In, agrees satisfactorily with the measured spec
thermal emf and magnetization6 but not with inelastic neu-
tron scattering measurements.5

The measuredr andS for YbNiIn4 ~Figs. 2 and 3! were
somewhat unexpected.r(T) is well fit by the Bloch-
Grüneisen law for a Debye temperatureuD5140 K and a
residual resistancer050.3mV•cm. The absence of any ad
ditional contributions tor and S owing to the existence o
Yb states with mixed valence in the crystal and an unusu
low residual resistance for this type of compound are e
dently characteristic of YbNiIn4.

Figure 4 shows plots of the measured temperature va
tion in x for YbNi4In and YbNiIn4. Plotting the data in the

FIG. 4. The reciprocal of the magnetic susceptibility as a function of te
perature for YbNi4In ~1! and YbNiIn4 ~2!. The inset shows the Pauli com
ponent of the magnetic susceptibility of YbNiIn4.
ly
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form of x21 as a function ofT shows that the magneti
susceptibility of YbNi4In follows the Curie–Weiss law ove
a wide range of temperatures. A deviation ofx21(T) from
linear is observed only forT,50 K and appears to be relate
to splitting of the 4f level of Yb31 by the crystal field and
the occurrence of a magnetic transition withTC53 K.6

Estimates of the effective localized magnetic moment a
paramagnetic Curie temperatureuP from the high tempera-
ture segment of thex21(T) curve give meff54.6mB and
uP5218 K. The somewhat higher values ofmeff and uP

than those obtained in Ref. 6 indicate thatx may be sensitive
to the Yb↔ Ni atomic substitutions observed in YbNi4In.
The negative paramagnetic temperature may serve as a q
tative characteristic of the energy of the Kondo interaction
an ‘‘impurity’’ f center with the electrons in the conductio
band (TK'uuPu/316!. At temperaturesT.60 K, where thef
level can be regarded as partially degenerate (ah54), an
estimate of the Kondo temperatureTK for YbNi4In gives
;6 K.

For YbNiIn4 thex21(T) curve is more complicated, an
resembles the case of an exchange-enhanced Pauli para
net with a paramagnetic impurity. Given the possibility th
the impurity Yb31 ions may exhibit paramagnetism
(meff54.54mB , uP50! and that an impurity Yb2O3 phase
(meff54.54mB , uP545615 K17! may form during the pro-
duction of this type of compound by arc melting,x(T) for
YbNiIn4 is given approximately by

x~T!5C1 /T1C2 /~T1uP!1xP~T!,

xP~T!5xP~0!@11a~T/Ts f!
2#.

Here the first and second terms describe the paramag
ism of Yb31 and Yb2O3 impurities, respectively. The third
term describes the Fermi liquid behavior of the componen
x resulting from valence-unstable Yb.18 The smallest error in
the approximation (,2 %! occurs for the following param-
eter values:C151.131025 cm23 g21 K21, C251.231024

cm23 g21 K21, uP569.6 K, xP(0)56.431026 cm3 g21,
a521.0 andTs f51340 K. This corresponds to a parama
netic impurity in an amount;0.3 at. % relative to the mag
netic moment of the free Yb31, ;3 % Yb2O3, and a para-
magnetic component ofxP which decreases with risingT
~inset to Fig. 4!. Using the relationship between the sp
fluctuation temperatureTs f and the paramagnetic susceptib
ity at T50 from the paramagnetic model18 (Ts f5C/2x f(0),
whereC52.58 emu/mol• K is the Curie constant for the fre
Yb31 ion!, we can estimate the contribution toxP(0) from
the componentx f(0) associated with valence-unstable Y
For Ts f51340 K we obtainx f(0)51.331026 cm3 g21. By
comparing the differences xP(0)2x f(0)55.131026

cm3 g21 with x f(0), we find that the electron density o
states at the Fermi level is made up predominantly of
d-states of N, which is nonmagnetic in YbNiIn4.

The above estimates ofTs f andx f(0) correlate well with
the analogous formulas obtained from the Anderson impu
model in the approximation of an expansion in 1/Nf(x f(0)
5Cnf /TK

19!. Using the estimate forx f(0) and our mea-
sured populationnf'0.4, we obtainTK'1070 K, which is
comparatively close toTs f . The high values ofTs f ~or TK)

-
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are qualitatively consistent with the absence of a signific
contribution from valence-unstable Yb to ther and S mea-
sured to temperaturesT!Ts f . According to Ref. 19, in the
case of strong mixing of the fluctuating configurations of Y
a peak in the density of states of width;kTs f develops at
the Fermi level with a shape that is close to symme
Lorentzian. Thus, significant additional contributions tor
andS may be expected forT;Ts f . A similar valence insta-
bility regime for Yb is apparently realized in YbM2

(M5 Al, Cu!.20

The above set of data imply that, in compounds of
type YbNinInm , two limiting states of valence-unstable Y
are realized, magnetic and nonmagnetic, with almost m
mum mixing of the fluctuating configurations. The distin
tive behavior of YbNi4In is determined by Kondo interac
tions with a characteristic temperatureTK that is comparable
to the magnetic ordering temperatureTC ~the absence of a
Fermi-liquid segment inr and saturation inx asT→0). The
measurements of the magnetic component of the electric
sistancerm(lnT) and thermal emf are in good qualitativ
agreement with the scheme for splitting of the 4f -level of
Yb31 proposed in Ref. 6 on the basis of measurements of
specific heat and magnetization. The splitting of the 4f level
in the crystal field of YbNi4In with formation of a quadruple
in the ground state, which is based on inelastic neutron s
tering measurements,5 is less plausible.

In the case of YbNiIn4, strongly mixed valency of Yb is
observed which is qualitatively well described by t
Anderson impurity model with the degeneracy taken in
account. An unusual feature of this type of compounds is
observation of an anomalously low resistivity in YbNiIn4

with a comparatively high density of states at the Fer
level. Evidently, besides features of the valence instability
Yb, some distinctive features of the crystal structure a
show up in this case. According to Ref. 7, a spatial shel
In atoms is formed in the YbNiIn4 structure~the interatomic
distanced(In2In)'3.2 Å in the shell, a distance close to th
corresponding interatomic distance in metallic In!; this shell
can form a separate group of free charge carriers fromp
states which are spatially separated from the localizedf
states. In this situation, the contribution from the scatter
t

,

c

e

i-

e-

e

t-

e

i
f
o
f

g

of charge carriers on thef centers to the totalr will be
shunted by the high conductivity of thep band of In. The
existence of such a band can also explain the observed
sensitivity of the residual electrical conductivity to the part
atomic ordering in YbNiIn4 caused by mutual Yb↔ Ni sub-
stitution to within;2 at.%
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Electronic structure and lattice stability in the dihydrides of titanium, zirconium,
and hafnium
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A self-consistent linear MT-orbital method in the atomic sphere approximation~LMTO-ASA! is
used to calculate the electronic structure of the dihydrides of the group IV metals in their
cubic and tetragonal phases. The effect of tetragonal deformation and hydrogen vacancies on the
electronic characteristics is studied. Satisfactory agreement is obtained with experimental
data of photoelectron spectra. The nature of the instability in the high-temperature cubic phase is
discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00311-1#
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The transition metals titanium, zirconium, and hafniu
have nearly the largest capacity to absorb hydrogen am
all metals. The hydrides based on them have a wide rang
interesting physical properties and their structure and ph
transformations differ from those observed in the pu
metals.1 These and other circumstances continue to att
the attention of metal physicists to these systems.

At relatively high temperatures, the dihydrides of tit
nium, zirconium, and hafnium exist as an interstitial pha
with a fluorite (CaF2) structure. The structure of these com
pounds, in which the hydrogen atoms occupy tetrahe
voids in a metallic face-centered cubic~fcc! lattice is not the
same as that of the pure metals–body-centered cubic or
agonal close packed, depending on the temperature. On
ing to temperatures on the order of room temperature,
cubic (C) structure of the dihydrides becomes unstable a
transforms to tetragonal (T). Reducing the hydrogen concen
tration (x) stabilizes the cubic phase, and forx,1.8 it ceases
in general to undergo this transformation to theT phase.
Many physical properties of the ‘‘incomplete’’ hydrides, in
cluding their resistivity, Hall and thermal emf coefficient
magnetic susceptibility, electron specific heat, etc., hav
significant dependence onx.2–4

Attempts to understand the physical properties and
nature of the lattice stability of the dihydrides of the gro
IV metals have stimulated calculations of their band str
ture. Most of these calculations have been done for titan
dihydride, especially for its cubic phase.5–11 One feature of
the band structure of this phase~as, by the way, of the tetra
hedral phase! is the presence of two hydrogen bands bel
the Fermi levelEF , one of which lies immediately adjacen
to EF .5,6 Another characteristic feature is the almost disp
sionless double degeneracy of the band in theG2L direc-
tion, which joins theG258 and L3 terms and intersects th
Fermi level twice.7–13This feature leads to an extremely hig
density of electron states at the Fermi level.7–11,13 Calcula-
tions of the cubic phase of the ZrH2 and HfH2 systems14

have not yielded a highN(EF) ~the degenerate band la
significantly higher thanEF , especially for ZrH2). This led
1761063-7834/99/41(11)/8/$15.00
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to the question of whether this feature is universal for all
group IV dihydrides.

Almost all these papers have discussed the nature of
chemical bond by analyzing the effective charge on the
drogen atoms and various conclusions have been reache
some papers, transfer of an additional charge to the hydro
sphere is predicted~for example, 0.53 electrons in Ref. 10!,
while in others, from the hydrogen sphere~0.425 and 0.135
electrons, respectively, in Refs. 6 and 12!.

Calculations of the electronic structure of the dihydrid
with vacancies in the hydrogen sublattice for TiH2

12 have
shown that the growth of hydrogen vacancies leads to a
in the density of ‘‘vacancy’’ states below the Fermi leve
while including the partial ordering in the hydrogen subla
tice leads to a small splitting of the hydrogenic low-ener
band. In Ref. 15, on the other hand, a substantial splitting
the hydrogenic band is predicted, leading to two distin
peaks inN(E) separated by a deep minimum, along with
weak change in the spectrum near the Fermi level; the
effect is related to partial ordering of the hydrogen vacanc

The nature of the structural transformations in these s
tems has been discussed mainly by Kulikovet al.8,16 Based
on band calculations for the cubic phase of TiH2,6,7 it was
concluded16 that the structural transition from a cubic to
tetragonal structure is caused by Jahn–Teller splitting of
already-cited doubly degenerate band in theG2L direction.
This conclusion was confirmed by calculating the band str
ture of the T phase of titanium hydride by the mode
Hamiltonian method~approximate solution of the secula
equation by the Korringa–Kohn–Rostocker~KKR!
method!:8 when the lattice symmetry is reduced, the doub
degenerate band actually does split in a way such thatEF

falls inside the resulting energy gap of width 0.0320.05 Ry.
Doubts were raised about this picture by the results
Switendick,13 who found that the structure of the dispersio
bands for theT phases of TiH2 and ZrH2 differ from those
obtained in Ref. 8, as well as the very character of the cha
in the electronic characteristics for transition from theC to
theT phase. In the case of ZrH2, for example, the peak in the
electron density of states is shifted to lower energies, so
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Lattice parameters, radii of atomic spheres, and characteristic energy differences for the dihydrides of group IV metals for differentof
calculating the electronic structure

Compound TiH2 ZrH2 HfH2

Number of atoms
per unit 3 4 4 3 4 4 4
cell, at./unit cell ~I! ~II ! ~III ! ~I! ~II ! ~III ! ~II !

a, a.u. 8.3905 8.8138 8.8968

Rs(Me) 2.2735 2.0656 2.2120 2.3882 2.1698 2.3244 2.1903
Rs(H) 2.2735 2.0656 2.0109 2.3882 2.1698 2.1131 2.1903

EF , Ry 0.038 0.239 0.201 0.139 0.377 0.320 0.344
EF2Vs , Ry 0.809 0.943 0.851 0.893 1.067 0.940 1.069
EF2G1, Ry 0.752 0.798 0.785 0.695 0.791 0.762 0.884
EF2G258 , Ry 0.047 0.021 0.023 0.070 0.025 0.030 0.024
EF2G28 , Ry 20.170 20.070 20.100 20.047 0.025 0.049 0.114
G282G1, Ry 0.922 0.869 0.886 0.743 0.696 0.713 0.766
N(EF), el./~Ry • unit cell! 53.408 20.20 19.96 54.72 14.49 17.17 11.68
Me 33.314 14.13 14.54 25.84 7.62 9.77 5.89
H 19.391 5.33 4.77 28.88 6.25 6.50 5.28
E 2 0.74 0.65 2 0.62 0.91 0.51
Etot , Ry/unit cell 210.1752 29.6910 29.8458 29.1756 28.3796 28.5498 28.4203
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the Fermi level falls into a local minimum in theT phase. In
the case of TiH2, the situation is somewhat different: wit
the decline in the peak of the electronic density of state
theC phase, the Fermi level falls exactly into a maximum
the density of states in theT phase, leading to a rise i
N(EF), which contradicts the experimentally observ
tendency.3,4,17 The disagreement with experiment w
attributed13 to factors influencing the experimental data~in
particular, the presence of impurities and the effect of te
perature!, as well as to the computational approximations

Therefore, despite numerous experimental and theo
cal studies, the chemical bond, electronic structure, and d
ing forces for structural transitions in the titanium-group h
drides are still not uniquely established. In this regard,
purpose of this paper is to calculate and analyze the b
structure of ideal and defective dihydrides of titanium, zirc
nium, and hafnium in the cubic and tetragonal phases
well as to discuss the possible reasons for the instability
the cubic phase close to a stoichiometric composition.

1. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE

The band structure of the dihydrides was calculated i
self-consistent LMTO-ASA with a Ceperley-Alde
exchange-correlation potential.18 In order to analyze the sen
sitivity of the results to the choice of initial parameters, du
ing the calculations we varied the ratio of the radii of t
atomic spheres of the metal and hydrogen,Rs , from 1.0 to
1.4 by introducing supplementary ‘‘empty’’ spheres~to
model the anisotropy of the crystal potential! and expanded
the basis of the atomic orbitals. In the following we sh
distinguish three main computational variants:~I! with 3 at-
oms per unit cell and a ratio of radiiRs(Me)/Rs(H)51, ~II !
with 4 atoms, with the additional ‘‘atoms’’ consisting o
‘‘empty’’ spheres in the octahedral interstices (Rs(Me)/
Rs(H)51), and, finally,~III ! the same as II but with a ratio
Rs(Me)/Rs(H)51.1. Self consistency was extended ov
in
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161 k points in the nonconducting part of the Brillouin zon
for the fcc cell and was assumed to be achieved if the cha
in the eigenenergies was less than 0.003Ry, while the p
sure calculated in each interaction using the Pettif
equation19 was 1 kbar. The lattice parameters for the tetra
onal phase of titanium dihydride were taken from Ref. 8a
54.53 Å, c54.28 Å! and for that of zirconium dihydride
from Ref. 20 (a54.94 Å,c54.50 Å!. The calculation for the
defective dihydrides was done by a model, similar to Ref.
based on repeating supercells with twelve atoms. A hydro
vacancy was modelled by replacing one of the hydrogen
oms with an ‘‘empty’’ sphere with zero charge density.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The positions of the characteristic energies in the sp
trum relative to the Fermi level in the cubic structure of t
dihydrides under study here are listed in Table I. Eviden
the triply degenerate hydrogen termG258 lies below EF ,
while the second hydrogen termG28 lies above it (TiH2 ~I!,
ZrH2 ~I!!. Introducing additional empty spheres~on going to
variant II! makes theG28 level fall below EF both in ZrH2

~Fig. 1!, and in HfH2, while in TiH2 it remains slightly above
it. Thus, the position of this level above or belowEF is
established by the model for constructing the crystal pot
tial. ~This also follows from an analysis of Refs. 7–11, 1
and 20!. The second hydrogen term in HfH2 lies somewhat
lower than in ZrH2, while the width of the hydrogen band o
hafnium dihydride is higher. A change in the ratio of th
radii of the atomic spheres by increasing the radius of
sphere for the metal~by 20–40%! changes the results insig
nificantly. The total energy of titanium dihydride is less th
for those of zirconium and hafnium, which, in turn, are e
sentially equal. The occupied portion of thed band (EF

2G258 ) varies within 4 mRy over the series of dihydrides.
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FIG. 1. Electronic energy spectrum of ZrH2.
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We now compare the results of our calculations~in vari-
ant II! with those of other authors~Table II!. Many of the
spectral characteristics are evidently in good agreement
one another, except for the density of states at the Fe
level: there the scatter in the values is quite large, with o
one of the smallest.

Figures 2a and 2c show the density of states for titan
and zirconium hydrides in theC phase for two computationa
variants~I and II!. The new bands below the Fermi energy
the second variant show up in the form of a small bump
the electron density of states curve; thereN(EF) is signifi-
cantly lower. An analysis shows that the structure of t
th
i

rs

n

s

band results from a reduction in the energy of the ter
genetically associated with ‘‘antibonding’’ states
hydrogen, in particularG28 . The reduction in the electron
density of states at the Fermi level in the sequen
TiH22ZrH22HfH2 correlates with the available experime
tal data.3,17 Whereas the contribution of the metal toN(EF)
predominates for TiH2, in good agreement with earlie
work,9 for HfH2 the contributions of the metal and hydroge
are essentially equal~Table I!.

This calculation establishes that charge transfer ta
place from the metal to the hydrogen, with titanium yieldin
TABLE II. Electronic characteristics of the dihydrides, obtained by various methods.

Parameters
TiH2 ZrH2 HfH2

Computational
of the band structure C-phase method**

G282G1, Ry 0.869,* 0.79 ~Ref. 11!, 0.696,* 0.60 ~Ref. 11!, 0.766,* 0.71 ~Ref. 11! APW
0.73 ~Ref. 13! 0.55 ~Ref. 13!, 0.54 ~Ref. 27! APW

EF2G258 , Ry 0.021,* 0.018~Ref. 9! 0.025,* 0.031~Ref. 27! 0.024* APW
EF2G1, Ry 0.798,* 0.8 ~Ref. 9! 0.791,* 0.710~Ref. 27! 0.884* APW
EF2Vs , Ry 0.943,* 0.98 ~Ref. 7! 1.067,* 2.030~Ref. 27! 1.069 KKR
N(EF), el./~Ry • unit cell! 20.20* 14.49* 11.68* LMTO-ASA

16.85~Ref. 12! 2 2 LCAO-CP
23.12~Ref. 13! 20.13~Ref. 13! 2 APW
25.84~Ref. 7! 2 2 KKR
31.28~Ref. 11! 19.31~Ref. 11! 15.91~Ref. 11! APW
41.06~Ref. 9! 32.92~Ref. 27! 2 APW

27.47 (x51.8) ~Ref. 3! 14.96 (x51.5) ~Ref. 3! 2 Experiment

T-phase

EF2Vs , Ry 0.941,* 0.90 ~Ref. 8! 0.987*
DG258 , Ry 0.003,* 0.003~Ref. 8! 0.021,* 0.029~Ref. 13!
DL3, Ry 0.044,* 0.045~Ref. 8! 0.063,* 0.077~Ref. 13!
N(EF), el./~Ry • unit cell! 16.42* 10.20* LMTO-ASA

23.66~Ref. 8! 9.52 ~Ref. 13! KKR
25.02~Ref. 13! APW

17.68 (x52.0) ~Ref. 3! 8.98 (x51.96) ~Ref. 3! Experiment

*Our calculations by the LMTO-ASA method.
** APW — associated plane wave method, LCAO-CP— Linear combinations of atomic orbitals in the coherent potential approximation.
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FIG. 2. Total electron density of states of TiH2

and ZrH2 in theC andT phases~a, c! and~b, d!,
respectively: a, b — calculated for three atom
per cell; c, d — calculated including an addi
tional ‘‘empty’’ sphere.
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less charge than zirconium and hafnium. The charge in
‘‘empty’’ sphere and the charge transferred to a hydrog
sphere are practically equal:20.73 and20.72 electrons,
respectively in TiH2 and 0.92 and 0.93 electrons in HfH2 ~for
equal atomic spheres!. Note that the radius used for the h
drogen atomic sphere exceeds that for theMT spheres from
Refs. 7 and 9; this corresponds to greater overlap of
metal and hydrogen spheres than of the spheres of ne
hydrogen atoms. This also leads to a higher charge in
hydrogen sphere than in Refs. 7 and 9. When the radiu
the hydrogen sphere for TiH2 is reduced by 10– 40%, th
charge in the hydrogen sphere falls to 1.6321.36 electrons/
atom. The cross sectional areas of the Fermi surface fo
the dihydrides are all extremely close, except for the size
the electron surface in the center of the Brillouin zone~the
pointG); they differ negligibly from those given in Ref. 9 fo
TiH2.

It should be emphasized that the electronic structure
the cubic phase contains a dispersionless zone along thG
2K direction, as well as alongG2L ~Fig. 1!. The role of the
former direction in the formation of the characteristic peak
the electronic density of states is just as important as tha
G2L. In order to demonstrate this, we calculated the con
butions of the third and fourth zones, both alongG2L and
alongG2K, to the density of states for TiH2 and ZrH2 ~Fig.
3!. Only the small regions ofk space adjacent to the corre
n
n

e
est
e

of

all
f

f

of
i-

sponding directions were included. As the figure shows,
two directions make comparable contributions toH(EF).
~Given that there are moreG2K directions thanG2L direc-
tions, the total contribution from them will be roughly 4/
times greater than that fromG2L.!

The calculated electronic densities of states in theT
phase of titanium and zirconium hydrides are shown in Fi
2b and 2d. The distinctive feature of the band structure
this phase~compared to the cubic phase! is a greater splitting
of the lower-lying hybrid zone~especially for TiH2), as well
as a shift of the main peak in the electron density of state
lower energies. The latter means thatEF in the T phase
passes through a local minimum in the higher energy ban
the electron density of states; the same result has been
tained elsewhere for ZrH2.13 Introducing additional
‘‘empty’’ spheres has practically no effect on the low ener
part of the spectrum; the character of the splitting and
absolute magnitudes of the peaks in the density of state
not change. As in the case of theC phase, however, the
largest changes occur in states nearEF ; a bump develops
below the Fermi energy. The latter effect brings the cal
lated value ofN(EF) closer to the experimental value~com-
pare 16.42 with 17.683 for TiH2, and 10.20 with 8.983 for
ZrH2, all in units of electrons/Ry• unit cell!.

The band structures of TiH2 and ZrH2 along theG2L
and G2K directions in theC- and T-phases are shown in
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FIG. 3. Total electron density of states of TiH2 and ZrH2 in the C phases and the contributions to the electron density of states from the 3rd and 4th
along theG2K andG2L directions.
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Fig. 4. A tetragonal distortion of the cubic lattice reduces
symmetry and causes the appearance of two points,K1 and
K2, in the nonconducting part of the Brillouin zone of th
face-centered tetragonal lattice instead of a single pointK in
the nonconducting part of the Brillouin zone of the fcc la
tice. @Since the tetragonal phase for the hydrides is obtai
by a small distortion along the vertical axis of the fcc latti
~the metal atoms remain at the centers of the faces!, in order
to analyze the changes in the electronic structure during
C2T transition it was convenient to carry out the calculati
in this representation for the tetragonal lattice, although
face centered tetragonal lattice is the very same volume
tered tetragonal lattice, but with transformed translation v
tors in the horizontal plane.# Thus, for theT phase we intro-
duce two directions,G2K1 and G2K2. Because of the
distortion, the third band alongG2K is shifted upward and
that along G2L is shifted downward in energy; on th
whole, this leads to a reduction inN(EF). Here both the
terms formed at the pointG lie belowEF , while at the point
L the upper band lies aboveEF . The splitting of the termG258
for TiH2 equals 0.003 Ry~cf. 0.038! and for ZrH2 it equals
0.021~0.02913!. The splitting at pointL for TiH2 is as high as
0.044 Ry~0.0458!. Along the directionG2K1 the third and
fourth bands nearEF contain sections with a low dispersio
and weak splitting~especially in TiH2). In addition, along
G2L the third band falls belowEF by only 0.002 Ry,
e

d

e

e
n-
-

thereby keeping the dispersion low. Therefore, the m
contribution to theN(EF) in the T-phase, as well as in the
C phase, is from the regions ofk space adjacent to th
G2K1 , G2K2, andG2L directions.

A calculation without additional ‘‘empty’’ spheres yield
a substantially smaller splitting of the bands, with both ban
at the pointL lying aboveEF . This indicates that the spec
trum near the Fermi energy depends significantly on the
isotropy in the potential. Thus, within the framework of th
scheme used here~the atomic sphere approximation!, we
cannot reach an unambiguous conclusion about the beha
of the electronic states and their realignment during a str
tural transformation nearEF . The picture can be modified b
using different approximations for the exchange-correlat
potential and the magnitude of the changes may be com
rable to the splitting of the degenerate bands. We believe
a more detailed discussion of the possible nature of
C2T transition in terms of the electronic structure will re
quire more precise calculations using, for example, a
potential method.

Note that theG28 level in TiH2 lies above the Fermi en
ergy in both the cubic and tetragonal phases~as in Ref. 8!. In
ZrH2, the position of theG28 terms also does not vary relativ
to EF . Varying the lattice parameters for the tetragon
phase of ZrH2 does not reflect significantly on the results f
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FIG. 4. Band spectra of TiH2 and ZrH2 in the C- andT- phases along theG2L andG2K directions.
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the electronic characteristics. The widths of the occup
portions of the valence band in theC andT phases are simi
lar. On going from theC to the T phase, the total energ
decreases: from21.6959 to21.6990 Ry/electron in TiH2
and from21.4935 to21.5002 in ZrH2.

The total densities of the electronic states in the id
and defective dihydrides are shown in Fig. 5. As the hyd
gen concentration is reduced, the characteristic peak in
region of the Fermi level splits into two andN(EF) falls
~from 217.51 to 145.83 electrons/~Ry • unit cell! in ZrH1.75).
The latter is consistent with Ref. 12. A shift in the Ferm
level (0.07420.069 Ry! and a reduction in the width of th
occupied portion of the valence band (0.69620.668 Ry! are
observed. When there is a vacancy in the hydrogen sub
tice, the metal orbitals hybridize with the additional orbita
of the vacancy; this is confirmed by a substantial transfe
density, up to 1 electron, in the metal-vacancy direction. T
total energy for defective zirconium dihydride obtained he
(21.5083 and 21.5214 Ry/electron for concentration
of 1.75 and 1.5 electron, respectively! is lower than for the
d

l
-
he

t-

f
e
e

ideal (21.4903). Similarly, in titanium dihydride with a hy
drogen concentration ofx51.5, Etot equals21.7342 and
21.6959 Ry/electron for the stoichiometric composition.

Figure 5 also shows experimental x-ray photoelect
spectra,22 which are in satisfactory agreement with the the
retical plots of the electronic density of states. The char
teristic features of the photoelectron spectrum from Ref.
and of the calculated density of states for titanium and
conium dihydride are listed in Table III. A numerical com
parison of the data indicates good agreement between th
and experiment. Figure 6 shows theoretical plots of the e
tronic density of states, broadened by the instrumental re
lution, for the metal dihydrides in theC andT phases and a
comparison with the x-ray photoelectron spectra. We h
interpreted the major features of the theoretical curves
made a detailed comparison of them with experiment for
C phase of the metal dihydrides.23 In general, there is agree
ment in terms of the energy position of the principal ma
mum, the tendency of the valence band to broaden in
sequence TiH2– ZrH2– HfH2 1.0– 1.5 eV, and the presenc
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FIG. 5. Total electron densities of states in the cubic phase: ZrH2 — 1, ZrH1.75 — 2, ZrH1.5 — 3 ~a!; TiH2 — 1, TiH1.5 — 2 ~b!; the dashed curve is
experimental~XPES!.22
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of a two-peaked structure for zirconium dihydride and
single-peaked structure for titanium and hafniu
dihydrides.22,24–27The corresponding peaks for the defecti
dihydride are shifted toward the Fermi level by 1.0–1.5 e
Lowering the density of electronic states causes a maxim
to develop near the Fermi energy. Here a narrowing of
valence band is observed as the hydrogen concentratio
lowered; this is also in satisfactory agreement w
experiment.22,24 Thus, in the experimental curve for ZrT1.65

(a59.02 a. u.! the characteristic peak lies 6 eV belowEF ,
while in our calculation for ZrH1.75 (a59.036 a. u.!, it lies at
25.5 eV, while the theoretical peak closest to the Fe
level lies at21.1 eV (21 eV in the experiment22!. In the
tetragonal phase, as for the defective dihydrides, the exp
ments reveal a peak in the photoelectron spectrum below
Fermi energy, but in the cubic phase this peak could no
resolved, since it is separated fromEF by an amount equal to

TABLE III. Energies for the characteristic features of the photoelect
spectrum and the calculated density of states.

Energy relative to the Fermi level, eV

TiH1.5 ZrH1.5

Characteristic
feature theory

experiment
~Ref. 22! theory

experiment
~Ref. 22!

1 20.94 20.9 21.06 21.0
2 21.48 21.5 22.04 21.8
3 24.88 25.1 24.81 25.3

25.71
4 26.79 27.3 26.77 27.2
.
m
e
is

i

ri-
he
e

the effective resolution. The position of the principal max
mum for TiH2 lying 5.10 eV belowEF is in good agreemen
with the 5.02 eV obtained in Ref. 25. The theoretical cur
for ZrH2 is found to shift~less than 1 eV! towardEF .

As a whole, the satisfactory agreement between the
and experiment, both in the x-ray photoelectron spectra
in the electronic density of states at the Fermi level sugg
that the band structure of theC and T phases for the dihy-
drides, and for the incomplete hydrides, obtained here is
rect. In calculating the energy spectrum of the zirconium a
hafnium dihydrides, of course, corrections for the spin-or
interaction and relativistic effects should be included, but,
tests for hafnium showed, these effects are not all that b

We now consider the stability of the high-temperatu
cubic phase. According to existing theory,8 transitions from
the cubic to the tetragonal phase in these systems are ca
by Jahn–Teller splitting of the doubly degenerate ene
band in theG2L direction. It is assumed that the splittin
causes the Fermi level to fall within the resulting energy g
Our calculations of the band structure of TiH2 and ZrH2 are
not entirely consistent with this scenario. In one variant
the calculations, a tetragonal deformation causes both
bands to fall belowEF . In the other variants, although a ga
opens up at the Fermi level, it only corresponds to a sm
region ofk space and does not cause a significant reduc
in the band energy. Since there is a sharp drop inN(EF) in
both cases, it is reasonable to assume that this factor, itse
the driving force for theC2T transition, and it may not even
be connected with splitting of the electronic states along
G2L direction. In fact, in our calculations the drop inN(EF)
during aC2T transition is caused mainly by a transform
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FIG. 6. Total electron density of states in theC andT phases for TiH2 and ZrH2 spread out by an amount equal to the instrumental resolution: smooth c
— calculation, dashed — experiment:1 — Ref. 26,2, 3 — Ref. 25,4 — Ref. 24,5 — Ref. 22,6 — Ref. 22.
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tion of theE(k) curves along theG2K direction, rather than
alongG2L.

If we assume that the driving force for this transition
precisely this sharp reduction inN(EF), then it is also easy
to understand the reasons for the stabilization of the cu
phase by the hydrogen vacancies. In fact, the presenc
hydrogen vacancies causes vacancy states to develop b
the Fermi level and, thereby, reducesN(EF).

The unstable state can be eliminated, therefore, in
ways: a structural transition or a change in the composi
of the hydrides. In both casesN(EF) decreases, along with
the total energy. In this picture, the weakly dispersive s
ments of the spectrum alongG2L no longer have an exclu
sive role and they must be supplemented by the flat segm
along theG2K direction, which have been ignored up
now, when constructing a microscopic theory for theC2T
transition.

Further progress in understanding these questions ca
achieved by using full-potential methods for calculating t
band structure.

* !E-mail: kse74@ic.tsu.ru
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Monte Carlo modelled anneals of YBa2Cu3O7 epitaxial films have been carried out, and the
excess flicker noise in the operating frequency and temperature ranges were shown to be
dominated by oxygen migration near small-angle block boundaries. Optimization of film
and planar-microstructure fabrication permitted reaching a record-low Hooge noise parameter
(1.831024 at 93 K! for test structures, which can be used to prepare high-performance
antenna-type strip microbolometers. Calculations show that the reduction of the microstrip size to
130.7mm2 and of the flicker noise made possible detection of radiation within the spectral
range from 3 mm to 300mm ~100–1000 GHz! at 90 K, with a nanosecond response and a noise-
equivalent power of 1.5310212 W/Hz1/2 at frequencies from 30 to 107 Hz, which is close to
the limitations imposed by phonon noise. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!00411-6#
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Antenna-type microbolometers have recently been
tracting considerable attention.1–3 The noise-equivalen
power ~NEP! of detectors of this type in the high-frequenc
domain is dominated by the phonon noise associated
heat removal to the substrate, and it decreases with dec
ing size of the sensor. At low frequencies, the NEP is
fected substantially by excess (1/f ) flicker noise, which is
conventionally defined by the Hooge dimensionle
parameter4 a.

The first study of the noise of antenna-type microbo
meters fabricated from HTSC materials3 reported on obser
vation of a largea (.1023 at 93 K! exceeding by 2–3
orders of magnitude that of such simple metals as Ag and
~Refs. 4–6!. Besides, the comparatively large size of the s
sor (2033 mm2) did not permit reaching low competitiv
values of NEP. It should be pointed out also that one
expect rapid degradation of these parameters at largea’s,
since this indicates a considerable concentration of m
stable defects and their intensive low-temperature diffusio7

This work reports a study of the possibility of attainin
competitive NEP levels in antenna-type microbolomet
based on YBa2Cu3O7 epitaxial films. The study was starte
by a Monte Carlo simulation of thermal anneals of the
films, which revealed dominant noise sources in thef –T
plane. To reduce the concentration of flicker-noise sour
various etching technologies~wet, laser, ion milling! were
1771063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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used to fabricate test samples measuring not more tha
31 mm2. The parameters of the test samples and of a th
mal model of the antenna-type microbolometer obtain
were used to calculate NEP in the 1 – 109 Hz range.

1. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION AND NOISE SOURCES
IN THE f 2T PLANE

The oxygen atom distribution within two CuO-plan
sublattices was calculated by the Monte Carlo technique
ing the ASYNNNI model.7–10 The annealing process wa
started at a high temperature and with a random distribu
of oxygen atoms within the sublattices, and completed a
low temperature with the formation of an ordered phase.
shown in Ref. 6, even the most perfect YBa2Cu3O7 epitaxial
films are made up of small-angle blocks, and oxygen mig
tion in post-growth anneals or during storage takes pl
primarily through their boundaries.11–13 The depletion of
oxygen in block boundaries was taken into account in
following way. 860 atoms were generated over a 44344 site
square. As the temperature was lowered, after each four
steps/atom the atoms, which were found in sites with co
dinates fromx50 to 21 and fromy5222 to122, denoted
in Fig. 1a by a dark band, were excluded from subsequ
calculations. Also shown in the figure is the atom distrib
tion after the anneal. The barrier heightE for atom hopping
to the nearest-neighbor unoccupied site was calculated in
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Monte Carlo simulation of a block boundary in YBa2Cu3O7 films. ~a! and~b!—distributions of oxygen atoms and of barriers to their hopping amo
the sites on various sublattices in the CuO plane, respectively, after 103 MC steps/atom. The position of the block boundary is specified. The circles and p
are the oxygen and copper atoms, respectively.
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approximation for a harmonic potential7 of a well at a site
and averaged over 8 adjacent sites. The spatial distributio
E obtained in this way is presented in Fig. 1b. One read
sees that the oxygen atoms located near the block bo
aries, chain defects, and in the ordered phase encounter
rier energies,0.5, 0.5–1.4, and.1.4 eV, respectively. Us-
ing these values, as well as the well-known relation for
energy which an atom can gain by thermal activation in
time 1/f at temperatureT ~Ref. 4!

E5kT ln~2p f tD! , ~1!

wheretD
21 is the Debye frequency ('10213 s21), one can

show that, the dominant noise sources in the frequency ra
of interest (f .1 Hz! in devices operating near the critic
temperatureTc, are oxygen atoms located close to the blo
boundaries.

Thus a Monte Carlo computer simulation permits co
cluding that one should develop special procedures to st
lize the oxygen composition of YBa2Cu3O7 films near block
boundaries and other two-dimensional microdefects.

2. FABRICATION OF FILMS AND TEST SAMPLES AND
NOISE MEASUREMENTS

YBa2Cu3O7 epitaxial films were grown by magnetro
sputtering on MgO, LaAlO3, SrTiO3, and NdGaO3 sub-
strates. The film orientation and the cation composition w
determined by x-ray diffraction and electron-micropro
analysis, respectively. The oxygen content was derived f
Seebeck coefficient measurements and from the norm
phase resistivity at 300 K. The internal micro-stresses,c-axis
precessions of the blocks, and film thicknesses were
tracted from the angular dependence of peak widths obta
by three-crystal x-ray diffractometry.6 The voltage-noise
spectral densitySV was measured at frequenciesf 512105

Hz. The Hooge parameter was calculated from the exp
sion

a~E!5 f Ne

SV

V2
, ~2!

whereNe5nv is the number of free carriers in a sample
volume v with a carrier concentration set equal ton51021

cm23 ~Refs. 6 and 7!; the results obtained are shown grap
cally in Fig. 2.

As we shall see later, antenna-like bolometers w
micron-sized sensors exhibit the best parameters. Theref
search was made for the methods and regimes of etc
assuring the micron-scale sample dimensions which wo
etch out the epitaxial film for edges not more than 0.1mm. It
appeared essential to monitor continuously the flicker-no
intensity of these microstrips.

The original films with deposited contacts were coa
by photoresist. Ethylenediamine tetraacetate was used
wet etchant. Laser etching made use of an ME´ 5551B mask
retouch arrangement using an LGI 505 nitrogen laser.
milling was effected with a special duopigatron-type i
gun,14 with the low-temperature plasma produced by g
discharge emitters providing ion current densities of up to
A/cm2. Ion milling enables fabrication of test samples in t
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form of microstrips measuring less than 131 mm2 and with
film-edge etchout of not more than 0.1mm. For wet and laser
etching, the film edge etchout was not more than 0.5 an
mm, respectively.

As seen from Fig. 2, it is nearTc , where defect fluctua-
tors located close to block boundaries with barriers,0.5 eV
are dominant noise sources, that the noise reduction achi
is the largest. While the noise level of a microstrip fabricat
by wet etching was three times lower than that of an io
milled strip, the first had uneven edges, and the value of ita
increased for several days to reach 1.831024. This effect
indicates the possibility of a further noise reduction in m
crostrips less than 131 mm2 in size, down toa5631025.
This can be attained by means of such anneals which red
the number of defect fluctuators created during ion impl
tation.

3. ANTENNA-LIKE MICROBOLOMETER NEP

The possibility of using antenna-like microbolometers
IR measurements to increase the NEP was first considere
Ref. 1. Its original idea requires that the absorbed power
radiation with wavelengthl is determined by the antenn
area, and the heat losses, by the small area of the se
which has a high responsivityS ~in volts per watt!. It was
found that, for a square antenna with sidea ~for optimum
conditions,a'l) and a square sensor with sideb, the NEP
of the receiver decreasesl/b times because of the antenn
for instance, 100 times forl5100mm and b51 mm. Ne-
glecting the amplifier noise, the microbolometer NEP for
unit amplifier passband at a frequencyf is given by the
expression2

NEP5~Pb
21PT

21PD
2 1P1/f

2 !1/2 , ~3!

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the Hooge parameter of YBa2Cu3O7

microstrips on LaAlO3 substrates. Curves1–3 refer to samples fabricated by
wet and laser etching and ion milling, respectively. The dark band ident
the domain of the best results achieved prior to this work.
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FIG. 3. Calculated NEP frequency dependences of
bolometers based on~1,3! Ag and ~2,4! YBa2Cu3O7

film sensors measuring~1,2! 6.033.030.3mm3 and
~3,4! 1.030.730.2mm3. Curves2,4 were calculated
using the record-high results presented in Fig. 2.
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where Pb , PT , PR , and P1/f are the power fluctuations o
the background radiation, receiver heat exchange with
medium, Johnson resistance noise, and sensor flicker n
respectively@P1/f5(a/Nef )1/2IR/S, where I and R are the
current through the bolometer and its resistance, acc
ingly#. All the terms in Eq.~3! are proportional to the mi-
crobolometer sensor area. TheP1/f quantity can be reduce
substantially by reducinga and increasing the responsivit
S. Based on thea51.831024 level achieved, we used th
thermal model15 to calculate the NEP taking into accou
radial heat removal to the substrate, thermal boundary re
tance, and the thermal resistance due to the film’s ther
conductivity. ~In these calculations, the antenna absorpt
coefficient is assumed to be unity.! As seen from Fig. 3,
presenting the results of the calculation only at frequenc
,30 Hz, the NEP increases because of the excess fli
noise of the YBa2Cu3O7 films. At higher intermediate fre-
quencies, up to 30 MHz, the NEP is dominated
frequency-independent phonon noise, and it is here that
1.5310212 W/Hz1/2 level is reached. At ultrahigh frequen
cies, .30 MHz, where the responsivity starts to decrea
the NEP increases because of the Johnson noise. Figu
shows also that one can gain a certain advantage by redu
the size of the microbolometer sensor and using YBa2Cu3O7,
rather than Ag, films. In particular, by reducing the area
the sensor by a factor of 25 one reduces the intermed
frequency NEP five and three times for antennas made
YBa2Cu3O7 and Ag films, respectively.

The results obtained in this work can be summarized
follows:

~1! A Monte Carlo simulation of thermal anneals
YBa2Cu3O7 epitaxial films has revealed dominant noi
sources in thef –T plane. It was found that, within the op
erating frequency and temperature ranges of interest, t
sources are related to oxygen migration near small-an
block boundaries and other two-dimensional microdefect

~2! By properly varying the film growth regimes an
using various film etching technologies~wet, laser, ion mill-
ing! to fabricate of planar microstructures, one has succee
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in reducing the defect-fluctuator concentration in the 0.
0.6-eV range by three times;

~3! A possibility has been demonstrated of lowering co
siderably the noise-equivalent power of antenna-coupled
crobolometers based on YBa2Cu3O7 films by reducing the
flicker noise of microstructures 130.7mm2 in size.
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Triplet superconductivity in Sr 2RuO4 in terms of the t – J – I-model
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A generalizedt –J– I -model is proposed for Sr2RuO4 that takes the strong intra-atomic
correlations of thed electrons and the features of the electronic structure of Sr2RuO4 into account.
It is shown that, in the limit of strong correlations, there are no singlets-type solutions for
the superconducting state, but triplet solutions exist because of ferromagnetic spin correlations. For
typical values of the model parameters,Tc;1 K, consistent with the value ofTc for
Sr2RuO4. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00511-0#
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Despite its lowTc;1 K,1 superconductivity in Sr2RuO4

is of great interest for two reasons. First, this is the o
superconducting oxide that is isostructural with La2CuO4 but
does not contain copper, so that a comparison with the HT
oxides may clarify the role of the copper. Second, the sup
conducting state in Sr2RuO4 is analogous to superfluid3He
and hasp-type pairing.2,3 The triplet superconductivity in
Sr2RuO4 has been discussed in terms of a band theory a
consequence of pairing induced by ferromagnetic spin fl
tuations. It was not clear beforehand whether the triplet s
would be maintained in the presence of the strong electro
correlations owing to the high effective mass of the electr
in the g band (12me from data on quantum mechanic
oscillations5! and the closeness of Sr2RuO4 to the boundary
for a Mott–Hubbard transition~the isostructural, isoelec
tronic crystal Sr2FeO4 is a Mott dielectric6!. In this paper we
propose a generalization of thet –J model for strongly cor-
related electrons in the form of an additional ferromagne
exchange (I ) term caused by the specific features of the el
tronic structure and show that, with strong correlations, tr
let solutions exist for the superconducting ordering para
eter withTc;1 K for typical values of the model parameter
There are no singlets-type solutions since they do not satis
the sum rule.

A (dx22y22p)2s coupling is characteristic of the cop
per oxides; here the interaction of neighboring copper sp
only occurs through a superexchange~indirect! interaction
(t –J-model,J;t2/U). Sr2RuO4 is distinguished by the fac
that bands formed by ap bond of the type (dxy2p) exist in
the neighborhood of the Fermi level.7,8 A simple quantum
mechanical analysis shows that in this case thedxy orbitals of
neighboring cations overlap and this leads to a Heisenb
exchange interaction, in addition to the superexchange in
action through oxygen. For describing strongly correla
electronic states with developed ferromagnetic fluctuatio
we propose a generalizedt –J2I -model with the
Hamiltonian
1771063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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H5(
f,s

~«2m!Xf
s,s2t (

f,d,s
Xf

s,0Xf1d
0,s

1J(
f,d

K f,f1d
(2) 2I(

f,d
K f,f1d

(1) ,

K f,g
6 5ŜfŜg6

1

4
n̂f n̂g , ~1!

where we have introduced the Hubbard operatorsXf
pq

5up.,qu, which act on the intra-atomic statesu0. ~no
holes! and us. ~a hole with spins561/2) and automati-
cally exclude two-particle states, andŜf and n̂f are the spin-
and particle-number operators at sitef. The signs in Eq.~1!
have been chosen so that all the parameters (t, J, I ) are
positive and, for simplicity, only the sum over the neare
neighbors is retained~the vectord). For infinitely large cor-
relations, i.e.,U→`, the antiferromagnetic exchangeJ→0.
We restrict ourselves to the caseI .J. The electron concen
tration ne5Ne /N varies over the range 0<ne<1. As ne

→1 the kinetic energy goes to zero and a dielectric st
exists with a long-range ferromagnetic ordering. As the h
concentration increases, the ferromagnetism breaks up a
superconducting state can appear.

The Hamiltonian ~1! describes quasiparticles in th
lower Hubbard band. For comparison with Sr2RuO4 it is
necessary to explain that the hole-a and electron-b bands in
this model are a reservoir of particles and determine
chemical potential. The electron-a band, which is also re-
sponsible for the superconductivity,9 splits into upper and
lower Hubbard bands when strong electron correlations
taken into account. Calculations8 show that theb band is
half filled, the a band containsna50.28 holes, and theg
band is filled somewhat beyond half with electrons toneg

51.28. This means that in the electron representation,
lower Hubbardg band is completely filled, while the uppe
band contains 0.28 electrons. We shall work in the hole r
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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resentation, where the number of holes in the lower Hubb
band isnh512na , 0<nh<1.

The exact equation of motion for the operatorXks , the
Fourier transform of the operatorXf

0s , is (\51)

iẊks5jkXks1Lks ,

Lks52
1

AN
(

p
gp~Xk2p

2s,sXp,2s2Xk2p
2s,2sXp,s!

1
1

AN
(

p
gk2p@~g2l!Xk2p

2s,sXp,2s

2gXk2p
2s,2sXp,s2lXk2p

s,s Xp,s#, ~2!

where jk52gk2m̄, gk5z21(d exp(ikd), g5J/t, and
l5I /t. Here all energies are expressed in units ofzt ~the
band half-width!, m̄5(m2«)/zt, and z is the number of
nearest neighbors.

A convenient procedure for linearizing the nonlinear o
eratorL with separation of the normal and anomalous av
ages is the irreducible operator method,10

Lks5L̄ks2
^$Lks ,Xks

1 %1&

^$Xks ,Xks
1 %1&

Xks

2
^$Lks ,X2k,2s

1 %1&

^$X2k,2s
1 ,X2k,2s} 1&

X2k,2s
1 . ~3!

Neglecting the irreducible partL̄ks , we write down the
equation of motion in the average field approximation

iẊk,↑5 j̃kXk,↑2
Dk

c~n!
X2k,↓

1 ,

iẊ2k,↓
1 52 j̃kX2k,↓

1 2
Dk*

c~n!
Xk,↑ . ~4!

Here the renormalization of the dispersion relation
taken into account in the simplest ‘‘Hubbard 1’’ form for
nonmagnetic state,n↑5n↓5nh/2, c(n)512nh/2,

j̃k5c~n!~2gk2m!, m5@~g1l!n/21m̄#/c~n!, ~5!

andm is the effective chemical potential. The gap is given

Dk5D2k,↓52Dk,↑ ,

Dk5
2

N (
p

S 2gp1
1

2
~gk1p1gk2p! DBp

2
l

N (
p

gk1pBp , ~6!

where we have introduced the anomalous aver
Bp5^X2p↓Xp↑&. Writing out the solution of the system o
Gorkov equations for the normal and anomalous Green fu
tions in the standard way, we obtain the following expre
sions for the averages in the superconducting phase:

nk5^Xk,↑
1 Xk,↑&5c~n!

1

2
S 12

j̃k

Ek
tanh

Ek

2t
D[c~n! f k ,

~7!
rd

-
-

e

c-
-

kBk* 5^Xk,↑
1 X2k,↓

1 &5
Dk*

2Ek
tanh

Ek

2t
, ~8!

where Ek
25 j̃k

21uDku2/c2(n) and t5kBT/zt is the dimen-
sionless temperature. Besides the ordinary self consis
equations for the chemical potential and gapDk in the theory
of strongly correlated systems, it is necessary to include
sum rules for the anomalous averages~a consequence of th
algebra ofX-operators that excludes two-particle states!,

1

N (
k

Bk50. ~9!

Breaking up the anomalous averages into a sum of s
metric and antisymmetric components,

Bp5Bp
(S)1Bp

(a) , Bp
(S)5B2p

(S) , B2p
(a)52Bp

(a) ,

it is easy to write down an expression for the gap of the fo

Dk5akDS1lkDa ,

ak522~2g2l!gk , lk5lSk ,

Sk5~sinkx1sinky!/2. ~10!

The symmetric solutionsDk
(S)5akDS correspond to sin-

glet pairing and the antisymmetric solutionsDk
(a)5lkDa , to

triplet pairing. The first term inak , which equals 2, arises
from a kinematic mechanism for pairing.11 It is easy to see
that the symmetric solution does not satisfy the sum rul12

At the same time, this rule is automatically satisfied for t
antisymmetric solution. The ordering parameterDa can be
written in the form

Da5
i

A2z
(

d

1

N (
f

K 1

A2
~Xf

0,↓Xf1d
0,↑ 2Xf1d

0,↓ Xf
0,↑!L , ~11!

containing the average of the annihilation operator for a tr
let pair withSz50 at neighboring lattice sites. For this solu
tion, atT50 we have the following equations for the gap

22nh

l
5

1

N
(

p

Sp
2

A~gp1m!21Sp
2Da

2
~12!

and for the chemical potential

nh

22nh
5

1

2N (
p

S 11
gp1m

A~gp1m!21Sp
2Da

2D , ~13!

where Da
25l2uDau2/c4(n), which have solutions only for

l.0. The equations forTc have the form

22nh

l
5

1

N (
p

Sp
2

ugp1mu
tanhH c~n!ugp1mu

2tc
J %. ~14!

Numerical solutions of Eqs.~12!–~14! show that the gap
and Tc depend nonmonotonically on the hole concentrat
and are nonzero within a finite interval of concentratio
(nh1 ,nh2) whose boundaries depend on the interaction c
stant l. These dependences are characterized by a sm
maximum near populationsnh'0.720.8. For Sr2RuO4 with
nh512na andna'0.28, this means close to optimum do
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ing. Tc;1 K for the typical model parameters. Thus, f
t50.1 eV,na50.28, andl50.5, we haveTc'2 K.

As opposed to the BCS theory, the entire band is sign
cant in Eqs.~12!–~14! and not just a narrow layer near th
chemical potential. An approximate analytic solution forTc

can be written down if, when taking the integral with respe
to the energy, a narrow layer of width 2d (d'1022) is se-
lected near the chemical potential where the ordinary lo
rithm is obtained and, outside this, tanhx'1. This yields the
following expression forTc :

Tc51.14ztc~n!d expH 2c~n!

~l1l0!S2~m!
J ~15!

with values that differ from the numerical solution by a fe
percent. In Eq.~15! the parameterl0 describes the contribu
tion from the outer part of the band,

l05l2
A~m,d!

22nh2lA~m,d!
,

A~m,d!5E
21

m2d S2~v!dv

uv2mu
1E

m1d

1 S2~v!dv

uv2mu
, ~16!

whereS2(v) is the average value ofSk
2 on the isoenergetic

surfacev5gk . Tc is plotted as a function of the hole con

FIG. 1. Tc as a function of the hole concentration in Sr2RuO4 for three
values of the dimensionless interaction parameterl; the dashed curve is the
hole concentration in theg band, whose half width is 0.4 eV.
-

t

-

centration for different values of the parameterl in Fig. 1.
The arrows indicate the point where the transition to
ferromagnetic phase takes place, as defined by equality
tween the energies of the ferromagnetic and superconduc
phases.

In conclusion, we note that generalizing thet –J-model
by adding a ferromagnetic interaction of neighboring sp
yields thet –J– I -model, which is a realistic model for de
scribing the strongly correlated electrons in Sr2RuO4. The
triplet superconductivity obtained previously4 in terms of a
band picture of Sr2RuO4 is also retained with strong electro
correlations. An earlier attempt was made to describe
phononless mechanism for superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 in
a strong electron correlation regime,13 but the questions of
the symmetry of the order parameter and the role of fer
magnetic fluctuations were not examined there.
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A theory is developed for regular and chaotic self fluctuations in crystal CuCl for a ring
resonator geometry. A system of nonlinear differential equations is derived for the dynamic
evolution of coherent excitons, photons, and biexcitons. It is shown that, in the unstable
portions of the optical bistability curves, nonlinear periodic and chaotic self fluctuations can
develop with the creation of limit cycles and strange attractors in the phase space of
the system. A computer simulation is used to determine the parameters for which reliable
switching takes place in the system and the parameter ranges are found within which the system
undergoes a transition from strange attractor to limit cycle. The possibility of experimentally
observing the phenomena studied here is discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!00611-5#
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The rapid development of technology and science pla
a premium on the problem of accumulating and rapidly p
cessing a huge amount of information. As one of the m
striking examples of optical self organization, optical bis
bility opens up vast prospects for practical applications
this area. The theoretical foundations of optical bistabi
have been discussed by Gibbset al.,1,2 who have described
bistable materials and devices, discussed optical switch
and analyzed the instabilities and other phenomena. App
research is currently directed at optimizing optically bista
devices: reducing their size, switching times, and power
sipation. As a rule, the switching times of bistable eleme
are on the order of the relaxation times of the dynamic ch
acteristics of the device. The short relaxation times of
dynamic characteristics of excitons and biexcitons sugg
that bistable optical elements with switching times on
order of 10212s can be constructed. Another, equally impo
tant, problem is the creation of bistable elements in wh
switching takes place with low energy dissipation and h
reliability. However, the self fluctuations which develop
the unstable segments of the optical bistability curves
affect the operation of a bistable optical element. Thus, th
is great interest in controlling the self fluctuations which d
velop in the system. Because of their low light losses a
low intensities, quantum-well structures have recently b
under active study.3

Optical bistability in the exciton spectral range was fi
studied theoretically by Elesin and Kopaev.4 Kochelap
et al.,5,6 have worked in the same area. In our papers7–10

based on the equations of Keldysh11 we have constructed
theory of optical bistability, switching, and the developme
1771063-7834/99/41(11)/5/$15.00
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and decay of stochastic self fluctuations in high density,
herent exciton systems taking exciton-exciton interactio
into account. These phenomena have been observed ex
mentally by Dneprovski� et al.12–14

Optical bistability, switching, and self fluctuations of e
citons and biexcitons have been studied before.15–17 In Ref.
15, we studied stationary and nonstationary optical bista
ity and multistability and predicted the possible developm
of spatial turbulence in systems of coherent excitons, p
tons, and biexcitons in crystals. A scenario for the transit
into dynamic chaos has been found and dynamic optical
bility studied.16 Crystal CuCl was chosen as a model wi
convincing experimental proof of the existence of biexcito
A new class of nonlinear cooperative phenomena dur
light propagation in straight-band semiconductors has b
studied.17 The nonlinearity is caused by the direct bonding
two excitons into a biexciton as a result of their Coulom
interaction.18,19

In crystal CuCl, the exciton binding energy is on th
order of 40 meV, so the exciton absorption band and
recombinationM band of the biexciton are a significant di
tance apart. Because of the high exciton binding energ
photon in resonance with the exciton transition frequen
has a large resonance detuning relative to a transition in
region of the luminescenceM band; thus, it is necessary t
take into account the simultaneous effect of two independ
light pulses, each of which is in resonance with a cert
transition.

In this paper we construct a theory of regular and chao
self fluctuations in a CuCl crystal involving coherent exc
tons and biexcitons. A system of nonlinear differential equ
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tions for the dynamic evolution of coherent excitons, ph
tons, and biexcitons is derived for a ring resonator geome
The stability of the stationary states is studied. It is sho
that, in the unstable portions of the optical bistability curv
nonlinear periodic and chaotic self fluctuations can deve
with the creation of limit cycles and strange attractors in
phase space of the system. Scenarios for the transition
dynamic chaos are found. A computer simulation is used
determine the range of parameters within which the sys
undergoes a transition from strange attractor to limit cyc
The parameters for which reliable switching takes place
the system are determined. We conclude by discussing
possibility of experimentally observing the phenomena st
ied here.

1. BASIC EQUATIONS

The complete Hamiltonian for the problem is the sum
the Hamiltonians for the free excitons, biexcitons, and fie
and the interaction Hamiltonian, which has the followin
form in our model:

H int52\g~E1
2a1a1E1

1!2\gG~a1bE2
21ab1E2

1!,
~1!

wherea1 (b1) is the exciton~biexciton! creation operator,g
is the exciton-photon interaction constant,G is the optical
conversion constant for excitons into biexcitons, andE1(2)

is the positive~negative! frequency component of the electr
field of the electromagnetic wave in thejth pulse.

The equations of motion for the amplitudes of the ex
tons,a, and biexcitons,b, are

i
da

dt
5vexa2 igexa2gE1

12gGbE2
2 , ~2!

and

i
db

dt
5vbiexb2 igbiexb2gGE2

1a, ~3!

where\vex and\vbiex are the energies of formation for th
excitons and biexcitons andgex and gbiex are the damping
constants for the excitons and biexcitons, which determ
phenomenologically the rate at which the quasiparticles
lost from coherent into incoherent modes in the equation
motion. Note that these equations can be derived rigoro
through the quantum theory of fluctuations and damp
from the flux part of the corresponding Fokker–Plan
equation.20

The equations of motion for the positive frequency co
ponent of the fieldsE1

1 andE2
1 are

c1
2

d2E1
1

dt2
2

d2E1
1

dz2
54p\g

d2a

dt2
, ~4!

and

c2
2

d2E2
1

dt2
2

d2E2
1

dz2
54p\Gg

d2~a1b!

dt2
, ~5!

wherec1 andc2 are the propagation velocities of the fields
the medium.
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We write the solutions of Eqs.~2!–~5! in the form of a
product of a slowly varying envelope and a rapidly oscilla
ing component with carrier frequenciesv1 andv2 and wave
vectorsk1 andk2 ,

a~z,t !5A~z,t !ei (k1z2v1t),

b~z,t !5B~z,t !ei (k11k2)z2(v11v2)t,

E~z,t !5X~z,t !ei (k1z2 iv1t). ~6!

In the following we shall consider the theory of optic
bistability in a ring resonator geometry. Let a sample
lengthL be placed between the input and output mirrors o
cavity with transmission coefficientsT. The other two mir-
rors are assumed to be ideally reflecting.~See Fig. 1.! The
boundary conditions for the ring resonator are

Ej
1~0,t !5T1/2EI , j1Reb0,jEj

1~L,t2Dt !; ~7!

ET, j~ t !5T1/2Ej
1~L,t !,

whereET, j andEI , j are the amplitudes of the incident field
the input mirror of the cavity and of the field transmitte
through the cavity,R512T is the reflectivity of the cavity
mirrors 1 and 2,Dt is the delay time introduced by th
feedback Dt5(2l 1L)/c0 , c0 is the speed of light in
vacuum, andb0 is the phase shift in the resonator.

On substituting Eq.~6! in Eqs. ~2!–~5!, in the approxi-
mation of slowly varying envelopes1 and in the average field
approximation1,21 including the boundary conditions~7!, we
obtain

dX1

dt
5s1~2X112C1A1Y1!, ~8!

dX2

dt
5s2~2X222C2AB1Y2!, ~9!

dA

dt
52dA2d~X11X2B!, ~10!

and

FIG. 1. A sketch of the ring cavity:EI1 andEI2 are the amplitudes of the

incident fields,E0 is an external periodic force of the formE05a sin ṽt,
ER j andET j are the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted field, resp
tively, T is the transmission coefficient of the cavity mirrors, andj 51,2.
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dB

dt
52B1X2A, ~11!

whereX1 , X2 , Y1 , andY2 are the normalized field ampli
tudes,t is the dimensionless time, andC1 , C2 , s1 , s2 , and
d are constants determined by the expressions

Xj5
ET j

Es
; Yj5

EI j

Es
; A5 i

a

As
; B5

b

Bs
;

Es5
Agexgbiex

gG
; As5

Agbiex

Agex

G21; Bs5G21;

t5gbiext; d5
gex

gbiex
; Cj5

a jL

4T
; s j5

cjT

gbiexL
;

v'ck; a j5
4p\g2v j

gexcj
; j 51,2.

Equations~8!–~11! describe the time evolution of cohe
ent excitons, biexcitons, and electromagnetic fields in a r
resonator and are fundamental to the following study.
shall next carry out a numerical simulation and analyze
stability of the stationary states. Note that the system of E
~8!–~11! is a special case of studying the evolution of
system of the formẊ5F(X), whereX is a vector inRn (n
.1) space, each component of which corresponds t
single mode.F(X) is the vector field of the system.

For dissipative systems there is a reduction in the ph
space volume, since the divergence ofẊ is negative, i.e.,

div Ẋ5div F5(
i 51

n
]Fi

]X i
,0.

The evolution of the solutions of Eqs.~8!–~11! depends
significantly on the evolution of a small region of the pha
space of this system. Regarding the motion of points in
phase space as the motion of a fluid with divergence

]Ẋ1

]X1
1

]Ẋ2

]X2
1

]Ȧ1

]A1
1

]Ȧ2

]A2
1

]Ḃ1

]B1
1

]Ḃ2

]B2

52@s11s21d11#,

we conclude that any small volume of the phase space o
system of Eqs.~8!–~11! approaches zero ast→` at a rate
@s11s21d11#. When the stationary states of the syste
are unstable, the attractors in phase space can be eith
limiting cycle or torus, or a strange attractor. They cor
spond to nonlinear periodic, quasiperiodic, and stocha
self oscillations in the system.

2. CONTROLLING EXCITON AND BIEXCITON SELF
FLUCTUATIONS

In the stationary case, Eqs.~8!–~11! yield coupled equa-
tions for a nonlinear optical four-terminal network with tw
input and two output channels.22 Changing one of the two o
both parameters can rapidly change the output characteri
of the four-terminal network, and optical bistability is po
sible in both channels. Figure 2 shows the nonlinear va
tions in the amplitudes of the output radiation,X1 and X2 ,
g
e
e
s.
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with the amplitudes of the input radiation forY1540,
C1520, andC2519. As can be seen from the figure, cloc
wise optical bistability occurs in the system for these para
eters.

There is further interest in studying the stability of th
stationary states in connection with the possible developm
of self fluctuations in the unstable portions of the optic
bistability curves, which will have a deleterious effect on t
operation of a bistable element. The stability of the statio
ary optical hysteresis states with respect to small pertu
tions is studied using the characteristic equation for
Jacobian of the system,

FIG. 3. Oscillations in a ring resonator withC1520, C2519, Y1540,
d50.7, s150.45, s250.55, T50.01, and different levels of externa
pumping: a —Y2510, b —Y2512, and c —Y2520. (X is given in units
of 10 V/cm, andt in units of 10212 s.)

FIG. 2. Stationary dependence of the amplitudes of the transmitted fieldX1

~a! andX2 ~b! on the amplitude of the incident radiation,Y2 , for C1520,
C2519 andY1540. (X andY are given in units of 10 V/cm.!
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FIG. 4. The process of synchronization of stochastic self-fluctuations: a — time evolution of the radiation exiting the cavity,X1 , for constant pumpingY1

540 andY2525; b — phase portrait of the strange attractor in theX12X2 plane and its power spectrum~c!; d — time evolution of the radiation exiting the

cavity, X1 , for Y1540 andỸ25Y21a sin ṽt; e — phase portrait of the complex limit cycle in theX12X2 plane and its power spectrum~f!.
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uJ2lEu

5F2s12l, 0, 2C1s1 , 0

0, 2s22l, 22C2Bs2 , 22C2Bs2

2d, 2dB, 2d2l, 2dX2

0, A, X2 , 212l

G ,

whereE is the unit matrix.
If the real parts of all the roots of the characteristic eq

tion l41a1l31a2l21a3l1a450 are negative, then th
corresponding stationary states are stable with respec
small perturbations. We have studied the stability of the s
tionary states using the Routh–Hurwitz criterion. For para
eters Y1540, C1520, and C2519 and s150.45, s2

50.55, andd50.7 the upper portions of the optical bistab
ity curves are stable, while part of the lower branch becom
unstable. In this case, nonlinear self fluctuations develop
the system. On moving from pointA to point B, the oscilla-
tions in the system become more complicated. New harm
ics appear in their spectra~Fig. 3! and, finally, a stochastic
self oscillatory regime develops in the middle of the windo
~point C) and optical turbulence develops. Figure 4a illu
trates the stochastic self modulation process with co
sponding projections of the phase trajectories and the po
spectrum, which is continuous. As opposed to the w
known Lorentz noise,23–25 where stochastic oscillations an
the creation of a strange attractor are associated with ju
between the corresponding equilibrium states, in our case
stochasticity is associated with the development of a cha
attractor in the four dimensional phase space which is fi
by phase trajectories in a complicated manner. When
imaging point is moved further to the right, regular nonline
oscillations again develop in the system, and the phase
-

to
-
-
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-
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jectories leave the limit cycle; after this, the system jum
into the upper stable branches of the optical bistabi
curves.

There is great interest in research on the control of
namic chaos in nonlinear systems. One control techniqu
to act on a self oscillating system with an external perio
force. For this purpose, we have carried out a compu
simulation, assuming that an additional external perio

force of the formE05a sin(ṽt) acts on the resonator. Her

it was found that ina, ṽ parameter space, there is a regi
of values for which the stochastic self fluctuations in t
system are broken up and the oscillations become perio
Figures 4b illustrate the synchronization of the stochastic
fluctuations, their phase portrait, and power spectrum,

which three harmonics predominate. Fora51 andṽ50.9,
the phase trajectory goes into a complicated limit cyc
These parameter values correspond to the synchroniza
regime. Reliable switching is possible in this system
these parameters and fixed intensities. Thus, an externa
riodic signal drives a strange attractor into a limit cycle
periodic nonlinear oscillations.

We conclude by examining the feasibility of a
experimental observation of the effects predicted abo
We have made some numerical estimates for crystals s
as CuCl, where the binding energy of a biexciton is on
order of 40•1023 eV and \gex51.38•10210s, \gbiex

51.38•10211s,26 G51.253108 cm23/2,27 L5750 Å, \g
50.3 eV/~cm1/2V), andvex54•1015s21. The critical power
at which these nonlinear phenomena can be observed i
the order ofP;106 W/cm2. Here the concentrations of ex
citons and biexcitons are on the order of 1015 and 1016cm23,
respectively.
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Effect of a magnetic field on the electroluminescence intensity of single-crystal ZnS
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After exposure of single-crystal ZnS with microscopic twinning to magnetic fields of 1–10 T,
the integral electroluminescence brightness is found to increase by several times. It is
proposed that the magnetic field facilitates relaxation of a metastable state of the structural
defects. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00711-X#
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Electroluminescence in II–VI compounds has been st
ied for a long time. It has been shown experimentally1,2 that
the motion of charged particle dislocations plays a signific
role in electroluminescence in ‘‘weak’’ electric field
;105 V/m and that this also explains a number of features
the electroluminescence, in particular, the degradation of
emission. Attempts have been made3,4 to examine the effec
of a magnetic field on electroluminescence, but the exp
ments yielded a negative result, since the field was turned
for a short time during the emission process and its induc
was too low5 to produce a significant change in the trajec
ries of the electrons accelerated in the pores in an ele
field, as anticipated by the authors.3,4 The results of Refs. 1
and 2 suggest that, in order to observe the influence o
magnetic field on electroluminescence, it is necessary to
ate experimental conditions such that the magnetic fi
could affect the mobility of the dislocations or the state
the point defects within the volume that participate in ele
troluminescence. Thus, for example, it has recently6–8 been
established that exposing type I–VII diamagnetic co
pounds to a magnetic field makes it easier for dislocation
move and it has been shown9,10 that one of the reasons fo
plastification of crystals in magnetic fields is a change in
state of metastable point defects in the crystal volume. S
lar magnetically induced changes in the subsystem of p
defects has also been observed in Si.11 Metastability in a ZnS
crystal lattice with microscopic twinning1,2 suggests tha
magnetic field effects on the mobility of dislocations and t
state of point defects may be observable in these diamag
crystals and may, in turn, affect their electroluminescenc

The purpose of this paper is to study the effect o
magnetic field that is turned on before electroluminescenc
excited on its integral~over the spectrum! intensity.

Samples with dimensions of 23234 mm with ~12̄10!
and ~101̄1! faceting ~hexagonal indexing! doped with 10
p.p.m. Cu were used to study the effect of preliminary ex
sure of single-crystal ZnS to a magnetic field on its electro
minescence. The integrated brightnessI was measured atT
5293 K using an FE´U-106 photomultiplier tube. The sampl
was fastened between elastic brass electrodes mounte
1781063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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front of the photomultiplier and protected by a cover
eliminate stray light. Electroluminescence was excited b
sinusoidal voltage with a frequencyn5103 Hz and an effec-
tive value of 2.2 kV applied to silver contacts deposited
the ~12̄10! facets of the sample. The photomultiplier wa
shielded from possible pickup owing to the electric fiel
near it. Preliminary exposure of the crystals to a const
magnetic field with an inductionB52 T was done in a dark
space between the poles of an electromagnet at some
tance from the photomultiplier. Magnetic field pulses of a
plitudeB57 T and duration 1022 s were generated by a thy
ristor switch and a small-turn solenoid. All of th
experimental procedures were carried out in the dark, exc
for the contribution of phosphorescence to the measu
brightness of the sample in an electric field. Special prec
tions were taken to prevent random mechanical loading
the crystals during the experiments. The value ofI and its
error were determined by averaging data from repeated
movals and replacements of the sample between the e
trodes under identical electroluminescence excitation co
tions.

In a first series of experiments we studied the integra
brightnessI as a function of the effective voltageU on the
sample. First, this dependence was measured without a m
netic field. Then the sample was placed in the electromag
where it was exposed to a constant magnetic field for 20 m
Immediately after this,I (U) was measured for a secon
time. It was found that after exposure to a magnetic fi
I (U) is higher than prior to the magnetic treatment, beg
ning with U.1 kV ~Fig. 1!. Thus, the intensity of the emis
sion from the sample for a given electrode voltage w
higher for samples that had been exposed initially to a m
netic field than for those which had not.

A third measurement ofI (U) was made on the sam
sample after 24 h. This showed that increasing the time
terval t between exposures of the crystals to the magn
field and the measurement of the electroluminescence bri
ness leads to a reduction in the increment inI produced by
the first exposure of the crystal to the magnetic field~Fig. 1!.
Note that this reduction is not related to the customary d
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Typical dependence of the electrolumine
cence intensity of crystal ZnS on the active voltag
U, applied to the sample (n5800 Hz!: 1 — before
exposure in a magnetic field;2 — 1 min after expo-
sure in a magnetic field (B52 T, exposure duration
20 min!; 3 — 24 h after exposure in a magneti
field.
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radation of electroluminescence stimulated by an elec
field, since there was no voltage on the sample during
time between exposure to the magnetic field and the m
surement ofI, while the total duration of the tests on th
sample in the electric field was;1 h. At the same time, it
was found in a special series of experiments that one ho
exposure of the crystal to an electric field was not enough
reduceI by even 10%.

An increase in the electroluminescence intensity co
also be caused by preliminary exposure of the crystals to
T magnetic field pulse lasting 1022 s. With this method for
processing the crystals in a magnetic field, which was use
a second series of experiments,I was also observed to de
ic
e
a-

’s
to

d
7

in

crease with increasing time between the magnetic field p
and the application of an electric field for measuringI. It is
clear, from a plot ofI (t) taken for one crystal~Fig. 2!, that,
for t.48 h, the crystals ‘‘forget’’ about having being pro
cessed in the magnetic field. Applying sequential magn
field pulses after the changeDI 1 in the emission intensity
induced by the first pulse had approached zero~for t.48 h!
showed that each successive magnetic field pulse leads
smaller increment in I than the previous pulse, i.e
DI 1.DI 2.DI 3.DI 4 . . . ~Fig. 2!.

Some experiments in which the samples were expose
a magnetic field before the first measurement ofI (U)
yielded the same results as those described above. The e
f

s

to
d

FIG. 2. Electroluminescence intensity o
crystal ZnS as a function of the timet,
after an electric field (U51.9 kV,
n5800 Hz! is first turned on when sev-
eral successive magnetic field pulse
have been applied (B57 T, pulse dura-
tion 1022 s!. The arrows denote the
times when the crystal was subjected
magnetic field pulses. The electric fiel
was turned on to measureI for short
times 5–10 min.
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sion from these samples was also significantly higher t
from samples that had not been exposed to a magnetic
prior to the excitation of the electroluminescence. Therefo
a magnetic field is capable of changing the state of a cry
that has not been subjected previously to excitation in
electric field.

It was established in a special series of experiments
the absence of silver contacts on the sample had essen
no effect on the relative magnitude of the magnetic effe
DI /I , although it did cause an absolute change inI. There-
fore, the effect of a magnetic field on the electrolumine
cence is not associated with changes in the properties o
contacts and can be observed independently of how they
made.

These results do not permit an unambiguous interpr
tion of the effect of a magnetic field on electroluminescen
since it is unclear which objects in the crystal were affec
by the magnetic field. It has been shown1,2 that the most
effective mechanism for electroluminescence in a p
breakdown alternating electric field of strength;105 V/m in
ZnS is the motion of particulate dislocations initiated by t
electric field. This motion is thermodynamically favore
since it leads to relaxation of the polytypic hexagonal ph
to a cubic phase. The motion of dislocations ensures tra
port through the crystal of electrons captured from traps
their emission into pores. In the pores the electrons are
celerated by the electric field and, as they reach the bas
the luminophore, they cause it to light up. Since the mobi
of dislocations in ZnS and, together with it, the intensity
the light from the crystals, depend significantly on the int
action of dislocations with point defects, we may assume
in our magnetic field experiment the following could chang
the state of the point defects, the state of the dislocatio
themselves, and the nature of the interaction between
dislocations and the point defects. Figure 2 implies that th
changes are irreversible, i.e., a magnetic field appears to
cilitate relaxation of the state of the structural defects a
this eases the movement of the dislocations in the elec
field. It is difficult to choose among these alternatives ba
on the available data. Each of them, however, has been
lated and studied in ionic crystals.12

It has been found12 that a magnetic field affects the spin
dependent reactions among various types of paramag
structural defects. Note that the present experiments,
those described in Refs. 6–12, were done under condit
such that the energy imparted by the magnetic field t
paramagnetic defect forB;1 T is ;mgB;1024 eV, which
is two orders of magnitude below the energy of the aver
thermal fluctuations,kT;1022 eV, at T5293 K (m is the
n
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Bohr magneton,g'2 is the spectroscopic splitting factor,k
is the Boltzmann constant, andT is the temperature!. The
effect of a constant magnetic field on electronic proces
and electroluminescence in ZnS whenmgB!kT can change
the multiplet state of intermediate short lived particle pa
~defects, under our conditions! at the time of a thermally
induced decomposition or the establishment of a cova
bond between defects, thereby enabling the escape of a
from a metastable state. A change in the multiplicity r
moves the spin prohibition on certain reactions among
fects in ionic crystals. It becomes possible when the lifeti
of the pairs is shorter than the spin-lattice relaxation time
we assume that similar processes can occur in ZnS in a m
netic field, the ‘‘flareup’’ of electroluminescence after cry
tals have been exposed to a magnetic field can be expla
by spin-dependent conversion of structural defects, wh
leads to an increase in the area covered by dislocation
they move in the electric field. This, in turn, may lead to
increase in the number of electrons emitted into pores a
therefore, to a rise inI.

We have observed, therefore, an effect of a weak m
netic field (B<7 T! on the state of crystal ZnS, which caus
an increase in its electroluminescence intensity. It has b
found that a magnetic field initiates irreversible changes
the crystals. It has been proposed that the effect of a m
netic field involves the initiation of relaxation processes in
subsystem of metastable structural defects, which, in tu
eases the movement of dislocations.
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Effect of elastic stresses on the IR spectra of lattice vibrations in epitaxial ZnSe
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The lattice IR reflection spectra of epitaxial ZnSe films are studied for different thicknesses on a
~001!GaAs substrate. The frequency of theTO mode is found to increase for films with
thicknesses of 0.8 and 1.2mm that exceed the critical valuedcr'0.1mm for ZnSe / GaAs pairs.
The effect is explained by the existence of regions with residual stress in the film. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00811-4#
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ZnSe and the solid solutions Zn12xCdxSe based on it,
which belong to the group of II–VI semiconductors, a
promising materials for opto- and microelectronics. Vario
quantum sized structures are based on them: superlatti1

quantum dots,2,3 and thin atomic layers.4,5 It has been found
that quantum wells and dots are efficient light emitters in
blue.1,2 Zn12xCdxSe quantum dots in a matrix of ZnSe ca
be used to control the waveguide properties of hete
structures.3 Two-atom layers of ZnSe located at IV/IV o
III–V/III–V semiconductor interfaces cause changes in
band jumps. Structural analysis and photoluminescence t
niques are mostly used to study these structures base
ZnSe–Zn12xCdxSe. IR spectroscopy and optical Ram
scattering have not been used on them. It is known, howe
that phonons in small-sized objects can differ from those
bulk samples of the same material. The reasons for th
differences may be stresses and correlation effects.

In an earlier paper6 we made the first measurements
lattice IR reflection for films of Zn12xCdxSe on a~001!GaAs
substrate. The frequency of the transverse optical phon
for films with smallx and thicknessesd,1 mm exceeded its
value for bulk samples by roughly 1 cm21. This was surpris-
ing, since the film thicknesses greatly exceeded the crit
value dcr'0.1mm for ZnSe / GaAs pairs,7 and the stresse
should have vanished because of dislocations. In this p
we attempt a more detailed investigation of this phenome
by measuring the lattice IR reflection from a series of ZnS
GaAs films with thicknesses fromd50.2 to 4.2mm. The
effect was confirmed for ZnSe films with thickness
d50.8 and 1.2mm. The changes in the frequencies of t
transverse and parallel optical phonons in the directions
the films are calculated. A comparison of the theoretical a
experimental frequencies of the transverse optical phon
shows that regions with residual stress exist in films w
d.dcr .

1. FILM GROWTH AND MEASUREMENTS

Heteroepitaxial layers of ZnSe were grown on GaAs
molecular-beam epitaxy on a ‘‘Katun’’ facility in which th
molecular-beam formation system has been significantly
proved in order to enhance the uniformity of the propert
1781063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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of the grown layers. The equivalent pressures of the mole
lar beams were monitored using an ion manometer that
also installed in the facility. The maximum pressure of t
residual gases in the facility was 131028 Pa.

Epitaxy took place on Cr-compensated~100!GaAs sub-
strates with a misorientation of 3° to the$110% direction by
evaporating high-purity~6N! elementary Zn and Se from in
dividual molecular sources at a growth temperature
3002320 °C. The samples were grown with a ratio of t
equivalent pressures of the Se and Zn molecular beam
roughly 2, which ensured the coexistence on the surfac
superstructures consisting of a mixture of the (132) and
c(232) reconstructions and corresponding to stoichiome
growth conditions. The growth rate was maintained at 1mm
per hour. The growth conditions are discussed in more de
in Ref. 6.

Long-wavelength IR reflection spectra were recorded
the region of the lattice vibrations of the ZnSe films using
diffraction IR spectrometer with an optoacoustic OAP-5 se
sor as an IR detector and a spectral resolution of at le
1 cm21.

2. RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

The measured lattice IR-reflection spectrum at 300 K
a ZnSe film of thicknessd51.2mm on a GaAs substrate i
shown in Fig. 1~curve 1!. Also shown there are the calcu
lated spectrum~curve 2! and the reflection spectrum of
GaAs substrate (v t5269 cm21, S52.1) ~curve3!. It is clear
from the figure that the reflection spectrum of the thin fi
compared to reflection spectrum of the substrate resem
the absorption curve for the film. In the long-waveleng
portion of the experimental reflection curve, there are f
quent oscillations associated with interference at
4002420mm thick GaAs substrate. The inset in Fig.
shows these oscillations together with the experimen
points on an enlarged wave number scale. The spacing in
oscillations is roughly 2.5 cm21 ~or 0.8mm). The experi-
mental points shown in the inset also demonstrate the h
spectral resolution of the apparatus~better than 1 cm21)
when recording the reflection spectra.
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Lattice IR-reflection spectrum of an epitaxial ZnSe fil
on a ~001!GaAs substrate.1 — Experimental spectrum,2 —
calculated,3 — reflection spectrum of the GaAs substrate.
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In order to determine the characteristics of the optica
active phonons in the film~frequency, oscillator strengths
and damping parameters!, the spectra were analyzed mat
ematically. The model structure consisted of a thin film
thicknessd with a dielectric function« f(v) and a semiinfi-
nite substrate with a dielectric function«s(v) and it was
assumed that the film is uniform over its thickness. The a
plitude reflection coefficient of this sort of model structu
for normally incident light is8

r 1 f s~v!5
r 1 f~v!1r f s~v!exp~ i2b!

11r 1 f~v!r f s~v!exp~ i2b!
, ~1!

where

r 1 f~v!5
12A« f~v!

11A« f~v!
, r f s~v!5

A« f~v!2A«s~v!

A« f~v!1A«s~v!

and b5
2pdA« f~v!

l
,

andl is the wavelength (510000/v). The reflection coeffi-
cient R(v) is related to Eq.~1! by the formula R(v)
5ur 1 f s(v)u2.

The dielectric function of the film,« f(v), was written in
the classical additive form

« f~v!5«`1(
j

Sjv t j
2

v t j
2 2v22 ivg j

. ~2!

When calculating the reflection coefficientR(v), in the for-
mula for « f(v) the frequency of thejth TO-mode« t j , its
oscillator strengthSj , and the damping parameterg j were
y

f

-

varied. The calculated reflection spectrum is labeled as cu
2 in Fig. 2. The good agreement between the calculated
experimental spectra is evident.

The frequencies of theTO modes for ZnSe films with
different thicknesses and for a bulk ZnSe sample are sh
in Fig. 2. The bulk sample measurements were done on
same apparatus and in the same geometry as for the fi
The figure shows that for samples with film thickness
d50.8 and 1.2mm, the frequencies of theTO mode exceed
those for the bulk sample. The vertical bars indicate the
pected error in the measurement, which is mainly associa
with the spectral resolution of the instrument and ignori
interference in Eq.~1!. This error is the same for all the
samples because of the almost complete identity of the s
strates and measurement conditions. In this way, the ex
in the frequencies of theTO mode for films withd50.8 and
1.2mm over their values in films withd>1.6mm was estab-
lished quite reliably. The drop in the frequency of theTO
mode for very thin films (d50.55 and 0.2mm) appears to be
related to an increasing error in separating the weak Zn
film signal from the substrate background signal.

Before reaching our final conclusions about the nature
the observed effect, we shall make some theoret
estimates.

3. CALCULATING THE CHANGES IN THE FREQUENCIES
OF THE OPTICALLY ACTIVE MODES IN A FILM
UNDER STRESS

In the rigid-ion model, the square of the frequency of t
optically active phonons is given by
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FIG. 2. The frequency of a transverse optical phonon in
ZnSe film as a function of the film thickness. The dash
line corresponds to this frequency for a bulk sample.
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m FK02
4p

3

e* 2

V0
G , v l

25
1

m FK01
8p

3

e* 2

V0
G , ~3!

wherem is the reduced mass,V0 is the volume of a unit cell,
e* is the effective charge, andK0 is the force constant, de
termined by the short-range part of the interaction.

The constantK0 and the Coulomb interaction terms
Eq. ~3! change under the influence of stresses. We shall
culate these changes in the rigid-ion approximation, incl
ing just the short range interactions among nearest neighb
We neglect angular forces, since they are an order of m
nitude weaker than the central forces in ZnSe.9 The interac-
tion energy per ion, positive or negative, for the sphale
crystal structure of interest to us is given by

U5Uk1Uc5l (
i 5124

exp~2r 0i /r!1Uc , ~4!

wherer 0i5u r̄02 r̄ i u is the distance between an ion located
the center of the tetrahedron~0! and the ions at its corner
( i 5124). In the case of an undeformed structure,
Coulomb interaction energy has the formUc52ae* 2/R,
where R is the distance between nearest ions of the sa
type anda51.6381 for a sphalerite structure.

The position of the group of nearest ions in a stres
film grown on a substrate with a~001! orientation is shown
in Fig. 3. Because of the difference in the lattice constant
the film and substrate, the cube in which the tetrahedro
inscribed is converted into a right prism with a square ba
The sides of the prism along thex, y, andz axes have lengths
b/2, b/2, c/2, respectively, whereb5a1Db, c5a1Dc,
and a is the lattice constant of the film material in the u
stressed state. Since the optically active vibrations consis
displacements of the positive and negative sublattices,
changed short range constants can be calculated by diffe
tiating Uk with respect to the displacementsr̄0 of an ion in
the center of the tetrahedron with ionsi 5124 fixed in their
equilibrium positions. We obtainK01DKt5]2Uk /]x0

2 and
K01DKl5]2Uk /]z0

2. We then expand the right hand sid
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of these expressions in the deformationsDb/a and Dc/a.
For a film with a free surface, the following relationsh
between the deformations holds10

Dc

a
252

2C12

C11

Db

a
, ~5!

whereC12 and C11 are elastic constants of the film. Usin
this relationship, we can obtain expressions forDKt /K0 and
DKl /K0 as functions of the argumentDb/a.

The contributions of the Coulomb interaction in Eq.~3!
change because of changes in the unit cell volumeV0 and the
depolarization factors, as well as in the electric field of t
dipoles within the Lorentz sphere. The volumeV0 changes as
V0→V01DV05V0(12dv), where

dv522S 12
C12

C11
D Db

a
. ~6!

FIG. 3. Deformed tetrahedral cell of a ZnSe film on a~001!GaAs substrate.
The lengths of the edges of the rectangular prism obeyb/2,a/2 andc/2
.a/2, wherea is the lattice constant of the undeformed film.
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The following must be kept in mind when calculatin
the changes in the depolarization factors. The depolariza
~Lorentz! factor arises in the calculation of the local fiel
which is the field of a polarized sphere in the undeform
~cubic! crystal. The deformations in the film transform th
sphere into an ellipsoid of rotation with an axis direct
along the z axis. The depolarization factors then chan
as follows owing to the deformations:11 (4p/3)x→(2p/3)
3(11«2/5) and (4p/3)x→(2p/3)(122«2/5), where
«5(12b2/c2)1/2. Given these relationships and the fa
that the deformations are small, we obtain the followi
changes associated with the depolarization factors in
terms in Eq. ~3!: 4pe* 2/3V0→(4pe* 2/3V0)(11dv1dd)
and 8pe* 2/3V0 5 4pe* 2/V0 2 4pe* 2/3V0 → (4pe* 2/
V0)(11dv)2(4pe* 2/3V0)(11dv22dd)5(8pe* 2/3V0)(1
1dv1dd), where

dd52
2

5 S 11
2C12

C11
D Db

a
. ~7!

Taking the sum of these changes, we obtain

Dv t

v t
5

1

2~12g! FDKt

K0
2g~dv1dd!G ,

Dv l

v l
5

1

2~112g! FDKl

K0
12g~dv1dd!G , ~8!

where

g5@~v l /v t!
221#/@~v l /v t!

212#,

DKt

K0
5S 12

2r

R0
D 21F2R0

3r S 12
C12

C11
D

2
2

3 S 11
2C12

C11
D2

2r

R0
G S 2

Db

a D ,

DKl

K0
5S 12

2r

R0
D 21F2R0

3r S 12
C12

C11
D1

4

3 S 11
2C12

C11
D

1
2r

R0

2C12

C11
G S 2

Db

a D .

In Eq. ~8! we have left out the terms associated with t
change in the dipole field inside the Lorentz sphere. Ca
lating them is rather complicated and their contribution
small @on the order ofg(dv1dd)], as are those of the re
maining Coulomb terms.~See the estimates below.!

In order to use Eqs.~8!, we have to know the paramete
R0 /r, whereR0 is the distance between nearest neighb
in the undeformed material. It can be determined by relat
it to the bulk rigidity modulus B5(C1112C12)/
35Vd2U/dV2. Given the equilibrium condition
dU/dRuR5R0

50, as well as the relationsV05a3/4 and

R05A3a/4, we obtain

R0

r
516A3B

R0
4

ae* 2
12. ~9!

The effective chargee* can be calculated if the exper
mental differencev l

22v t
2 is known. For estimatingDv t /v t

and Dv l /v l we shall use the following values of the co
n

d

t

e

-

s
g

stants: for ZnSea55.6687 Å, C11585.9•1010dyn•cm22,
C125 50.6•1010dyn•cm22, v t(300 K) 5 25.16 meV,
v l(300 K)530.49 meV;12 and, for GaAsa55.6533 Å. We
calculate the parameterR0 /r using (e* /e)25S50.688 from
Ref. 9. We obtainR0 /r526. The relative compression o
the film is characterized by the quantityDb/a52(aZnSe

2aGaAs)/aZnSe520.27%. Substituting these values in E
~8!, we obtainDv t /v t'0.9% andDv l /v l'1.1%.

The main contribution to these quantities is from t
terms~proportional toR0 /r) in DKt /K0 andDKl /K0 asso-
ciated with the change in volume. The contributions of t
remaining terms, short-range and Coulomb, are, respectiv
20 and 3% forDv t /v t and 40 and 4% forDv l /v l . These
numbers mean that for a different orientation of the su
strate, Dv t /v t and Dv l /v l will differ from the maxima
given here by 20 and 40%.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The estimates of the previous section show that
change in the frequency of theTO mode in a stressed ZnS
film of thicknessd,dk should beDv t'2 cm21. The ob-
served change inDv t in films with thicknessesd.dk (d
50.8 and 1.2mm) is less than 1 cm21. This may mean that
the observations result from an averaging effect over regi
with residual stress and relaxed regions. As the thicknes
the films is increased further below these values,Dv t de-
creases, both owing to a reduction in the fraction of stres
regions, and owing to stress relaxation. For thick films w
d>2 mm, Dv t→0. Note that a similar effect has been o
served previously in In12xGaxSb films with thicknesses
d.dk on GaAs substrates.13
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The elastically strained state of the interface in directly-bonded silicon structures has been
studied by x-ray diffraction topography and IR spectrometry. The pattern of the contrast observed
in the x-ray topographs and the intensity oscillations in the IR spectra indicate a periodic
strain distribution caused by the long-period surface microroughness on the plates to be bonded.
The local microroughness did not exceed 2 Å, and it did not noticeably affect the interface
structure. Two types of the structure were subjected to a comparative analysis, (i ) with a smooth
interface prepared by standard direct-bonding technology, and (i i ) with an interface
displaying a regular relief. The strain level in type-II structures was found to be lower by more
than an order of magnitude. A model is proposed to account for the observed reduction of
elastic strains at the bonded sections of the interface in terms of elastic relaxation of the free
surfaces in the relief voids through their deflection and displacement. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00911-9#
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Direct bonding of silicon plates is a promising techno
ogy, which has been enjoying recently wide industrial app
cation for the fabrication of structures employed in pow
semiconductor devices and microelectronics.1,2 The applica-
tion of this technology to develop bipolar devices is based
connecting thermally unoxidized silicon plates, the so-cal
Si direct bonding.3 According to the model proposed in Ref
4 and 5, ideal bonding starts with a weak electrostatic con
of mirror-polished plate surfaces and is completed by an
neal to form a defect-free and stress-relieved Si–Si interf
with a strength nearly equal to that of bulk silicon. Howev
studies of the electrical characteristics ofp–n junctions in
Si–Si bicrystals,3,6,7 as well as direct observation of th
structural perfection of the interface, revealed defects in
structure, which produced a noticeable negative effect
current flow throughp–n junctions, namely, amorphou
layers,8,9 dislocations,3,7 and gas bubbles.10

Elastic strains in Si–SiO2–Si structures were investi
gated by a number of authors.11,12 It was concluded11 that a
deviation from planarity of the plate surface gives rise
elastic strains and misorientation of lattice planes at the
terface. It was established11 that, in ;0.5-mm thick plates,
1791063-7834/99/41(11)/9/$15.00
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the maximum stress in the direction normal to the bond
interfacesmax

' >93108 dyn/cm250.09 GPa. A calculation
was made of the elastic stresses arising from smoothing
rough plate surfaces by the relation from the contact-str
theory.12 They were found to besmax

' >13108 dyn/cm2

50.01 GPa.12 A comparison ofsmax
' with the stress initiating

spontaneous dislocation nucleation in a perfect crys
which was taken equal to 2.531010 dyn/cm252.5 GPa, led12

to a conclusion that the stresses generated at the bon
interface do not affect its structural perfection. However n
merous observations of dislocations near bubbles show
the elastic strain can become plastic in the most disto
interface regions. At high temperatures dislocations can g
for fairly long distances, particularly in direct Si–Si bondin
where the glide process is not impeded by the presence o
amorphous layer of thermal oxide. But even when it is s
elastic, the strain nevertheless affects the carrier mobility
pointed out in a number of publications.13,14 Thus one may
conclude that reduction of the level of elastic strains is
urgent problem for the direct-bonding technology.

The authors of the present paper have recently propo
a modified method of direct bonding.15–17 The interface in
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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modified structures was intentionally fabricated in the fo
of a regular network of grooves of mesoscopic depth. It w
shown both theoretically and experimentally that the dis
cations forming in Si–Si bicrystals under misoriented bon
ing were attracted by the free surfaces of the grooves
decrease in the dislocation density, an increase of the ca
lifetime, and a reduction of the charge-state density
p–n structures having a patterned interface we
demonstrated.18,19

We are reporting in this paper a continuation of a s
tematic investigation of the properties of structures fab
cated by direct silicon bonding by traditional3 and by
modified15 technologies. The main attention is focused
the elastically strained state of the structure. The paper
sents experimental data obtained by x-ray diffraction top
raphy and IR spectrometry, as well as some results of a
oretical consideration, which will be analyzed in more det
separately.

1. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The samples used werep–n structures. The starting
plates were cut from crucibleless-grown Si~111! or ~100!,
with a resistivityr530V•cm, or from silicon prepared by
the Czochralski method. The plates were;0.5 to 1 mm thick
and 20–60 mm in diameter. The quality of their surfa
treatment was monitored by atomic-force microscopy, a
local microroughness did not exceed 2 Å.

The relief in the form of an orthogonal network o
grooves used in the modified direct bonding was produ
on the surface of one in each pair of plates by photolith
raphy. The parameters of the relief were as follows: groo
width 50 mm, distance between the side walls of the adjo
ing grooves 200mm, groove depth 0.320.5mm. Before
bonding, the mirror-polished plates were subjected to s
dard flushing and hydrophylization, with subsequent rins
in deionized water with a resistivity;18 MV•cm. To pro-
tect the plates against dust before bonding, they w
brought in contact in water. The samples were anneale
95 °C for 5 h, at 1000 °C for 1 h, and, after that, at 1100
for 2 h. The plates were contacted without establishing th
crystallographic registry.

The structural perfection of the plates and bicrystals w
checked by x-ray diffraction topography.20 The methods em-
ployed in the present work were projection topography w
a commercial x-ray source21 and synchrotron topo
graphy22,23. The synchrotron experiments were carried ou
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility~ESRF!,
Grenoble, France, on the ID-19 line, with the energy ran
covered of 8–100 keV. The ID-19 source with a focal area
0.1530.03 mm2 ~H3V! was located at 145 m from th
sample to be studied, which provided a beam divergenc
130.2mrad2 ~H3V!. The unique parameters of the set
permit production of an x-ray beam whose parallelism a
coherence depend very weakly on distance. The geom
resolution of the setup is better than 1mm, but the resolution
of the photographic material~high-resolution KODAC emul-
sions! limited it to ;1 mm. The experiments were performe
in both white, 35–50 keV, and monochromatic synchrotr
s
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radiation ~SR!. The crystal monochromator made of hig
perfection silicon was set to symmetric~111! Bragg reflec-
tion for an incident wavelength of 0.2 Å.

The strained state of the interface was studied also
transmission IR spectrometry within the wavelength range
2.5 to 25mm.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. X-ray diffraction study

In the course of the study, one obtained and analy
images of smooth-interface structures, as well as of Si
bicrystals with a regularly-patterned interface. The smoo
structure images obtained by the synchrotron white-be
method showed similar contrasts, with noticeable differen
appearing only when one crossed over to monochrom
images. Figure 1 shows an x-ray topograph of a struct
with a smooth interface obtained by the white-beam meth
One readily sees a wavelike enhancement and weakenin
intensity with a period of about 200mm. The high-contrast
zones are extended approximately perpendicular to the s
tering plane. The monochromatic images showed a tot
different pattern; they consisted of narrow loops whi
changed in size between the slopes of its reflection curv
the sample was rotated.

When the spacing between the scattering planed
changes as a result of a sample strain, the diffraction co
tions are not distorted as long as the flux contains the ra
tion with a wavelengthl related by the Wolf–Bragg relation
to the corresponding value ofd. Becausel in the white-
beam method varies continuously within a broad range,
sensitivity of this arrangement to a change in the strain
low. However the low divergence of SR provides a hi
sensitivity of the arrangement to misorientation of the
flecting planes. Hence the contrast in Fig. 1 should be du
lattice planes that are tilted relative to their position in t
unstrained material. Observation of an enhancement
weakening of the contrast as a result of focusing and de
cusing of the reflected intensity may serve as one more c
firmation of a local-plane curvature in the samples un
examination. By properly varying the film-to-sample di

FIG. 1. Typical white-beam synchrotron-radiation topograph of a smoo

interface structure. 022̄ reflection, radiation wavelengthl'0.4 Å.
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FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of x-ray
image contrast in Fig. 1. a—sine-wav
interface in unpatterned bicrystals
b,c,d—x-ray reflection from bent planes
in reciprocal space.
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tance in the synchrotron arrangement, one set the rang
distances within which the best image focusing w
obtained.

To explain the periodic distribution of the x-ray intensi
in Fig. 1, the variation of the lattice plane curvature near
interface can be presented as a sine wave with a periodT and
an amplitudeA0, namely, A(x)5A0 sin(2px/T) ~Fig. 2a!.
The formation of contrast is displayed schematically in F
2b–2d in reciprocal space. For a reflection to appear,
normal to the reflecting plane must be parallel to the diffr
tion vectorH(r )5SH2S0, whereSH and S0 are the direc-
tional vectors of the reflected and incident beams, resp
tively, and the tip of vectorH(r ) should lie within the node
on the Ewald sphere whose dimensions are determined
the divergence of theS0 and SH beams~Fig. 2c!. The con-
trast depends on the relation between the angular diverg
of the radiation and the extent of deviation of the reflect
plane from its position in a perfect crystal. The disappe
ance of a reflection is shown schematically in Fig. 2b and
where the tip of theH(r ) vector leaves the node on th
Ewald sphere.

The plane misorientation was estimated experiment
from the focusing and defocusing of an image. By varyi
the film-to-sample distance in the synchrotron radiation
rangement from 10 cm to 1 m, it was established that im
focusing was best within a 10–30-cm interval. When us
the white x-ray beam, the planes at the maximum
2pA0 /T0 focused the reflected rays at a distancef
5(T0)2/(8p2A0). For T05200mm and f 0530 cm, the
maximum misorientation was approximately 10 arcsec. S
weak distortions could be detected only due to the high s
sitivity of the setup.
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The closed-loop images observed with monochroma
radiation could not be explained by the misorientation effe
The most likely cause of their formation in the topographs
an elastic lattice strain. When viewed in Laue geometry~i.e.,
in transmission!, the image forms by diffraction of radiation
from planes perpendicular to the surface. Thus the patter
contrast with monochromatic radiation can originate fro
strains in the reflecting planes perpendicular to the surfa
One used a series of topographs recorded for different p
tions of the sample within its reflection curve to calculate t
quantity (dd/d) i using the relationdQ5Dd/d tanQ1Dv
~whereQ is the Bragg angle anddQ is the change in the
Bragg angle caused by a strain perpendicular to the reflec
plane or parallel to the interface!. The quantityDv, wherev
is the tilt angle of the reflecting planes with respect to t
interface, was assumed negligible. It was found that
change in the Bragg angledQ induced by the (Dd/d) i strain
is 0.02°, which is about 70 times larger than the change
this angle corresponding to maximum misorientation. Th
the interface of the structures fabricated by traditional dire
bonding technology is characterized by a comparativ
weak misorientation of crystallographic planes (;109) and a
fairly strong relative change of interplanar spacing in t
direction parallel to the interface, (Dd/d) i51023.

Si–SiO2–Si compositions were studied by plane-wa
x-ray topography and diffractometry, and the plate-surfa
smoothness was estimated with a profilometer. The perio
alternation of the black-white contrast in x-ray topograp
was shown to correlate with that of the plate-surface mic
roughness. It was concluded that the periodic pattern of
x-ray contrast is due to a periodically distributed micr
roughness on the surface of the bonded plates. It app
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reasonable to conjecture that the most probable origin of
strain and misorientation of the crystal planes near the in
face is the surface microroughness. According to atom
force microscopy, the plate microroughness did not excee
Å. However these measurements were performed over a
gion not more than (131)mm2 in area. X-ray topography
provides a substantially larger field of view and permits o
to reveal a wavy pattern of the interface in Si–Si bicrysta
whose periodT;200mm.

FIG. 3. X-ray projection topograph obtained by the Berg–Barrett–Newk
method on a commercial radiation source. 224 reflection, CuKa line.
e
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-
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The distribution of contrast in the x-ray topographs o
tained from structures with a periodically patterned interfa
was essentially different. Figure 3 presents a projection
pograph of such a structure taken in Bragg~reflection! ge-
ometry with a commercial x-ray source. The change in
tensity is seen to be maximal near the edges of the void
the patterned relief. The contrast in the projection topogra
measured in a radiation beam with a divergence substant
larger than that of the synchrotron beam cannot be attribu
to the weak-misorientation and weak-strain effects descri
earlier. To explain the strength of the contrast and its dep
dence on the direction of the diffraction vectorH, consider
the relation between the integrated reflection intensity a
the curvature of the reflecting planes. As follows from t
dynamical scattering theory, the reflection intensity increa
when H•:.0 and decreases whenH•:,0, where: is the
lattice-plane curvature.24 Figure 4c shows schematically th
cross section of a region in the interface where bonding
tween grooves occurs; the cross-sectional plane is per
dicular to the bicrystal surface. The diffracted radiation p
duces an image on the photographic plate~Fig. 4b!. In this
figure, the diffraction vectorH in an asymmetric Bragg ge
ometry is decomposed into two components, a larger o
H' , normal to the surface, and a smaller one,Hi , parallel to
the interface. When the conditionsH'•:1.0 and H'•:2

,0 are met, a black-white contrast forms at the edges of
image of each fragment corresponding to the space betw
grooves. However the left-hand edge of the image of e
fragment is wider than the right-hand one. This can be att
uted to contributions of both components,H' andHi , with
the latter being sensitive to the curvature:3 of the planes

k

e
-

s
a

FIG. 4. Scheme illustrating the x-ray imag
contrast in Fig. 3. a—fragment of the topo
graph in Fig. 3; b—photographic plate with
a schematic contrast distribution; c—cros
section of one of the bicrystal plates with
patterned surface.H i andH' are the diffrac-
tion vector components;: i is the lattice
plane curvature.
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normal to the surface. The right-hand edge of the imag
narrower, because theHi component does not contribut
here to contrast. The additional bright band at the right-h
edge of each fragment indicates the presence of a:4 curva-
ture and that theH'•:4.0 condition is upheld. Thus the
above interpretation of the strength of the contrast permi
conclusion that, in structures having a regularly pattern
interface, the free surfaces of grooves and the adjoining
tice planes are noticeably curved.

2.2. Investigation of the bonding interface quality by IR
transmission spectrometry

Figure 5 presents transmission spectra of three typ
samples taken within the 2.5–25-mm wavelength interval.
Spectrum1 relates to the starting material with a thickne
twice that of the plates before bonding. Spectra2 and3 cor-
respond to bicrystals with a smooth and a patterned interf
An analysis of the data obtained revealed the following re
tionships.

1. The spectra of smooth-interface samples exhibit d
tinct oscillations in transmission with an amplitude increa
ing toward low frequencies;

2. The transmission spectra of structures with a mes
copic relief on the interface contained weakly pronounc
oscillations with a period exceeding by a few times that
the smooth plates;

3. After the bonding, all samples exhibited a noticea
decrease in transmission practically throughout the wa
length range studied.

One may conclude that the structures produced by di
bonding contain an optically nonuniform layer, which giv
rise to a scattering of the radiation beam propagating thro
the crystal. Light scattering exhibiting an oscillating patte
is called Mie scattering.25 In a search for the reasons respo
sible for the transmission oscillations in the spectra of
structures under study, we considered both the stresse
gions of the interface and the possible presence there o
bubbles.

FIG. 5. Transmission~relative to a reference! of various silicon samples vs
the wave number of light:1—starting material,2—smooth-interface sample
3—patterned-interface sample. Vertical scale coefficient:1—(I /I 0)30.8,
2,3— (I /I 0)32.2.
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In order for Mie oscillations to be pronounced in expe
ments with multiple scatterers, two conditions must be m

~1! The nondimensional scattering parameter of the
homogeneitiesr must be sufficiently large,

r52p
1

l
l
n2n0

n0
52pn l

Dn

n0
@1 , ~1!

wherel is the ‘‘scatterer’’ size~we denote it byl air and l strain

for the inhomogeneities of air and strain origin, respe
tively!, n is the refractive index of the scattering region,n0 is
the matrix refractive index,Dn[n2n0 , l is the wavelength
of light in vacuum, andn51/l is the wave number;

~2! The ‘‘scatterer’’ system must be sufficiently uniform
in r, i.e., the total dispersion of this parameter,dr, must be
sufficiently small

dr,,2p . ~2!

One can easily calculate for the silicon-air system, wh
Dn52.4 andd(Dn)[0, that condition~2! can be hardly
satisfied even for a scatter in the microinclusion diame
d l air.1 mm. We believe such small differences between
air bubble dimensions at an interface to be highly unlike
and no oscillations from air microinclusions in this wav
length range should be seen in our experiment.

If the change in the strain near the bonding interface
due to microroughness on the surfaces of the contac
plates, the mechanical stresses in bicrystals have alterna
character, with compression arising at the contact of t
projections, and tension, where two grooves face one
other. The periodic pattern of the compression-tension st
distribution at the bonding interface permits one to introdu
the concept of a strain nature of the scattering region, wh
dimensionl strain

i in the direction parallel to the interface i
one half the period of theA(x) sine function~Fig. 2!. Our
calculations show that mechanical stresses fall off logar
mically slowly with distance from the interface. We sha
assume that they extend up to the free surfaces of the bic
tal. Then one can writel strain

' 5t5twafer 11twafer 2 for the di-
mension of the scattering region in the direction perpendi
lar to the bonding interface, wheretwafer 1 and twafer 2 are the
respective thicknesses of the two plates. Then the effec
scattering parameter~1! of such a region will take on the
form r52pn lDn/n0, whereDn is the average value ofDn
in the structure, and the dispersion of the constant valuer
vanishes. Thus condition~2! is met automatically. As fol-
lows from the above, the most probable reason for the on
of transmission oscillations is diffraction of light from th
compression-tension regions, and air bubble inclusions re
only in nonselective transmission losses in a sample.

The quantitative calculations were carried out in terms
a mathematical formalism developed in the theory of disp
sion filters26. Assuming the observed transmissionI of a bi-
crystal to result from independent action of two scatter
layers of the air and strain nature,I air andI strain, respectively,
one can writeI 5I airI strain. Each component was estimate
from the expression26

I 5expF2
D

l
4S~12S!sin2~pn lDn!G , ~3!
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whereD is the scattering-layer thickness, andS is the volume
fraction of scatterers in the layer; letSair andSstrain describe
the volume fractions of inhomogeneities of the air and str
nature, respectively.

Assuming only one scatterer layer to fit into th
scattering-layer thickness, one can acceptD/ l 51 for both
systems, although the values ofD andl for the air and strain-
induced scatterers are different. Because oscillations in
air-silicon system are not felt throughout the wavelen
range covered, in recordingI air one can replace the phas
factor sin2(pnlDn) by its mean value, which is 1/2.

Consequently, we obtain the expression

I ~n!5exp$2@2Sair~12Sair!14Sstrain~1

2Sstrain!sin2~pnI strainDn!#% . ~4!

This relation describes the oscillating nature of the int
sity distribution in the samples studied. By comparing curv
2 and3 in Fig. 5 to relation~4!, one can determine some o
the parameters entering it, the most important of them be
the strain. As follows from curve2 in Fig. 5, the oscillation
period Dn5420 cm2154.23104 m21. Based on the char
acter of the phase factor in Eq.~4!, one can writeDnlstrain

51/Dn. In view of the fact that l strain5twafer 11twafer 2

5(0.110.1) cm 5 231023 m, we obtainDn50.012 and
Dn/n050.012/3.4353.531023.

Since the quantityDn is linearly related to pressureP27

1

n

dn

dPn
5~2362! 103 dyn21 , ~5!

~in this expressionPn is a type of hydrostatic compression!,
the quantity obtained can be considered equal to the stra
structures with a smooth interface, (Dn/n0)smooth5u«yy

smoothu
53.531023.

This result is in a good agreement with the x-ray da
Indeed, assuming the normal strain components along
interface to be equal, the x-ray data yield«xx5«zz'1023. In
view of the fact that the normal component«yy52«xx /n,
wheren is the Poisson rationSi50.278,28 we obtain«yy

smooth

523.631023.
The syy

smoothstress can be found from the expression

syy5
E

11n F n

122n
~«xx1«yy1«zz!1«yyG , ~6!

where E51.66310212 dyn/cm25166 GPa ~Ref. 28! is
Young’s modulus.

Inserting the experimentally measured strain com
nents into Eq.~6!, one obtainssyy

smooth5263109 dyn/cm2

520.6 GPa.
The oscillation period in the IR spectra of structures w

a regularly patterned interface reached the valueDn54500
cm2154.53105 m21. Hence the strain in the patterne
structures was substantially smaller than that in the smo
ones, (Dn/n0)grooved5u«yy

groovedu53.231024. For the corre-
sponding stress one obtainssyy

grooved5253108 dyn/cm25
20.05 GPa. This value is less by more than an order
n
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-
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magnitude than the stress in the smooth-interface bicrys
studied in this work, and it is nearly one half that obtained
Ref. 11.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The experimental data obtained in this work can be
plained based on the simplest geometric models of contac
rough plates, both smooth and with a periodic relief. Wh
plates with a residual microroughness described by a
function with a periodT and amplitudeU0 are bonded, it is
only natural to expect the largest strains to be generate
the points where the hillock tops meet, as this is shown
Fig. 6a. In this case the maximum distance to be overco
by the opposite surfaces in order to become bonded is 4U0.
Bonding entails smoothing of the surface relief, and t
smoothened interface described by the functionA(x)
5A0 sin(2px/T) ~Fig. 2! becomes a source of periodical
distributed elastic strains~Fig. 6b!.

In order to calculate the elastic-strain fields, one us
special model configurations of virtual wedge disclination
whose strength and geometric characteristics are fully de
mined by the relief of the starting microroughness of t
surfaces to be bonded and the geometry of the resul
bonding interface. A detailed description of such models a
details of elastic-field calculation of model disclination stru
tures fall outside the scope of the present paper. We pre
here for illustration only the final compact expressions
the elastic dilatation fields«5«xx1«yy1«zz5dV/V, where
dV/V is the relative difference in volume in the cases of

FIG. 6. ~a! Schematic image of contact between two smooth plates wit
surface microroughness amplitudeU0 and periodT, and~b! stress distribu-
tion over the cross section of a bicrystal obtained by direct bonding of th
plates.
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originally smooth interface and a smoothened interface w
an artificially patterned orthogonal system of inner voids. W
shall restrict ourselves to a two-dimensional case co
sponding to the case of a planar deformation of the syst
In a two-dimensional case, the profile of the original micr
roughness depends only on thex andy coordinates, and the
elastic field at the bonding interface is modeled by fields
periodic rows of positive and negative virtual disclinatio
forming one quadrupole disclination configuration each
periodT.

Let the tops of the hillocks touch at a point (x50,y
50) lying in the interface planeXZ ~Fig. 6a!. It can be
shown that the dilatation« reaches its maximum value alon
the x50 line crossing at right angles the interface at t
point of contact of the hillock tops. Near the interface, f
T/uyu@1,

«~x50, uyu,,T!'21.2
122n

12n

U0

T
ln

q2T

2p2uyu
. ~7!

Thus « is directly proportional to the roughness amp
tude U0 and decreases with increasing period asT21 ln T.
The logarithmic singularity at the~0,0! point can be removed
by using for the elastic fields of virtual disclinations the s
lutions obtained not in the classical but the gradient theory
elasticity, as this was shown29,30 to be true for dislocations.

Figure 7a presents a plot of the dilatation« against the
microroughness periodT drawn for the model parametersp
50.13 andq50.37 and the microroughness amplitudeU0

5100 Å. Because the measurements reported in Ref. 11
ered all the characteristics governing the relation shown
Fig. 7a, namely, the period and amplitude of the wavy pl
surface, as well as the stress at the interface after the b
ing, one can check the validity of the constructed relati
The period corresponding toU05100 Å was found11 to be
T5500mm. The graph gives for the dilatation correspondi
to these characteristicsu«u52.331024. By converting the
dilatation to normal stresssyy using Eq. ~6!, one obtains
usyyu593108 dyn/cm250.09 GPa. This value is equal t
the result of the measurement quoted in Ref. 11. In our c
the characteristic periodT derived from x-ray topograph
was smaller, 200mm. As follows from the experimentally
determined strain components and from the plot in Fig.
the amplitude of the long-period microroughness in our c
was larger than 100 Å. Thus the surface with a higher rou
ness gave rise to higher elastic stresses in our case com
to the data of Refs. 11 and 12.

However when one of the plates to be bonded had
artificial relief in the form of a network of grooves~with
their period coinciding with that of the residual plate roug
ness, and the groove depth exceeding the roughness a
tude!, one observed an efficient reduction of elastic stra
The main reasons for this reduction are the decrease in
effective roughness amplitude and the elastic relaxation
the free surfaces of the grooves through their elastic ben
and displacement. Let’s consider these reasons in more
tail.

Because the surface area covered by the grooves is f
large ~in the samples under study it was about 36% of
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total surface area of the patterned plate!, the probability for a
hillock top to fall into a groove is also high~Fig. 8a!. This
figure relates to the case of the most efficient effect
grooves on the level of residual elastic strains. Under th
conditions the maximum distance between the surfaces
creases by an amountdU0, which was about 15% of the
original distance 4U0 in our systems. One may thus propo
an effective reduction of the roughness amplitudeU0 by the
same 15%. Taking into account the linear relation betwe
U0 and the level of residual elastic strains~7!, we obtain a
reduction of this level by 15%. It is not this reason, howev
that is dominant in the much more substantial reduction
the strain level observed in our case.

The second and, apparently, the main reason for the
duction of residual strain is the elastic bending and displa
ment of the free groove surfaces. Direct bonding of pla
with a regular surface relief gives rise to formation of
bonding interface, which occupies approximately 64% of
total interface area when smooth plates come in contact. T
part of the interface is a source of elastic fields. At the sa
time free surfaces of grooves, which now became in
voids, appear in the interface region; their total area is ab
53% of the total interface area. The elastic relaxation of th

FIG. 7. Elastic dilatation near the interface: a—dependence of dilatationu«u
at a point (x5283.6,y50.00208) on microroughness periodT for an am-
plitudeU05100 Å. b—dependence of dilatation along the (x50, y) line for
a smooth («, lower curve! and patterned («8, upper curve! interface.
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inner free surfaces shown schematically in Fig. 8b in
form of a deflection should naturally screen efficiently t
elastic fields due to the bonded regions and, as a result
duce the total level of elastic strains in such a system.

When simulating the screening of elastic fields, seco
ary virtual disclinations, whose position was given by thep
ands parameters, were introduced into the theoretical mo
The values50.38 was chosen so as to satisfy the equa
«8(x50,y→0)50, where«8 is the dilatation in patterned
structures. Then in the case of a hillock top facing the gro
center, we obtain for the dilatation«8 along thex50 line
near a patterned interface

«8~x50,y!'
122n

2p~12n!
vS 1

2
ln

q2T21y2

T2/41y2

11.66 ln
~p2T21y2!@s2T21~y1pT!2#

~q2T21y2!~y1pT!2 D . ~8!

Here v'7.57U0 /T is a parameter characterizing th
strengths of virtual disclinations.

Figure 7b presents«(0,y) and «8(0,y) dependences il-
lustrating the screening action of the free groove surfac
The screened dilatation«8(0,y) reaches a maximum~in ab-
solute magnitude! of about 0.3431024 close to the pointy
'20mm, where the dilatation« due to an unpatterned inte
face is nearly four times larger:«'1.231024. A more com-
prehensive analysis of the results obtained in this simula
of the direct-bonding interface will be given in the next pu
lication of these authors.

FIG. 8. Schematic representation of~a! contact between two plates, and~b!
stress distribution in a bicrystal with a patterned interface.
e

re-

-

l.
y

e

s.

n

Thus the main results of the above investigation into
elastically strained state of an interface under direct bond
of silicon plates can be summarized as follows.

~1! The reason for the elastic lattice distortion near t
interface, which is observed in direct bonding of plates a
includes lattice plane disclination and dilatation componen
is the long-period microroughness of their surface. The b
rystal interface formed in the course of smoothing of t
surface microroughness had a sine-wave shapeA(y)
5A0 sin(2px/T), whereT;200mm.

~2! The normal mechanical stresses in Si–Si structu
with a smooth interface, measured by x-ray diffraction
pography and IR spectrometry, were found to beusyy

smoothu
50.6 GPa.

~3! In structures with a patterned relief bonded by
modified technology,15 a reduction of normal elastic stress
by more than an order of magnitude has been reach
usyy

groovedu50.05 GPa. No bending of the free surfaces
grooves and of the adjoining lattice planes was observe
occur in such structures.

~4! A semiquantitative interpretation for the reduction
elastic stresses in patterned structures has been propose
result of a simulation of elastic fields at the bonding inte
face. It assumes screening of the elastic stress fields ge
ated by bonded interface regions by the surfaces of
grooves that underwent relaxation, i.e., elastic bending
displacement. Reducing the effective microroughness am
tude in patterned structures also favored reduction of
stress level.
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A study is reported of the contribution to the piezoresistive effect in samarium-monosulfide-
based materials by pressure-induced variation of carrier mobility. As follows from calculations
and experimental data, the piezoresistance coefficient for hydrostatic pressure cannot
exceed 731023 MPa21 at T5300 K. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!01011-4#
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The piezoresistive effect in samarium monosulfide
closely connected to concentration, and the pressure-ind
change in carrier mobilityu is small.1 It was shown,2 how-
ever, that the contribution to the piezoresistive effect ass
ated with changes in the mobility increases in SMS and so
related solid solutions with decreasing carrier concentra
n in a sample. SmS exhibits the largest piezoresistive ef
among known materials, and it appeared of interest there
to analyze the possibility of increasing it still further by var
ing properly the mobility component of the piezoresistan
coefficient.

Writing the electrical conductivity in the forms5enu,
the hydrostatic piezoresistance coefficient can be cast a

p52
d ln s

dP
52

1

n

]n

]P
2

1

u

]u

]P
5pn1pu , ~1!

wherepn andpu are the concentration and mobility comp
nents of the piezoresistance coefficient, respectively. Tak
a single-band model, the carrier mobility in the case of ar
trary degeneracy can be written in the relaxation-ti
approximation3

u5
e

m*
^t&5

Nc

n E
0

`

tS 2
] f 0

]x D x3/2dx , ~2!

where t is the effective relaxation time for two simulta
neously operating mechanisms of carrier scattering in Sm4

from acoustic phonons and charged defects

t215tA
211t I

21 . ~3!

For the corresponding relaxation times one can write3

tA5aA~k0T!23/2x21/2 , ~4!

t I5aI~k0T!3/2x3/2 , ~5!

where aA5(9p/4A2)(M̄v0\4/V0C2m* 3/2) , aI

5(A2m* «0
2/pe4nIF(h)) , v0 is the longitudinal sound ve

locity (;103 m/s!, M̄52MSmMS/(MSm1MS) is the aver-
age atomic mass characterizing acoustic vibrations (MSm

5150.4, MS532.06, M̄[53 a.u.!, m* is the effective
conduction-electron mass in SmS~0.78m0), «0 is the static
dielectric constant («0518 for SmS, Ref. 5!, C is a constant
which has the dimension of energy and characterizes
1791063-7834/99/41(11)/2/$15.00
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strength of electron coupling with lattice vibrations (C
'\2/(2ma2)'5 eV!, n1 is the concentration of charged de
fects, V0 is the unit cell volume,F(h)5 ln(11h)2h/(1
1h) is a slowly varying function of the argumenth
58m* «/(\2q2). Here 1/q5r 05@4A2e2m* 3/2(k0T)1/2/
(«0\3)F1/28 (m)# is the localization length of the solution t
the Poisson equation¹2w5 (4pe/«0) (n2n8) for the po-
tential of the electric field generated by a point positi
charge of a1e ion placed at the origin and a negativ
excess-electron charge2e(n82n). This solution is spheri-
cally symmetric, satisfies the condition limr→0(w)
5e/(«0r ) and has the formw5(e/«0r )e2qr. As r 0 de-
creases, the screening of the scattering potential increa
For T5const, r 0 decreases with increasingn.

Substituting~3!–~5! in Eq. ~2! yields

u5
3ApuA

4F3/2
I l , ~6!

where I l5*0
`(2 ] f 0 /]x) (x3/x21l) dx, l56uA /uI is a

quantity characterizing the ratio of carrier scattering inten
ties from acoustic phonons and charged defects,tA

5(3Ap/4)(m* /e)uAx21/2, andt I5(Ap/8)(m* /e)uIx
3/2.

Using Eq. ~6!, as well as the Fermi integralsFn(m)
5*0

`(2 ] f 0 /]x)xndx, f 0(x,m)5@11exp(x2m)#21 and
their properties, the expression for the mobility-related co
tribution to the piezoresistance constant can be recast

pu52
d ln~u!

dP
52

] ln~u!

]m

]m

]P

5S 2
]I l

]m
1

3

2

F1/2

F3/2
D ]m

]P
. ~7!

Equation ~7! was used to calculate numerically the depe
dence ofpu on n for T5300 K ~Fig. 1!, with no simplifica-
tions made to facilitate the computing. The quantity]m/]P
was determined, as in Ref. 1, from the relation derived
differentiation of the charge neutrality condition with respe
to pressure. The number of charged defects was taken e
to that of the donor impurities at a depth of 0.0035 eV, wh
are completely ionized atT5300 K, nI;1020 cm23 ~Ref. 1!.
The experimental points1–8 in Fig. 1 were taken from a
study2 of the dependences of the electrical resistivity a
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Hall coefficient on hydrostatic pressure, using the relat
pu5p2pn . One observes a satisfactory agreement with
calculated curve. Asn decreases, the calculated curve p
dicts a decrease of the mobility-related contribution to
piezoresistance coefficient. To test the validity of this pred
tion, we performed measurements similar to those of Re
on a sample of a SmS-based solid solution with a low
carrier concentration, SmS0.75Se0.25 with n53.531017 cm23

~point 9 in Fig. 1!. The good fit of point 9, as well as of poin
8 which fell out earlier from the general pattern,2 on the
calculated curve supports the correctness of the calculat

As seen from Fig. 1, the mobility-related contribution
significant within the rangen510182231019 cm23. Be-

FIG. 1. Dependence of the mobility-related contribution to the hydrost
piezoresistance coefficient on carrier concentration in SmS and SmS-b
solid solutions: 1—SmS–GdS,n52.5631020 cm23, 2—SmS–GdS,n
52.3231020 cm23, 3—SmS,n52.631019 cm23, 4—SmS,n51.231019

cm23, 5—SmS,n50.9531019 cm23, 6—SmS–EuS,n58.631018 cm23,
7—SmS–SmTe,n5531018 cm23, 8—SmS–EuS,n52.7531018 cm23,
9— SmS–SmSe,n53.531017 cm23.
n
e
-
e
-
2
r

n.

sides, forn,531018 cm23 the behavior ofpu is opposite to
that described in Ref. 2, namely, the lower the carrier c
centration in a sample, the smaller is the relative change
carrier mobility under pressure. This is so because the
competing mechanisms of scattering become dominan
different concentrations, namely, scattering by acou
phonons predominates forn.231019 cm23, and that by
charged defects, forn,1018 cm23. Within this concentration
range, pressure results not only in an increase of the con
tration of conduction electrons but in an increase of th
mobility as well through a stronger screening of charged
fects. Forn.231019 cm23, this process comes to an en
with the defects becoming screened completely by the c
duction electrons.

The above analysis permits one to estimate the m
mum hydrostatic piezoresistance coefficient which can
reached in SmS-based materials. Because in materials w
practically zero mobility contributionp'pn<531023

MPa21 ~for instance, in SmS0.75Se0.25, p55.031023

MPa21), and the maximum in thepu(n) curve does not
exceed 231023 MPa21, one may expect that the magnitud
of p in SmS-based compounds atT5300 K cannot exceed
731023 MPa21.
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Acousto-optical effect in the luminescence excitation spectrum of HgI 2

B. K. Kardashev
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 1965–1968~November 1999!

A study of the photoluminescence excitation spectrum in a crystal of mercury diiodide is
reported. Each of the two luminescence bands peaking at 543 and 572–575 nm investigated was
found to have its own excitation spectrum. The excitation spectrum of the 575-nm line in
the long-wavelength doublet band has been observed to be sensitive to strong ultrasound vibrations
and preliminary irradiation of the sample by 590-nm light. This line is associated with
radiative recombination of photocarriers at intrinsic point defects~vacancies or iodine and mercury
interstitials! located close to dislocations. The binding energy of the photosensitive center to
a dislocation was estimated from the change in the excitation spectrum. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01111-9#
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The wide utilization of the HgI2 crystal as a sensor in
room-temperature detectors of ionizing~x-ray and gamma!
radiation is limited to a considerable extent by the prese
of various defects. As follows from available data~see re-
views in Refs. 1 and 2!, structural defects in mercury diio
dide remain inadequately studied. This relates specificall
dislocations and to the role they play in the formation
free-carrier traps. There is experimental evidence~see, e.g.,
Refs. 3 and 4! for interaction of photoinduced carriers~elec-
trons and holes! with mobile dislocations. The photoacoust
effect discovered5,6 recently in HgI2 shows that aged dislo
cations can also act as traps for photocarriers. Developm
of a model for the photoacoustic effect permitted first p
diction, and afterwards, experimental demonstration of
acousto-optical effect in the luminescence spectrum o
HgI2 crystal.7

It was found that the photoluminescence band locate
the l55652575-nm region consists of two distinct lines
room temperature, at 572 and 575 nm~Fig. 1!. The long-
wavelength part of the band exhibits a higher~compared to
the short-wavelength one! sensitivity to high-intensity ultra-
sound. Besides the ultrasound, the 575-nm line was fo
also to be very sensitive to preliminary irradiation of a cry
tal by orange light with a wavelength of about 590 nm,
which one observes a maximum in photoconductivity1,8 and
the strongest photoacoustic effect.5,6,9 It was conjectured7

that the 575-nm line is due to radiative recombination o
photoelectron with a hole at intrinsic HgI2 point defects lo-
calized near dislocations.

The acousto-optic effect observed was not very stro
indeed, a large-amplitude ultrasound reduced the intensit
the 575-nm line by about 20–25%, and that of the 572-
line, by 10–13% only, while the intensity of the shor
wavelength band peaking at close to 543 nm was not
fected by ultrasonic treatment of the sample at all.
1801063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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It was found7 that each photoluminescence band of Hg2

possesses its own excitation spectrum, which can vary
pending on external conditions and sample prehistory. T
publication deals primarily with an experimental investig
tion of excitation spectra. The main objective of the wo
consisted in a comprehensive study of the behavior of
excitation spectrum of the 575-nm line, which, as pointed
in Ref. 7, is produced by dislocations present in the crys

This work is a continuation of the studies started in R
7; it is connected with an investigation of the effect of inte
sive ultrasound on photoluminescence spectra and deal
sentially with a further development of the acousto-op
technique for probing the defect structure in HgI2 crystals.

1. TECHNIQUE

The present study was carried out, similarly to Re
5–7,9, on a mercury diiodide crystal grown by static sub
mation from a vapor phase. The samples measured a
103431 mm3. The broad side of the plate coincided wi
the ~001! crystallographic plane.

The sample was pasted on one of the faces of a pie
electric oscillator in the central part of a 27-mm long qua
rod, where the vibrational mechanical stresses generated
standing ultrasonic wave reach a maximum. The resona
ultrasonic longitudinal vibrations of the sample-qua
acoustic system were excited at close to 100 kHz. The st
amplitude could be varied within a broad range from 1027 to
1024, thus permitting investigation of the behavior of optic
characteristics in a strong ultrasonic field, where inter
friction ~ultrasound damping! became amplitude dependen
During the optical measurements~the time required to take a
spectrum was about 10 min! the vibration amplitude was
maintained constant automatically, as this was done in R
7. All the measurements were performed in air at room te
perature and atmospheric pressure.
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The excitation spectra were obtained using a DR
250-2 high-pressure mercury lamp. The wavelength of
lamp light incident on the~001! sample face was varied b
means of an MDR-4 monochromator. The luminescence
tensity at the chosen wavelengths, for instance, at the w
lengths corresponding to the maxima at 543, 572, or 575
or those slightly differing from them, was measured with
MDR-23 spectrometer.

Figure 1 presents the doublet band from a photolumin
cence spectrum7 of HgI2 and its deconvolution into two com
ponents, a short-wavelength one, with the maximum at
nm, and a long-wavelength one, peaking at 575 nm, mad
the Alentsev method10. It was taken into account that th
intensity ratio of the two lines was affected by intensive
trasound or preliminary illumination,7 as already mentioned
As follows from Fig. 1, the excitation spectrum of th
577-nm luminescence can yield information on the char
teristics of the long-wavelength component of this band,
cause the contribution of the short-wavelength, 572-nm p
at this wavelength is negligible.

2. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

We are presenting here data on the excitation spect
of HgI2 luminescence at 543, 572, 575, and 577 nm, wh
were obtained on one of the samples studied.

FIG. 1. ~1! Photoluminescence doublet band of a HgI2 crystal and its de-
convolution into a~2! short-wavelength and~3! a long-wavelength compo-
nent.~a! spectrum measured before illumination, and~b! after illumination
at 590 nm.
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Figure 2 presents excitation spectra of the luminesce
at the wavelengths of 543, 572, and 575 nm. One rea
sees that the spectrum at 543 nm differs substantially fr
those for the two other wavelengths. It was found~Fig. 2!
that one cannot observe a sufficiently bright luminescenc
572–575 nm if the incident wavelength is either shorter th
450 nm or longer than 490 nm. As seen from the figure,
spectra for the 572- and 575-nm wavelengths are sim
while being displaced by about 3 nm with respect to o
another.

The excitation spectra at 577 nm, the wavelength whi
according to Fig. 1, is associated with the luminescence o
of the long-wavelength peak in the doublet band, could dif
noticeably from one another when obtained from differe
regions of the same crystal~the spot illuminated by inciden
light was about 1 mm2 in area!. This is seen clearly from Fig
3. It may be conjectured that nonuniform defect distributi
affects considerably the 577-nm luminescence inten
when excited by light with different wavelengths.

The most interesting results of the behavior of t
577-nm luminescence are displayed in Fig. 4. Spectrum1 in
this figure was measured after preliminary illumination
the sample at 590 nm. The spectrum exhibits two clea
pronounced peaks at 454 and 493 nm. An excitation sp
trum was obtained after a strong ultrasonic loading for
min. As seen from the figure, ultrasonic loading produc
substantial changes in the long-wavelength part of the sp
trum, which is evident from a comparison of spectra1 and2.
The maximum observed earlier at 493 nm shifted tow
longer wavelengths by about 12 nm. Note that the sh

FIG. 2. Excitation spectra of HgI2 luminescence at~1! 543 nm,~2! 572 nm,
and ~3! 575 nm.
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wavelength part of the spectrum shifted by not more tha
nm. Subsequent changes induced by acoustic loading
duced to a slight longward shift of spectrum3.

3. DISCUSSION

Besides the luminescence spectra themselves, excita
spectra of photoluminescence can also yield information
the properties of luminescent centers. The noticeable dif
ence in the excitation spectra of the band at 543 nm, on
one hand, and of those at 572 and 575 nm, on the other~Fig.
2!, implies different nature of the luminescence centers
sponsible for these bands. At the same time, the small
ference between the spectra for 572 and 575 nm suggests
the main properties of the centers producing luminescenc
these wavelengths should differ very little from one anoth
A comprehensive analysis and comparison with available
erature data made in Ref. 7 showed that the 543-nm b
measured at room temperature is related to the l
temperature bands observed in the region of 530 nm~4.2 K!
or 535 nm~77 K!, and originates from exciton radiative re
combination. The band at 572–575 nm~560 nm at 4.2 K and
563 nm at 77 K! is associated with radiation connected
intrinsic lattice defects, i.e., either vacancies or iodine
mercury interstitials.2,11 The higher sensitivity of the 575-nm
line in the doublet band to ultrasound and light was assig
~by a comparison of the acousto- and photo-optic with
photoacoustic effect7! to the same stoichiometric point de
fects but localized near dislocations. Our present study of

FIG. 3. Excitation spectra of HgI2 577-nm luminescence obtained in variou
regions of the crystal.
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effect of intensive ultrasound on the luminescence excita
spectrum~Fig. 4! supports this assignment and makes
more revealing. It was found that one can also obtain ad
tional information on the characteristics of the luminescen
centers.

As seen from Fig. 4, the variation of luminescence
tensity induced by ultrasound and preliminary illumination
the 572–575-nm band is a result of the excitation spectr
being deformed along the wavelength axis with practica
no change in its intensity. This suggests that external ac
distorts the energy spectrum of the crystal, specifically of
levels responsible for nonradiative electron transition to
lower level corresponding to the photoelectron-hole radiat
recombination.

Interestingly, the sign of the acousto-optic and pho
acoustic effects observed in Ref. 7 can change, in accord
with Fig. 4, from positive~growth of the luminescence in
tensity! to negative, down to complete disappearance of
luminescence at a given wavelength, depending on the e
ing wavelength.

In view of the fact that light~at 590 nm! creates~or
strengthens! dislocation pinning centers, while intensive u
trasound destroys them, the change in position of the c
acteristic points in the excitation spectra presented in Fig
reflects the binding energy of a dislocation to the pinni
center or its increase. The properties of this center cha

FIG. 4. Excitation spectra of HgI2 577-nm luminescence:1—after sample
illumination with 590-nm orange light;2,3—after acoustic loading with an
amplitude of 1.031025 for 18 and 31 min, respectively.
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when it captures photocarriers.5–7,9 The dislocation binding
energy to a photosensitive center varies from 0.03 eV~a shift
of the short-wavelength part of the excitation spectrum! to
0.1 eV ~a shift of its long-wavelength part!.

Thus we have proposed a new approach to studying
locations in the HgI2 crystal. The acousto-optic techniqu
described here permits one not only to monitor qualitativ
the evolution of a defect structure but also to estimate qu
titatively the changes in the energy spectrum of the cry
defect subsystem under the action of external factors.

The authors are indebted to V. M. Zaletin for providin
the crystals used in this work.
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Electron density redistribution in Sn-doped Bi 2Te3
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is used to investigate the redistribution of the density of
electronic states in the valence band, and of the binding energies and chemical shifts of core levels
in bismuth telluride caused by introduction of impurity tin atoms. A substantial increase in
the density of electronic states below the valence-band top at energiesm'15230 meV has been
revealed. This feature in the energy spectrum accounts for the unusual behavior of the
kinetic coefficients in p-Bi2Te3:Sn crystals. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!01211-3#
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Sn-doped bismuth telluride exhibits a number of featu
in its electrophysical properties.1–4 Most remarkable is the
falling temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient~for p-
Bi2Te3 this is not typical!, a plateau in the magnetic-fiel
dependences in the Hall coefficient~a rarely observed ef
fect!, and a decrease of the Hall and Nernst mobilities,
well as anomalies in the temperature dependence of
Seebeck coefficient.

It is known that native lattice defects in bismuth tellurid
are electrically active and that the carrier concentration
differ markedly among samples of the same composition
prepared by different techniques. Therefore observation
these features depends on the actual technology used to
ricate a crystal and on relative amounts of the Sn dop
atoms and intrinsic defects.

These features find explanation in terms of a mode
impurity resonance states located below the valence-b
top. The depth of these states is« i'15230 meV on the
hole-energy scale. This motivates an interest in studying
density of valence states and the energy distribution of
bismuth and tellurium core states in the above materials

This paper presents the results of an investigation of
electron density redistribution in the valence band of bism
telluride induced by doping it with Sn. The density of ele
tron states was determined by x-ray photoelectron spec
copy ~XPS!. The spectrum obtained is compared to the
sults of an integrated study of the kinetic coefficien
including the transverse Nernst–Ettingshausen effect.

1. XPS EXPERIMENT

The study was carried out on single-crystal samples
bismuth telluride grown by the Czochralski floating-crucib
method.5 Both stoichiometric and tin-doped samples we
studied. The sample composition was represented in the f
1801063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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Bi22xSnxTe3, wherex50; 0.01 (x50.01 in Bi2Te3 corre-
sponds to an atomic concentration of 631019 cm23).

The unit-cell parameters of the above compounds w
determined by powder x-ray diffraction from a system
equations for the~01.26! and ~30.15! planes using the stan
dard relation for hexagonal symmetry

1/d254/3~h21hk1k2!/a21 l 2/c2 ,

whered is the interplanar distance;h,k,l are the plane indi-
ces; anda,c are the lattice parameters. The exact position
the diffraction peaks was found by the Kukol method app
cable to diffuse lines. The parameters obtained by this p
cedure for Bi2Te3 are a54.379 Å, c530.467 Å, and for
Bi2Te3:Sn,a54.381 Å andc530.490 Å.

The XPS spectra of the valence and core states w
obtained on an E´S2401 electron spectrometer with MgK
radiation (hn51253.6 eV!. The core-level binding energie
of bismuth, tellurium, and tin are given relative to the carb
1s line at 284.6 eV.

2. EXPERIMENTAL XPS DATA AND THEIR DISCUSSION

Figure 1 displays XPS valence-band spectra of the co
pounds under study. As follows from their comparison, t
density-of-states curves are, on the whole, similar in sha
although the finer structure of the spectra exhibits substan
differences. Note that most of the peaks associated with
valence band of Bi2Te3-based compounds and reflecting t
features in the joint density of electronic states coincide
position. Maximum IV at the valence-band bottom deriv
from the 5s states of chalcogen atoms and lies at 10.5–1
eV, and the subband width is about 2–2.5 eV. Maximum
in the 8.5–10.2 eV region, corresponding to the bismuths
states, practically merges with the above peak to form a b
about 4 eV wide. The top of the Bi2Te3 valence band is
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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associated strongly with bismuth and telluriump electrons.
This subband is located at about 4.5 eV from the valen
band top and has a more localized maximum I at 1.5
which derives predominantly from Bi 6p3/2 and Te 5p3/2,
and a diffuse peak II with a maximum at 3.4 eV is d
primarily to Bi 6p1/2 and Te 5p1/2. The general shape of th
spectrum of undoped bismuth telluride agrees with the b
structure parameters obtained by solving the Pauli equa
by the pseudopotential method,6 and the electron density-of
states distribution in the valence band is similar to what w
observed in Ref. 7.

The main difference between the spectra of doped
undoped samples is observed at the valence-band top a
the central part of the spectrum. It manifests itself in diffe

FIG. 1. Valence-band XPS spectra:~a! Bi2Te3, ~b! Bi2Te3:Sn, ~c! quasi-
relativistic band structure of Bi2Te3 ~Ref. 6!.
e-
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ent intensities of the peaks and in their shape. In the X
spectra of tin-doped Bi2Te3 the more pronounced maximum
II in the density of states is shifted slightly toward high
energies~by about 0.3 eV!, with a shoulder appearing a
;1.1 eV. One observes a tail in the density of states near
Fermi level. The relative intensities of the features in th
part of the valence-band spectrum~peaks II and near;1.1
eV! are 0.49 and 0.62 for the undoped and tin-doped Bi2Te3,
respectively. This implies a substantial increase in the d
sity of states near the Fermi level in tin-doped samples. T
is clearly seen from the difference spectrum obtained by s
tracting the spectrum of Bi2Te3 from that of Bi22xSnxTe3

and presented in Fig. 2. The redistribution of the density
states at the valence-band top is accompanied by chang
the density-of-states distribution in the 5–8-eV region. T
broadening of the main maxima and the increased inten
of the spectrum are apparently due to the interaction of
tin 5s states in the valley between the maxima I, III with th
bismuth and tellurium states~primarily to the superposition
of the 5s wave functions of tin with the wave functions o
tellurium and bismuth!.

Besides the changes in the joint density of states,
should point out the presence of chemical shifts of the c
levels induced by tin doping of bismuth telluride. Table
lists the binding energies of the core levels of bismuth, t
lurium, and tin for doped and undoped samples. One rea
sees a substantial change in the order of arrangement o
bismuth and tellurium core levels in Bi22xSnxTe3, which
manifests itself in a shift of Bi 4f toward higher energies~by
0.3 eV! and of Te 3d toward lower energies~by 0.2 eV!. The
energy separation between the Bi and Te peaks change
one crosses over from Bi2Te3 to Bi22xSnxTe3 ~decreases by
about 0.5 eV!. In contrast to Ref. 8, we observed a chemic
shift of the Te 3d level, which indicates the presence of tw

FIG. 2. Difference spectrum obtained by subtracting the spectrum of Bi2Te3

from that of Bi2Te3:Sn. Normalization against the Bi 6s maximum.
ents.
TABLE I. Core-level binding energies for Bi2Te3 and Bi22xSnxTe3 ~eV!.

DEb , DEb ,
Sample Bi 4f 5/2 Bi 4 f 7/2 Te 3d3/2* Te 3d3/2* Te 3d5/2–C 1s Bi 4 f 7/2–C 1s Sn 3d5/2

Bi2Te3 162.9 157.6 582.1 571.8 287.2 127.0 –
Bi22xSnxTe3 163.2 157.9 581.9 571.6 287.0 126.7 486.5

Note: The Te 3d binding energies are given without taking into account line decomposition into compon
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types of chemical bonding. Decomposition of the spectr
by the maximum likelihood method9 and by the fitting pro-
cedure~Fig. 3! yields 0.58 eV for the shift. The discrepanc
between our results and the data of Ref. 8 on Te can
assigned to the difference in the quality~structural perfec-
tion, presence of impurities! of the crystals studied. Our crys
tals were grown by a unique technology developed at
IMET.5 Besides, the cell parameter of the compound un
study is somewhat smaller than the data quoted usually10 for
bismuth telluride. This may apparently result in some fe
tures in the spectrum due to increasing atomic interac
and wave-function overlap with decreasing distance betw
atoms. At the same time the Se 3d levels for two inequiva-
lently located selenium atoms in Bi2Se3 were shown7 to be
shifted. The shift was found to be 0.7 eV for Se 3d5/2 and 0.8
eV for Se 3d3/2, which is close to the tellurium level shift in
Bi2Te3 determined by us.

A comparison of the 3d5/2 binding energies of elemen
tary tin @Eb5484.7 eV~for C 1s, 284.6 eV, Ref. 11!# and tin

FIG. 3. ~a! Te 3d core-level spectra of bismuth telluride,~b! unfolding the
Te 3d5/2 spectrum into components:1,2—component peaks with
Eb5571.43 and 572.01 eV, respectively;3—resultant experimental spec
trum, 4—resultant approximated spectrum.
e

e
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in Bi22xSnxTe3 yieldsE51.8 eV for the chemical shift. We
attempted to estimate the valence state of tin forming
chemical bond in this compound by comparing the bind
energies for the compounds with di- and quadrivalent
The binding energy of Sn 3d5/2 in the ITO alloy (In2O3 1
SnO2),12 where tin is quadrivalent, was found by us to b
486.7 eV, which is in a good agreement with the value
Bi22xSnxTe3. The core-level binding energies quoted in t
literature for SnO and SnO2 are contradictory, which may be
due, in our opinion, to possible reduction of Sn41 in SnO2 to
Sn21. However Ref. 13 quotes 486.4 eV for the bindin
energy of Sn 3d5/2 in SnO2 ~this value is given relative to the
binding energy of C 1s of 284.6 eV!. The results obtained
suggest the presence of quadrivalent tin in Bi22xSnxTe3.

3. DETERMINATION OF THE DENSITY OF STATES g „«…

FROM EXPERIMENTAL KINETIC COEFFICIENTS

The density of electronic statesg at the Fermi levelm in
a series of Bi22xSnxTe3 samples with different tin contents
as well as in samples codoped with an electrically act
iodine impurity to shift the chemical potential, was indepe
dently estimated by analyzing four kinetic coefficients.

As known from the theory of transport phenomena
semiconductors, in the case of degenerate carrier stati
one can write the following relation

Skk2Qikl /Riklskk5k0 /qp2/3k0Tg~m!/n , ~1!

whereSkk andskk are the components of the Seebeck co
ficient and electrical conductivity tensors, respectively, a
Qikl and Rikl are the components of the transverse Nern
Ettingshausen and Hall effect tensors, accordingly. Equa
~1! was written under the assumption that the galvanom
netic coefficients are measured with the currentj flowing
along thek axis, and the thermomagnetic effects, with t
temperature gradient¹T oriented along thek axis; indexi
denotes the direction of the Hall or Nernst–Ettingshau
emf measurement; the magnetic-field orientation is cha
terized by indexl; q is the carrier charge taking into accou
the sign, so that for holesq51e ~the absolute value of the
electronic charge!; k0 is the Boltzmann constant;T is the
temperature;g(m) is the density of states at the Fermi leve
andn is the carrier concentration.

Our calculations showed Eq.~1! to hold also in the case
of intermediate degeneracy of the electron gas within b
parabolic and nonparabolic~Kane type! approximations for
the band spectrum of electrons~holes! in crystals.

The density of states was calculated from Eq.~1! using
the experimental data of the kinetic coefficients obtain
within the temperature range of 100 to 140 K, and the h
concentration was derived from the larger Hall tensor co
ponent (R321) taking into account the Hall factor.

The results of the calculations for Bi22xSnxTe3 made in
this way are presented in Fig. 4 in a comparison with the d
obtained for undoped Bi2Te3 crystals. As seen from the fig
ure, the bismuth telluride crystals containing Sn exhibi
peak in the density of states within a narrow interval
Fermi energies, 15–30 meV~the energy is reckoned on th
hole scale from the top of the main valence-band extremu!.
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Thus the data of the transport phenomena support the re
obtained in the XPS study, which indicate a substantial
distribution of the electronic density of states and the app
ance of a density-of-states peak within the valence ban
Sn-doped Bi2Te3 crystals.

Thus our experimental study has established that tin
purity in bismuth telluride causes a radical rearrangemen
the electron spectrum accompanied by the formation o
density-of-states peak within the valence band and by che

FIG. 4. Relative density of statesgBi2Te3:Sn/gBi2Te3
as a function of Fermi

level position.
lts
-
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cal shifts of the Bi 4f and Te 3d core levels of 0.3 and 0.2
eV, respectively.
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Observation of a correlation between the dependences of the radiative decay
time and intensity of the impurity core-valence luminescence on excitation
energy in K 12xCsxCl and Rb 12xCsxCl mixed crystals
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A study of the spectral and kinetic parameters of impurity core-valence luminescence~CVL!
excited by synchrotron radiation in K12xCsxCl and Rb12xCsxCl mixed crystals is reported. The
dependences of the intensity and radiative decay timet of impurity CVL on exciting
photon energyhn have been found to be correlated. It is concluded that the observedt5 f (hn)
relation originates from nonradiative decay of core excitations near the surface, which
govern also the excitation spectral features in this spectral region. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01311-8#
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Starting with the very first experiments using synch
tron radiation,1 which permitted assignment of the UV lum
nescence of a number of halogen compounds to radia
recombination of valence electrons with core holes, co
valence luminescence~CVL!, this phenomenon has been a
tracting intense interest of researchers. Accumulation of n
information adds to our understanding of its nature. T
relates in full measure to such a CVL parameter as the
diative recombination timet. The relative stability of this
characteristic under variation of external factors pointed
in the early investigations and the independence oft of the
spectral region in which the luminescence is detected w
assumed to indicate that the radiation belongs to CVL
number of present studies, however, reveal a variation of
CVL radiative relaxation time. For instance,t is currently
known to depend on temperature. In some cases this is
nected with competition between the radiative and Au
transitions ~for example, in CsBr, CsCaBr3, CsSrBr3).2,3

Sometimes this is associated with a change in the separ
between the CVL-active cation and the nearest-neighbor
ion environment, as is the case with the RbCaF3 crystal at
the phase transition.4 One observed also a deviation of th
CVL afterglow curves from exponential behavior5,6 and its
dependence on the excitation type7 and energy.8–10 It was
shown10 that the reason for such a behavior of the CV
kinetics lies in the surface losses caused by core-hole mi
tion and dipole-dipole energy transfer to the crystal surfa
where the excitations undergo nonradiative decay.

On the other hand, it is known that surface losses af
substantially the structure of luminescence excitation spe
in the absorption edge region,11,12 which suggests the exis
tence of a certain relation between the dependences o
CVL radiation intensity and radiative relaxation time on e
citation energy. The latter point has motivated carrying
corresponding experimental studies aimed at a search for
1801063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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relation. As subjects of the measurements were cho
K12xCsxCl and Rb12xCsxCl crystals, where one observe
under high-energy excitation impurity CVL, i.e., radiativ
recombination of valence electrons with the holes create
the upper 5p-core shell of the Cs impurity cation.13,14 The
choice of these subjects was governed by the main requ
ment that the methods of spectral and temporal selec
would be capable of isolating a sufficiently strong signal d
only to the impurity CVL against the background of oth
radiations.

The present report presents the results of measurem
performed with synchrotron radiation on the SUPERLUM
setup at the HASYLAB Hamburg synchrotron laboratory.
detailed description of the characteristics of the setup, as
as of the specifics of spectral and kinetic measurement
impurity CVL, can be found in Refs. 15 and 14, respective

Figure 1 shows a family of impurity CVL afterglow
curves obtained within the 4.5-eV emission band on
Rb12xCsxCl crystal for different exciting photon energie
hn, as well as the profile of the excitation pulse. A slig
deviation from single-exponential quenching can be revea
by a thorough analysis only in the initial stage of the aft
glow curves. Remarkably, the observed deviation is lar
for higher exciting photon energies, which agrees with p
vious studies.6,9,10 During ;1.5 ns after the luminescenc
pulse maximum, the decay course is fitted fairly well by
single exponential within a luminescence intensity variat
range of two orders of magnitude. For this reason the ra
tive decay time of the impurity CVL was found by a leas
squares fitting of the experimental data to a sing
exponential decay law. The relative error of the values ot
obtained in this way does not exceed 0.03 ns. The radia
decay times found for exciting photon energies of 15.1 a
15.3 eV, which correspond to the first peaks in the excitat
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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spectra of Rb0.94Cs0.06Cl and K0.70Cs0.30Cl, are 2.60 and 2.46
ns, respectively.

Figure 1 exhibits a distinct difference between the aft
glow curves obtained at different excitation energies. The
fore Fig. 2 shows an excitation spectrum of impurity CV
together with at5 f (hn) relation. These characteristics a
seen to be correlated, which is particularly evident in
region of formation of the 4pRb1 ~16–20 eV! and 3pK1

~19–24 eV! host cation excitons. In the energy region cor
sponding to excitation only of the 5p core states of the C
impurity cation the change in the afterglow time is not
clearly pronounced.

FIG. 1. Afterglow curves of the impurity CVL emission band peaking at 4
eV measured on a Rb0.94Cs0.06Cl crystal excited by photons of differen
energies~eV!: 1—15.1,2—17.6,3—24.8, and4—29.5.T58 K.

FIG. 2. Excitation spectra of impurity CVL~1! and dependences of radiativ
decay time on excitation energy obtained~2! on ~a! Rb0.94Cs0.06Cl and ~b!
K0.70Cs0.30Cl. T58 K.
-
-

e

-

This effect is in full accord with the assumption of th
existence of a relation between the excitation energy dep
dences of the luminescence intensity and radiative de
time. The reason for this is apparently the already mentio
surface losses appearing in the region of strong absorp
whose magnitude is proportional to the absorption coe
cient. Indeed, the absorption coefficient in the region of h
core-exciton states reaches as high as 106 cm21.11,12 Hence
VUV radiation penetrates only to a shallow depth (;10 nm!,
and it is here that the excited states are created. The dec
in the luminescence intensity is caused by quenching du
a high probability of multipole energy transfer and core-ho
and/or exciton migration to surface states, where the conc
tration of defects is high, and which decay primarily nonr
diatively. It should be pointed out that estimates of the co
excitation diffusion path length yield;10 nm,12 which is in
a good agreement with the diffusive energy-transport mo
This is also believed to be the main reason for the w
known effect of anticorrelation between the excitation sp
tra of luminescence, on the one hand, and of the absorp
and, accordingly, reflectance spectra, on the other, whic
usually observed in the region of core exciton states in cr
tals and luminophores.11,12 The existence of this additiona
nonradiative relaxation channel results naturally in a
crease of the lifetime of excited states. Hence the obser
dependence of the radiative decay time of impurity CVL
excitation energy originates from the same processes
govern the structure of its excitation spectrum.

These considerations lead one to a natural conclus
that the decrease of the absorption coefficient gives rise t
increase of the penetration depth of exciting radiation and
creation of elementary excitations at a larger distance fr
the crystal surface. As a result, the energy transfer proce
become less efficient and, thus, nonradiative decay aff
less thet. This may account for the relatively small variatio
of the afterglow time with energy in the region of the 5p
core states of the cesium impurity, where the crystal ma
absorption is substantially lower, and, accordingly, the imp
rity absorption proportional to the cesium concentration a
remains comparatively weak.

The proposed interpretation of the observed correlat
between the excitation energy dependences of the impu
CVL radiative decay intensity and time is considered a
basis for a more comprehensive theoretical analysis of
problem, whose results are planned to be published in a m
general form.

The authors express their sincere gratitude to Prof.
Zimmerer for support and interest in the work. One of t
authors~V. B. M.! is indebted to Deutscher Akademisch
Austauschdienst for financial support.
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Calculating the dipolon binding energy in alkaline earth metal oxides and the
ground state energy of Fc

1 color centers „dipolon 1electron … in MgO

G. A. Rozman

Pskov State Pedagogical Institute, 180760 Pskov, Russia
~Submitted April 5, 1999!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 1976–1978~November 1999!

The binding energy of the simplest neutral crystal lattice defect, a dipolon consisting of
neighboring unlike vacancies, is calculated for the alkaline earth metal oxides having an NaCl
structure~MgO, CaO, SrO, BaO! using a method developed by the author. The calculated
values are found to correlate with a number of physical properties of these crystals. The ground
state energy of an MgO crystal with anFc

1 color center~dipolon1electron! is calculated
using two independent quantum-mechanical methods. The results of these calculations are
essentially identical. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01411-2#
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1. BINDING ENERGY OF DIPOLONS IN ALKALINE EARTH
METAL OXIDES HAVING AN NaCl STRUCTURE

The alkaline earth metal oxides are widely used in s
entific research and in technology. This is because of t
high radiation resistance, mechanical durability, high melt
temperature, and good transparency in the infrared and
ible spectrum. In terms of their structure, they are dival
analogs of the alkali halide crystals. As opposed to the la
however, the alkaline earth metal oxides have been l
studied, either theoretically or experimentally.

It has been found1 that in the alkaline earth metal oxide
having an NaCl structure, Schottky-defect formation is en
getically the most favorable. With effective electric
charges, the vacancies interact among themselves and
complexes, the simplest of which is a neutral pair– a di
lon. In alkali halide crystals, where dipolons have been st
ied in detail experimentally and theoretically,2–4 the roles of
these defects have been established in dielectric losses
internal friction, in electrical and diffusion processes, and
the kinetics of formation and interaction of color centers.
similar role may be assumed for dipolons in the alkal
earth metal oxides having an NaCl structure. It was no
above that these compounds have not been studied eno
In particular, the basic characteristic of the dipolons in al
line earth metal oxides, namely their binding energy, has
been determined.

The author has developed a graphical-analytic met
for determining this quantity.5 It is based on an analysis o
plots of the transcendental equation derived6 for the concen-
tration of all vacancies in ionic crystals~both isolated and
associated in dipolons!,

c5A expS 2
E2gc

2kT D , ~1!

whereE is the energy of formation of two isolated vacanci
with different signs,g52aU expU/kT, U is the dipolon
binding energy,a is an orientational factor that determine
the energetically equivalent positions of a dipolon in crys
andT is the absolute temperature of the crystal. When th
1811063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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is no interaction among vacancies of different types,U50,
Eq. ~1! transforms into the customary Schottky formula f
the concentrations of isolated vacancies.

In the c5c(T) curve of Eq.~1! there is a singular poin
corresponding to infinitely rapid growth of the concentrati
of all vacancies,]c/]T 5`. Physically,7 this process can be
regarded as a melting process. Our hypothesis was devel
in Ref. 8.

Equation~1! has been tabulated for each of the alkali
earth metal oxides using two approaches: for a specified
fect formation energy9 by varyingU and the temperatureT,
values of which were chosen near the melting point of
crystal.c5c(T) was plotted from the resulting tables and t
temperatureT` at which ]c/]T5` was determined. Then
the desired dipolon binding energyU was found the graph o
T` as a function ofU and from the experimentally deter
mined melting point of the given crystal. Table I shows t
results~second row!, along with published values of the la
tice constant and melting temperature,10 which all correlate
physically with one another.

2. CALCULATING THE ENERGY STATES OF AN Fc
1

CENTER IN ALKALINE EARTH METAL OXIDES BY
THE MOLECULAR-ORBITAL METHOD „MO LCAO …

Since they have an electric moment, dipolons inter
with other defects in the crystal lattice. In principle, vario
reactions leading to the formation of anFc

1 center consisting
of a dipolon that has captured an electron are possible:

a) V12V221e21→Fc
1 ,

b) V12V221e0→Fc
11e11,

c) F1e0→Fc
11e111Me12,

d) F1V22→Fc
1 , etc., ~2!

where we have used the standard notation for doubly cha
vacancies (V62) and dipolons (V12V22), F color centers
(V12e21), excitons (e0), electrons (e21) and holes (e11),
interstitial ions (Me12), andFc

1 centers~dipolon1electron!.
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The set of reactions~2! is indicative of a high formation
probability of Fc

1 centers and confirms the importance
including this kind of center in the overall kinetics of colo
center formation.

Without dwelling on the standard operations for app
ing the MO method,11 we note only the features of anFc

1

center: it hasC4v symmetry of orderg58. An analysis of
the reduced representations shows that there are 5 en
states of anFc

1 center, of which two belong to the one d
mensional irreducible representationA1 , one to the one-
dimensional irreducible representationB1 , and two to a dou-
bly degenerate state corresponding to the second o
irreducible representationE.

The energy of the various states of anFc
1 center can be

determined by solving a fifth-order secular equation in acc
dance with the usual scheme for solving quantu
mechanical problems of this kind.11

Based on the symmetry of the wave functions for t
irreproducible representations,13 we find that the representa
tion A1 corresponds to the lowest energy state of anFc

1

center. For numerical estimates, we have chosen the at
wave function whose radial part forn54 andl 50 ~a weakly
bound state for ourFc

1 center! is given by12

R5~4a0
3/2!21S 12

3

2
r1

1

2
r22

1

24
r3DexpS 2

r

2D , ~3!

wherer5r /2a0 anda0 is the radius of the first Bohr orbit, a
a basis function.

A numerical calculation of the ground state energy giv

EA
1
(1)'22.52 eV ~4!

for theA1
(1) state of theFc

1 center in MgO. The energy of th
A1

(2) state isEA
1
(2)'20.28 eV.

For the other states we obtainEA
1
(2) without overlap of

the atomic orbitals. The author knows of only one public
tion of experimental data14 where theFc

1 center in crystal-
line MgO can be attributed to a band whose energy loca
is in satisfactory agreement with our value of the energy
the ground state of theFc

1 center. The author became awa
through a personal communication of yet another theoret
paper,15 in which another method was used to determine
characteristics of theFc

1 center that we have studied. There15

E522.42 eV, which is essentially the same as our cal
lated value of Eq.~4!.

TABLE I. Binding energy of the dipolon (V), lattice constant (a), and
melting temperature (Tmelt) in the alkaline earth metal oxides.

Crystal MgO CaO SrO BaO

U, eV 2.197 1.818 1.420 1.238
a, Å 2.104 2.401 2.578 2.762
Tmelt , K 3075 2860 2730 2126
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3. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL CALCULATION OF EMgO

Although we have introduced two calculated values
the ground-state energy ofFc

1 centers in MgO crystals, it
would not be useless to introduce yet another independ
method for calculating this quantity.

Reaction~1a! is taken as a basis. The Hamiltonian of th
system consists of the Hamiltonian for the electron~in a
polaron state!, which is supplemented by the potential ener
of the interaction of the electron with the effective charges
the dipolon. The polarization energy of the crystal is n
included in the Hamiltonian; the energy of the crysta
ground state without defects is taken as the origin for
energy. The interaction energies of the electron with acou
and transverse optical vibrations are both neglected in
Hamiltonian because they are small.

As an estimating function we take the polaron wa
function16

C5A~12ar !exp~2ar !; a5
me2

2\2 S 3

«
1cD ; A5

a3/2

A7p
.

A numerical estimate of the ground state energy of
Fc

1 center in MgO gives

EF
c
1'22.33 eV. ~5!

This result is certainly an estimate in view of the simplific
tions that have been made. Given that a variational met
always gives a numerical value that is smaller in absol
value, we may assume that this is yet another confirmatio
the existence ofFc

1 color centers.
As noted above, little attention has been paid toFc

1 cen-
ters, despite the fact that they are easily observed by t
asymmetry. This means that they can be used along w
optical and electrical techniques~studying the dielectric
properties and polarization luminescence!, as was pointed
out by Frenkel’.17
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Effect of lanthanides on the spectral-luminescence properties and photoresistance
of organic dyes in silicate sol-gel films
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A sol-gel method is used to synthesize silicate films dyed in the sol stage with rhodamine C or
methylene blue and further doped with cerium or lanthanum. It is shown that this sort of
doping leads to a reduction in the peak intensity and a change in the shape of theS1←S0 band
of the dyes, as well as to a shift in this band in a direction that depends on the
H2O : Si~OC2H5)4 ratio. At the same time, the photoresistance of the rhodamine C molecules
increases. The observed spectral changes are explained by the formation of
supramolecules that include organic molecules, rare earth ions, and elements from the structural
grid of the film, while the enhanced photoresistance is explained mainly by strengthening
of the T1→S0 transitions in the dye. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!01511-7#
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The possibility of obtaining sol-gel films doped with
high concentration of organic dyes and having accepta
wear resistance1 has stimulated interest in these materials
potential light transformers and light filters. In both cas
additional doping of these films with rare-earth-ion co
pounds appears promising. These ions can interact ch
cally with the ionogenic groups of the organic dyes and se
as quenchants for their excited states. As a result, eithe
spectral-luminescence properties of the dyes can be cha
or their photoresistance can be enhanced, since the ph
chemical decomposition reactions of the organic molecu
take place in an excited state.2,3 In this paper we attempt to
explain these aspects using films dyed with rhodamineC
(RC) or metheylene blue (MB), with further doping by lan-
thanum or cerium salts, as an example. The choice of th
lanthanides means that we can exclude from considera
the comparatively well-studied resonant transfer of exc
tion to rare-earth ions from organic molecules4 and reduce
the effect on the latter of the charge carriers of both si
which develop during ultraviolet irradiation of the matr
because they are captured by cerium ions.5

1. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES

The process for producing the films included prepar
sols by hydrolyzing tetraethyl orthosilicate in a water-alcoh
solution in the presence of hydrochloric acid as a catal
The molar ratioR5 H2O : Si~OC2H5)4 was varied from 2 to
10. Then the prepared sols were aged for one or two we
and subsequently organic dyes and chlorine salts of the
thanides were dissolved in them to the required concen
tion C. The doped~codoped! sol was then deposited o
quartz and silicon substrates by centrifugation. The resul
films were annealed at 250 °C for 5 min.
1811063-7834/99/41(11)/6/$15.00
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The film thickness was monitored on a Talystep profi
meter to within65%. Absorption spectra were recorded
the form of plots of the natural absorption coefficientk or the
optical densityD as functions of wavelengthl or wave num-
ber ñ using Beckman-UV5270 and Perkin Elmer-180 spe
trophotometers. Luminescence spectra were recorded u
an SDL-2 spectrofluorometer, corrected by including t
spectral sensitivity of the detection system, and presente
the form of plots of the number of luminescence photons
unit wavelength,dn(l)/dl, as a function of wavelength
The luminescence kinetics was studied using a PRA-3
spectrofluorometer. All the measurements were done
T5298 K.

2. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows absorption spectra ofRC-, RC-CeCl3-,
and CeCl3-containing films obtained for differentR and
C(RC)5C(CeCl3)52 mass.%. Evidently, the spectrum o
the RC-containing film withR52 has a broad band with
peak at 555 nm and a shoulder at 525 nm, as well as a s
of less intense bands atl,380 nm ~curve 1!. For the film
with R58, the main band is broadened and its intens
is slightly higher ~curve 2!. The spectrum of the
RC-CeCl3-containing film withR52 is characterized by a
bathochromic shift of the main band and a significant drop
the integral absorption~curve 3!. The analogous film with
R58, on the other hand, has a hypsochromic shift of
main band accompanied by significant broadening an
drop in the peak intensity~curve 4!. IncreasingR to 10
causes further broadening of the main band in both films
a reduction in the hypsochromic shift with codoping. T
most intense band for a CeCl3-containing film withR52 lies
below 200 nm and strongly overlapping bands at 260 a
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Absorption spectra ofRC-
~1, 2!, RC-CeCl3- ~3, 4!, and
CeCl3-containing ~5! films. C(RC)
5C(CeCl3)52 mass.%.R52 ~1, 3, 5!;
8 ~2, 4, 6!. The intensities in curves1–4
and 5, 6 are given in units ofk and D,
respectively.
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300 nm are observed on its long wavelength side~curve5!.
For R58 the absorption maximum of this kind of film lies a
260 nm~curve6!. Substitution of Cr by La is not accompa
nied by any qualitative change in the ‘‘spectroscopic beh
ior’’ of the RC and codoped films. Note that no explic
dependence of the film thickness onR was observed, and
their thickness fluctuated over 0.3 to 0.4mm. On the other
hand, it was reliably found that introducing lanthanide sa
caused the thickness of the codoped films to increase
0.0220.07mm owing to the higher viscosity of the sol.

Figure 2 shows absorption spectra of undoped~curve1!
and CeCl3-containing ~curve 2! films in the region
where their vibrational band is most intense,C(CeCl3)
52 mass.%. For the undoped film withR52 this band~Fig.
2a! has a maximum at 1075 cm21 and a ‘‘shoulder’’ at
1150 cm21. IncreasingR to 6 ~Fig. 2b! and 10 ~Fig. 2c!
essentially has no effect on the halfwidth and location of
peak of this band. Doping film withR52 with cerium chlo-
ride produces a small (;3 cm21) hypsochromic shift of this
band and an intensification of its high-frequency part with
slight reduction in its integrated intensity~see the multiplier
above curve2 in Fig. 2a!. For R56, the shift in this line
vanishes, the increase in its high-frequency part is sma
and there is a more substantial drop in its integrated in
sity. IncreasingR to 10 leads to a bathochromic shift in th
maximum of this band by approximately 4 cm21, with no
intensification of its high frequency component and a les
drop in its integrated intensity.

Figure 3 shows luminescence spectra ofRC-,
RC-LaCl3-, and RC-CeCl3-containing films with R510
and C(RC)5C(LnCl3)52 mass.%, reduced to equ
numbers of absorbed exciting photons. The spectrum
the RC-containing film at an exciting wavelength o
lexc5520 nm is an asymmetric broad band with a peak
600 nm ~curve 1!. Note that the position and shape of th
band are essentially independent oflexc. For theRC-LaCl3-
and RC-CeCl3-containing films, the luminescence ban
is broadened and its integrated intensity is lower~curves2
and3, respectively!. At the same time, its position become
-
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noticeably dependent onlexc ~compare curves3 and 4;
the latter was obtained forlexc5480 nm). For RC-
LnCl3-containing films with differentR, the luminescence
band is shifted in a direction that correlates with the direct
of the displacements of the absorption bands shown in Fig

Figure 4 shows the damping kinetics of the lumine
cence of RC- ~a!, and RC-CeCl3-containing ~b! films
with R58 and C(RC)5C(CeCl3)52 mass.% for

FIG. 2. Infrared absorption spectra of undoped~1! and CeCl3-containing~2!
films. C(CeCl3)52 mass.%.R52 ~a!, 4 ~b!, 10 ~c!.
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lexc5350 nm with a detection wavelengthl reg5620 nm. It
can be seen that the damping process is nonexponentia
both films. Defining its average duration in terms of the
lation t̄5(c1t11c2t2)/(c11c2), wherec andt are the sta-
tistical weight and damping constant of the component
ponential stages, we find that doping with cerium causest̄ to
increase from 0.4 to 0.8 ns. It should also be noted that
dispersion of t̄ with l reg approaches 100% for a
RC-CeCl3-containing film and is several times greater th
this dispersion for anRC-containing film. ForR52 and
l reg5620 nm, t̄ is the same for the two films to within th
experimental error at approximately 0.5 ns.

Figure 5 shows absorption spectra ofRC- and
RC-CeCl3-containing films with R510 and C(RC)
51.5C(CeCl3)53 mass.% before and after irradiation f
45 min by the unfiltered light from a DKSSh-1000 xeno

FIG. 3. Luminescence spectra ofRC- ~1!, RC-LaCl3- ~2! and
RC-CeCl3-containing ~3, 4! films. C(RC)5C(LaCl3)5C(CeCl3)
52 mass.%.R510. lexc, nm: 520~1–3!; 480 ~4!.
for
-

-

e

lamp. Also shown here is the absorption spectrum of
RC-containing film irradiated under identical condition
through a quartz substrate with a CeCl3-containing film. The
irradiance in both cases was;100 W/cm2. It can be seen
that irradiating aRC-containing film through this substrat
results in a weakening of the main band by roughly 60%~cf.
curves1 and2! and direct irradiation, by 80%~cf. curves1
and3!. At the same time, the shape of this band is deform
When aRC-CeCl3-containing film is irradiated, the main
band is weakened by about 30%~cf. curves4 and 5!. The
weakening of the shorter wavelength bands was less for b
films. Note that when Ce is replaced by La in the codop
film and irradiated through a substrate with CeCl3-containing
film, the intensity of the main band also decreases by ab
30%. As R is reduced, the photoresistance of the dyes
creases, in both theRC- and RC-LnCl3-containing films.
Here the effect of Ln on the increased photoresistance is
less.

Figure 6 shows absorption spectra ofMB- and
MB-CeCl3-containing films for differentR and 2C(MB)
5C(CeCl3)52 mass.%. The spectra ofMB-containing
films with R52 ~curve1! and 4~curve2! differ significantly.
For the MB-CeCl3-containing films, there is a significan
bathochromic shift in the long wavelength absorption ba
for R52 ~curve3! and a hypsochromic shift forR54 ~curve
4!, as well as greater splitting of the individual componen
of this band and a redistribution of their intensities. Repla
ing Ce by La leads to no fundamental change in the ‘‘sp
troscopic behavior’’ of the codoped films. No significant e
fect on the photostability of the dye owing to the presence
the rare earth elements was observed.
FIG. 4. Quenching kinetics of the luminescence ofRC- ~a! and RC-CeCl3-containing ~b! films with C(RC)5C(CeCl3)52 mass.%. R58.
lexc5350 nm.l reg5620 nm.
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FIG. 5. Absorption spectra ofRC- ~1–3! and
RC-CeCl3-containing~4, 5! films prior to ~1, 4! and
after ~2, 3, 5! exposure to unfiltered radiation from
xenon lamp with an irradiance of 100 W/cm2 for
45 min. Curve2 is for a film irradiated through a
substrate with a CeCl3-containing film. C(RC)
51.5C(CeCl3)53 mass.%.R510.
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3. DISCUSSION

The broad, intense visible band in the absorption sp
trum of RC-containing films~Fig. 1! is caused byS1←S0

transitions of the monomer and associated dye molecule1,6

The dependence of the intensity and width of this band oR
for RC-containing films can be explained by a change in
structure of the matrix, which shows up in the hydrog
bonds of the dye molecules associated with it. It has b
shown7 that whenR is increased over the range 2210, the
structure of the polysiloxanes in the sol changes from lin
to spherical. The substantial change in the spectra upon
troducing the lanthanides may be caused by interaction
the ionogenic groups of organic molecules with either Ln31

cations or Cl2 anions. In order to establish the true reas
films were prepared fromRC-containing sols subjected t
bubbling in chlorine gas for 30 s. It turned out that bubbli
causes an entirely different change in the absorp
spectra.1! In addition, these changes in the spectra are
tained whenRC-containing films are doped with Ln~NO3)3

salts instead of LnCl3 . This means that we can neglect th
effect of the acid residuals of the salts on the ‘‘spectrosco
behavior’’ of the codoped films. On the other hand, t
change in the direction of the shift in theS1←S0 band ofRC
c-

.

e

n

r
in-
of

,

n
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ic

as a function ofR during codoping indicates that the dy
molecules are associated with structural elements of the
trix with the aid of the rare earth ions. This conclusion is a
confirmed by the substantial difference in the spectra of
Ce-containing films, which indicates a rather strong chem
interaction of the rare earth ions with the structural grid
the matrix. As for the interpretation of these spectra, the b
at 260 nm is caused by charge transfer from the ligand
the Ce41 ions, while the bands at 300 nm and below 200 n
are caused by interconfigurational transitions of the Ce31

ions.8

The infrared absorption spectrum of the undoped fil
shown in Fig. 2 is caused by antisymmetric vibrations
Si–O bonds.9 The slight increase in its intensity forR56
indicates that the number of these bonds is greater in
film. Here the Si–O bond strength is unchanged, given
absence of a shift in the peak of this band. The hypsochro
shift of this band owing to cerium chloride doping of a film
with R52 indicates that these bonds are involved, while
greater intensity of its high-frequency shoulder indicate
reduction~according to our observations! in the stoichiom-
etry of the matrix. On the other hand, doping atR510 leads
to weakening of the Si–O bonds while retaining stoichio
FIG. 6. Absorption spectra ofMB- ~1, 2! and
MB-CeCl3-containing ~3, 4! films. 2C(MB)
5C(CeCl3)52 mass.%.R52 ~1, 3! and 4~2, 4!.
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etry. In the intermediate case (R56), there is no weakening
of these bonds owing to doping, but the stoichiometry of
matrix is reduced. At the same time, for allR there is~judg-
ing from the multiplier on the curves of Fig. 2! a significant
lowering of the integrated intensity of this band and, acco
ingly, in the number of Si–O bonds. The observed bo
strengthening and reduction in stoichiometry upon dop
with cerium chloride confirm the above conclusion regard
the chemical interaction of the rare-earth ions with the str
tural grid of the film and their possible role as a binding li
between the grid and the organic molecules.

The broad luminescence band of theRC-containing film
~Fig. 3! is caused byS1→S0 transitions of the dye monomer
and the slight inflection in its long wavelength wing can
attributed to luminescence of complex associates.1 The ab-
sence of changes in the location and shape of this ban
lexc is shifted indicates that it is homogeneously broaden
The reduction in the luminescence intensity of t
RC-LaCl3-containing film is logically explained by more in
tense intercombination transitions of theRC molecules by
heavy atoms.10 The further weakening of the luminescen
intensity of the dye when La is replaced by Ce is most lik
caused by radiationless transfer of excitation from theS1 to
an absorbing transition in the visible region of the C
containing cluster,8 although quenching by charge transfer
not excluded.10 The absence of significant distortions in th
luminescence band profile for theRC-LnCl3-containing
films indicates that the ratio of the monomers and associ
of the dye molecules changes little. At the same time,
dependence of the position of the luminescence band onlexc

for these films suggests that reorientation of the nearest
roundings of the dye molecules is impeded over the lifeti
of their excited state. This impediment may be a con
quence either of the formation of supramolecules or o
shortening oft̄.

The nonexponential decay of the luminescence of
RC-containing film~Fig. 4! and its lowt̄ ~the luminescence
duration for this dye in a water solution is;20 ns11! indicate
that the luminescence of the monomer is strongly damped
dimers and more complex associates.12 The negligible de-
pendence oft̄ on R in these films may indicate a wea
change in the degree of association of theRC molecules with
the matrix structure. Given the lowering of the luminescen
intensity of theRC-LnCl3-containing films, it would be logi-
cal to expect a reduction int̄. The contrary increase in thi
parameter ofR58 observed in the experiment suggests
rise in the radiative lifetime for luminescence in the orga
molecules. This assumption is consistent with the inten
drop in the long wavelength of the main absorption band~see
Fig. 1! owing to introducing CeCl3 , which is caused mainly
by the monomers.1 Here the increased dispersion oft̄ with
l reg indicates increased inhomogeneity of the luminesce
centers, while the absence of a drop int̄ suggests a link
between the above impediment to reordering of the lo
surroundings of the dye molecules and their entry into
pramolecules.

The relatively weak photodecoloration of the sho
wavelength segment of theS1←S0 band of an
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RC-containing film irradiated by a xenon lamp~Fig. 5! can
be explained by the high photoresistance of the associa
which ensure comparatively efficient dissipation of the ex
tation energy.2 The most intense absorption band of the
associates lies in the short wavelength side of theS1←S0

absorption band of the monomers~Ref. 13!. The compara-
tively greater photodestruction of this film, when irradiat
through a quartz substrate with a CeCl3-containing film, in-
dicates that the internal filter has relatively little effect on t
increased photoresistance of the dye molecule with cer
chloride codoping. The roughly equal photodecoloration
the RC-LaCl3-containing film irradiated through this sub
strate and theRC-CeCl3-containing film, which is character
ized by a substantially lower photoluminescence intens
~cf. curves2 and3 of Fig. 3!, suggests that the main mech
nism for the increased photoresistance of the dye is an in
sification of theT1→S0 transitions by heavy atoms. In fac
these films are characterized by an extremely low lumin
cence quantum yield (h,1%1!, even for dye concentration
which ensure a negligibly low fraction of associated m
ecules. This indicates a high interconversion efficiency a
may be accompanied by a substantial filling of theT1 state.
Given the similarity of the shapes of theS1←S0 absorption
bands of irradiatedRC- andRC-CeCl3-containing films, we
may also assume that the observed rise in photoresistan
caused mainly by those associates whose organic molec
are bound with rare earth ions. Here it should be noted
this increase in the photoresistance of theRC is not related
to a weakening of the deprotonation of the carboxyl group
this dye, which also causes its decoloration.14 This was con-
firmed by a control experiment in which the photoresistan
of LnCl3-containing films doped with Rhodamine 6G, whic
is not decolored upon deprotonation, was found to increa

The ‘‘spectroscopic behavior’’ ofMB-containing films
codoped with cerium chloride~Fig. 6! does not conflict with
the analysis of Fig. 1. In addition, the substantially fas
shift in the main absorption band of theMB than for a
RC-containing film and the redistribution in the intensities
its individual components asR is varied indicates a stronge
coupling of the matrix with the molecules of this dye. Ap
parently, this is caused by a difference in the alkyl groups
the ionogenic N1(C2H5)2Cl2 and N1(CH3)2Cl2 fragments
of theRC andMB molecules, respectively. The weak vari
tion in the photoresistance of theMB-containing films upon
doping with cerium chloride justifies the assumption that
formation of charge carriers during ultraviolet irradiation
the matrix~they can be intercepted by ions of this elemen5!
has no significant effect on the dye molecules, as in the c
discussed above.

Therefore, the presence of rare-earth elements in silic
gel films containing a dye leads to the formation of s
pramolecules which include organic molecules, rare ea
ions, and elements of the grid structure. The formation
such structures makes it possible to vary the color
of the films and leads to increased photoresistance of
luminescent dyes, primarily through enhancement ofT1

→S0-transitions.
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1!It is planned to discuss the results of this study in a separate paper.
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Influence of a weak pulsed magnetic field on grain-boundary relaxation in aluminum
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It is discovered that the treatment of technical-grade polycrystalline aluminum in a weak pulsed
magnetic field during heating leads to displacement of the grain-boundary maximum of
the low-frequency internal friction toward lower temperatures. This phenomenon is associated
with a decrease in the degree of interaction of the grain boundaries with impurity atoms.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01611-1#
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1. According to the existing theories,1 when materials
that contain crystal-lattice defects and are in a nonequ
rium metastable state are treated in a weak pulsed mag
field, changes occur in their properties and in the structur
the impurity-defect complexes, which cause accompany
changes in their physicomechanical properties.

As we know, the impurity-defect complexes in a ma
rial can differ in nature, structure, properties, and chem
composition, as well as with respect to the concentration
impurity atoms and the type of defects present, which m
be vacancies, dislocations, phase boundaries, twins,
cracks. The influence of pulsed magnetic fields and impur
defect complexes have scarcely been studied from the st
point of the factors just enumerated. This problem is of c
rent interest, because its solution may reveal the mechan
by which pulsed magnetic treatment influences materials
their properties. To solve this problem, the characteristics
impurity-defect complexes just indicated must be establis
in order to understand their role and place in the
mechanisms.

The present work examines the physical essence of
influence of pulsed magnetic fields on impurity-defect co
plexes consisting of crystallite boundaries with various
grees of blocking by impurity atoms. In particular, the d
pendence of the grain-boundary relaxation process
polycrystalline aluminum of different purity on pulsed ma
netic treatment is investigated.

It is generally acknowledged that crystallite boundar
cause the appearance of the maximum associated with g
boundary relaxation in the temperature dependence of l
frequency internal friction.2 The temperature position of th
maximum and the activation energy for grain-boundary
laxation are determined to a considerable degree by the
purity atoms which are adsorbed on the crystallite bou
aries and block their motion. In the general case an incre
in the concentration of impurity atoms in a material leads
displacement of the grain-boundary maximum toward hig
temperatures and an increase in the activation energy o
process.3 If a pulsed magnetic field has an influence on t
degree of interaction of grain boundaries with impurity
oms, as we observed for dislocations pinned by impurities4,5
1821063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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it should be manifested as changes in the parameters o
relaxation process expressed by the grain-boundary m
mum of internal friction.

2. Technical grade~99.96%! polycrystalline aluminum
and high-purity~99.999%! aluminum served as the objects
investigation. The samples were obtained by mechan
treatment from ingots of the material cast in the form
prisms measuring 333360 mm. Before the measurement
the samples were annealed at their recrystallization poi
The internal friction was studied on a low-frequency appa
tus of the inverted torsion pendulum type with an oscillati
frequency close to 1 Hz. To reveal the influence of a puls
magnetic field on the boundary-impurity complexes, w
studied the temperature dependence of the internal frictio
a relative strain amplitude of the material«5231025. The
material was heated at the rate of;2 °C min. The treatment
of the material by a pulsed magnetic field was carried ou
an OIMP-101 apparatus under the following regime: amp
tude of the magnetic field, 105 A/m; duration of the leading
edge of a pulse, 1024 s; pulse repetition rate, 1 Hz. Measur
ments of internal friction were performed without treatme
of the material by the pulsed magnetic field and with co
tinuous treatment of the material under investigation by
pulsed magnetic field.

3. Figure 1~curve1! shows the temperature dependen
of the internal friction for high-purity aluminum. The plo
exhibits a relaxational internal-friction peak with a maximu
at 240 °C. Ke6 observed a similar peak with a maximum
280 °C for pure aluminum at a frequency of 1 Hz and u
equivocally showed that this peak is related to grain bou
aries. The conclusion that the internal-friction peak shown
Fig. 1 is a grain-boundary peak is supported by the decre
in its amplitude and displacement of its maximum towa
higher temperatures~275 °C! in the technical-grade alumi
num ~curve 1 in Fig. 2!. The temperature dependence
internal friction in the high-purity aluminum recorded in th
pulsed magnetic field does not differ from the original cur
~curve2 in Fig. 1!. The internal-friction peak does not shi
along the temperature axis, and its amplitude rema
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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unchanged. At the same time, in the case of the techn
grade aluminum the maximum of the grain-boundary pe
shifts toward lower temperatures by;30 °C due to the
pulsed magnetic treatment of the material~curve2 in Fig. 2!.
Thus, the activation energy for grain-boundary relaxation
impurity-pinned boundaries decreases in the pulsed magn
field, in contrast to the case of unpinned boundaries.

The results presented provided evidence that the pu
magnetic field does not cause any changes in the relaxa
process at unpinned boundaries. In other words, the pu
magnetic field does not have any influence on gra
boundary relaxation. The presence of impurities in the ma

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the internal friction in high-purity a
minum: 1—without a pulsed magnetic field;2—in a pulsed magnetic field

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the internal friction in technical-g
aluminum: 1—without a pulsed magnetic field;2—in a pulsed magnetic
field.
l-
k

t
tic

ed
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ed
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rial under investigation significantly modifies the relaxati
process, blocking its development. Application of the puls
magnetic field in the latter case has a positive effect, prom
ing the optimal manifestation of grain-boundary relaxatio
It is now clear that the impurity atoms segregated on gr
boundaries, rather than the grain boundaries themselves
act to the magnetic field. Within the dislocation model
grain-boundary relaxation,7 impurities which block the mo-
tion of grain boundaries restrict stress relaxation. In the c
where the impurities segregated on the grain boundaries
magnetically active, a pulsed magnetic field can alter th

FIG. 3. Strain-amplitude dependence of the internal friction in high-pu
aluminum at room temperature:1—without a pulsed magnetic field;2— in
a pulsed magnetic field.

FIG. 4. Strain-amplitude dependence of the internal friction in technic
grade aluminum at room temperature:1—without a pulsed magnetic field
2—in a pulsed magnetic field.
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interaction energy and raise~or lower! the degree of stres
relaxation, as is observed experimentally.

To confirm this hypothesis, the strain-amplitude dep
dence of the internal friction in the technical-grade and hi
purity aluminum was studied at room temperature with a
without pulsed magnetic treatment. In this case stress re
ation took place at dislocations pinned to a greater or le
extent by impurities.

As can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4, dislocation relaxa
behaves similarly to grain-boundary relaxation: the degre
dislocation relaxation is many times greater in the hig
purity aluminum than in the technical-grade aluminum.
addition, there is no magnetic-field effect in the high-pur
aluminum: the plots of the strain-amplitude dependence
the internal friction with and without the pulsed magne
field coincide~curves2 and 1 in Fig. 3!. In the technical-
grade aluminum the degree of dislocation stress relaxa
rises in the pulsed magnetic field~in the region of amplitude-
dependent internal friction, curve2 in Fig. 4!. In the region
of amplitude-independent internal friction the magnetic-fie
effect is reduced. It is also noteworthy that the critical a
plitude («1) for the transition from amplitude-independent
amplitude-dependent internal friction decreases in
technical-grade aluminum in the pulsed magnetic field~curve
2 in Fig. 4!.

To analyze the strain-amplitude dependences of the
ternal friction within the Granato–Lu¨cke dislocation model,
we use the expression for the amplitude-independent inte
friction

Q215VrLs
4K/p2C, ~1!

whereV is the orientational factor,r is the dislocation den-
sity, Ls is the length of a free-dislocation segment,K is a
coefficient which takes into account the type of length d
tribution of Ls , andC is the linear dislocation stress. For th
first critical strain amplitude we obtain

«1;@~Ubn3!/~Gb3!#1/2, ~2!

whereUb is the binding energy of impurities to dislocation
n is the concentration of impurity atoms on a dislocation lin
G is the shear modulus, andb is the Burgers vector. For th
amplitude-dependent internal friction

Q21~«!5C1~C2 /«!F~C2 /«!exp~2C2 /«!, ~3!

whereC1;rLs
3 , C25(K/Ls)exp(Ub /kT), andF(C2 /«) is a

function which takes into account the distribution of t
stresses for different sample loading schemes.

The expressions presented faithfully describe the plot
the stress-amplitude dependence of the internal friction
sented in this paper and permit accounting for the chan
observed in them that are caused by the pulsed magn
treatment. Let us analyze these changes in relationshi
such parameters of dislocation internal friction asLs and
Ub , since the dislocation density in the test material does
vary in response to the pulsed magnetic field. If the pul
magnetic treatment of the technical-grade aluminum res
in a change inLs , particularly an increase in it due to
decrease in the concentration of impurity atoms on a di
cation line, then, as can be seen from~1!–~3!, it is followed
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by an increase in the amplitude-independent and amplitu
dependent internal friction, as well as a decrease in«1. In
fact, an increase in the amplitude-dependent internal frict
and a drop in «1 are observed experimentally in th
technical-grade aluminum~curve2, Fig. 4!. However, there
is no significant increase in the amplitude-independent in
nal friction, although, as follows from~1!, it is highly sensi-
tive to changes inLs . Thus, it is impossible to account fo
the experimental data in terms ofLs . Therefore,Ub is the
most decisive parameter in this sense, since the binding
ergy does not explicitly determine the level of amplitud
independent internal friction, but it does determine the le
of the amplitude-dependent internal friction and«1. Thus,
the effect of magnetic treatment on impurity-pinned disloc
tions can be caused by a decrease inUb .

Since impurities have qualitatively identical effects o
dislocation and grain-boundary stress relaxation in
technical-grade aluminum, it is reasonable to assume tha
changes in grain-boundary relaxation can also be assoc
with a decrease inUb in the pulsed magnetic field. It shoul
be noted that Eq.~1! is valid for resonant amplitude
independent internal friction. Therefore, if the pulsed ma
netic treatment of the technical-grade aluminum would ha
resulted in changes in the impurity concentration at the gr
boundaries~the parameterLs), the height of the grain-
boundary internal-friction peak would have also varied. N
changes in the height of the grain-boundary peak are
served experimentally in the pulsed magnetic field~curve2
in Fig. 2!. However, the displacement of this peak towa
lower energies can also be caused by a decrease in the
action energy of impurities with grain boundaries, which a
pears as a component of the activation energy for gra
boundary relaxation (Ua). In other words, the pulsed
magnetic field influences the effective grain-boundary rel
ation time and, as can be seen from the express
t5t0exp(Ua /kT), thus leads to displacement of the resona
internal friction peak.

The magnetically induced grain-boundary relaxation d
covered in this work is not only of practical interest, since
real and simple possibility to plasticize a material has be
demonstrated, but is also of pure scientific interest, since
use of pulsed magnetic fields in relaxation processes in g
boundaries permits a deeper approach to the study of gr
boundary relaxation mechanisms and their simulation.
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Kolmogorov’s method for describing statistical crystallization is generalized to take into account
disorder in the structure and is applied to the calculation of the decay kinetics of metastable
states in linear~in the sense of spatial dimensionality! systems. The theory describes the influence
of defects on the dynamics of polymers and domain boundaries between phases on substrates,
on crystal growth involving the movement of steps over a surface, on the plastic flow
of materials due to the motion of dislocations in a Peierls–Nabarro relief, and on the kinetics of
other physical systems. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01711-6#
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The switching kinetics of states of linear systems de
mines the laws governing the course of many physical p
cesses. As examples we can point out the dynamics of
chains, polymers,1 domain boundaries on two-dimension
substrates,2 crystal growth involving the movement of step
over a surface,3 the plastic flow of materials due to the mo
tion of dislocations in a Peierls–Nabarro relief,4 etc.

The laws governing the decay of metastable states o
extended linear system having many degrees of freedom
fer significantly from the familiar exponential relaxation k
netics of one-dimensional systemsQ(t)5Q0 exp(2t/t)
@Q(t) is the fraction in the initial state at the timet, andt is
the relaxation time#. As A. N. Kolmogorov showed back in
1937,5 the mutual influence of different degrees of freedo
leads to alteration of the temporal relaxation law even i
spatially homogeneous material.

A significant contribution to the switching kinetics o
states of linear systems is made by the motion of so-ca
kink solitons or simply kinks~see, for example, Ref. 6!,
which mark the boundaries between different ‘‘phase
Such boundaries can be treated as one-dimensional quas
ticles of a special kind. When the driving force is relative
weak, the process takes place under quasiequilibrium co
tions, i.e., as a result of the movement of kink solitons
thermal equilibrium. We, however, shall consider fairly lar
driving forces and processes taking place far from equi
rium, for which the contribution of thermal kinks can b
neglected.

The decay of a metastable state of a system can be
scribed as a two-stage process. At first there is a local t
sition of a small segment due to a thermal fluctuation. F
this transition to occur, an energy barrier equal to the form
tion energy of two boundaries between the phases mus
overcome, and it thus takes a considerable time. Such a
ment can be regarded as the ‘‘nucleus’’ of a new st
bounded by two kinks separating different states. Then
kinks propagate along the linear system under the actio
the applied external force until they encounter and annihi
with kinks from other nuclei formed in parallel, but statis
cally independent events, and the switching process is c
pleted after all the nuclei coalesce.
1821063-7834/99/41(11)/6/$15.00
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The problem of the decay kinetics of a metastable s
in a spatially homogeneous material~for a system of any
dimensionality! was solved by A. N. Kolmogorov in his clas
sical theory of statistical crystallization5 ~for a review of the
subsequent work on this subject, see Ref. 7!. If we useJ to
denote the frequency of the formation of nuclei per unit tim
on a unit length as applied to our problem andv to denote
the kink propagation velocity, then the fraction of the u
switched phaseQ(t) at the timet after the beginning of the
transition process is5

Q~ t !5exp~2Jvt2!. ~1!

In real materials kink motion is subjected to the infl
ence of defects, which is especially strong because of
one-dimensional nature of the quasiparticles~the impossibil-
ity of going around an obstacle, in contrast to systems
higher dimensionality!. An example of the anomalous prop
erties of the mobility of one-dimensional particles in th
presence of a broad spectrum of random barriers is prov
by the transition to anomalous drift when the driving forceF
is reduced:8

x~ t !;td(F)
„d~F !,1…. ~2!

Reviews of the numerous theoretical studies on this s
ject have been published~see, for example, Refs. 9–11!. We
note that the phenomenon described also has other na
‘‘quasilocalization’’ ~Ref. 9!, nonlinear drift in a ‘‘random
force field’’ ~Refs. 10 and 12!, motion in a ‘‘creep phase’’
~Ref. 13!, and ‘‘heterogeneous dynamics’’~Ref. 14!. The
anomalous drift of dislocation kinks was recently discover
in experiments on the mobility of dislocations in Ge.15

Since kink motion is an important component of the d
cay of metastable states of linear systems, we should ex
disorder to have a significant influence on its kinetics. T
purpose of the present work was to study the influence
impurities or other defects on the laws governing such
decay process. Unlike the preceding studies in Refs. 8,
14, etc., which treated the coalescence of nuclei on a qu
tative level, in this paper we shall employ Kolmogorov
probabilistic approach,5 which describes this process exact
~within the model adopted! and allows generalization to
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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disordered system. Such an approach permits, in partic
tracing the transition from a normal kink drift regime~the
Kolmogorov case! to an anomalous regime with correspon
ing modification of the overall kinetics of the state of th
system. In view of the microscopic nature of kinks, studyi
the overall kinetics of the switching between the states o
system is frequently the only presently available possibi
for obtaining information on their dynamics.15

Significant alteration of the kinetics can be expected
the case where the time of free motion of the kinks betw
barriers is small compared to the delay time in the barrie
Below we shall consider just this situation, and we sh
neglect the contribution of the free drift time to the total tim
of kink motion.

1. STATE SWITCHING KINETICS FOR AN ARBITRARY
SPECTRUM OF BARRIERS TO KINK MOTION

This section is devoted to a generalization
Kolmogorov’s method5 to the case of a disordered system

Let us trace the variation of the state of an arbitrar
selected point in the system with time. For convenience
describing the system, we divide it into intervals of leng
D l , which is of the order of the typical width of a barrier~we
shall refine it below!. Each interval has its own kink dela
time t i . The delay time probability density functionP(t) is
assumed to be the same in all the intervals. The total d
time for the displacement of a kink byn intervals is Tn

5( i 51
n t i .
An arbitrary reference point is in the new ‘‘switched

state at the timet, if the boundary of a nucleus of the ne
state created in any intervaln at the moment in timet8 man-
ages to propagate to the point under consideration before
time t, or, stated differently, if the total delay timeTn ac-
crued during passage of the kink from the site of its creat
to the point under consideration is less thant2t8. The prob-
ability of the creation of a nucleus in the time intervalDt8 is
JD l (n)Dt. The additional quantity 12JD l (n)Dt8 is the prob-
ability that a nucleus is not created in the length interval a
time interval under consideration. The probabilityqn(t) that
then8th interval does not serve as a source of state switch
at all is equal to the product of the noncreation probabilit
in all the time intervals betweent850 andt85t2Tn , i.e.,

qn~ t !5)
a

~12JD l (n)Dta8 !'exp~2JD l (n)~ t2Tn!!.

~3!

The total probability of conservation of the initial state
a given pointQ(t) is the product of the noncreation prob
abilities in all the intervals from which the time of motion o
a kink to the point selected is less thant. Such sets of inter-
vals can be found on both sides of the point under consi
ation. Because the barriers are independent,Q(t) can be
represented as the probability productQ(t)
5q0(t)Q1(t)Q2(t). Hereq0(t)5exp(2JDlt) is the nucleus
noncreation probability in the interval to which the poi
under consideration belongs. The unilateral probability t
the state does not change because of, for example, the n
created only to the right of the point selectedQ1(t) @and
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Q2(t), respectively# is equal to the product ofqn(t) over all
the intervalsD l (n) from 1 to the maximum value ofN satis-
fying the conditionTN,t,T

N11
:

Q1~ t !5 )
n51

N

exp~2JD l ~ t2Tn!!

5expS 2JD l S N~ t2TN!1(
i 51

N

t i D D . ~4!

The mean value ofQ1(t) over all the points of the sys
tem or, equivalently, over all the possible barrier configu
tions and the mean value ofQ(t), which is equal to it in the
symmetric case, are written in the form

^Q1~ t !&5^Q2~ t !&5 (
N51

` E )
m51

N

P~tm! dtm

3Q1~ t !P1~ t2TN!. ~5!

Here P(t) dt is the probability of having a delay time be
tweent and t1dt in the interval under consideration, th
integration is carried out over alltm amounting to less thant
in the sum over the intervals, andP1(t)5* t

`P(t) dt is the
probability of having a delay time exceedingt. The presence
of the multiplier P1(t2TN) takes into account that, accord
ing to the definition ofN, the interval following theNth
interval has a delay time which exceedst in the sum with
TN .

We calculate the characteristic function forQ1(t),
which is the Laplace transform of^Q1(t)&:

Q̂~s!5E
0

`

dt e2st^Q1~ t !&dt

5E
0

`

dt e2st(
N51

` E e2JD lN(t2TN)P1~ t2TN!

3 )
m51

N

e2JD lmtmP~tm! dtm

5 (
N51

`

„~12 P̂~s1JD lN !!/~s1JD lN !…

3 )
m51

N

P̂~s1JD lm!. ~6!

Here P̂(s) is the Laplace transform ofP(t): P̂(s)
5*0

`e2stP(t) dt.
Formula~6! is the result of averaging over an arbitra

spectrum of barriers that block the motion of boundaries
nuclei of the new state. It will be used below to calculate t
state switching kinetics for a concrete model of disord
characteristic of the interaction of kinks with point defec
and for other cases.

2. GAUSSIAN RANDOM-FORCE FIELD

The potential under which a kink moves is the sum
the interaction energy of the system with defectsU(x),
which varies chaotically as the state at the lengthx varies,
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and the regular termFx created by the applied driving forc
F. In the model considered belowU(x) is a random quantity,
which undergoes ‘‘Brownian motion’’ along the energy sca
with the diffusion coefficients as x varies. The statistica
properties of such a quantity are completely assigned by
mean valueŝU(x)&50 and^U(x)U(x8)&5sd(x2x8). Ex-
amples of the realization of such a model of a random
tential, which is termed a ‘‘random force field,’’ can b
found, for example, in Refs. 8–15. Thus, for point defe
randomly distributed with a mean linear densityr, whose
interaction energy with the system undergoes a change e
to 6u when its state is switched, it is not difficult to obta
s5ru2.

Let us consider a certain barrier formed by a peak of
potentialU(x) and calculate the kink delay time created
it. Passage across the barrier can occur as a result of a fa
able thermal fluctuation. The expectation timet of such ther-
mal activation can be described by the formula~see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 16 and 17!:

t5~D l /Dk!E
0

`

e(U(x)2Fx)/kT dx. ~7!

HereDk is the kink diffusion coefficient, andD l is the char-
acteristic kink localization length before the barrier, which
defined as the distance over which the potential varies by
order of magnitude of the thermal energykT. We are not
interested in the exact value of the preexponential facto
~7! and confine ourselves to estimatingD l on the basis of the
following simple arguments. The potential appearing in~7! is
the sum of the randomly ‘‘diffusing’’ componentU(x),
whose typical amplitude increases withx as (sx)1/2, and the
regular ‘‘drift’’ componentFx. The diffusive behavior of the
potential dominates at small lengths, a change in the be
ior occurs atx;xb5s/F2, and theFx contribution is domi-
nant atx.xb . In the latter case, as can easily be seen,D l
can be estimated from the relationFD l;kT as D l;kT/F.
The condition for its applicability is D l .xb , i.e.,
d5kTF/s.1. In the opposite case ofd,1, D l can be esti-
mated from the relation (sD l )1/2;kT asD l;(kT)2/s.

The following expression was obtained in Ref. 8~see
also Ref. 10! for the distribution functionP(t) appearing in
~6!:

P~t!5
exp~21/~s0t!!

G~d!s0
dtd11

, ~8!

wheres05sDk /((kT)2D l ) and G(d)5*0
`xd21e2x dx. Us-

ing the explicit form of the distribution function~8!, we can
find the behavior of̂ Q1(t)& for various values of the pa
rameters from formula~6!.

1! s.1. With the exception of the narrow vicinity o
small «5d21 ~which merits a special discussion! we have

Q̂~s!'
1

s0
A p

2l«
expS l

2« S s

JD l D
2DerfcSA l

2«

s

JD l D .

~9!

Here l5JD l /s05J(D lkT)2/sDk is a parameter which is
determined by the probability of the creation of a nucle
e
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e
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v-
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during the time 1/s0 in one microscopic intervalD l and is
assumed to be small, and erfc(x)5(2/Ap) *x

`exp(2t2) dt is a
supplementary probability integral.

Inverse Laplace transformation gives

^Q6~ t !&5expS 2
«

2
s0JD l t 2D . ~10!

When D l 5kT/F, this expression can be rewritten in th
form ^Q(t)&5exp$2(12(1/d))v0Jt2/2%, where v0

5DkF/(kT) is the free-drift velocity of the kinks. Thus
whend@1, i.e., when the influence of the random additi
to the potential in which a kink moves is small, the expre
sion obtained is consistent with Kolmogorov’s formula~1!.
@We recall that̂ Q(t)&5^q0(t)Q1(t)Q2(t)&. In the case un-
der consideration the characteristic switching time is sm
compared with the time for the formation of a nucleus in o
interval, so thatq0(t)'1 and ^Q(t)&'^Q6(t)&2#. When
d;1, the equation retains the Kolmogorov form, but wi
renormalization of the kink velocityv5(12(1/d))v0. In
this case the procedure for averaging the fraction in the
tial state over the barrier spectrum reduces to the sim
replacement of the kink velocity by its mean value.

Thus, in this region of parameters, the blocking of kin
by random barriers leads to a decrease in the mean
velocity, which acquires a threshold type of dependence
the driving force. This is accompanied by appreciable slo
ing of the switching process, as is shown in Fig. 1. At
certain critical value of the driving forceF5Fc , which is
specified by the conditiond(Fc)51, the mean kink velocity
vanishes and the character of the kink motion changes.
region below the threshold calls for a special treatment.

2! d,1. In this case the calculation gives

Q̂~s!5taexp~~sta!11d!GS d

11d
,~sta!11dD . ~11!

Here

FIG. 1. Decay of the fraction in the initial stateQ(t) with time for various
values of the driving forceF.Fc , which is characterized by the paramet
d5kT/s: 1 — d55; 2 — 1.5; 3 — 1.1. The time is measured in units o
1/(s0(l)1/2). The switching kinetics ford50.8 (F,Fc) are shown as a
dashed line for comparison.
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ta5
1

s0
F G~22d!

G~21d!l~12d!G
1

11d
,

G~a,z!5E
z

`

xa21e2x dx.

With consideration of the relationG(1/2,x2)5(p)1/2

3erfc(x) ~Ref. 18!, asd→1, ~11! takes the functional form
~9!, and inverse Laplace transformation leads again to
Kolmogorov dependencêQ(t)&5exp(2const•t2), but with
a different coefficient in the exponential function than in t
case of«.0 ~10! ~the reason for such a jump will be dis
cussed later on!.

As can be seen from~11!, the dependence of the ave
aged switching kinetics onl appears only in the form of the
scaling factorta . This will also be the case after invers
Laplace transformation:̂Q6(t)&5 f d(t/ta), wheref d(x) is a
function which depends, apart from the argument, only
the single parameterd. Using the asymptotic expansion o
Q̂(s) ~11! at small and larges, we can easily determine th
explicit analytic behavior off d(x) at large and small value
of the argument:

f d~x!'
11d

G~12d!
x2(11d), x→`, ~12!

f d~x!'12
1

~11d!G~21d!
x11d, x→0. ~13!

Equations~12! and~13! give a fairly complete picture o
the switching kinetics of the state of a linear system, wh
can be characterized by the mean fraction in the initial s
^Q(t)&5exp(2JDlt)^Q6(t)&2. This behavior is illustrated in
Fig. 2 ~using a numerical calculation for intermediate valu
of t;ta).

We see that the course of the switching process w
time undergoes changes whend drops below 1: the proces

FIG. 2. State switching kinetics for a subthreshold value of the driv
force: 1 — d50.8; 2 — 0.6; 3 — 0.5; 4 — 0.4. The time is measured in
units of 1/(s0(l)1/2), and ln(1/l)525.
e
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h

slows significantly and goes over from a Kolmogorov exp
nential dependence like~1! to the power-law behavior de
scribed by~12! at larget.

3. SWITCHING TIME

An important integral characteristic of the kinetics of th
alteration of the state of a system is the mean switching ti
which can be defined by

^t&5E
0

`

^Q~ t !& dt. ~14!

For d.1, using the explicit form of̂ Q(t)& ~10! we
obtain

^t&5E
0

`

e2Jvt2 dt5
1

2 S p

Jv D 1/2

. ~15!

For d,1, the dependence of the mean time onta is
isolated in an explicit form using scaling analysis, and
have

^t&5C~d!ta5C~d!
1

s0
F G~22d!

G~21d!l~12d!G
1

11d
, ~16!

whereC(d)5*0
` f 0

2(x) dx is a function ofd, which varies in
the relatively small range of values from 1 to (p/2)1/2 asd
varies from 0 to 1. Its numerical approximation isC(d)51
1((p/2)1/221)x(22x).

There is also definite interest in such a characteristic
t1, i.e., the mean time for the ‘‘unilateral blocking’’ of a
reference point by the boundaries of nuclei formed on o
side of it. For example, because of the large difference
tween the mobilities of right- and left-handed kinks, the ma
contribution to the state switching process can be made
only the more mobile type of kinks. Such a situation is re
ized, in particular, in Si, where, according to the atomis
calculations in Ref. 19, the migration energies of right- a
left-handed kinks are different. We have

t15E
0

`

^Q6& dt5Q̂~s50!. ~17!

For d,1, as is seen from~11!, t15G(d/(11d))ta . It fol-
lows from the functional Gaussian form of̂Q(t)& for
d→1 that

^t&5t1 /~2!1/25221/2Q̂~s50!. ~18!

The relation~18! permits a more exact description of th
transition regiond→1. For«!1 we have

^t&5
1

A2s0l«
E

0

`

dz~12z«!expS 2
z2

2l«
~12z«! D

'S 1

s0
D S p~12l«/2!

4l« D 1/2

. ~19!

This expression describes the continuous transition from
region where«.0 to the region where«,0, smoothly
transforming~15! into ~16!. It can be seen from~19! that the
character of the dependence of the mean switching time
the driving force undergoes significant changes in the vic
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ity of d51 and that at«,0 and u«u.1/ln(1/l) there is an
exponential increase in ^t& with «: ^t&;1/l«/4

5exp(u«uln(1/l)/4). The width of the transition region can b
estimated asDu«u;2/ln(1/l), i.e., it is fairly narrow. Taking
into account only the exponential Arrhenius factor e
(22Ek /kT) in l, whereEk is the kink energy~the energy of
formation of the boundary between phases!, we obtain
Du«u;kT/Ek!1 in a first approximation.

In problems concerning the motion of steps, dom
boundaries, and dislocations, where the state of the syste
multiply degenerate with a crystal-lattice perioda in the ab-
sence of a driving force,̂t& specifies the characteristic tim
for displacement by one period. This permits evaluation
the translational velocityV of the system under consideratio
in the presence of a driving force:

V;a/^t&. ~20!

Figure 3 illustrates the nature of the dependence of the tr
lational velocity on the driving force in the transition regio
F;Fc . This dependence has the form of a smoothed thre
old. The inset presents experimental data on the mobility
individual dislocations in Si~Ref. 20!.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

We have seen that the course of switching of the stat
a disordered linear system changes significantly at a ce
critical value of the driving forceF5Fc . At F.Fc it can be
described by Kolmogorov kinetics with the kink drift veloc
ity v5(121/d)v0, which has been renormalized from th
free drift velocity. This equation, which contains the thres
old multiplier 121/d(F), already shows that the nature
kink motion changes radically whend decreases to unity a
the parameters of the problem, for example,F, are varied. As
was established in Ref. 8, this is because the mean time
overcoming the barrierŝt&5*0

`tP(t) dt goes to infinity as
a result of the slow decay of the distribution functionP(t) at

FIG. 3. Dependence of the state switching rateV;1/̂ t& on the driving force
F in the anomalous region atF;Fc . The rateV is normalized toV0, i.e.,
the switching rate in the absence of blocking barriers, andF is measured in
units of s/kT.
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larget for d<1. As a result, the blocking of kinks begins t
be determined not by the typical barriers along the en
sample, but by the few strongest barriers, which are enco
tered at the propagation length with a probability of ord
unity ~heterogeneous blocking!. An estimate of the variation
of the kink propagation length with time can consequently
obtained from the relation (x(t)/D l )P1(t);1, whence, ac-
cording to ~8!, follows formula ~2! in the form x(t);td(d
<1) at larget.

To avoid any misunderstanding, we stress the con
tional probabilistic character of this so-called nonlinear d
law. For example, if we attempt to generalize t
Kolmogorov equation~1! by directly replacing the linear
drift law x(t)5vt by the relation~2! during the derivation,
then Eq.~1! goes over toQ(t)5exp(2const•t11d), which is
not confirmed by a more rigorous calculation@see Eq.~12!#.
This attests to a significant contribution of the fluctuations
the distribution of the kink-blocking barriers to the switchin
kinetics, which requires accurate allowance for these fluct
tions.

Thus, a calculation of the decay kinetics of a metasta
state of a disordered linear system has revealed a trans
from exponential Kolmogorov kinetics to diffuse kinetic
with a power-law asymptote at large times as the driv
force is lowered. This transition is caused by the change
the laws of kink soliton motion from drift which is homoge
neous on the average with a finite velocity, to heterogene
blocking by the strongest obstacles at the propagation len
The dependence of the mean state switching rateV;1/̂ t& on
the driving forceF has been calculated. AtF.Fc this de-
pendence has a threshold form, but in the narrow vicinity
Fc the threshold is smoothed, and atF,Fc the rateV decays
exponentially as the driving force decreases. Qualitativ
similar behavior was observed in the experimental study
the mobility of dislocations in Si in Ref. 20 and can be a
sociated with the influence of residual impurities.

This work was partially supported by INTAS Grant 96
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A system of impurity ions in the same charge state at finite temperatures is studied. A theory
describing the spatial correlations of impurity ions under conditions where the correlation
radius of an impurity hole has an upper bound because of a deficiency of free impurity sites is
proposed. An explicit expression for the pair-correlation function is obtained, and the
influence of correlations in the positions of the impurity ions on the electron mobility in the
limiting case ofT50 is considered. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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Effects associated with the spatial correlation of Fe31

ions in HgSe:Fe have been studied extensively in the pas
years.1 In these materials ordering of the impurity ions
caused by the Coulomb interaction between the charged
purities. Nevertheless, when HgSe:Fe was studied, calc
tions of the correlations in the system of Fe31 ions led to a
short-range potential model.2,3 The pair-correlation functions
for Fe31 were calculated in the hard-sphere model. Pheno
enological equations containing a fitting parameter were u
to determine the hard-sphere diameter. We propose a
approach to the problem of calculating correlations in a s
tem of partially ionized impurities. In our calculation schem
the hard-sphere model is introduced on the basis of statis
arguments. Therefore, our proposed theory does not bea
relationship to the short-range potential model. The equa
for determining the hard-sphere diameter does not conta
fitting parameter.

1. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF IMPURITY IONS

Let N be the concentration of sites~impurity centers!
randomly arranged in space. The sites can be occupie
impurity holes, which can move from site to site. The co
centration of impurity holes isN1. In the case of
N/N151 the impurity holes are randomly arrayed in spa
As N/N1 increases, the holes are redistributed among
impurity sites and form a system of spatially correlat
charges. Our goal is to calculate the correlation radius an
find the pair-correlation function of the impurity holes.
this study we identify the correlation radiusr c with the mini-
mum distance between impurity holes.

We classify the states of our system in the followi
manner. From the system of holes we separate the subsy
of ‘‘labeled’’ sites, whose concentration equals the conc
tration of impurity holesN1. We shall call any set of labele
sites comprising a subsystem a sample. There is obvious
one-to-one correspondence between the samples and
states in which a system of holes with a concentrationN1

distributed among sites with a concentrationN can be found.
Each sample corresponds to a possible state of the syste
holes. Therefore, each sample represents a point in p
1831063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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space, which is occupied by the system of impurity ions. O
of the samples corresponds to the ground state of the sy
of holes. Such a description is complete. When we go ove
an abridged description of our system, we make the follo
ing approximation. We systematically eliminate the regio
of phase space which are energetically difficult to acce
i.e., the regions of phase space in which the probability
finding our system is negligibly small.

In accordance with the program just described, we c
fine the treatment to only the samples in which the labe
sites are arranged as far from one another as possible, s
holes tend to occupy just such configurations in order
minimize the repulsion energy. Let us consider the limiti
case whereN1/N→0. In this limiting case we should clearl
label the sites in such a manner that they would form a re
lar lattice. Then the nearest neighbors lie on the surface
the first coordination sphere of radiusr 1 . In this case the
correlation radiusr c5r 1 . The number of possible ways i
which samples can be produced is equal to the numbe
possible types of three-dimensional lattices, and the co
sponding values of the radius of the first coordination sph
r 1 allow us to distinguish between the possible sampl
methods. We confine ourselves to considering only sam
which lead to a regular lattice in the limitN1/N→0.

Regular lattices of labeled sites can be organized onl
the limit N1/N→0. However, already in a small vicinity o
this limiting point, only a few diffuse lattices of labeled site
can be organized, in which the nearest neighbors are
ranged in a spherical layer next to the surface of the fi
coordination sphere atr c,r ,r 1 . The lower boundary of the
spherical layerr c corresponds to the minimum distance b
tween labeled sites in a sample for fixed values ofN andN1,
and r 1 characterizes the way in which the sample is p
duced.

We useW(N1,r c ,r 1) to denote the probability of find-
ing a site about which the nearest labeled sites lie in
spherical layer atr c,r ,r 1 . The concentration of such site
equalsNW(N1,r c ,r 1). If a label is placed only on such
sites, the system of labeled sites thus obtained should sa
the equality
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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N15NW~N1,r c ,r 1!. ~1!

This equality permits the determination of the minimum d
tance between labeled sitesr c in a sample, if the concentra
tions of sitesN andN1 and the parameterr 1 , which assigns
the way in which the sample is produced, are fixed.

The probabilityW(N1,r 1 ,r c) appearing in Eq.~1! can
easily be calculated combinatorially. In fact, if the particl
are randomly distributed, the probabilityWN of finding a
subsystem ofN particles occupying a volumeV in a system
of N0 particles occupying a volumeV0 can be obtained com
binatorially and calculated from the equation4

WN5
N0!

N! ~N02N!! S V

V0
D NS 12

V

V0
D N02N

. ~2!

SettingN50, V5Vc , N05N1V1 , and V05V1 (V1 is
the volume of the first coordination sphere! in this formula,
we obtain the expression sought forW(N1,r 1 ,r c):

W~N1,r 1 ,r c!5S 12
Vc

V1
D N1V1

. ~3!

Substituting the expression obtained forW(N1,r 1 ,r c) into
Eq. ~1!, we arrive at the following expression for the corr
lation radiusr c :

~r c /r 1!3512~N1/N!1/N1V1. ~4!

Equation~4! is the result of our theory. It permits calculatio
of the minimum distance between labeled sites for fixed v
ues of the concentration of sitesN and the concentration o
labeled sitesN1 in a sample corresponding to a fixed val
of the radius of the first coordination spherer 1 . We recall
that r 1 assigns the way in which the sample forms. In t
case wherer 1 corresponds to the close packing of ha
spheres, our parameterr c is the hard-sphere diameter, an
the concentration of labeled sitesN1, which is equal to the
concentration of impurity ions, is numerically equal to t
concentration of hard spheres. In this special case calc
tions of the correlation functions describing the spatial d
tribution of the impurity ions in our samples at zero tempe
ture reduce to calculations of the correlation functio
describing a distribution of hard spheres.

In order to substantiate the possibility of identifying di
tributions of hard spheres with the spatial distributions
labeled sites in our samples, let us explore Eq.~4! in the
limiting case ofN1/N→1. For this purpose we perform ex
pansions in Eq.~4! in the parameter (N2N1)/N and write
out the explicit expression forr c

r c
35

3

4pN1 S 12
N1

N D
3F11

1

2 S 12
1

N1V1
D S 12

N1

N D1 . . . G . ~5!

The first nonvanishing term in the expansion in~5! does not
contain r 1 . Thus, in the limitN1/N→1 the parameterr c

does not depend on the way in which the sample is produ
Therefore, we can use any of these ways with equal succ
One of them leads to the close packing of hard spheres in
-
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-
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limit N/N1→`. Therefore, the use of the hard-sphere mo
to calculate the correlations of impurity ions is justified
long as variation of the parameterr 1 in Eq. ~4! does not lead
to a significant error in the calculation of the correlation r
diusr c . Let us estimate these errors. In Eq.~4! the parameter
r 1 appears in combinations which have a simple phys
meaning. The ratio (r c /r 1)35h/h0 , whereh5pr c

3N1/6 is
the packing fraction andh05pr 1

3N1/6 is the value of the
packing fraction for an assigned lattice with a fixed value
r 1 . The productN1V1 characterizes the assigned lattice a
is numerically equal to the number of sites within the fi
coordination sphere. The loosest of all the lattices, viz.,
cubic lattice, has the valuesh050.523 andN1V154.18 for
the parameters. The most complete of all the lattices, v
the face-centered cubic lattice, has the valuesh050.74 and
N1V155.92. Using these values for the parameters, we
estimateDh, i.e., the spread of values taken byh as r 1 is
varied. WhenN/N1523102 ~when the concentration ratio
is such, the iron atoms in HgSe:Fe form clusters! Dh/h
'15%. All these estimates are illustrated in Fig. 1. The
lutions of the fundamental equation~4! of our theory are
depicted by curves3, 4, and5, which correspond to the val
ues of r 1 taken for fcc, bcc, and cubic structures, respe
tively. Curve 1 is a plot of calculated results from Ref. 2
Wilamowski et al. wrote down an equation for determinin
the hard-sphere diameter on the basis of common-sens
guments. This equation is valid only in the case of we
correlations (h,0.125) but, even in its region of applicabi
ity, it overestimates the value of the packing fraction
roughly twofold. Kuleev5 refrained from obtaining a micro
scopic description and wrote down a phenomenolog
equation containing a fitting parameter for calculating t

FIG. 1. Dependence of the packing fractionh on the ratio of the concen-
tration of impuritiesN to the concentration of impurity ionsN1. Curves1
and2 depict the results of the calculations in Refs. 2 and 5. Curves3, 4, and
5 were obtained from Eq.~4! with the values ofh0 andN1V1 taken for the
fcc, bcc, and cubic structures, respectively. The dashed curve represen
upper bound forh (N15531018 cm23, h0 was taken for the fcc structure!.
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packing fraction h. The value of that parameter wa
determined by fitting the electron mobility in specime
of HgSe:Fe ~Ref. 6!. The results of the calculations i
Ref. 5 ~curve 2! correspond to extremely large value
of the packing fractionh and are erroneous. The fact
that Eq.~3! in Ref. 6, which was used to determine the m
bility, is incorrect. The expression for the interferen
term containing the product of the scattering amp
tudes by charged and neutral centers in the fo
2@(NFe31NFe21)1/2/NFe#uV1(q)V0(q)uS10(q) is erroneous.
In the case of a random distribution of scatterers@where the
structure factorS10(q)51] the interference term takes th
highest possible value, while the correct expression
interference7 is equal to zero in this case. The use of
erroneous equation to determine the fitting parameter
Kuleev et al.5,6 to excessively large values ofh ~curve2!.

Since the calculations of the packing fractionh per-
formed in different studies led to qualitatively different r
sults, it would be instructive to estimate the value ofh from
the above and to compare the estimate with calculated
sults. The degree of order in a system of labeled site
determined by the thickness of the spherical layer atr c,r
,r 1 , within which the labeled sites are located. Since t
spherical layer itself consists of impurity sites, the boun
aries of this layer do not have distinct outlines, and, the
fore, in our problem only the spherical layers whose thic
ness, in any case, is greater than the mean distance bet

impurity sitesr̄ have meaning. Equating the thickness of t
spherical layer to the mean distance between sites, we ob
the maximum possible value of the correlation radiusr c in a
system of labeled sites and, consequently, in a system

impurity ions, maxrc5r12r̄. In Fig. 1 the dashed curve is
plot of the maximum possible value of the packing fracti
as a function ofN/N1. In these calculations we took th
value of r 1 for the fcc structure, and the concentration
impurity ionsN1 was set equal to the concentration of im
purity ions in HgSe:Fe (N15531018cm23). Therefore, in
this special case only situations in which the calculated v
ues of the packing parameterh lie below the dashed curv
are realized. This condition is satisfied by the results of
calculations performed in Ref. 2~curve1! and the results of
our calculations~curves3–5!. As for the calculations in Ref
5 ~curve2!, they lead to overestimated values of the pack
parameter, which, in principle, cannot be realized spec
cally in the concentration range 1,N/N1,20, in which a
correlation of the impurity ions is detected experimentally
HgSe:Fe. Therefore, the calculations in Refs. 5 and 6, wh
results are represented by curve2, should be considered er
roneous.

Thus, our theory was based on an abridged descrip
of a system of impurity holes distributed among impur
sites. In the approximation that we adopted, each state o
system of impurity holes~impurity ions! is associated with a
pair-correlation functionf (r c1 ,r ), where r c1 is the hard-
sphere diameter. In this approximation the states of the
tem of impurity holes are classified usingr c1 , so that each
state of our system has a corresponding value ofr c1 . At
finite temperatures the system can be found in any s
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which corresponds to a value ofr c1 in the range 0,r c1

,r c . The parameterr c is the maximum possible value of th
hard-sphere diameter and is determined from the fundam
tal equation~4! of the theory. In each of the possible stat
the system has an energyE(r c1), which is equal to the en-
ergy of a system consisting of neutral impurities, impur
ions, and conduction electrons calculated for a fixed dis
bution of impurity holes. This distribution of impurity hole
is assigned by the pair-correlation functionf (r c1 ,r ) with a
fixed value of r c1 . The set of the correlation function
f (r c1 ,r ) and the corresponding energiesE(r c1) in the ap-
proximation which we chose contains the maximum poss
amount of information on the system of impurity ions a
permits calculation of the mean value of any quantity as
ciated with the distribution of impurity ions.

At nonzero temperatures the system of impurity ions c
be found in any of the possible states with a value ofr c1 in
the range 0,r c1,r c . The probability of finding such a stat
is given by the Boltzmann factor exp„2E(r c1)/kT…. There-
fore, at finite temperatures, we should use the p
correlation functionF(r c ,r ,T) in the form

F~r c ,r ,T!5E
0

r c
dx f~x,r !exp„2E~x!/kT…

3S E
0

r c
dx exp„2E~x!/kT…D 21

. ~6!

In the special case ofT50, the spatial distribution of the
impurity ions is described by the pair-correlation functio
f (r c ,r ).

2. INFLUENCE OF THE SPATIAL CORRELATION OF
IMPURITY IONS ON THE ELECTRON MOBILITY AT T50

The differential cross section for the scattering of ele
trons by a system of spatially correlated scattererss(q) (q is
the scattering vector! is expressed in terms of the cross se
tion for scattering by an individual centers0(q) ~Ref. 8!:

s~q!5s0~q!S~q!. ~7!

The structure factorS(q), in turn, is related to the Fourie
transform of the pair-correlation functionf (r ) describing the
spatial distribution of the scatterers:

S~q!511NrE „f ~r !21…exp~ iqr ! dr, ~8!

whereNr is the concentration of scatterers~in our caseNr

5N1). In the hard-sphere model the correlation functi
f (r ) calculated with consideration of the first two terms
the expansion in the density has the form8

f ~r c ,r !5H 0, r * ,1,

118hS 12
3

4
r * 1

1

16
r * 3D , 1,r * ,2,

1, r * .2.
~9!

Herer * 5r /r c . Let us consider the scattering of electrons
a screened Coulomb potential in the Thomas–Fermi mo
In this model the electron mobilitym0 for scattering by un-
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correlated centers is described by the Brooks–Herr
formula.9 The ratio of the mobilitym, for the scattering of
electrons by a spatially correlated distribution of charges
m0 can be written, according to~7!, in the form

m

m0
5E

0

2kF q3 dq

@q21qs
2#2Y E

0

2kFS~q!q3 dq

@q21qs
2#2

, ~10!

where the screening radius in the Thomas–Fermi mo
r TF5qs

21 .
Equations~8!–~10! permit calculation of the mobility ra-

tio m/m0 , if the value of the screening parameterqs , the
hard-sphere diameterd5r c , and the concentration of ion
N1 are known. Using Eq.~4! for the correlation sphere ra
dius r c , we can calculate the mobility ratio as a function
N/N1. The Thomas–Fermi screening radius was calcula
using the parameters characteristic of HgSe:Fe (N155
31018cm23, a Fermi energy«F5210 meV, and a dielectric
constantx520). The results of numerical calculations of th
dependence of the electron mobility on impurity concent
tion are presented in Fig. 2. As follows from it, the mobili
increases by 2–2.5 fold when the concentration ratioN/N1

varies from 1 to 6. The highest mobility value~and, accord-
ingly, the largest value of the packing fractionh) corre-
sponds to the state of the system impurity ions in the cas
the value ofr 1 taken for the fcc structure. The smallest i
crease in mobility is obtained for the value ofr 1 correspond-
ing to the cubic structure. At relatively small values ofN/N1

FIG. 2. Dependence of the electron mobilitym on the relative concentration
of ionized impurities;m0 is the mobility calculated from the Brooks–
Herring equation. The calculated curves were obtained for the valuesr 1

corresponding to the fcc~triangles!, bcc ~circles!, and cubic ~squares!
structures.
g
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el
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the changes in mobility occurring in response to the variat
of r 1 are relatively small. This circumstance renders t
choice of the values ofr 1 insignificant over a fairly broad
range of variation of the values ofN/N1, justifying the use
of Eq. ~4! for determiningr c .

In conclusion, let us discuss the range of applicability
our theory. The fundamental equation~4! of the theory is
valid only in the range of variation ofN/N1 where a short-
age of free sites restricts the value of the correlation rad
This range can be estimated in the following manner. In
system of impurity ions the value of the correlation radi
cannot be greater than the distance over which the scre
Coulomb interaction is nonzero. Therefore, the estim
maxrc5rs, where r s is the screening radius, is valid. Th
ensuing estimates are made for a material with the par
eters of HgSe:Fe. Substituting the value of the screening
dius calculated in the Thomas–Fermi model into the expr
sion for the packing fraction instead ofr c , we obtain the
maximum possible value of the packing fractionh50.45.
According to our calculations~see Fig. 1!, such a value ofh
can be achieved only in the case of a very large numbe
free impurity sitesN/N1523102. Correlation effects are
manifested in HgSe:Fe only in the range of variation of t
concentration 1,N/N1,10 ~at higher impurity concentra
tions drift scattering dominates!.3 Thus, our estimate show
that, at least in the case of HgSe:Fe, under conditions
which correlation effects are observed, the value of the c
relation radius is restricted by the deficiency of impurity sit
and should be determined from Eq.~4! of our theory.

* !E-mail: mikheev@imp.uran.ru
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Deformation of alkali-metal halide crystals by a concentrated load
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The parameters characterizing the effect of a concentrated load on crystals subjected to various
preliminary treatments and their possible relationship to the mechanical characteristics
manifested during ordinary~one-dimensional! deformation are investigated. The significant upward
deviation of the microhardness from the values of the elastic limit and yield strength of
crystals is shown to be caused not so much by the larger values of the strain under an indenter
as by the larger value of the strain hardening coefficient in the case of deformation by a
concentrated load. It is also shown that the types of hardening caused by uniaxial deformation
and by reactor irradiation influence the microhardness of LiF crystals differently. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01911-5#
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The method of applying a concentrated load to a cry
~imposing a hard indenter and then measuring the size o
impression formed! is widely employed for investigating th
mechanical properties~microhardness! of solids. The condi-
tions for deformation of a crystal under an indenter dif
significantly from the conditions for deformation under
uniform load, and the mechanisms of deformation and m
transfer in the contact region between an indenter tip an
crystal, where the largest stresses are displayed, have no
been ascertained reliably. Theories regarding the state o
material in the region of the indenter impression, where
strain amplitude should be considerably greater than in
case of uniaxial compression or elongation of crystals, h
been developed. In the opinion of some investigators,
strain appearing upon indentation is caused by the deve
ment of a high-density dislocation structure under
indenter,1–3 while others believe that mass transfer is cau
by an interstitial~crowding! mechanism.4–6 There are opin-
ions that a finely dispersed nanocrystalline state forms un
an indenter7 or that all the processes occurring upon inde
tation are caused by phase transformations.8

Thus, we see that, since there is no unanimously
cepted, fully developed theory regarding the mechanism
the formation of an impression upon indentation, it is dif
cult to assign a clear and unequivocal physical meaning
the microhardness, as well as to relate it to~or at least find a
correlation with! any ordinary mechanical characteristic.9,10

The purpose of the present work is to reveal relatio
ships between the processes occurring under an indente
the processes accompanying deformation upon uniaxial c
pression and to determine the mechanical characteristics
appear in the case of ordinary deformation and are close
the microhardness or determine it.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Crystals of LiF were investigated. The samples we
subjected to local deformation using a PMT-3 machine. T
indent was made by a diamond indenter on the~001! cleav-
1831063-7834/99/41(11)/5/$15.00
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age plane. The indenter had the form of a pyramid with
square base and an angle between the faces equal to
All the parameters of the dislocation rosette around the
denter impression were measured: the length of the diag
~d! and height (h) of the impression, the lengths of the edg
( l 1) and screw (l 2) dislocation rays, and the radius of th
most highly strained region with the maximum dislocati
density (l 3).

The minimum load on the indenter was 531024 N, and
the maximum load was 4 N.

Crystals~or regions of a crystal! with different strength
and plastic characteristics were obtained by subjec
samples of LiF to the following treatments: uniaxial com
pression to different degrees of strain~the maximum degree
of strain was 15%!; irradiation in a nuclear reactor by mixe
n,g radiation with fluences up to 1014, 1015, and 1016n/cm2

~with respect to the fast neutrons!; preliminarily formation of
an indent by the indenter under a large load.

The dependences of the indenter impression and the
location rosette around it on the size of the load and
dependence of the parameters corresponding to an ass
load on the degree of preliminary strain of the crystal we
investigated. In addition, the dependences of the dimens
of the impressions obtained with comparatively small loa
~0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 N! on the distance to the center of th
preliminary indent obtained upon indentation under lar
loads~1 and 2 N!.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ratio of the loadP on the indenter to the square o
the length of the diagonald(P)2 of the impression relaxed
after removal of the load,

H~P!5
aP

d~P!2
, ~1!

depends on load in the general case (a51.854 in SI units!.
At fairly large loads d(P)2 is proportional to P, and
H(P)5Hm becomes independent of load and can serve
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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one of the characteristics of the mechanical properties of
crystals ~the microhardness!. Clearly, Hm differs weakly
from the ratio ~1! for an unrelaxed impression and corr
sponds to the level of maximum strain hardening of the cr
tal established under the indentersm .

At comparatively small loads, whereH(P) depends on
P, the degree of strain of the material in the region direc
adjacent to the indenter decreases with decreasing load
cordingly, the level of strain hardening of the cryst
achieved and the pressure developed by the indenter sh
decrease. In other words,H(P) should decrease with de
creasingP. As for the cases of an increase in the ratio~1!
with decreasing load at very small loads, such increa
should be associated with an increase in the relative rol
elastic relaxation in diminishing the dimensions of the i
pression upon relaxation, rather than with features of
strain hardening process, as conjectured by Pethicaet al.11 In
our experiments no increase inH(P) was observed when th
load was diminished to 531024 N.

Figure 1 shows plots of the dependence of the length
the diagonal of relaxed impressions on the square root of

FIG. 1. Dependence of the length of the diagonald of a relaxed impression
on the loadP for an untreated LiF crystal~1! and crystals irradiated with
doses equal to 1014 ~2!, 1015 ~3!, and 1016 ~4! n/cm2.
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load for four LiF crystals: an untreated crystal and cryst
irradiated in a reactor with doses equal to 1014, 1015, and
1016n/cm2. It is seen from the figure that these plots a
generally nonlinear. Linearity, which corresponds to loa
independent microhardness, is observed only at loads e
to 0.5 N or more.

It follows from Fig. 1 thatH(P) reaches a level which is
independent ofP at loads greater than 0.5 N, that it drop
sharply with decreasingP in the range 0.520.01 N, and that
the rate of this drop slows atP,0.01 N.

The fact thatH(P) becomes independent ofP and thus
of d(P) at large loads indicates that any material is char
terized by a certain maximum possible strain amplitude«m

and a maximum possible level of strain hardeningsm5Hm

associated with it. Above these values the crystal canno
deformed. If«m and sm have already been achieved und
the indenter, only the volume of the region where the ma
mum values«m and sm have already been achieved ca
increase as the load is increased further.

In regard to the distinguishing features of the deform
tion process under a concentrated load as opposed to d
mation under uniaxial compression, two more points sho
be noted. First, in the region of maximum strain under
indenter the strain is far more uniform than in the case
uniaxial compression, where dislocation glide bands,
which the bulk of the strain is concentrated, adjoin the u
strained regions and the characteristics averaged over
volume can differ strongly from the local characteristic
Second, attention should be focused on the fact that whe
indenter is impressed on a crystal, deformation occurs i
restricted volume~the stresses decrease rapidly with incre
ing distance! even under crowded conditions. Therefore, t
crystal can withstand high levels of local strains and stres
without failure.

For comparison, Table I lists all the principal mechanic
characteristics which we measured for ordinary deformat
~uniaxial compression! and parameters characterizing loc
deformation caused by an indenter under a load ofP
50.5 N for four crystals: an untreated crystal and cryst
irradiated by mixedn,g radiation in a reactor (1014, 1015,
and 1016 n/cm2), which differ from one another with respec
to their mechanical properties.

According to some data, alkali-metal halide crysta
doped with divalent impurities exhibit a good correlation b
tween the changes in the yield strengths0 and the micro-
TABLE I. Principal mechanical characteristics of the LiF crystals investigated.

Irradiated Irradiated Irradiated
No. Parameter Untreated by 1014 n/cm2 by 1015 n/cm2 by 1016 n/cm2

1 Yield strengths0 , MPa 7 82 130 148
2 Ultimate strengthsn , MPa 68 98 135 150
3 Max. strain«c , % 15 10.2 3.5 1.6
4 Impression diagonald, mm 28 27 23.5 20
5 MicrohardnessHm , MPa 1180 1270 1710 2280
6 Length of the ‘‘screw’’

dislocation rayl 2 , mm 98 63 25.0 15
7 Length of the ‘‘edge’’

dislocation rayl 1 , mm 163 105 47.4 20.5
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hardnessHm ~Refs. 12–15!, which can be described by th
formula

s05b~H2H0!, ~2!

whereb and H0 are constants. Vasauskas16 proposed relat-
ing the microhardness to the deforming stress causing a
strain. At first glance, it is also reasonable to assume tha
microhardness, which, as was noted above, is the maxim
achievable level of strain hardening, correlates with the u
mate strength, i.e., with the maximum stress which the c
tal can withstand without failure during uniaxial loadin
However, as can easily be verified, the data presente
Table I cannot be described by Eq.~2!. The relationship be-
tween the microhardness and the stresses characterizin
uniaxial deformation of a crystal is significantly nonlinear.
seems to us that if a linear relationship would exist, it wou
have the formHm5Csm , rather than~2!, since it is totally
unreasonable that it would be represented by the qua
H0 , which, accordingly to formula~2!, should have the
physical meaning of the microhardness for a zero ultim
strength~either the yield strength or the deforming stres!.
Thus, in our opinion, such correlations can only be accid
tal, and no importance should be attached to them. Mo
over, since the microhardness significantly surpasses
strength characteristics of the crystal in all cases and
processes determining them differ radically from one
other, there is most probably no sense in searching fo
direct relationship between these quantities.

The only correlation which is reliably displayed and c
be understood from the physical standpoint is the correla
between the lengths of the dislocation rays and the plast
of the crystal: the more plastic the crystal is, the greater
l 1 and l 2 . Moreover, this relationship can be described
fairly good accuracy by a dependence of the forml 5C«c

~Fig. 2!, where«c is the maximum strain which the crysta

FIG. 2. Dependence of the lengthl of the ‘‘screw’’ ~1! and ‘‘edge’’ ~2! rays
of the dislocation rosette on the maximum strain«c of a LiF crystal under
uniaxial deformation.
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can withstand under uniaxial compression, and the coe
cientsC1 andC2 are equal to 11.2 and 6.8mm/%.

As follows from Fig. 1, the values ofH(P) for the crys-
tals irradiated by different doses differ significantly from o
another and from the values obtained for unirradiated cr
tals, i.e., for any load on the indenterH(P) depends strongly
on the preliminary treatment of the crystal. In this connect
it would interesting to investigate the functionH(P) for
crystals subjected to preliminary uniaxial deformation to d
ferent levels of strain hardening. These investigations sh
~Fig. 3! that at loadsP>0.5 N the value ofHm does not
depend at all on the strain amplitude, whileH(P) increases
quite appreciably atP<0.2 N, although it does not reachHm

even at a 15% strain~the maximum uniaxial strain which th
crystals investigated can withstand without failure!. It is seen
from the results of these investigations that the maxim
possible strain under the indenter«m , which corresponds to
a maximum strain hardening equal toHm , should signifi-
cantly surpass the maximum achievable degree of strain
uniaxial compression«c ~15%!. However, if deformation un-
der an indenter would take place according to the sa
mechanism as in the case of uniaxial compression, and,
would have the same character and the same value of
strain hardening coefficient, the strain amplitude needed
local hardening of the crystal to the observed microhardn
value (Hm>1200 MPa) would be 300% or more, which b
no means can correspond to reality. Therefore, the st
hardening coefficient must also be much larger in the cas
deformation under an indenter than in the case of defor
tion of the crystal by uniaxial compression.

Stress-strain diagrams show that the crystals investig
are hardened linearly under uniaxial compression. Theref
the yield strength of the preliminarily deformed crystals i
creases linearly with increasing strain amplitude. Con
quently, plots of the dependence ofH(P) on the strain am-
plitude should be exact copies of the plots of its depende

FIG. 3. Dependence ofH(P) on the preliminary strain« ~uniaxial compres-
sion! for loads equal to 0.03 N~1!, 0.05 N ~2!, 0.15 N ~3!, and 0.5 N~4!.
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on the yield strength~the corresponding values of the d
forming stress! of the preliminarily deformed crystals. It i
seen from Fig. 3 thatH(P) exhibits a patently nonlinea
dependence on the yield strength of the preliminarily
formed crystals and thatHm ~curve4! does not depend on it
It should also be noted that, although the yield strengths
the crystals preliminarily deformed to different degrees dif
quite considerably from one another (s0 varies from 7 to 68
MPa!, the values of the microhardnessHm for them are iden-
tical, i.e., 15% preliminary strain with almost tenfold stra
hardening has no effect whatsoever on the microhardn
while hardening caused by reactor irradiation leads to a
nificant increase in the microhardness~see Table I!. Thus,
strain hardening and radiation hardening are reflected in
tally different ways in the microhardness of LiF crystals.

It should be specially stressed thatH(P) significantly
exceeds the yield strength of the crystals investigated a
the values of the loads used in the experiments. For exam
even at such a small load asP50.01 N, we have
Hm5270 MPa, which greatly surpasses the yield stren
s0568 MPa of the strain-hardened («515%) crystal.
Therefore, it is clear that in each case the measured valu
H(P) is the maximum deforming stress which is achieved
a result of the strain hardening accompanying the defor
tion caused by the indenter forces.

When an indent is created under a large load, a stra
region in which the strain hardening is maximal~the region
within the impression and near it! forms under the indenter
and strain hardening should decrease fairly rapidly with
creasing distance from the center of the impression.

The method described in Ref. 15 was employed to
tablish the nature of this dependence. A preliminary impr
sion was created on a~001! face by a large loadP051 N.
The value ofH(P) as a function of the distancex to the
center of the preliminary impression was then measured
der small loads alonĝ110& directions, which are perpen
dicular to the sides of the impression.

Figure 4 presents plots of the dependence ofH(P) on
the distancex for three load valuesP50.01, 0.05, and 0.10
N. As can be seen from the figure, in all three cases the v
of H(P) measured using the small load approaches the v
of Hm corresponding to the maximum level of strain harde
ing sm as the center of the preliminary indent is approach
whereas it approaches the value in the unstrained regio
the distance from the center increases. It should also be n
that, in complete agreement with the arguments prese
above, if secondary indents are made under the same loaP0

that was used to make the primary indent, no dependenc
the distance to the center of the preliminary indent is
served.

These results unquestionably support our conclusion
Hm is, in fact, the maximum value of the stress to which t
particular crystal is capable of being hardened, and the
cending portions of the plots presented in Fig. 4~for ap-
proach toward the center of the primary indent! should re-
flect the dependence of the level of the stress achieved
result of strain hardening under the indenter on the dista
to the center of the indent, i.e.,sD(x). It is seen from these
results that the region where the maximum strain«m and the
-
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maximum level of strain hardeningsm are achieved com-
prises a small part of the strained region and that its lin
dimensions only slightly exceed the dimensions of the
laxed mark from the indenter.

The following steps were taken to discover the possib
ity of obtaining the explicit form ofsD(x). Secondary in-
dents were made by the smallest possible load near inde
impressions obtained under different loads. This made it p
sible to obtain the dependence of the value ofH(P) corre-
sponding to the small load on the values ofH(P0) corre-
sponding to the preliminary application of the indenter und
different loads~i.e., on the levels of the deforming stress
achieved under the indenter!. By comparing plots ofH(P)
versusx similar to those shown in Fig. 4 with the plots o
H(P) versussD(P) obtained by the method just describe
we can reconstruct the explicit form ofsD(x). Unfortu-
nately, at the small loads suitable for reproducing this dep
dence, the measurement accuracy in our experiments
insufficient. Therefore, although we are confident of the fu
damental soundness of this procedure, we shall not pre
the results obtained.

As we have already noted, the high values of the
forming stress under the indenter are caused by the h
values of the strain hardening coefficient, which can grea
exceed the analogous coefficient for uniaxial deformati
rather than by the high strain amplitudes under the inden

In the case of uniaxial compression, strain develops in
ionic crystal according to the following scheme: narro
glide bands first form in a system which is oriented mo
advantageously relative to the load axis and randomly tu
out to be the weakest among them. Then the crystal defo
as a result of the contraction and expansion of the ba
formed until they overlap. Strain hardening occurs at t
point with a not very large coefficient. By the stage in whi
other systems could begin to operate, the original system

FIG. 4. Dependence ofH(P) on the distancex to the center of the prelimi-
nary impression formed by the loadP051 N for LiF crystals and loads
equal to 0.01 N~1!, 0.05 N ~2!, and 0.1 N~3!.
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so filled and hardened that the crystal fails when other s
tems intersect the original system~the strain is strongly non
uniform among glide systems of different orientation!.

The picture under an indenter is different. Here, beca
of the complexity of the stressed state and the large ma
tude of the initial stresses, all the intersecting glide syste
can begin to operate simultaneously, causing a high st
hardening coefficient and high levels of deforming stresse
comparatively low strain amplitudes. As has been noted p
viously, the ability of a crystal to withstand high stresses c
be due to the restricted size of the strained volume, whic
confined by the unstrained crystal surrounding that reg
Knowledge of the strain amplitude~or at least its scale! of
the crystal under the indenter is needed to establish the
value of the strain hardening coefficient.

This work was carried out with financial support fro
the Georgian Academy of Sciences~Grant No. 2.15!.
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Dislocation motion in NaCl crystals under combined loading by electron-beam-
produced mechanical and electromagnetic pulses
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A study is reported of the effect of a pulsed electromagnetic field on edge dislocation mobility in
NaCl crystals under mechanical loading by an electron beam. It is shown that taking this
effect into account removes the discrepancy in determination of the dislocation dynamic damping
coefficient by two methods, namely, with an electron beam and by mechanical impact
loading. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02011-0#
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Investigation1 of edge-dislocation mobility in LiF and
NaCl crystals under a pulsed mechanical loading produ
by an electron beam revealed that the corresponding
namic damping coefficientB for NaCl crystals is 4.5 times
smaller than that measured2 under mechanical impact load
ing. At the same time, for LiF the damping coefficientB was
found to agree within experimental error with impa
experiments.

A study of the nature of this discrepancy led one to
discovery of dislocation motion in NaCl crystals in a puls
magnetic field.3 It appeared natural to assume that the dis
cation motion in the NaCl experiments1 was induced not
only by the mechanical forces generated by electron-be
interaction with the target but also by the electromagne
field of the beam itself.

This paper describes an experimental separation of
two above effects and demonstrates their additive natur
was found that the dynamic component of the pathlength
dislocations associated with their cross-barrier motion un
the action of a short and intense mechanical pulse resul
a damping coefficientB which coincides with the value mea
sured earlier2 by a radically different technique. The inde
pendently measured dislocation pathlength component
duced by an electromagnetic pulse in a sample is
considerably larger interest. This component is associa
with the subsequent fairly slow relaxation of the dislocati
structure as a result of lowering local impurity barriers in t
bulk of the crystal, caused by resonance spin-dependent
sitions by the mechanism described in Ref. 4.

The pulsed magnetic field of the electron beam and
dislocation motion were measured as described elsewh1

~Fig. 1!. In studies of dislocation motion, the sample w
housed in a chamber of a diamagnetic material~Al ! and,
thus, could be acted upon by a magnetic field. The mech
cal pulse was excited by an electron beam in an alumin
plate serving as the chamber front wall and was transmi
to the sample. The sample was in an acoustic contact
the plate through a thin layer of silicone oil. When the aco
1831063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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tic contact with the plate was removed, one could study
effect on the crystal of the electromagnetic field only. N
dislocation motion was observed in control experiments w
the sample placed in a chamber made of a ferromagn
material. A possibility was also provided of acting on th
sample with a mechanical pulse only. In this case the sam
was placed in a steel chamber, whose front wall was irra
ated with an electron beam that generated a mechanical p
transmitted to the sample. The duration of such a pulse in
experiments was varied within a narrow range and was ab
;531028 s ~curve1 in Fig. 2!. By properly controlling the
beam current, the pulse amplitude could be varied withi
factor of 1.5.

The magnetic field in the chamber that housed pre
ously the NaCl sample was measured with a ferrite-core c
The coil was loaded by a 50-V resistance. The coil outpu
was fed to a C1-75 high-frequency oscillograph and pho
graphed subsequently. An oscillogram of the signal is p
sented in Fig. 2~curve2!. To determine the field induction
the coil was calibrated properly. The 100-ns calibrating vo
age pulses were supplied over a coaxial line loaded by
wave resistance. The coil was placed at a fixed distance f
the line core, and it is there that the voltage induced in it w
measured. In this way one established the dependence o
coil voltage on field inductionU5 f (B). When studying the
dislocation motion, the beam current was monitored, so
one could determine the magnetic component of the fi
inductionB5kI, wherek54.531029, and all quantities are
assumed to be expressed in the SI system. In our exp
ments, the magnetic induction varied within the ran
B5(7211)31026 T.

Figure 3 presents the dependence of the mean free
of dislocations in NaCl crystals on magnetic-field inducti
and electron-beam current in the absence of mechanica
tion. The width of the magnetic induction pulse, controll
by the beam current length, was;3031028 s ~curve 2 in
Fig. 2!, which is substantially longer than the duration of t
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement: a—in measurements of the combined action of a mechanical and a magnetic pulse on a crystal, b—for meas
electromagnetic-field induction.1—electron accelerator,2—chamber, 3—electron beam source,4—sample, 5—beam current meter,6—PM tube,
7—semitransparent mirror,8—He–Ne laser,9—measuring coil,10—50-V load resistance,11—oscillograph.
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mechanical load pulse. Such a difference in the length
these pulses acting on the NaCl sample within one expo
is accounted for by the specific features of the mechanism
mechanical pulse formation.1

The experimental data obtained for edge-dislocation m
tion in NaCl crystals under a pulsed electromagnetic fi
can be used to interpret the results quoted in the ea
publication.1 In this study, one measured the electron curr
in each electron-beam interaction with the sample, and th
fore one could readily derive the mean free paths of dislo
tions, which in the conditions of Ref. 1 were determined
the electromagnetic field only~straight line4, Fig. 4!. The
straight line1 in Fig. 4 displays the dependence of the d
location pathlength in NaCl crystals measured1 under com-
bined action of a mechanical and an electromagnetic field
the mechanical pressure pulse. By subtracting from the
sultant pathlengths in each experiment the paths due to
electromagnetic field only one can obtain the dependenc
the pathlengths on mechanical pressure pulses~straight line3
in Fig. 4!. The points in this relation refer to experiment
data on the mechanical effect only. That they nicely fi
straight line3 indicates that the two effects, mechanical a
electromagnetic, act in an additive way. The dynamic dam
ing coefficientB of edge dislocations calculated from rel
tionship 3 was found to be;231024 P, which agrees
within experimental error with the data on dynamic mecha
cal loading of materials. This removes the paradox poin
out in Ref. 1.

FIG. 2. Oscillographic traces of a mechanical pulse and an electromagn
field induction pulse.
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Incidentally, physical interpretation of the observed d
location motion induced by electromagnetic pumping a
pears to be of a fundamental nature and much less triv
Actually, the above-mentioned component of dislocati
mobility was detected by the present authors as far bac
1986. These data, which stimulated subsequent studies o
magnetoplastic effect, were mentioned briefly in Ref. 3 b
were not published in a separate paper, because no phy
hypothesis capable of explaining such a strong effect of
weak vortex magnetic fields could be put forward at the tim
Concurrently, a recent publication4 reported a resonance e
fect of a microwave field on dislocation mobility in NaC
crystals placed in a dc magnetic field. The condition of re
nance coincides, in fact, with that observed in an EPR sig
which reduces to the equality of the energy of the microwa
quantumhn to the Zeeman splittinggmBB, whereg is the
Landéfactor, andmB is the Bohr magneton. It may be con
jectured that, in our experiments of 1985–1986, we actu
observed the same effect but with the geomagnetic fieldBE

'531025 T playing the part of the dc field, and the micro
wave field of a characteristic frequencyn0;1MHz created
by the electron beam~Fig. 2!. One can readily see that th
resonance conditionhn0'gmBBE was also met in our ex-

ic-FIG. 3. Dependence of the dislocation mean-free pathlengthl̄ in NaCl crys-
tals on electromagnetic field inductionB and electron-beam currentI.
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periments. Considered in the light of the systematic study
Ref. 4, the proposed explanation does not appear unduly
travagant and can be put forward as a working hypothes

It is assumed that the resonance spin transition lifts
quantum forbiddenness of some electronic transition in
impurity center at a dislocation or in the bulk of the cryst
which lowers the local barriers and initiates relaxation of
dislocation structure in the internal stress field.

It should be borne in mind that, for typical dislocatio

FIG. 4. Dislocation mean-free pathlengthl̄ in NaCl crystals vs mechanica
pressure pulse and electron-beam current.1—Combined action of mechani
cal and magnetic pulses;2—electromagnetic field pulses alone
3—mechanical pressure pulses alone.
f
x-
.
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n
,
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relaxation-motion velocities of a fewmm/s, the time required
to move to distances of the order of 100mm is a few min.
This means that dislocations continue to move a long ti
after the end of the pulse, which suggests that the elec
magnetic pulse acts directly on point defects in the bulk
the crystal, exactly what is observed in the experiments
Ref. 4. The linear growth of this component of the pa
length with current reflects apparently the increase of
probability of the corresponding transition at the given im
purity center with increasing intensity of the electromagne
pumping of the crystal.

The authors are indebted to B. I. Smirnov for fruitf
discussions and comments, and to V. P. Kisel’ and V.
Chernov for assistance in sample preparation.
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Influence of the transport current on the magnetoelectric properties of La 0.7Pb0.3MnO3

single crystals with giant magnetoresistance in the microwave region
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The results of experiment on the influence of a direct current and a low-frequency alternating
current, as well as a magnetic field, on the microwave-range conductivitysMW of
Ln0.7Pb0.3MnO3 single crystals with giant magnetoresistance are presented. The greatest sensitivity
of the samples toward the effects of a current is observed in the temperature range
corresponding to the dc magnetoresistance maximum. The response signal of a sample in the
microwave range to the effects of an alternating current of a low frequencyf 0 has a
nonlinear character. Asf 0 is varied in a magnetic field, the amplitude of the response signal
varies with the appearance of resonance peaks. The results obtained are interpreted within an
approach based on the coexistence of two phases having different conductivities in the
doped manganite crystals. This two-phase interpretation is supported by data from magnetic-
resonance investigations, which demonstrate the existence of two magnetic phases over a broad
temperature range in Ln0.7Pb0.3MnO3 single crystals. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02111-5#
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The heightened interest in manganese oxides with a
ovskite structure and the general formulaR12xAxMnO3

~whereR is a rare-earth ion, andA5Sr, Ba, Ca, Pb! is due to
their unusual magnetic and electrical properties. This
mainly because the materials in this family have a large
tropic negative magnetoresistance, which has been ter
giant magnetoresistance~GMR!. At the same time, it has
been established that the magnetic and electrical prope
of manganites undergo significant changes as the comp
tion, concentration, pressure, and temperature are va
There is a hope that materials with acceptable GMR par
eters for use in practical magnetic data storage devices
other microelectronics devices will be obtained. Nevert
less, the concentrated research efforts employing every
sible method in recent years have not lead to a comp
understanding of the mechanisms which account for the
tire spectrum of observed magnetic and transport prope
and the significant correlation between them.

The mechanism of electronic phase separation has b
discussed as one of the possible models which account
GMR in substituted manganites.1–3 In the case of such sepa
ration, a sample consists of regions with different carr
concentrations under thermodynamic equilibrium, while
sample is homogeneous from the crystallographic standp
The state of such a two-phase system is strongly sensitiv
the effects of external factors, such as the temperature,
ternal magnetic field, and pressure. It should probably
expected that such a system will be sensitive to the effect
direct and, especially, alternating currents of various f
quencies and amplitudes~we are referring to appreciabl
1841063-7834/99/41(11)/8/$15.00
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probe currents! either without a field or in an external mag
netic field. A phenomenon associated with the effect o
current pulse on the behavior of a system undergoing se
ration of phases has been observed in the degenerate s
conductor EuTe,4 whose two-phase AFM–FM state is con
sidered proved. As for the investigation of manganites, m
of the data presented in the literature refer to resistance
magnetoresistance measurements in a direct current~with
small probe currents!, but there are scarcely any data fro
investigations of the magnetoresistive effect in alternat
currents in different frequency ranges. The series of publ
tions devoted to the investigation of the magnetoresis
effect at microwave frequencies5–7 should be noted. One
characteristic observation in these investigations is the e
tence of significant differences in the temperature a
magnetic-field dependences of the samples measured
direct current and in the microwave range.

In this communication we report the results of investig
tions into the influence of direct and alternating currents
the magnetic and electrical properties of manganite sin
crystals exhibiting GMR. The changes in the state of
materials investigated was monitored by determining
variation of their losses in the microwave frequency rang

1. EXPERIMENTAL

The investigations were performed on Ln12xPbxMnO3

single crystals grown by spontaneous crystallization from
molten solution. One special feature of the technology w
that PbO and PbF2 served as the solvent and, at the sa
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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time, acted as the source of Pb in the crystals. The mixtur
La2O3, MnO2, and the solvent was prepared in such a m
ner that a Pb concentrationx;0.3 would be ensured. Th
crystals were grown in a platinum crucible. The technolo
cal regime selected ensured the formation of crystals with
mean dimensions 53535 mm3. X-ray analysis of the
single crystals obtained confirmed the structure and lat
constants corresponding tox;0.3.

The samples for the investigation were prepared in
form of wafers measuring 43230.1 mm3, and the surfaces
of the wafers were polished. The conductivity in the micr
wave rangesMW was measured using a magnetic-resona
spectrometer8 with a working frequency of 10.6 GHz. Th
sample was placed within a three-dimensional rectang
cavity at the maximum of the electric component of the m
crowave electromagnetic field. Clamped contacts in the fo
of thin needles were used to pass a current through
sample.

The power reflected from the cavity with the samplePc

or its variation as a function of temperature, external m
netic field, and the amplitude and frequency of the volta
applied to the sample at a constant value of the input mic
wave powerPin was measured during the experiments.

We note that, in the procedure usually used to meas
the microwave conductivitysMW , a sample having a high
conductivity is placed at the maximum of the magnetic co
ponent of the microwave electromagnetic field. In this cas
is not difficult to obtain a dependence which directly rela
sMW to the power reflected from the cavityPc . However, if
the sample is ferromagnetic, the situation is complicated
considerable extent, because in that case it is necessa
take into account the contribution of the dynamic permea
ity m, which depends on the frequency of the electrom
netic radiation, the external magnetic field, and the magn
zation of the sample, to the microwave absorption.

In the case where the dimensions of the sample are m
smaller than the wavelength of the electromagnetic radia
and the thickness of the skin layerd is larger than the small
est dimension of the sample or of the same order, we
utilize the procedure for measuringsMW in which the sample
is placed at the maximum of the electric component of
microwave field in the cavity.9 Using perturbation theory, we
can obtain the relationship between the complex dielec
constant of the sample«5«82 i«9 and the parameters of th
cavity. For conductive materials«95sMW /v, and, as a rule,
«9@«8. In the absence of depolarizing factors

1

Q
2

1

Q0
'~«9Em

2 DV!S «0E
V0

E0
2 dVD 21

5~sMWEm
2 DV!S «0vE

V0

E0
2 dVD 21

,

whereQ0 is theQ factor of the cavity without a sample,Q is
theQ factor with a sample,DV is the volume of the sample
V0 is the volume of the cavity,Em is the strength of the
electric field at the antinode,E0 is the unperturbed electri
field in the cavity, and«0 is the dielectric constant of th
cavity medium. Thus,sMW is related to theQ factor of the
loaded cavity, and while measurement of the absolute va
of
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of sMW raises certain difficulties, it is simple to evaluate
variation in response to the influence of external factors fr
the change in the microwave power reflected from the ca
DPc .

The use of such a method for measuringsMW was sub-
stantiated in our case, since the skin depth for the sam
was d.0.6 mm over the entire temperature range, and
contribution ofm to the microwave power absorbed by th
sample was essentially eliminated.

The measurements were performed in comparativ
weak magnetic fields up toH57 kOe. The direction ofH
coincided with the direction of the current in the sample. T
resistivity of the materials in a constant current and in
low-frequency alternating current was measured by the
ditional four-point probe technique. The measurements w
performed in a flow-through nitrogen cryostat in the te
perature range 100–360 K.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As was noted above, the variation of the parameters
the microwave response~the power reflected from the cavit
Pc) contains information on the variation of the conductivi
of the materialsMW . Therefore, the magnitude of the rela
tive change inPc was taken as the principal parameter to
monitored.

Figure 1a presents the dependence of the power refle
from the cavityPc on the constant voltageU2 applied to the
sample in a zero magnetic field and in a field of intens
H57 kOe. Our attention is drawn to the extremely nonline
course ofPc(U2), the slight asymmetry of the dependen
relative toU250, and the increase in the relative influen
of the external magnetic field with increasingU2 . Such a
dependence cannot be attributed to simple heating of
sample. First, the dc current–voltage characteristic is es
tially linear at the same values ofU2 ~Fig. 1b!. Second, we
directly monitored the temperature of the sample, and
maximum heating did not exceed 1 K even after prolonged
passage of current. Finally, under the effect of an alterna
current, in the case of heating, everything would be redu
to a change inPc by a constant amount.

We performed experiments to determine the parame
of the microwave responseDPc with a low-frequency alter-
nating voltage in the range from 20 Hz to 10 kHz acting
the sample. These results turned out to be very interes
and informative. When the sample was excited by an al
nating current of frequencyf 0, the microwave response sig
nal consisted of a set of even and odd harmonic compone

DPc~ t !5(
n

An cos~n f0t !.

The component at 2f 0 had the largest amplitude, and th
even harmonics were generally more intense than the
harmonics. The amplitudes of each harmonic componen
the microwave response signal and the ratio between the
plitudes of the harmonics depended on the amplitudeU; of
the voltage applied to the sample. Figure 2 presents plot
the dependence of the amplitude of the even and odd
monics in the microwave response onU; for f 051 kHz.
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FIG. 1. a—Dependence of the power reflected fro
the cavityPc on the dc voltageU2 passed through
a La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 single crystal. The value of the
power is normalized to the quantityPc(U250,
H50). T5300 K. b—Current–voltage characteris
tic of the sample.T5300 K.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the amplitudes of the o
(A1 , A3, andA5) and even (A2 , A4, andA6) har-
monics in the microwave response signal on the
ternating voltageU; with a frequencyf 051 kHz
applied to the sample.T5300 K.
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the amplitude of the fir
(A1) and second (A2) harmonics in the microwave
response signal on the alternating voltageU; ( f 0

51 kHz! applied to the sample in magnetic fields o
intensityH50 andH57 kOe.T5300 K.
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The harmonics fromf 0 to 6f 0 are shown, although our in
strumentation allowed us to observe a component inDPc

with a frequency of 12f 0. Measurements by the four-poin
probe technique atf 051 kHz did not reveal any nonlinea
effects, and the current–voltage characteristic, as in the
of a direct current, was essentially linear. The linear curre
voltage characteristic and the special additional experim
that we performed with variation of the shape and materia
the electric contacts allow us to rule out any hypothesis
the effects observed are due to contact phenomena.

Next, for simplicity, let us dwell on the behavior of th
first and second harmonics in the microwave response sig
Figure 3 shows the influence of the external magnetic fi
on the behavior of the amplitude of the first (A1) and second
(A2) harmonics as a function ofU; at T5300 K. The value
of A1 depends most strongly on the strength of the exte
magnetic fieldH (A1 increases with increasingH), and the
amplitude of the second harmonicA2 decreases slightly. Fig
ures 4a and b present the temperature dependences ofA1 and
A2 for H50 andH57 kOe. An alternating voltage of con
stant amplitudeU;5500 mV with a frequencyf 051 kHz
was maintained on the sample over the entire tempera
range. For comparison, Fig. 4c presents the temperat
dependent behavior of the resistivityr and the magnetore
sistanceDr/r05(r(0)2r(H)/r(0))•100% of a sample in
a field of intensityH57 kOe, which was obtained from d
measurements by the four-point probe method.

The temperature dependence of the amplitude of the
ond harmonicA2 in the microwave response signal qualit
tively mimics the behavior of the dc magnetoresistance. T
maximum ofA2 and the strongest influence of the magne
field H are observed atT;325 K, and the maximum o
Dr/r0 corresponds to the same temperature. In the temp
ture range from 250 to 330 K a decrease inA2 is observed in
se
–
ts
f

at

al.
d

al

re
re-

c-

e

ra-

an external magnetic field. AtT,250 K andT.330 K, A2

rises slightly with increasingH.
The unusual temperature dependence of the amplitud

the first harmonic in the microwave signalA1 became more
understandable after we recorded the dependences ofA1 and
A2 on the frequencyf 0 of the modulating voltage applied t
the sample for various temperatures~Fig. 5!. In general, the
amplitude of the microwave response signal at a fixed te
perature varied only slightly for frequencies of the altern
ing voltage on the sample up to 5 kHz. Whenf 0 was in-
creased further, the amplitude of the signal quick
decreased, and above 10 kHz no microwave response s
was observed.

WhenH50, the amplitude of the first harmonicA1 de-
pends weakly onf 0 and has a smooth curve at all temper
tures. In an external magnetic field there are resonance p
of A1 at certain frequencies~in the range from 200 Hz to
2 kHz; see Fig. 5!. The height of the peaks on the plot ofA1

versus f 0 increases with increasingH without shifts along
the frequency scale. Features in the form of two peaks in
spectrum of A1 (H57 kOe! begin to be displayed a
T5355 K ~Fig. 5c!. As the temperature is lowered, the
height increases, and they undergo slight frequency sh
~Fig. 5b!. Below T;300 K the peaks transform into a sing
maximum~Fig. 5a!, whose height decreases as the tempe
ture is lowered further. The features on the plot
A1( f 0 ,H57 kOe) vanish atT;100 K, and it then coin-
cides with theA1( f 0 ,H50) curve. The maximum sensitivity
of A1 toward the magnetic field is observed atT;325 K,
which corresponds to the maximum of the dc magne
resistive effect.

ObservingA2 in the frequency range from 20 Hz t
2 kHz did not reveal any features. Increasing the exter
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the amplitu
of the first A1 ~a! and secondA2 ~b! harmonics in
the microwave response signal with an alternati
voltageU;5500 mV (f 051 kHz! on the sample in
magnetic fields of intensityH50 and 7 kOe. Tem-
perature dependence of the resistivityr and the
magnetoresistanceDr/r0 in a magnetic field of in-
tensityH57 kOe recorded under dc conditions~c!.
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magnetic field changedA2 by the same amount over th
entire frequency range considered.

As was shown above, the variation of the microwa
response signalDPc is associated with changes in the co
ductivity in the microwave rangesMW . Our data provide
evidence that the passage of a constant current throu
sample of a La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 single crystal leads to a decrea
in its conductivity in the microwave rangesMW . As would
be expected, an external magnetic fieldH increasessMW ,
the relative influence ofH being enhanced as the consta
voltage on the sampleU2 is increased. The change insMW

in response to the passage of a current does not depend
a

t

its

direction in the crystal. The effect of the external magne
field H is isotropic, i.e., there is no dependence on the re
tive orientation of the direction of the transport current a
H.

The sharp difference between the behavior ofsMW and
the conductivity measured under dc conditionssDC can be
understood, in our opinion, by utilizing the model of
sample in a two-phase state.1 In this case the manganit
single crystal is a thermodynamic equilibrium system of c
existing regions with different carrier concentrations. One
the phases corresponds to regions with high conducti
thus to ferromagnetic~FM! ordering, and the other phas
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FIG. 5. Dependence of the amplitude of the first harmon
A1 in the microwave response signal on the frequencyf 0 of
the alternating voltage on the sample (U;5500 mV! in
magnetic fields of intensityH50 and 7 kOe. a —T
5175 K, b —T5300 K, c —T5350 K.
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corresponds to regions with a lower conductivity, which a
in a different magnetic state, for example, a paramagn
~PM! state. We shall refer to these phases as the ‘‘metal
and ‘‘dielectric’’ phases, respectively.

To account for the behavior of the conductivity of
sample in the two-phase state we start with the classical
colation model~see, for example, Ref. 10!, in which there are
no specific mechanisms for conduction in each of the pha
and everything is determined by the ratio between the c
centrations of the regions with different conductivities a
their topology. At low temperatures the sample consists o
single connected FM ‘‘metallic’’ phase, within which re
gions of the ‘‘dielectric’’ phase unconnected to each oth
can exist. As the temperature is increased, the regions o
‘‘dielectric’’ phase grow, and the volume of the ‘‘metallic’
phase decreases. The ratio between the volumes of
phases at a fixed doping concentration is determined not
e
ic
’’

r-

es
n-

a

r
he

he
ly

by the temperature, but also by the external magnetic fi
~the magnetic field increases the volume of the FM pha!
and probably, as follows from our experiments, by the va
of the transport current passed through the sample.

When the conductivity is measured in the microwa
range,sMW manifests itself as the effective averaged va
of the conductivities of the ‘‘metallic’’ and ‘‘dielectric’’
phases. In fact, it is generally known that, if a material is
inhomogeneous mixture and the wavelength of the elec
magnetic radiation is much larger than the inhomogene
scales, such a mixture can be regarded as a homogen
isotropic medium. However, it will be characterized by de
nite values of« and, therefore, ofsMW ~Ref. 11!. The effec-
tive value of« for an inhomogeneous medium can be calc
lated exactly in a general form only for certain limitin
cases.

When the measurements are performed under dc co
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FIG. 6. Temperature behavior of the intensities of the ma
netic resonance lines (n510.6 GHz! corresponding to the
PM and FM phases in a La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 single crystal.
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and
tions, for which there is percolation through the ‘‘metallic
phase, the conductivitysDC is determined mainly by the con
ductivity of that phase. Therefore, small variations in t
ratio between the concentrations of the phases do not hav
appreciable effect on the measured value ofsDC. In order to
produce an appreciable change insDC, a stronger magnetic
field must be applied. The same applies to the transport
rent, whose influence onsDC should be appreciable at larg
values of the voltage applied to the sample, but in this c
considerable warming of the sample will occur, and corr
planning of an experiment is not possible.

As the temperature is increased, the FM order is s
pressed, and the concentration of the ‘‘dielectric’’ phase
creases. Above a certain temperatureT0, the quantity of the
‘‘metallic’’ phases decreases so much that it is transform
from a single connected region into numerous separate
nected regions, and the flow of current in it through the
tire sample ceases. Therefore, the conductivity is determ
mainly by the ‘‘dielectric’’ phase. It is understood that th
strongest conductivity changes and the strongest sensit
to the magnetic field and the transport current should
manifested within the percolation model in the vicinity ofT0,
which can be regarded as the threshold temperature for
colation in the ‘‘metallic’’ phase. In our caseT0;325 K, and
the maximum ofDr/r0 is achieved at just that temperatur

As an additional argument in support of the idea th
two phases coexist in the manganites we investiga
we present the results of magnetic-resonance investiga
of Ln0.7Pb0.3MnO3 single crystals. AtT.Tc;355 K a
magnetic-resonance absorption line corresponding to the
state of the crystal is observed. BelowTc two magnetic-
resonance lines were observed down to;100 K. The line
corresponding to the PM state underwent strong broade
as the temperature was lowered, the resonance fieldH r re-
mained unchanged, and its intensity decreased practic
monotonically except in the temperature range from 315
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340 K ~Fig. 6!. The intensity of the absorption line corre
sponding to the ferromagnetic~FM! state increased with de
creasing temperature,H r decreased most strongly at valu
of T ranging from 355 to 290 K and then reached a plate
The features of the behavior of the intensities of the FM a
PM resonance lines in the vicinity ofT0;325 K, which cor-
responds to the maximum magnetoresistive effect, are n
worthy. They can be attributed to the fact that the exter
magnetic fieldH most effectively increases the concentrati
of the FM phase in the sample at these temperatures.

The nonlinear form of the dependence of the power
flected from the cavityPc on the value of the voltageU2

applied to the sample~Fig. 1! allows us to postulate som
manifestation of this nonlinearity in the microwave respon
signal upon the application of an alternating voltageU; with
a low frequencyf 0 to the sample, for example, in the form o
the appearance of high-order harmonic components.
essentially fully symmetric form of the characteristic allow
us to expect that the principal microwave response sig
will be observed at the doubled frequency of the modulat
voltage 2f 0 and that the presence of even harmonics of
response signal is possible. This is confirmed by o
experiments.

According to Fig. 1, the external magnetic fieldH should
diminish the amplitude of the microwave response, as
observed in the case ofA2 ~Fig. 3!. The qualitatively similar
form of the temperature dependences ofA2 andDr/r0 cor-
roborates the direct connection between the mechanism
sponsible for the influence of the external magnetic field a
the transport current on the electrical properties of the m
ganite single crystals, which has a reasonable explana
within the theory of the two-phase state of the samples.

The reason for the appearance of thef 0 component and
the odd harmonics in the microwave response signal
especially for the resonant increase inA1 in an external mag-
netic field upon variation of the frequencyf 0 of the modu-
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lating voltage on the sample is still unclear. This behav
can most probably be associated within the two-phase
proach with the dynamics of the displacement of the bou
aries of the regions of the ‘‘metallic’’ and ‘‘dielectric’’
phases or with the mobility of the regions as a whole. Wh
the frequency of the modulating voltage acting on the sam
f 0 coincides with natural vibrational frequencies of t
boundaries, a resonant increase inA1 is observed, and the
external magnetic field can be regarded as the quantity w
effectively influences the dissipation parametersvd of the
system under consideration and, consequently, the inten
of the resonance lines in the spectrum. The main factor c
ing the diffuseness of the resonance spectrum of the bo
aries is the complex geometry of a two-phase state wit
distribution of the regions belonging to the different phas
according to size and shape. As the temperature is va
significant restructuring of the two-phase state of the sys
occurs, which is reflected in the spectra recorded at diffe
temperatures.

We are intentionally presenting only qualitative arg
ments, since there are numerous questions which prec
making correct quantitative estimates. First of all, the mec
nism of the separation of phases in the materials that
studied is unclear. For example, realization of a mechan
of an impurity separation of phases associated with the in
mogeneous distribution of the impurity in the crystal is po
sible. On the other hand, in this case, as opposed to
mechanism of an electronic separation of phases, it is d
cult to expect strong sensitivity to the effects of extern
factors, such as the external magnetic field and the trans
current. The question of the mechanism underlying the in
ence of the transport current on the conductivitysMW of
La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 single crystals that we discovered remai
open. The topology of the two-phase state, which varies r
cally with temperature, is unknown. The concrete mec
nisms of conduction in each of the phases must also be ta
into account.

Thus, in this report we have presented the results
experiments on the influence of direct and alternating c
rents on the conductivity of La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 single crystals in
the microwave rangesMW . The investigations have show
that a transport current leads to a decrease insMW , while an
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external magnetic field, as would be expected, increases
conductivity. The strongest influence of a current is obser
at the temperature where the maximum of the magnetore
tive effect recorded under dc conditions is observed. Un
the effect of an alternating current the crystals display n
linear properties, which are manifested in the generation
harmonics in the microwave response signal from the ca
containing the sample. A dependence of the microwave
sponse on the frequency of the alternating current in
sample in an external magnetic field has been discove
and its course has a resonance character.

The results obtained can be described directly within
theory of phase separation in crystals of doped mangan
using the classical percolation approach. A separation
phases is also supported by magnetic-resonance inves
tions, which demonstrated directly the coexistence of F
and PM phases in the samples over a broad tempera
range.
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Artificial microinhomogeneities were created in iron-garnet~TmBiCa!3~FeGa!5O122g films with
various degrees of oxygen nonstoichiometry, changes in the individual magnetic
characteristics of these inhomogeneities were tracked during chemical oxidation and reduction,
and the interactions of these inhomogeneities with planar domain walls and spiral domains
were investigated. The resulting experimental data were interpreted by analyzing how the
saturation magnetization, domain-wall surface-energy density, and uniaxial anisotropy
constants depended on the concentrations of different-valency iron ions, cationic vacancies, and
anionic vacancies. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02211-X#
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In ferrites like in phases of variable composition, t
most characteristic imperfections in their crystal structure
associated with deviations from stoichiometry with respec
oxygen and~or! the cation component.1 The literature de-
voted to such imperfections in iron garnets is very extens
~see, e.g., the review Refs. 2–4!. However, existing publica-
tions focus primarily on point defects, and very little info
mation is available at this time about physically macrosco
bulk imperfections of micron and submicron size, which w
refer to henceforth as microinhomogeneities.5 Attempts to
model the interactions between microinhomogeneities
domain walls usually postulate changes in various phys
parameters within the inhomogeneities, e.g., their exchan
interaction and~or! anisotropy constants, saturation magn
tization, and orientation of the easy-magnetization axis.2,6–8

However, because there is very little experimental data
the intrinsic magnetic parameters of microinhom
geneities,9 it is very difficult to establish how these param
eters are related to composition and material synthesis
processing conditions~especially in the presence of non
isovalent impurities!. For the most part this is due to prob
lems in observing how individual isolated inhomogeneit
evolve under external probe fields. In Refs. 10 and 11
described techniques for creating and studying artificial
croinhomogeneities in the distribution of oxygen concent
tion in films, techniques that make it possible to overco
these difficulties.

In previous papers10,12 we reported identifying a se
quence of transformations of the valence state of iron ion
the iron-garnet (TmBiCa)3(FeGa)5O122g , and the structura
formula of the latter, based on analysis of experimental d
on changes in the saturation magnetization, domain-w
surface-energy density, and optical properties of the ga
films during oxidation and reduction.

The goal of this paper is to determine~for films of the
same composition! how the individual magnetic characteri
tics of artificial microinhomogeneities depend on oxyg
content, and to study their interactions with a planar dom
wall and with spiral domains.
1851063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES AND METHODS USED TO
STUDY THEM

The objects of our investigation were 6.7-mm-thick films
with ~111! orientation grown on a Gd3Ga5O12 substrate by
liquid-phase epitaxy from a lead-free solution-melt. The p
riod of the substrate lattice was 1.2383 nm. The microin
mogeneities, which differed in their oxygen content (g) from
the bulk films, were created by processing local portions
the film with solutions of KMnO4 and FeCl2 with varying
concentrations through openings in a mask deposited on
sample surface. The openings, which were created by ph
lithography, had diameters from 2 to 24mm. The magnetic
dipole moments of the microinhomogeneities were de
mined by measuring the distortion of a planar domain wall
it interacted with them, based on the method we describe
Ref. 9 and refined in Ref. 11.

In order to interpret the data on these inhomogeneit
we also investigated changes in the following overall para
eters of the host material: the period of the crystal latticea,
the saturation magnetization 4pMS , the domain-wall
surface-energy densitys, and the uniaxial anisotropy con
stantKU . Measurements ofa were made using a DRON-3
diffractometer; the remaining parameters were determined
well-known standardized methods,13,14 involving the use of a
C500.1 magnetooptic apparatus equipped with a ther
cryostat.14

The initial film was cut into seven samples, with iden
cal structures and parameters. One of the samples was
as a standard. A second was subjected to processing
solution of KMnO4 with a concentration of 0.12 mol/l. at
temperature of 80 °C for 2 hours. A third sample was p
cessed in a solution of FeCl2 with a concentration of 0.2
mol/l. under the same conditions. Sample No. 4 was p
cessed successively with stronger and stronger solution
KMnO4, while sample No. 5 was correspondingly process
with stronger and stronger solutions of FeCl2 , at room tem-
perature for 36 hours.

We first fabricated masks with openings on the surfa
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of samples Nos. 6 and 7. By using a domain wall as a pro
we then made sure that there were no inhomogene
present in the exposed portions of the films. Then
samples were subjected to a succession of processing st
using increasingly concentrated solutions of KMnO4 for
sample No. 6 and FeCl2 for sample No. 7. The oxidation an
reduction regimes were the same as in the processin
samples Nos. 4 and 5. In this case we assumed that the
cessing changed the parameters of local sections of sam
Nos. 6 and 7 in the same way as it changed the ove
parameters of samples Nos. 4 and 5. After each proces
stage, the open portions of the films with domain walls w
investigated.

Guided by literature data15,16 on the way structural de
fects affect the nucleation of spiral domains, we attempte
use these domains to investigate the properties of microin
mogeneities in the films. Spiral domains were created
applying unipolar rectangular magnetic-field pulsesH(t) to
the sample, with the applied field directed orthogonal to
plane of the film. The durationt of the pulses was varied
from 0.1 to;10ms, and the repetition ratef ranged from 100
to 104 Hz. Spiral domains appear within a certain range
amplitudes of the pulse field which becomes narrower w
increasingt. For arbitraryf, dynamic spiral domains appea
whose probability of nucleation and lifetime depends on
relations betweent, f, andH. Certain ‘‘resonance’’ values o
f give rise to the most stable domain structures, which
come insensitive to the field pulsesH(t) over a rather large
time interval. Applying an additional DC bias fieldH0 accel-
erates the process of forming these stable structures.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The characteristics of the films measured before and
ter the oxidation-reduction processing are listed in Tables
III.

It is clear that the saturation magnetization, domain-w
energy density, and uniaxial-anisotropy constant are
creased by processing with solutions that are sufficie
high in concentration, regardless of the processing type~oxi-

TABLE I. Characteristics of a film in the original state~sample No. 1! after
processing in solutions of KMnO4 ~2! and FeCl2 ~3!.

Parameter Sample No.

1 2 3

a, nm 1.2450 1.2436 1.2447
4pMS , G 67 71 76
s erg/cm2 0.049 0.059 0.066
KU , erg/cm3 554 782 992

TABLE II. Saturation magnetization 4pMS (G) of sample No. 4 after suc
cessive processing with solutions of KMnO4 with increasing concentration

Concentration of KMnO4 solution, mol/l.

0.010 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.050 0.075 0.100 0.12
65 59 64 66 68 70 73 75
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dation or reduction!; likewise, the period of the crystal lattic
decreases after either oxidation or reduction~Table I!.

Our studies of the changes in properties of the films a
processing by solutions with various concentrations show
that the saturation magnetization first decreases and the
creases with increasing degrees of oxidation~Table II!,
whereas increasing reduction monotonically increases 4pMS

~Table III!.
Microinhomogeneities generated by oxidation of loc

ized regions with a solution of KMnO4 at a concentration of
0.015 mol/l. repel a domain wall that approaches them,
to the decreased saturation magnetization within the inho
geneity,as reflected in the data in Table II.

Microinhomogeneities obtained by processing expo
sections of the films with oxidizing or reducing solutions
concentrations exceeding 0.075 mol/l., regardless of the t
of processing, attract an aproaching domain wall, but rep
upon direct contact. These effects are associated with
increased saturation magnetization and surface energy
sity of domain walls within the inhomogeneity, as reflect
in the data of Tables I–III. Figure 1 shows the interaction
a planar domain wall with a inhomogeneity created by lo
processing of a film with a solution of KMnO4 at a concen-
tration of 0.15 mol/l. through an opening in the mask w
radius 4mm. The wall is attracted to the surface of the m
croinhomogeneity, but cannot penetrate inside.

Our studies of the interaction of artificial microinhomo
geneities with spiral domains at various stages of format
of the latter indicate that spiral domains always start at
inhomogeneity, preferably at its surface~Fig. 2a!. With in-
creasing amplitude of the pulsed field, the ‘‘head’’ of th
spiral domain penetrates into a microinhomogeneity a
grows inside it~Fig. 2b!.

This behavior of spiral domains was observed near in
mogeneities obtained by oxidation of local regions with

TABLE III. Saturation magnetization 4pMS (G) of sample No. 5 after
successive processings with increasingly concentrated solutions of FeC2.

Concentration of FeCl2 solution, mol/l.

0.015 0.025 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
67 68 68 71 75 77 83 90

FIG. 1. Interaction of a domain wall with an artificial inhomogeneity in
gradient magnetic field.
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ameters of more than 6mm. Penetration of spiral domain
into smaller inhomogeneities was hindered. When spiral
mains nucleate near inhomogeneities obtained by reduc
of local regions of the film, penetration into the inhomog
neities was observed only for openings with diameters lar
than 18mm.

These results can be explained by the data in Ref.
according to which ions of Fe21 and Fe41 are simulta-
neously present in samples in their initial state~the thermo-
dynamically stable existence of complexes of these ions
proved in Refs. 14 and 17!. It has long been assumed18 that
Fe41 ions are uniformly distributed among both tetrahed
and octahedral sites, while the Fe21 are localized in the oc-
tahedral sublattice.

Oxidation initially decreases the concentration of div
lent iron. However, if the degree of oxidation is further i
creased, the concentration of Fe41 increases.12 Because in-
corporation of O22 ions at interstitial sites of the garne
structure is extremely improbable, absorption of oxyg
must be accompanied by the appearance of cation vaca
in octahedral sites. During oxidation, the magnetic mom
initially decreases due to the decreased concentration o
valent iron in the octahedral sublattice; the magnetizat
then increases as an increasing number of cation vacan
appear.12 The slight increases in domain-wall energy dens
andKU ~Table I! can be connected with the disappearance
divalent iron, and with a decrease in the negative contri
tion to the uniaxial anisotropy from magnetoelastic ene
caused by the mismatched lattice periods of the inhomo
neity and the film bulk. This happens because the lat
period of a film under compression decreases, and bec
the sign of the magnetostriction constantl111 is negative.

FIG. 2. a—a spiral domain starting at the surface of an artificial microin
mogeneity; b—a spiral domain growing within a inhomogeneity.
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During reduction, the number of anion vacancies
creases. In this case, the concentration of Fe41 first de-
creases, and then an accumulation of Fe21 ions takes place.
This leads to an increase in the magnetic moment with
spect to the initial state, and to a decrease in the lattice
riod. The domain-wall surface energy density~Table I! in-
creases both because of the change in magnetoelastic e
and because of the contribution of oxygen vacancies to
uniaxial anisotropy constant.19

Figure 3 shows the theoretical dependence of the
crease in magnetic moment of a garnet formula unit (Dm) as
g changes.12 Its agreement with the experimental data list
in Tables II and III unambiguously indicates a correlati
with the dependence of 4pMS on the concentration of oxi-
dizing and reducing solutions used to process the films.

We used the data on the increase of 4pMS with respect
to the original state to compute values ofDg, and also the
magnetic momentm of the artificial inhomogeneities. Ou
results, which relatem to Dg are shown in Fig. 4. In this
figure we also show values of the magnetic moments of
inhomogeneities determined by measuring the distortion
domain wall, which exhibit satisfactory agreement with c
culated values.

The patterns we have described in the interaction of
tificial inhomogeneities with spiral domains also can be

-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the growth rate of the magnetic moment of a ga
formula unit ~in Bohr magnetonsmB) on the change in oxygen conten
during oxidation~branch1! and reduction~branch2!.

FIG. 4. Magnetic moment of an artificial inhomogeneity with radius 4mm
plotted versus the growth rate of the parameterg with respect to the original
ferrite host:1—calculated from data of Tables II and III,2—measured using
a planar domain wall.
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terpreted in terms of changes in the saturation magnetiza
and surface-energy density of the domain walls.

Thus, if the inhomogeneities have increased magnet
tion, they should attract a domain wall. However, since
surface energy of a wall within them is higher than it is in t
host medium, crossing the boundary of the inhomogen
can be energetically favorable only if the increase in exc
surface energy is compensated by a decrease in mag
static energy. With increasing size of the inhomogeneity,
magnetostatic energy decreases more rapidly than the su
energy increases. Hence, penetration of a spiral domain
an inhomogeneity can take place when the dimensions o
latter are sufficiently large, and the larger these dimensi
are, the higher the growth rate of the domain-wall surfa
energy density and the lower the growth rate of the mag
tization will be. According to the data of Table I, the grow
rate of the surface-energy density prevails over the incre
in its magnetostatic energy much more strongly for a redu
region than for an oxidized region. This also explains
larger critical values of the diameter for inhomogeneities
tained by reduction, i.e., for which penetration of a spi
domain is possible.

The authors are deeply grateful to G. P. Suslov for p
paring the masks on the surfaces of our ferrite-garnet film
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A system of equations is derived for moments@averages of spherical harmonics^Yl ,m&(t)] that
determine the dynamics of the magnetizationM of a superparamagnetic particle in a
fluctuating field. The system is derived by representing the Gilbert equation in a fluctuating field,
and the corresponding Fokker–Planck equation for the distribution function ofM , in terms
of angular momentum operators, which in turn makes it possible to express the coefficients of the
system of moment equations in terms of Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02311-4#
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Single-domain ferromagnetic particles are characteri
by an internal anisotropy potential that can have multi
local minima, i.e., points of local equilibrium, with potentia
barriers between them. If the particles are small~;100 Å!,
which implies low potential barriers, the magnetization ve
tor M (t) can be reoriented by thermal fluctuations over
barriers from one equilibrium position to another.1 This ther-
mal instability of the magnetization leads
superparamagnetism.2 At present there is considerable inte
est in studying thermal fluctuations and relaxation of
magnetization of single-domain particles, within the cont
of improving the characteristics of magnetic recordi
media.3

The dynamics of the magnetizationM (t) of a single-
domain ferromagnetic particle are described by the Gilb
equation with a fluctuating field4,5

d

dt
M ~ t !5g@M ~ t !3@H~ t !1h~ t !2hṀ ~ t !##, ~1!

whereg is the gyromagnetic ratio,h is a friction coefficient,
H is the total magnetic field, made up of external appl
fields and the magnetic anisotropy field, andh(t) is a random
field with white-noise properties:

hi~ t !50,

hi~ t1!hj~ t2!52hb21d i j d~ t12t2!, ~ i , j 5X,Y,Z!. ~2!

Here the overbar denotes statistical averaging over an
semble of particles which at timet have the same magnet
zationM (t), b5n/kBT, n is the particle volume,kB is the
Boltzmann constant, andT is the temperature. The rando
field h(t) arises from thermal fluctuations. We estimate t
amplitude ofh(t) to be of orderkT/nMs ~whereMs is the
magnetization of the particle material!, which at room tem-
perature is>100 Oe. Thus, the random field is comparab
in size to the magnetic anisotropy field.6
1851063-7834/99/41(11)/8/$15.00
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Starting from Eq.~1!, Brown derived a Fokker–Planc
equation for the distribution functionW($M%,t) for M with
respect to direction:7

]W

]t
5LFPW5bF 1

b
DW1WDV1S ]V

]u

]W

]u
2

]V

]w

]W

]w D
1

1

a sinu S ]V

]u

]W

]w
2

]V

]w

]W

]u D G , ~3!

whereLFP is the Fokker–Planck operator,D is the Laplace
operator,V is the free energy function for unit volume,u, w
are the polar and azimuthal angles in a spherical coordin
system,b5b/2tN ,

tN5
nMs~11a2!

2kBTga
~4!

is the characteristic time for thermal fluctuations of the ma
netization, anda5ghMs is a dimensionless dissipation co
efficient. Here we assume that the magnetization is unifo
throughout the volume of the particle and only its orientati
changes, not its magnitude. It is also assumed that the
ticles do not interact with each other.8 ~Discussion of the
assumptions used in deriving the Gilbert and Fokker–Pla
equations can be found, for example, in Refs. 6, 7, and!.

Let us look for a solution to the Fokker–Planck equati
~3! in the form of an expansion in spherical harmonicsYl ,m .
This leads to an infinite system of recursive differential eq
tions for the momentŝYl ,m&(t) ~see Ref. 10!:

d

dt
^Yl ,m&~ t !5 (

l 8,m8
dl 8,m8,l ,m^Yl 8,m8&~ t !. ~5!

Here dl 8,m8,l ,m are matrix elements of the Fokker–Plan
operator,10 which depend on parameters that characterize
anisotropy energy, the external field, and the dissipati
Derivations and solutions to Eq.~5! for special problems are
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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given, for example, in Refs. 6,10–16. Solving the Gilb
equation~1! can be reduced also to solving the system
moment equations~5!.17–20

Although the method of moments has a long history
use in superparamagnetism theory, it can address spe
kinetics problems involving single-domain particles wi
complicated potential anisotropiesV only with difficulty.
This is because calculatingdl 8,m8,l ,m for each individual po-
tential anisotropy potentialV requires complicated transfor
mations of the Gilbert equation, or the Fokker–Planck eq
tion corresponding to it~see, e.g., Ref. 10!. At present, there
are no known general relations fordl 8,m8,l ,m that are correct
for a particle with arbitrary anisotropy potential. The goal
this paper is to derive such relations fordl 8,m8,l ,m .

1. THE METHOD OF THE LANGEVIN EQUATION

Equation ~1! can be transformed9 into the form of a
Landau–Lifshits equation21

d

dt
M ~ t !5

bMs

a
M ~ t !@H~ t !1h~ t !#2bM ~ t !

3@M ~ t !3@H~ t !1h~ t !##. ~6!

If V is the free energy per unit volume, then in a spheri
coordinate basis$eu ,ew ,er% the fieldH can be written9,10

H52
1

Ms
S eu

]

]u
1ew

1

sinu

]

]w DV, ~7!

while the components of the vectors can be represente
the form

M5$0,0,M %, Ṁ5$M u̇,M sinuẇ,0%,

h5$hu ,hw,0% ~8!

~here it is usually assumed thatṀ50, i.e., M5Ms). The
coefficients of the random fieldhu(t), hw(t) in spherical
coordinates can be expressed in terms ofhX(t), hY(t), hZ(t),
i.e., its components in a Cartesian coordinate system, in
following way:

hu~ t !5hX~ t !cosu~ t !cosw~ t !1hY~ t !cosu~ t !sinw~ t !

2hZ~ t !sinu~ t !, ~9!

hw~ t !52hX~ t !sinw~ t !1hY~ t !cosw~ t !. ~10!

Decomposing the vector products in Eq.~6! and taking Eqs.
~7!–~10! into account, we obtain a system of stochastic d
ferential equations in spherical coordinates:

u̇~ t !52bS ]V~u~ t !,w~ t !,t !

]u
2

1

a sinu~ t !

]V~u~ t !,w~ t !,t !

]w D
1guXhX~ t !1guYhY~ t !1guZhZ~ t !, ~11!
t
f

f
ific

-

f

l

in

he

-

ẇ~ t !52
b

sinu~ t ! S 1

a

]V~u~ t !,w~ t !,t !

]u

1
1

sinu~ t !

]V~u~ t !,w~ t !,t !

]w D1gwXhX~ t !

1gwYhY~ t !1gwZhZ~ t !, ~12!

where

guX5bMsS cosu cosw1
1

a
sinw D ,

guY5bMsS cosu sinw2
1

a
cosw D ,

guZ52bMs sinu,

gwX5
bMs

sinu S 2sinw1
1

a
cosu cosw D ,

gwY5
bMs

sinu S cosw1
1

a
cosu sinw D ,

gwZ52
bMs

a
. ~13!

In order to further average and transform the stocha
differential equations~11! and ~12!, which contain multipli-
cative noise, we must use the approach of Stratonovic22

because the magnetic relaxation processes under stud
most conveniently modeled within the framework of this a
proach from the physical point of view. In particular, whe
we use this method we do not need to first transform E
~11! and ~12! into the equivalent form of an Ito equation.23

Since the rules of ordinary analysis apply when we transfo
stochastic differential equations within the Stratonovich a
proach, it is not difficult to obtain the following stochast
differential equation for the spherical harmonics:

d

dt
Yl ,m~u~ t !,w~ t !!5 u̇~ t !

]

]u
Yl ,m„u~ t !,w~ t !…

1ẇ~ t !
]

]w
Yl ,m„u~ t !,w~ t !…, ~14!

where

Yl ,m~u,w!5~21!mA~2l 11!~ l 2m!!

4p~ l 1m!!

3eimw~12cos2 q!m/2
dmPl~cosu!

d cosm u
,

Yl ,2m5~21!mYl ,m* , m.0,

wherePl(x) are Legendre polynomials24 and u̇(t), ẇ(t) are
defined by Eqs.~11! and ~12!.

The procedure for averaging the stochastic differen
equation~14! is analogous to that used, e.g., in Refs. 17–
Recall that when stochastic differential equations forN vari-
ables$j(t)%5$j1 ,j2 , . . . ,jN% in the form25,26
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dj i~ t !

dt
5Hi~$j~ t !%,t !1gi j ~$j~ t !%,t !hj~ t ! ~15!

with

hi~ t !50, hi~ t1!hj~ t2!52Dd i j d~ t12t2!,

are averaged according to Stratonovich’s rule22 at timet, the
following expression is obtained:

dxi

dt
5 lim

t→0

j i~ t1t!2xi

t

5Hi~$x%,t !1Dgk j~$x%,t !
]

]xk
gi j ~$x%,t !. ~16!

Herej i(t1t) (t.0) is the solution to Eq.~15! with initial
conditionj i(t)5xi @in Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, and in every ex-
pression that follows, we will understand summation ov
repeated indicesj and k#. A proof of this is given, e.g., in
Ref. 25. The same method was used in Ref. 17 to prove
the averaged equation for an arbitrary differentiable funct
f ($j%) has the form

d

dt
f ~$x%!5Hi~$x%,t !

]

]xi
f ~$x%!

1Dgk j~$x%,t !
]

]xk
Fgi j ~$x%,t !

]

]xi
f ~$x%!G .

~17!

In the case under discussion, the quantityYl ,m plays the
role of the functionf. Thus, carrying out the averaging in E
~14! we obtain

2tN

d

dt
Yl ,m5

1

sinu

]

]u S sinu
]Yl ,m

]u D1
1

sin2 u

]2Yl ,m

]w2

2bF ]V

]u

]Yl ,m

]u
1

1

sin2 u

]V

]w

]Yl ,m

]w G
1

b

a sinu F]V

]w

]Yl ,m

]u
2

]V

]u

]Yl ,m

]w G . ~18!

It should be noted thatu andw in Eq. ~18! andu(t) and
w(t) in Eqs. ~11!, ~12!, and ~14! have different meanings
namely:u(t) andw(t) are stochastic variables~random pro-
cesses!, whereasu andw in Eq. ~18! are the values of thes
variables at timet. Instead of using different symbols fo
these quantities, we will follow Refs. 25 and 26 and omit t
temporal argumentt from the values of the stochastic var
ables at timet.

In what follows, it will be convenient to express the rig
side of Eq.~18! in terms of the angular momentum operato
LZ , L6 , L2, which are defined as follows24:

L252F 1

sinu

]

]u S sinu
]

]u D1
1

sin2 u

]2

]w2G ,

LZ52 i
]

]w
, L65e6 iwS 6

]

]u
1 i cotu

]

]w D . ~19!
r

at
n

Then we can transform Eq.~18! to the following form:

tNẎl ,m5
b

4
~L2~VYl ,m!2VL2Yl ,m2Yl ,mL2V!

2
1

2
L2Yl ,m2

ib

4a
A 3

2p
$Y1,1

21@~LZV1!

3~L1Yl ,m!2~L1V1!~LZYl ,m!#

1Y1,21
21 @~LZV2!~L2Yl ,m!2~L2V2!

3~LZYl ,m!#%, ~20!

where forV we use the following decomposition with respe
to spherical harmonics:

V5V11V2 ,

V15 (
R51

`

(
S50

R

nR,SYR,S , V25 (
R51

`

(
S52R

21

nR,SYR,S .

~21!

This representation is convenient because the results of
eratorsLZ , L6 , L2 acting on spherical harmonics are give
by the well-known relations24

LZYl ,m5mYl ,m , ~22!

L6Yl ,m5Al ~ l 11!2m~m61! Yl ,m61 , ~23!

L2Yl ,m5 l ~ l 11!Yl ,m . ~24!

Moreover, the functionsY1,1
21 andY1,21

21 can also be treated a
operators acting onYl ,m according to the rule

Y1,61
21 Yl ,6m5A8p~2l 11!~ l 2m!!

3~ l 1m!!

3 (
L5m2« l ,m

DL52

l 21 A~2L11!~L1m21!!

~L2m11!!

3YL,6(m21) ,

~m.0!, ~25!

where« l ,m51 if the labelsl andm have the same parity, an
« l ,m50 if they have different parities. Formula~25! is a
consequence of the well-known relation24

A8p

3
Y1,61Yl ,m5A~ l 6m11!~ l 6m12!

~2l 11!~2l 13!
Yl 11,m61

2A~ l 7m21!~ l 7m!

~2l 21!~2l 11!
Yl 21,m61 ,

~26!

which can be written in the form of a recursion relation

Yl ,61
21 Yl ,m5A8p

3
A ~2l 21!~2l 11!

~ l 6m!~ l 6m21!
Yl 21,m71

1A~2l 11!~ l 7m!~ l 7m21!

~2l 23!~ l 6m!~ l 6m21!
Yl ,61

21 Yl 22,m ,

~ um71u< l 21!, ~27!
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which has the solution Eq.~25!.
Taking into account the following property of the pro

uct of two spherical harmonics24

Yl ,mYl 1 ,m1
5A~2l 11!~2l 111!

4p

3 (
l 25u l 2 l 1u,

D l 252

l 1 l 1 ^ l ,0,l 1,0u l 2,0&^ l ,m,l 1 ,m1u l 2 ,m1m1&

A2l 211
Yl 2 ,m1m1

~28!

~where ^ l 1 ,m1 ,l 2 ,m2u l ,m& are Clebsch–Gordan co
efficients24!, and Eqs.~22!–~25!, we can transform Eq.~20!
to the form

tNẎl ,m5(
l 8,s

el ,m,l 8,m6sYl 8,m6s , ~29!

where

el ,m,l 8,m6s52
1

2
l ~ l 11!d l ,l 8ds,01~21!m

b

4

3A~2l 11!~2l 811!

p (
r 5s

`

n r ,6s

3H @ l 8~ l 811!2r ~r 11!2 l ~ l 11!#

2A2r 11

3^ l ,0,l 8,0ur ,0&^ l ,m,l 8,2m7sur ,7s&

1
i

a
A~2r 11!~r 2s!!

~r 1s!!

3 (
L5s2«r ,s ,

DL52

r 21 A~L1s21!!

~L2s11!!
^ l ,0,l 8,0uL,0&

3~mA~L1s!~L2s11!^ l ,m,l 8,2m7suL,7s&

6sA~ l 7m!~ l 6m11!

3^ l ,m61,l 8,2m7suL,7s61&!J . ~30!

Here s>0, and the summation ranges over all labels
which the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients are meaningful.
lation ~30! allows us to calculate the coefficientsel ,m,l 8,m8 for
any specific anisotropy potential. An example of such a c
culation for a cubic anisotropy is given in the Appendix.

The quantitiesYl ,m in Eq. ~29! are functions ofu andw,
which are random quantities with a corresponding distri
tion densityW. Thus, we must also average Eq.~29! with
respect toW.26 This leads us to a system of equations for t
moments~averaged spherical harmonics!:
r
e-

l-

-

tN

d

dt
^Yl ,m&~ t !5 (

l 8,m8
el ,m,l 8,m8^Yl 8,m8&~ t !, ~31!

where the angle brackets^ & denote averaging with respec
to W, while the coefficientsel ,m,l 8m8 are given by Eq.~30!.

2. THE FOKKER–PLANCK EQUATION METHOD

In the previous section the coefficientsel ,m,l 8,m8 entering
into the system of equations for the averaged spherical
monics were obtained by the Langevin method. An ana
gous result can also be obtained by using the Fokker–Pla
equation.

It is well known that a Fokker–Planck equation for th
distribution function W($x%,t) of a set of N variables
$x1 , . . . ,xN%5$x% can be derived from the correspondin
Langevin equation~15! and written25

]W

]t
5

]

]xi
F2Di~$x%!W1

]

]xj
~Di j ~$x%!W!G , ~32!

where

Di~$x%!5Hi~$x%,t !1Dgjk~$x%,t !
]

]xj
gik~$x%,t ! ~33!

is the drift vector, and

Di j ~$x%!5Dgik~$x%,t !gjk~$x%,t ! ~34!

is the diffusion tensor.
Since the properties~2! of the random fieldh(t) are

usually specified when discussing the dynamics of magn
zation of a particle in terms of Cartesian components~e.g.,
i , j 5X,Y,Z), while the equations of motion for the compo
nents of the magnetization vectorM are conveniently written
in spherical coordinates@see Eqs.~11! and~12!#, the follow-
ing replacement is justified25:

Di5
]xi

]xi 8

Di 81
]2xi

]xi 8]xj 8

Di 8 j 8 , ~35!

Di j 5
]xi

]xi 8

]xj

]xj 8

Di 8 j 8 , ~36!

wherei 8, j 85u,w, i , j ,k5X,Y,Z, andDi 8 , Di 8 j 8 are the co-
efficients given in spherical coordinates in accordance w
Eqs. ~33! and ~34!, in which the coefficientsgi 8k($x%,t),
gj 8k($x%,t) are taken from Eq.~13!. After all these substitu-
tions, we obtain Eq.~3!.5

Let us write the solution to Eq.~3! in the form

W~u,w,t !5C~u,w,t !C* ~u,w,t !, ~37!

whereC(u,w,t) is given as

C~u,w,t !5(
l ,m

f l ,m~ t !Yl ,m~u,w!. ~38!

The conditions for normalization of the functionW(u,w,t)
have the form

E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinu du W~u,w,t !5(
l ,m

u f l ,m~ t !u251.
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Our method for solving the Fokker–Planck equation diffe
from that used in Refs. 10–15, where the functionW(u,w,t)
itself was postulated to have the form of Eq.~38!. Represent-
ing the functionW(u,w,t) in the form of Eq.~37! has certain
obvious advantages. Above all, we are not required to
pose additional conditions of positiveness and reality~which
follow from its physical meaning! on the functionW(u,w,t).
Moreover, there is a direct quantum-mechanical analogy:
function W(u,w,t) is similar to the probability densityuCu2

~where C is the wave function! for which the continuity
equation holds27

]uCu2

]t
1div j50,

wherej is the probability current density.
Thus, once we have expressed the Fokker–Planck op

tor LFP in Eq. ~3! in terms of the angular momentum oper
tors LZ , L6 , L2 of Eq. ~19!, we obtain@compare with Eq.
~28!#

LFPYl 8,m8
* 5

b

4tN
~VL2Yl 8,m8

* 2Yl 8,m8
* L2V2L2~Yl 8,m8

* V!!

2
1

2tN
L2Yl 8,m8

* 1
ib

4tNa
A 3

2p

3$Y1,1
21@~LZV1!~L1Yl 8,m8

* !2~L1V1!

3~LZYl 8,m8
* !#1Y1,21

21 @~LZV2!~L2Yl 8,m8
* !

2~L2V2!~LZYl 8,m8
* !#%, ~39!

whereV6 are given by Eqs.~21!.
By making the transformation

E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinuduYl ,m

dW

dt

5 (
l 8,l 9

m8,m9

f l 8,m8~ t ! f l 9,m9
* ~ t !

3E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinuduYl ,mLFP~Yl 8,m8Yl 9,m9
* !

5 (
l 8,l 9,l-

m8,m9,m-

~21!m8A~2l 811!~2l 911!

4p~2l-11!

3^ l 8,0,l 9,0u l-,0&^ l 8,2m8,l 9,m9u l-,m-&

3 f l 8,m8~ t ! f l 9,m9
* ~ t !E

0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinuduYl ,mLFPYl-,m-
* ,

~40!

we obtain the moment system~5!, where
s

-

e

ra-

^Yl ,m&~ t !5E
0

2pE
0

p

Yl ,m~u,w!W~u,w,t !sinu du dw

5 (
l 8,l 9

m8,m9

A~2l 11!~2l 811!

4p~2l 911!
^ l ,0,l 8,0u l 9,0&

3^ l ,m,l 8,m8u l 9,m9& f l 8,m8~ t ! f l 9,m9
* ~ t !, ~41!

dl 8,m6s,l ,m5E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinud uYl ,mLFPYl 8,m6s
*

52
l ~ l 11!d l ,l 8ds,0

2tN
1~21!m

b

4tN

3A~2l 11!~2l 811!

p (
r 5s

`

n r ,6s

3H @ l 8~ l 811!2r ~r 11!2 l ~ l 11!#

2A2r 11

3^ l ,0,l 8,0ur ,0&^ l ,m,l 8,2m7sur ,6s&1
i

a

3A~2r 11!~r 2s!!

~r 1s!! (
L5s2«r ,s ,

DL52

r 21 A~L1s21!!

~L2s11!!

3^ l ,0,l 8,0uL,0&~~m6s!A~L1s!~L2s11!

3^ l ,m,l 8,2m7suL,7s&

7sA~ l 86m1s!~ l 87m2s11!^ l ,m,l 8,2m7s

61uL,7s61&!J ~42!

are matrix elements of the Fokker–Planck operator in
spherical harmonics system. In deriving Eqs.~42! we used
the well-known relation24

E
0

2p

dwE
0

p

sinuduYl ,mYl 8,m8Yl 9,m9
*

5A~2l 11!~2l 811!

4p~2l 911!
^ l ,0,l 8,0u l 9,0&

3^ l ,m,l 8,m8u l 9,m9&.

Using the equation

A~ l 36m3!~ l 37m311!^ l 1 ,m1 ,l 2 ,m2u l 3 ,m371&

5A~ l 17m1!~ l 16m111!^ l 1 ,m161,l 2 ,m2u l 3 ,m3&

1A~ l 27m2!~ l 26m211!^ l 1 ,m1 ,l 2 ,m261u l 3 ,m3&

and comparing@Eqs.~30! and ~42!#, we see that
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dl 8,m8,l ,m5el ,m,l 8,m8 /tN .

This relation shows that the systems of equations~5! and
~31! are completely equivalent, and also confirms the equ
lence of the the Langevin-equation and Fokker–Planck eq
tion methods.

Thus, in this paper we have obtained analytic expr
sions@Eqs. ~30! and ~42!# for the coefficients of the system
of moment equations that describe the dynamics of mag
tization of superparamagnetic particles for an arbitrary
isotropy potentialV. Equations~3! and ~42! can be derived
independently by two methods~see the Langevin and th
Fokker–Planck equation!, which proves the equivalence o
these methods for solving problems of magnetic relaxatio
systems of superparamagnetic particles. In this case, h
ever, the use of the Langevin equation method allows u
solve the problem more simply by directly averaging t
Gilbert equation with a fluctuating field, without convertin
to a Fokker–Planck equation.

In calculating physical quantities~susceptibilities, mag-
netization relaxation times, etc.!, the system of moment Eqs
~5! can be solved by standard numerical methods~prolonga-
tion, etc.! once we truncate the system, i.e., use only eno
equations to achieve convergence. However, for low val
of dissipation1! ~which corresponds to the experimental co
ditions! we must include a very large number of equatio
(;104 or more!, making a stable solution much more diffi
d

ta
an
e
a

s
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r
w

-
a-

-

e-
-

in
w-
to

h
s

-
s

cult to obtain.16 Therefore, in solving specific problems it i
preferrable to use the method of matrix continuo
fractions.25,26In essence this method consists of transform
the moment system~5! into a matrix three-term equation o
the form25,26

tN

d

dt
Cn~ t !5Qn

2Cn21~ t !1QnCn~ t !1Qn
1Cn11~ t !,

n51,2,3, . . . , ~43!

where Cn(t) is a column vector made up of the momen
^Yl ,m&(t), C0(t)50, andQn

2 , Qn , Qn
1 are matrices of the

corresponding dimensionality consisting of thedl 8,m8,l ,m .
The exact solution to Eq.~43! for the Laplace transform o
C1(t) has the form26

C̃1~s!5tN@tNsI2Q12Q1
1S2~s!#21H C1~0!

1 (
n52

` F )
k52

n

Qk21
1 Sk~s!~Qk

2!21GCn~0!J , ~44!

whereI is the unit matrix. The infinite matrix continued frac
tion Sn(s) is defined by the relation
Sn~s!5
I

tNsI2Qn2Qn
1

I

tNsI2Qn112Qn11
1

I

tNsI2Qn122 . . .
Qn12

2

Qn11
2

Qn
2 .
ic

n-

-

The initial-condition vectorsCn(0) can also be calculate
with the help of the matrix continued fractionSn(0).25,26 As
many examples have shown25,26, the method of matrix con-
tinued fractions is considerably more convenient compu
tionally for solving infinite systems of linear equations th
standard numerical methods. This method was used in R
17–20, and 29 to calculate the characteristics of superp
magnets.

This work was done with the partial support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 96-02-
16762-a! and INTAS ~Project No. 96-0663!.

APPENDIX

Coefficients for cubic anisotropy.As an example let us
consider particles with cubic anisotropy. Direct calculati
of the matrix elements using the method of the Fokke
Planck equation are given, for example, in Ref. 10. Here
show how the coefficientsel 8,m8,l ,m follow from Eq. 30
@dl 8,m8,l ,m can be obtained easily from Eq.~42!#. The free-
-

fs.
ra-

-

–
e

energy function for a unit volume of particles with cub
potentials is given by9,10

V5
K

4
~sin4 u sin2 2w1sin2 2u!

52
2K

15
ApY4,02

K

15
A10p

7
@Y4,41Y4,24#1

K

5
,

~A1!

whereK is the anisotropy constant. Let us introduce a dime
sionless anisotropy parameter

s5bK/4.

Then from Eqs.~30! and ~A1! we obtain 27 nonzero coeffi
cients:
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el ,m,l ,m5~21!m
4s

9
~2l 11!^ l ,0,l ,0u4,0&^ l ,m,l ,2mu4,0&2

1

2
l ~ l 11!

5s
9~ l 221!@~ l 11!221#215m2@6l ~ l 11!2527m2#

@4l 229#@4~ l 11!229#
2

l ~ l 11!

2
,

el ,m,l ,m645~21!m4A 5

14

s

9
~2l 11!^ l ,0,l ,0u4,0&^ l ,m,l ,2m74u4,74&

5
15sA~ l 7m!~ l 6m14!@ l 22~m61!2#@ l 22~m62!2#@ l 22~m63!2#

2~4l 229!@4~ l 11!229#
,

el ,m,l 22,m5~21!m
2s

45
A~2l 11!~2l 23!~2l 19!^ l ,0,l 22,0u4,0&^ l ,m,l 22,2mu4,0&

5
s~2l 19!~ l 22 l 2227m2!

~2l 25!~2l 21!~2l 13!
A~ l 22m2!@~ l 21!22m2#

~2l 23!~2l 11!
,

el ,m,l 22,m645~21!m2A 5

14

s

45
A~2l 11!~2l 23!~2l 19!^ l ,0,l 22,0u4,0&^ l ,m,l 22,2m74u4,74&

52
s~2l 19!

2~2l 25!~2l 21!~2l 13!
A~ l 7m25!~ l 7m24!~ l 7m23!~ l 7m!@ l 22~m62!2#@ l 22~m61!2#

~2l 23!~2l 11!
,

el ,m,l 24,m5~21!m
8s

45
A~2l 11!~2l 27!~ l 11!^ l ,0,l 24,0u4,0&^ l ,m,l 24,2mu4,0&

5
7s~ l 11!

~2l 25!~2l 23!~2l 21!
A@~ l 23!22m2#@~ l 22!22m2#@~ l 21!22m2#@ l 22m2#

~2l 27!~2l 11!
,

el ,m,l 24,m645~21!mA 5

14

8s

45
A~2l 11!~2l 27!~ l 11!^ l ,0,l 24,0u4,0&^ l ,m,l 24,2m74u4,74&

5
s~ l 11!

2~2l 25!~2l 23!~2l 21!
A~ l 7m27!~ l 7m26! . . . ~ l 7m21!~ l 7m!

~2l 27!~2l 11!
,

el ,m,l 21,m5~21!m11
2ism

5a
A4l 221@^ l ,0,l 21,0u1,0&^ l ,m,l 21,2mu1,0&1^ l ,0,l 21,0u3,0&^ l ,m,l 21,2mu3,0&#

52
3ism~3l 22527m2!

a~4l 229!
Al 22m2

4l 221
,

el ,m,l 21,m6456~21!m
2is

7A5a

3A~4l 221!~ l 6m13!~ l 7m24!^ l ,0,l 21,0u3,0&^ l ,m,l 21,2m73u3,73&

56
3is

2a~4l 229!
A~ l 7m!~ l 7m24!@ l 22~m61!2#@ l 22~m62!2#@ l 22~m63!2#

4l 221
,

el ,m,l 23,m5~21!m11
2ism

5a
A4~ l 21!229^ l ,0,l 23,0u3,0&^ l ,m,l 23,2mu3,0&

52
7ism

a@4~ l 21!221#
A~ l 22m2!@~ l 21!22m2#@~ l 22!22m2#

4~ l 21!229
,
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el ,m,l 23,m6456~21!m
2is

7A5a
A@4~ l 21!229#~ l 6m11!~ l 7m26!^ l ,0,l 23,0u3,0&^ l ,m,l 23,2m73u3,73&

57
is

2a@4~ l 21!221#
A~ l 7m26!~ l 7m25! . . . ~ l 7m21!~ l 7m!~ l 6m11!

4~ l 21!229
.

ti
g

and

e

try,
,

and

c
rd,

C.
The remaining elements are found from the relations

el ,m,l 12,m52
2l 27

2l 113
el 12,m,l ,m ,

el ,m,l 12,m6452
2l 27

2l 113
el 12,m64,l ,m ,

el ,m,l 14,m52
l

l 15
el 14,m,l ,m ,

el ,m,l 14,m52
l

l 15
el 14,m64,l ,m ,

el ,m,l 11,m5el 11,m,l ,m , el ,m,l 11,m645el 11,m64,l ,m ,

el ,m,l 13,m5el 13,m,l ,m , el ,m,l 13,m645el 13,m64,l ,m .

The coefficientsel 8,m8 l ,m, coincide exactly with the ex-
pressions obtained in Refs. 10, 18, and 20.

1!Methods used to experimentally and theoretically estimate the dissipa
parametera are discussed, e.g., in Refs. 6, 9, and 28. These estimates
values ofa of order 0.01–0.1.
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In this paper the authors discuss how the re-entrant spin-glass state arises in the disordered alloys
Ni1002xMnx (x519, 21, 23), along with the nonequilibrium magnetic properties of these
alloys. It is shown that near the Gabay–Toulouse phase line the time it takes the system to reach
equilibrium is comparable to times required to perform static experiments (1012104 s);
cooling the sample into the region of crossover with the de Almeida–Thouless line causes these
times to increase to astronomical values of more than 1016s. A method is proposed for
constructing magnetic phase diagrams of systems of this type in ‘‘magnetic field-temperature’’
coordinates. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02411-9#
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Irreversible phenomena, e.g., thermomagnetic hystere
magnetic aging, long-time relaxation of the magnetizat
and correlation functions, etc., are fundamental propertie
spin glasses. In systems where the spin glass arises dir
from the paramagnetic state, the experimental manifestat
of these properties have been rather well studied.1 However,
for a large number of systems, the state replaced by the s
glass state during cooling is one of strongly frustrated fer
magnetism. This possibility is suggested by the calculati
of Refs. 2,3, in which the molecular-field approximation
used for a frustrated ferromagnet with random domains.
cording to the magnetic phase diagram obtained in Refs.
cooling such systems on the Gabay–Toulouse line gives
to components of the spin that are transverse to the spo
neous magnetization vector of the spin glass. Further coo
causes these longitudinal spin glass components to bec
unstable on the de Almeida–Thouless line . It is signific
that, according to Refs. 2,3, the long-range frustrat
ferromagnetic order is preserved at all temperatures be
the Curie temperatureTC .

In this paper, using the terminology of Ref. 4, we w
refer to a state in which long-range frustrated ferromagn
order coexists with the spin glass state as a state of asp
magnetism~ASM!.

It is an established fact, however, that experimental st
ies of nonequilibrium magnetic properties of asperomagn
especially in external magnetic fields, are fundamenta
flawed. A partial explanation for this is the ambiguity th
arises in interpreting the results when these systems ar
vestigated by the macroscopic methods traditionally use
study spin glasses, since it is difficult to distinguish con
butions from the frustrated-ferromagnet and spin-glass sta

In this paper we shall investigate the processes that
rise to the ASM state and the properties of the latter, a
propose a method for constructing magnetic phase diagr
in ‘‘magnetic field–temperature’’ coordinates.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND SAMPLES

As objects of study we chose disordered alloys from
system Ni1002xMnx (x519, 21, 23), which is characterize
1861063-7834/99/41(11)/6/$15.00
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by competing exchange interactions. We made this cho
because, in other systems that include frustrated ferrom
netic alloys, the appearance of a spin-glass state is accom
nied by destruction of long-range magnetic order,5,6 which
contradicts the results of theory.2,3 However, for the
Ni1002xMnx (x519, 21, 23) system, various methods ha
shown that ferromagnetic alloys located in the magne
phase diagram near the critical concentrationxFM

>24 at.%, at which long-range order appears, maintain
frustrated ferromagnetic order over the entire temperature
tervalT,TC .7 For this reason, these systems can be use
confirm experimentally the results of theory.2,3

A number of papers~see, e.g., the review article Ref. 8!
have reported a tendency for Ni1002xMnx alloys ~with x
'25% Mn) to form ferromagnetic regions with short-ran
atomic order of Ni3Mn type, when the usual methods o
sintering are used to prepare them. In light of this fact,
have arranged to accelerate the sintering by spinning fro
melt in this work, so as to disorder the alloys more co
pletely. Neutron diffraction shows that samples prepared
this way characteristically exhibit an FCC structure, and
perstructure nuclear reflections~100! and ~110!, indicating
the presence of atomically ordered regions of Ni3Mn, are not
seen on the neutron diffraction patterns.

The magnetic properties of these alloys were inve
gated using a standard mutual inductance bridge, allowin
to separate out the realx8 and imaginaryx9 components of
the longitudinal dynamic magnetic susceptibility~DMS!.
The excitation sinusoidal magnetic field had a frequency
Hz and amplitude 0.1 Oe. Static field intensities up to 200
were created using a copper solenoid.

At first glance, the fact that the Hamiltonian of a Heise
berg magnet is isotropic with respect to rotations9 suggests
that our method will be unable to record the transverse s
glass irreversibility that appears on the GT line. Howev
the fact that anisotropic interactions are present in real m
nets, e.g., the Dzyaloshinski�–Mori anisotropy,10 and are
also very characteristic of ASM states with spin structure11

suggests that the longitudinal irreversibility in the magne
response caused by strong transverse spin-glass irrever
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ity may be observable. Processes that lead to braking of
main walls, which arise from viscous reorientation of t
transverse spin-glass components during re-magnetizatio
a real sample, could provide another possible mechanism
which the transverse spin-glass irreversibility could influen
the DMS.12 It is important to note that in all the cases liste
above the irreversibilities in the longitudinal DMS are due
the nonequilibrium nature of the transverse spin glass.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our studies showed that the magnetic properties of
alloys of the system Ni1002xMnx (x519, 21, 23) are similar.
Therefore, we will illustrate our results with the example
the alloy Ni77Mn23. The inset in Fig. 1 shows the temper
ture dependences of the realx8 and imaginaryx9 compo-
nents of the DMS for this alloy. Such dependences are
tirely typical of frustrated ferromagnets13: as the sample is
cooled, x8 increases strongly at the Curie temperatureTC

'175 K, then falls off abruptly at a temperatureTf'52 K.
Both of these changes correspond to peaks inx9. Since the
intermediate anomaly inx9 noted in Ref. 14, and also othe
peculiarities of the ergodic phase (T.Tf), are irrelevant to
the problems addressed in this paper, all the experime
results that follow are taken from the temperature rangT
<Tf'50 K, in which the true ASM state is created.

2.1. Thermomagnetic hysteresis effects

Let us consider the results of studies of the DMS
static magnetic fields. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the t
perature dependence of the DMS in a fieldH05140 Oe. Es-
pecially noteworthy is the presence of two distinct DM
curves for temperaturesT,Tf , also observed by the autho
of Ref. 15. One of these, the near-equilibrium cur
xFC8 (H0 ,T), corresponds to cooling the alloy fromT.Tf in

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the real componentx8 of the dynamic
magnetic susceptibility of the disordered alloy Ni77Mn23 for various regimes
of thermal cycling.H05140 Oe. In the inset: temperature dependence of
realx8 and imaginaryx9 components of the dynamic magnetic susceptib
ity of the alloy Ni77Mn23 in zero magnetic field. The frequency of the ma
netizing field was 85 Hz, its amplitude 0.1 Oe.
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the static fieldH0 . In contrast, the other distinctly nonequ
librium curve xZFC8 (H0 ,T,t) is obtained by cooling the
sample in the absence of a static magnetic field. Since
temperaturesT,Tf the latter relaxes continuously toward
its equilibrium valuexFC8 (H0 ,T), the experiments were car
ried out at the same rates of heating ('2 K/60 s).

From Fig. 1 it is clear that switching on the magne
field H0 at 4.2 K has almost no effect on the value
xZFC8 (0,T) obtained during the cooling process. Increasi
the temperature causes the curvexFC8 to depart fromxZFC8
and move to smaller values; as the sample is hea
xZFC8 (H0 ,T) first passes through a maximum atT5T1 , then
decreases, and eventually becomes equal toxFC8 (H0 ,T) at
T5T2 . Further study reveals that increasing the exter
magnetic field intensity decreases the temperaturesT1 and
T2 . The authors of Ref. 15 identified these temperatures w
the temperaturesTAT and TGT associated with the appea
ance of longitudinal and transverse spin-glass componen
the spins respectively. We will show below that it is inco
rect to identify the critical temperatures in this way.

2.2. Magnetic aging effects

It is known that various physical quantities~magnetic
moment, susceptibility, neutron polarization, etc.! are time-
dependent in spin glass systems, with a dependence ont that
is close to logarithmic.16 It is reasonable to assume th
analogous processes also take place in asperomagnets.

In order to study this phenomenon, we performed
following sequence of experiments in this work. A samp
was cooled from a temperatureT.Tf560 K to the measure-
ment temperatureT,Tf516 K in zero magnetic field, and
kept under these conditions for various waiting timestw

5900, 4200, 9000 s. Then an external magnetic fieldH0

5140 Oe was switched on and the value ofxZFC8 was re-
corded as a function of timet. The results obtained ar
shown in the inset to Fig. 2, from which the logarithm
character of the time dependence ofxZFC8 is clear.

It must be emphasized thatxZFC8 exhibits logarithmic
relaxation only fort,tw . For longer observation times, i.e

e

FIG. 2. Logarithmic derivative of the magnetic susceptibilitydxZFC8 /dln(t)
for the alloy Ni77Mn23 for various waiting timestw(s). The inset shows the
time dependence of the relaxation of the real component of the dyna
magnetic susceptibilityxZFC8 . Experimental conditions:H05140 Oe,
T516 K.
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FIG. 3. Temperature and time dependence of the nonequilibrium parameterD(H0 ,T,t) for the alloy Ni77Mn23 at a fixed value of magnetic fieldH0

5140 Oe. The data is represented in the form of a surface~a! and isolines~b!.
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starting from the timestw shown in Fig. 2 by arrows, a sligh
(;30%) deviation from the logarithmic behavior
recorded.

2.3. Magnetic viscosity

Two parameters are customarily used to describe
transition to the spin glass state: the Edwards–Anderson
der parameterqEA and the nonergodicity parameterD. How-
ever, when the spins are ordered by a magnetic field,
fundamental parameterqEA5^^S2&T&J is nonzero not only in
the spin glass but also in the paramagnetic phase. In
case, the quantityD, which reflects a fundamental proper
of the spin glass~magnetic viscosity!, becomes the only cri-
terion for the appearance of a spin glass state. This
property of particular interest in the presence of spontane
(H50) ordering, which is characteristic for ASM system
According to Ref. 11,D corresponds to the difference b
tween the equilibrium and nonequilibrium susceptibilities

Ds~ t !5xZFC8 ~ t !2xFC8 5D0@12s log~ t !#. ~1!

Here D05xZFC8 (t50)2xZFC8 (t5`), while s is the mag-
netic aftereffect coefficient of the spin glass. However,
practice it is more convenient to use a normalized function
the form

D~ t !uH,T5
xZFC8 ~ t !2xZFC8 ~ t5`!

xZFC8 ~ t50!2xZFC8 ~ t5`!
U

H,T

5
xZFC8 ~ t !2xZFC8 ~ t5`!

D0
U

H,T

, ~2!

which, while retaining the previous physical meaning of E
~1!, now takes on a more universal~0,D,1! character. In
e
r-

e

is

a
us
.

f

.

computing the function~2!, the approximationsxZFC8 (t
→`)uH,T5xFC8 uH,T and xZFC8 (t50)uH,T5xFC8 uH50,T were
made. In what follows we will refer to the quantityD as the
nonequilibrium parameter. Its experimental determination
quires measurement of the relaxation functionsxZFC8 (t) at
each fixed value of magnetic field and temperature. In or
to maintain the same thermomagnetic prior history,
samples were cooled from room temperature down to
temperature of the experiment in the absence of a magn
field and kept under these conditions for 3600 s~in order to
eliminate the influence of differing cooling rates!. The mag-
netic field H5H0 was then switched on att50 and the
function xZFC8 (t)uH,T was recorded.

Let us discuss the results shown in Fig. 3 in the form
a surfaceD(T,t) at one value of the magnetic fieldH0

5140 Oe. First we consider the intersections of the surf
with the planesT5const. Their general form can be approx
mated by the expression

D~ t !512S log~ t !/ log~ tmax!2F@12exp~2t/t0!#, ~3!

where tmax is the time it takes the system to reach equil
rium, t0 is a time that characterizes the dynamics of t
ferromagnetic components of the spins, andS and F corre-
spond to contributions to the dynamics by the spin-glass
ferromagnetic subsystems. By using the boundary condi
D(t5tmax)50, it is not difficult to show that (S1F)51. The
computed functionsS(T) andF(T) ~see the inset to Fig. 4!
confirm the conclusions of the molecular-field theory. Act
ally, as the alloy is cooled fromTC to a temperatureT2 we
record only the ferromagnetic component of the relaxat
(S50, F51). Upon further cooling, the system passes fro
the ferromagnetic state to the ASM. Evidence of this is
coexistence in the temperature rangeT2,T,T1 of long-
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of timetmax(s) for the alloy Ni77Mn23 to reach its equilibrium magnetic state. The inset shows the temperature depen
of the ferromagnetic (F) and spin glass (S) contributions to the relaxation of the quantityD(H0 ,T,t) for the alloy Ni77Mn23 .
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period spin-glass and ‘‘fast’’ ferromagnetic relaxation law
(0,S,1, 0,F,1). These results give us a basis for ide
tifying the magnetic state in this temperature range with
Gabay–Toulouse phase. As the temperature decreases,
T,T1 the system relaxes according to a logarithmic l
(S51, F50) of the form Eq.~1!. The fact that the paramete
S equals unity indicates that its dynamics are complet
described by that of the spin glass component, which is c
acteristic of the de Almeida–Thouless phase.

Introducing a relaxation law of the form of Eq.~3! al-
lows us to separate both the contributions from the ferrom
netic and spin-glass states and to investigate another ch
teristic of the asperomagnet that is no less important—
time tmax it takes the system to reach its equilibrium sta
Since this quantity usually exceeds the duration of a st
experiment (tobs<104 s), tmax can be computed only by ex
trapolating experimental data forD(T,t). In this procedure it
is assumed that over the entire time interval the parameteS,
F, and t0 are constants. From a physical standpoint this
plies that the real spectrum of relaxation times is appro
mated by a sum of two terms. One of these is a ‘‘delt
function responsible for the exponential term in Eq.~3!,
while the other is a component that is continuous, unin
rupted, and uniform up tot5tmax, which provides the loga-
rithmic relaxation law with a constant coefficientS.

At low temperaturesT,T2 the experimental values o
tmax(T) are computed by extrapolating the intersections of
surfaceD(T,tmax)50 with constant-t planes~in Fig. 4 these
-
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are denoted by symbolsa). However, in the neighborhood o
the GT phase line (T>T2) we used the following procedure
based on processing its temperature intersections with
planestobs5const. Analogous dependences for spin glas
are described by power laws of the form17

~TE2T!'D1/b. ~4!

For an appropriate choice of the exponent 1/b, we can per-
form a linear extrapolation and compute the desired temp
tureTE(tobs) at which the system reaches equilibrium. In th
case, we should expect that at timestobs that greatly exceed
1028 s, the characteristic relaxation time of the ferroma
netic component18 ~i.e., tobs>1026 s), Eq.~4! must hold for
the ASM as well. Unfortunately, it has been established th
when a sample is magnetized at low frequencies, as is tr
tionally done to study spin-glass systems, it is impossible
record such transient processes. Moreover, for reliable
cording of a useful signal from the synchronous detector,
integration constant of the low-frequency filter should e
ceed the magnetization period by at least an order of ma
tude. Since in our case (f 585 Hz) this period is 2 s, it is this
value t0'2 s ~independent of the magnetic field amplitud
and/or temperature! that determines the true range of app
cability tobs>1003t

0
'200 s of the law~4!. However, it is

not difficult to reduce this region to its true sizetobs

<1026 s by artificially subtracting the contribution from th
ferromagnetic componentF@12exp(2t/t0)#, t0'2 s. Figure
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5 shows several temperature-plane intersections (1025 s
<tobs<107 s) with the surfaceD(T,t) corrected in this way
after carrying out the corresponding linearization (b53.4
60.4). This procedure allows us to greatly extend the eq
librium curveTE(tmax) ~point b in Fig. 4!.

The results presented in Fig. 4 provide all the eviden
we need to cast doubt on the validity of the widespread v
that the exsolution temperature of the spin glass decre
with increasing observation timetobs. Actually, arrival at an
equilibrium state fortobs.tmax(T) in no way implies such a
disappearance of the ASM phase. Then the tempera
TE(tobs), whether it is obtained by static method
(tobs510421 s),17 dynamic methods (tobs5102121026 s),1

or resonance methods (tobs51028210212s),4,18 must be re-
garded not as a phase transition temperature but rather
mere boundary between the equilibriumT.TE(tobs) and
nonequilibrium statesT,TE(tobs). The latter will coincide
with the temperature and/orTAT only for a suitable choice o
the threshold criteriont5tobs for weak/strong nonergodicity

2.4. Magnetic H2T phase diagram

Thus, in order to obtain the exact valuesTGT(H) and
TAT(H), required to construct theH2T magnetic phase dia
gram, they must first be defined using the criteria of we
and strong nonergodicity. Unfortunately, the Heisenb
model2,3 does not provide any such concrete criteria, a
experiments whose goal is to investigate relaxation-ti
spectra in the spin-glass phase are far from numerous
essence, the only results available are for the dilute spin g
Cu96Mn4 ; moreover, these studies were carried out in z
magnetic field.19

However, the dynamics of an asperomagnet below
AT line differ little from those of a spin glass, and depe
only weakly on the magnetic field intensity. Evidence of th
is the closeness of the characteristic slope

@dT/d Log ~ tmax!#/Tf5~22.060.2!1023

FIG. 5. Linearized temperature dependencesD(T), obtained by intersecting
the corrected surfaceD(H0 ,T,t), whereH05140 Oe, with various planes
t5const, as well as linearized dependences of the spin glass componenSof
the dynamics~the inset in Fig. 4.
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of isolines~Fig. 3b,H05140 Oe, 16,T,8 K) for the alloy
Ni77Mn23 investigated above to the ‘‘universal’’ value
22.231023 at H50.20 Making use of this circumstance, an
also knowing that at a temperatureT50.9TAT(H50) the
quantity tmax is '1020s ~see Ref. 19!, based on the data fo
tmax(T) ~Fig. 4! it is not difficult to recover the temperatur
TAT(H05140 Oe)517.6 K and the nonergodicity criterion
tAT(TAT)'1016s corresponding to it. As we also should e
pect, due to the long-period character of the relaxation
quantity T151861 K ~Fig. 1! is a rather good approxima
tion to TAT .

An entirely different situation is observed in the neig
borhood of theTGT line. Here the slope of the isolines

@dT/d Log~ tmax!#/Tf5~22.460.2!1022

(H5140 Oe, T2,16,T,39 K,T1) is approximately an
order of magnitude larger, and the relaxation processes h
a considerably more transient character, i.e., comparabl
the times for static experiments. Consequently, formal rec
ery of the Gabay–Toulouse curve on the magnetic ph
diagram based on results of FC and ZFC experiments
proposed by the authors of Ref. 15, cannot be correct
order to determine the critical temperatureTGT we must use
the nonergodicity criterion, which should not depend on o
servation time. Both the timetmax for the system to reach
equilibrium and the spin glass componentSof the relaxation
xZFC8 possess this property. The linearization of the tempe
ture dependenceS(T) derived above~the inset to Fig. 3! lets
us to determine thatTGT(H5140 Oe)544.160.3 K, and
also thattmax(TGT)'102 s. Analogously, we also obtain othe
points a with 0,H,200 Oe, which make up the Gabay
Toulouse phase line in Fig. 6. However, the pointb corre-
sponds to a maximum in the temperature dependence o
magnetic absorptionx9 in zero magnetic field~the inset to
Fig. 1!. Strictly speaking, the characteristic observation tim
in this casetobs51/f '1022 s, wheref585 Hz is the fre-
quency of magnetization, was considerably less th
tmax(TGT). However, within the time intervaltobs,103 s this
factor had only a very slight effect on the critical temperatu

FIG. 6. MagneticH2T phase diagram of the disordered alloy Ni77Mn23 .
FM and ASM— ferromagnetic and asperomagnetic phases, GT and A
Gabay–Toulouse and de Almeida–Thouless regions.
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TGT at which weak nonergodicity appears~Fig. 4!. Neverthe-
less, it is this point that allows us to demonstrate the prin
pal difference between theH2T phase diagram of an ASM
system~Fig. 6! and spin-glass phase diagrams. In the la
case, it is this point at which the Gabay–Toulouse and
Almeida-Thouless lines should intersect.2,3 The lack of such
an intersection in Fig. 6 is explained by the fact that t
magnetic induction in asperomagnetsB5H3@114px#
1Bs , wherex is fully comparable to (1/4p) and the spon-
taneous inductionBSÞ0 no longer coincides with the exte
nal magnetic fieldH ~in contrast to a spin glass, wherex
!(1/4p) and BS50). Thus, whenH50, the quantityB is
significantly nonzero in an ASM, which is clearly revealed
Fig. 6. However, for the alloy Ni77Mn23 under study here it is
relatively small: in the temperature rangeT,50 K we find
that BS510212 G.8

Thus, we have shown in this paper that, when the dis
dered alloys Ni1002xMnx (x519, 21, 23) are cooled, th
following sequence of magnetic phase transformati
takes place: paramagnetic-ferromagnetic-asperomagn
In studying the nonequilibrium properties of the low
temperature ASM phase, we observed phenomena tha
very characteristic of classical spin glasses: thermomagn
hysteresis, magnetic aging, long-period relaxation of the s
ceptibility, etc. We have established that near the Gab
Toulouse phase line the times for the system to reach e
librium are quite comparable to the times of the sta
experiment (1012104 s), and only after cooling the samp
into the region where this line intersects the de Almeid
Thouless line do these times increase to astronomical va
.1016s. Based on our data, we conclude that construc
the Gabay–Toulouse line in anH2T magnetic phase dia
gram requires confinement to physical criteria that do
depend on the observation time.
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Influence of induced uniaxial anisotropy on the domain structure and phase
transitions of yttrium–iron garnet films
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The effect of induced uniaxial anisotropy on the properties and parameters of the domain
structure and phase transitions in yttrium–iron garnet~YIG! films is investigated. Based on the
measurements and the derived formulas we determine the difference between the
magnetization and the uniaxial anisotropy field for each of the films. We have also measured the
parameters of the domain structures and phase transitions of the films for the magnetization
parallel and perpendicular to the projections of the@111# crystallographic axes onto the plane of the
film. We find that films of pure YIG films grown in~111! are characterized by the existence
of some critical value of the uniaxial anisotropy field. It is found that for films in which the
uniaxial anisotropy field is larger than this critical value and films in which it is less than
this critical value, such parameters of the domain structures as the ratio of the width of the domains
to the film thickness, the orientation of the magnetization of the domains, the orientation of
the domain boundaries, and the magnitudes of the phase transition fields differ substantially.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02511-3#
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Yttrium–iron garnet~YIG! films grown by liquid-phase
epitaxy on gallium–gadolinium garnet~GGG! substrates dif-
fer from bulk single crystals of YIG by the presence of
induced~or as-grown! uniaxial anisotropy, which arises du
to an insignificant lattice mismatch of YIG and GGG. A
studies extending over many years1,2 have shown, in films of
pure ~free of impurities! YIG magnetized to saturation, th
uniaxial anisotropy field does not have a noticeable effec
the properties of the films themselves or on the physics
wave processes in the films. However, in unsaturated Y
films a completely different situation can arise: since the
ergy of induced uniaxial anisotropy is of the same order
magnitude as the dipole energy and the cubic anisotropy
ergy, even a small variation in the uniaxial anisotropy fie
from film to film can have a substantial effect on the form
tion of domain structures and on the behavior of spin wav
It was just this picture, which began to take shape after
appearance of Refs. 2–6 and became clear in Refs. 7
which described the different behavior of domain structur
their phase transitions, and the characteristics of spin wa
that gave the authors of Refs. 7–10~us! grounds to hypoth-
esize the existence of two different types of films of pu
YIG. The present paper theoretically and experimentally
covers the factors leading to the division of epitaxial films
pure YIG into two different types and investigates the infl
ence of the magnetic parameters of YIG films on the beh
ior and phase transitions of different domain structures
tangential magnetization of these films.

1. DOMAIN STRUCTURE PROPERTIES OF YIG FILMS.
ROLE OF UNIAXIAL ANISOTROPY

The domain structures arising in epitaxial YIG films o
GGG substrates have been described in many studies
1861063-7834/99/41(11)/7/$15.00
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have been undertaken since the appearance of these
~see, e.g., Refs. 3–5!. However, these early works used rec
angular samples of small dimensions, which led to edge
tortions of the domain structure~DS!, the appearance in it o
irregularities,5 and an increase in its coerciveness. The ori
tation of the crystallographic axes in the film plane was n
monitored as a rule,5,6 and the cubic and uniaxial anisotrop
fields were not measured. Thus, the overall picture of
formation of domain structures in YIG films and their beha
ior remained unclear, but a comparison of experiment w
theory and a systematic comparison of the results of differ
researchers presented obstacles. Only recently, in
papers,8,10 has a description been given of the general f
tures of changes in the domain structure in the most comm
type of pure YIG films@grown in the~111! plane and free of
impurities#, tangentially magnetized by a uniform magne
field H0 . These features were revealed by a statistical an
sis of results obtained with different samples, and by mo
toring the orientation of the crystallographic axes in t
plane of the film relative to the external magnetic fieldH0 .

A general property of all the tangentially magnetiz
films of pure YIG described in Refs. 8 and 10 is the form
tion of a regular banded domain structure in them, wh
varies repeatedly as the magnitude of the applied fieldH0 is
cyclically varied from zero to a value exceeding the satu
tion value and then back again~the domain structure varie
in this way after initial magnetization of the film to satur
tion, eliminating the influence of the preceding random d
main structure!. Another general property of all these films
a substantial difference in the behavior of the domain str
ture when the films are magnetized along the projections
the @111# axes onto the film plane~the hard axesh) and
when magnetized in the perpendicular directions~the easy
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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axess). Under these conditions, a different number of pha
transitions is observed in the films, at which different typ
of regular or quasiregular1! domain structures supersede o
another, differing in shape~linear or zigzag! or in the width
of the banded domains~symmetrical or asymmetrical!.

At the same time, it became clear~see Refs. 8 and 10!
that all of the films of pure YIG can be divided into tw
types. In films of the first type, when observed under a
croscope, the domain structure has high contrast, whic
indicative of a substantial deviation from the film plane
the magnetization vectors of the domains.2! In films of the
second type, the the domain structure has low contrast
the magnetization vectors are oriented nearly in the fi
plane. When the magnitude of the applied fieldH0 is varied
cyclically ~increased and decreased in the interval from 0
some value above the saturation value! the behavior of the
domain structure in films of both types also differs subst
tially: in films of the first type the behavior and parameters
the domain structure are uniquely determined by the ma
tude ofH0 ~hysteresis is absent!, while in films of the second
type the variation of the domain-structure parameters ex
its hysteresis.

At first glance, the reasons for such substantial diff
ences in the domain structure of the two types of films
unclear. Indeed, the conditions of growth of all of the film
were completely identical, and their thicknesses w
roughly the same (5220mm). The film parameters mea
sured in the saturated state differ only slightly—within t
limits of measurement error~the methods for measuring th
parameters and the values so obtained are described be!.
All the films have an induced uniaxial anisotropy~due to
mechanical stresses in the substrate!, whose axis deviates
from the normal to the film plane within the limits of a fe
degrees. However, the effective saturation magnetization
the films, determined by fitting the measured dispers
curves for the surface magnetostatic waves~MSW! using the
Damon–Eschbach equations,11 differed within the limits of
>150 G ~we use the term ‘‘effective magnetizations’’ he
since the uniaxial and cubic anisotropy fields are not ta
into account in the Damon–Eschbach model!.

Thus, there is practically no visible correlation betwe
the parameters of the films in the saturated state and no
vision of the films into two types, distinguished by the natu
of the domain structure, was observed.

At the same time, we believe that the above-descri
differences in the nature and behavior of the domain str
tures may be caused by small variations in the uniaxial
isotropy field relative to some critical value lying within th
limits 50–200 Oe~this is also indicated by the small differ
ences in the values of the effective magnetizations of
films mentioned above!.

Indeed, the equilibrium orientation of the magnetizati
vector inside the domains in the film in the absence of
external field is due primarily to two factors: the anisotro
field and the demagnetization field. For simplicity, we r
strict the discussion to uniaxial anisotropy with the easy a
perpendicular to the film plane, which is close to the act
situation in YIG films. Including cubic anisotropy, by virtu
of its smallness and high degree of symmetry, leads onl
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small corrections having no effect on the order of magnitu
of the estimated parameters. The demagnetization field in
saturated state is determined only by the shape of the fi
whereas in the presence of a domain structure it also dep
on the ratio of the width of the domains to the thickness
the film ~it is assumed here that the domain boundaries
perpendicular to the film plane!. We choose as our coordi
nate system one in which theyz plane coincides with the
film plane, and thex axis is perpendicular to it. The expres
sion for the energy density in this coordinate system has
form

W5K~M y
21Mz

2!M0
2212pGMx

2 , ~1!

whereK is the uniaxial anisotropy constant,Mx,y,z are the
components of the magnetization vector,M0 is the saturation
magnetization, andG is a coefficient defining the demagne
tizing factor~we note at once that the use here of the conc
of a demagnetizing factor is not completely correct by virt
of the inhomogeneity of the field inside a domain; howev
for a rough estimate, the indicated inhomogeneity can
neglected!. For films without domainsG51. For a film with
domains,G,1 and is determined by the specific shape
the domains. To within a constant, the above expression
be written as

W5~K22pGM0
2!~M y

21Mz
2!/M0

2 . ~2!

Finding the equilibrium position of the magnetization vecto
we find that the magnetization lies in the plane of the film
Ha,HMG and is oriented perpendicular to it forHa

.HMG . HereHa52K/M0 is the uniaxial anisotropy field
andHMG54pGM0 is the effective demagnetizing field pe
pendicular to the plane of the film, obtained taking the sha
of the domains into account.

Let us estimateHMG . This field is created by the actio
of two factors: the demagnetizing field of the shape of o
specific domain~it is assumed that all the domains are ide
tical!, and the fields created in this domain by neighbori
domains. Obviously, in films of the second type, in which t
width of a domain is on the order of the film thickness, t
demagnetizing factor of a domain in the direction perpe
dicular to the plane of the film is large and approachesp
~i.e., G approaches unity!; therefore, the orientation of the
magnetization vector in this case differs only slightly fro
the case of a film without domains~since the magnetization
is capable of going out of the plane only in anisotropy fie
on the order of or larger than 4pM051750 Oe). Let us con-
sider now films of the first type, in which the width of
domain is less than the film thickness. The demagnetiz
factor of the shape of a domain can be most simply ta
into account in the approximation of an ellipsoid. For t
width of a domain equal to 224 mm and film thickness
around 12mm, the demagnetizing factor of the shape~in
units of 4p) is 0.2, giving 350 Oe for the demagnetizin
factor of the shape. The effect of neighboring domains lo
ers this value by a factor of approximately 1.5, which giv
200 Oe. Thus, if the uniaxial anisotropy field is less th
200 Oe, the magnetization vector should lie in the film pla
and if it is greater than this value, the magnetization vec
should be perpendicular to the film plane. The presence
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the YIG film of cubic anisotropy with a field of 80 Oe lower
the indicated critical value to>120 Oe. Thus, even a sma
change in the anisotropy field relative to the critical valu
(>120 Oe) radically alters the equilibrium orientation of t
magnetization vector—from parallel to the film plane to p
pendicular to it. This leads to the result that two substantia
different forms of domain structure are experimentally o
served for an apparent similarity of the parameters of the
types of films, determined in the saturated state.

2. CALCULATION OF THE FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE
FREQUENCY FOR DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS OF
THE FIELD

The role we have supposed for uniaxial anisotropy in
organization of the domain structures of YIG films, spell
out above is, of course, to a significant extent hypothet
and in need of a more rigorous theoretical and experime
justification. In particular, the behavior of the domain stru
tures depends strongly on the film parameters, which ca
measured with good accuracy.1,12–19 Toward this end, the
present section considers the interrelationship between
ferromagnetic resonance~FMR! frequency, which coincides
with the initial frequency of the spectrum of the surface ma
netostatic waves, and the remaining magnetic paramete
the ferrite films. We believe that an analysis of the expe
mental results~see Sec. 4! based on the equations derived
the present section justifies our hypothesis to a signific
extent.

In the coordinate system chosen in Sec. 1, the unia
anisotropy axis and one of the@111# crystallographic axes
are directed along thex axis. We direct the external field
along thez axis and consider two cases.

1! The field is parallel to one of the hard axesh.
2! The field is parallel to one of the easy axess.
Calculating as in Refs. 12–15 and 20, we obtain

resonant frequency for the first case in the form

f h5
g

2p
$~H023A2HkMx

e/M0!@H14pM0

2Ha1Hk~12A2Mx
e/M0!#%1/2. ~3!

Here

Mx
e

M0
52

A2Hk/3

H014pM02Ha1Hk
, ~4!

Ha52K/M0 , ~5!

Hk5K1 /M0 , ~6!

whereg is the gyromagnetic ratio for an electron,H0 is the
external magnetic field,M0 is the saturation magnetization
andHa is the uniaxial anisotropy field. Note that in our n
tation Hk is equal to half the cubic anisotropy fieldHak

52K1 /M0 . The above formula is approximate and is th
much more exact, the larger is the fieldH0 ~e.g., for IYG
with 4pM051750 G,Hk540 Oe, andHa,200 Oe the error
does not exceed 1% forH0>500 Oe).

Similarly, for the second case we obtain
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f s5
g

2p
@H0~H014pM02Ha1Hk!22Hk

2#1/2. ~7!

Within the framework of the adopted model, this relation
exact.

From the above equations it is clear that the satura
magnetizationM0 and the uniaxial anisotropy fieldHa enter
into them only in the combination 4pM02Ha and never
separately. The reason is that the expressions for the en
density of the uniaxial anisotropy and for the demagnetiz
field of a film ~as for a thin wafer! are identical to within
some constants. Measurement of the orientation depend
of the uniform FMR frequency does not allow one to me
sureM0 andHa separately. At the same time, from Eqs.~3!
and~7!, it is possible to obtain expressions for the differen
R54pM02Ha having the form

Rh5
~2p f h/g!2

H023A2HkMx
e/M0

2H02Hk~12A2Mx
e/M0!,

~8!

Rs5@~2p f s/g!22H0~H01Hk!12Hk
2#/H0 . ~9!

Equation~8! contains the quantityMx
e/M0 , which itself is

defined in terms ofR in formula ~4!. However, for pure IYG
for H0.400 Oe the valueMx

e/M0 is small in comparison
with H0 /Hk ; therefore, in the initial calculation forMx

e/M0

it is possible to setR54pM02Ha51750 G, and then, afte
finding a new value ofR, use it to refine the result, and so o
Such a process of successive approximation converges
fast and, as calculation shows, already at the second or
step gives an error less than 1 Oe.

3. METHODS OF VARYING THE FILM PARAMETERS.
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

We measured experimentally the initial frequency of t
spectrum of surface magnetostatic waves~SMSW!, which
corresponds to wave numbersk near zero. For such sma
values of k, the indicated frequency essentially coincid
with the FMR frequency. Surface magnetostatic waves w
excited in order to measure the initial frequency of t
SMSW spectrum in the investigated YIG films with the he
of movable antennas and the arrangement described in d
in Ref. 8. The measurements were performed at the temp
ture t520 °C. The YIG films were magnetized in the plan
of the film by a constant magnetic fieldH0 , whose magni-
tude could be varied from 0 to 500 Oe. For the given valu
of H0, surface magnetostatic waves were excited in
range 4024000 MHz. The antenna transformers were o
ented parallel to the applied fieldH0 . The frequencies of
surface magnetostatic waves with a definite wavelength~in
the interval 0,k,1000 cm21) were measured, including th
initial frequency of the SMSW spectrum withk>0. To mea-
sure the orientation dependence of these frequencies, a c
bility of rotating the YIG films about the normal to the film
plane was provided. A typical diagram of the dependence
the FMR frequency on the rotation anglew for one of the
films, measured in a fieldH05457 Oe, is shown in Fig. 1
As can be seen from this figure, in measuring the orienta
dependence, six pairs of values of the FMR frequenciesf h
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and f s related to the magnetic parameters of the film acco
ing to Eqs.~3!–~9! were obtained for each film. All six val
ues of f h ~and likewise, all six values off s) differed from
one another within the limits of a few MHz, which followin
Ref. 16, was used to determine, using Fourier analysis,
slope angleu of the uniaxial anisotropy axis relative to th
film plane and the orientation of the projection of th
uniaxial anisotropy axis in the film plane~in Fig. 1 this is the
A axis!. In addition to the uniaxial anisotropy parameters,
used the orientation dependences to determine the cubic
isotropy parameters: the magnitude of the fieldHc, and the
projection of the axes on the film plane~the hard axesh).

The domain-structure parameters in YIG films~contrast,
type, period, and width of the domains! and the magnitudes
of the fieldsH0 in which phase transitions arose in the fil
were measured with the help of a microscope using the
aday effect.21 Near saturation, when the domain structu
cannot be distinguished on the microscope, the indicated
ues of the fieldH0 were determined from the field depe
dence of the SMSW frequencies~from the equiphase curve
of the SMSW’s!.8,10

The value ofRh calculated according to Eq.~8! and the
measured domain-structure parameters were determine
each film by magnetizing it along the same hard axis, wh
was then marked~theh1 axis in Fig. 1!, and the correspond
ing values off h were used in Eq.~8!. Determination ofRs

from Eq.~9! and measurement of the corresponding doma
structure parameters were conducted in an analogous
For this purpose, we used thes1 axis, perpendicular to the
markedh1 axis.

FIG. 1. Typical orientation dependence of the FMR frequencyf on the
direction of the external magnetic fieldH0 in the plane of the film~the angle
w), measured atH05457 Oe. The diagram shows the orientations of va
ous preferred directions in the plane of the film:h1 ,h2 ,h3 — hard axes;
s1 ,s2 ,s3 — easy axes; the dashed lineA — projection of the uniaxial
anisotropy axis.
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4. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR ANALYSIS

Results of magneto-optic measurements and a stud
the characteristics of the magnetostatic waves~see Refs. 8
and 10! lead to the unavoidable conclusion that there are t
types of YIG films, differing in the behavior of their domai
structures and magnetostatic waves. As was already m
tioned, we assume that the reason for the large differen
described above is the induced uniaxial anisotropy fie
whose magnitude in films of the first type is somewhat lar
than in films of the second type. However, this assertion
ours has still not been confirmed experimentally because
possible to determine the magnitude of the uniaxial anis
ropy field Ha by the method described in Ref. 16 only ve
approximately. Since the problem of distinguishing t
uniaxial anisotropy field from the magnetization is comp
cated and has so far not been worked out experimentally
have not determined the magnitude of the uniaxial anis
ropy field Ha in pure form, but on the basis of the measur
ments we have calculated the differenceR (Rh andRs) be-
tween the magnetization of the film 4pM0 and Ha : R
54pM02Ha , using Eqs.~8! and ~9!.

Measurements were performed on 19 films of pure YI
nine of which belonged to the first type, and ten to the s
ond type. All the films were grown using the same proce
on GGG substrates in the~111! plane. The thickness of the
films w, contrast of the domain structures~high or low!, and
other parameters discussed below are listed in Table I. M
of the investigated films had a diameter of 60 or 76 m
~except for films No. 4, 5, and 15, which had dimensions
20325, 30335, and 20320 mm2, respectively!. Note here
that we were not able to observe domain structures in fi
No. 15 and 18~possibly because of their small thickness!.
Measurements using the method of Ref. 16 showed that
cubic anisotropyHc in all the films varied within the limits
285,Hc,275 Oe, and the angle of deviation of th
uniaxial anisotropy axis from the normal to the film planeu
lay within the limits 0°,u,5°. Therefore, in the calcula
tions of Rh andRs, the value ofHc in Eqs.~8! and ~9! was
taken to be equal to>280 Oe for all the films~the error
arising here is an order of magnitude less than the error
termined by the accuracy of frequency measurements!.

From the results of measuring the frequenciesf h and f s

we calculated the corresponding values of the differenceRh

andRs for all the films using Eqs.~8! and~9!. The values of
Rh and Rs for the same film differed within the limits of a
few gauss, due to incompleteness of the implemented mo
which did not allow for deviation of the uniaxial anisotrop
axis from the normal to the film plane. Since two differe
values of the differenceR cannot simultaneously correspon
to one and the same film, the table lists the arithmetic me
Ra : Ra5(Rh1Rs)/2. On the basis of the mean spread b
tween Rh and Rs for the same film (>10 G), it may be
concluded that the error inRa does not exceed65 G. The
films in the table are arranged in order of increasingRa .
Comparison of the values ofRa for different films shows that
all the films with high-contrast domain structure have valu
of Ra ranging from 1698 to 1806 G, and the films with low
contrast domain structure have values ofRa ranging from
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TABLE I. Parameters of investigated films.

Film
No. w, mm f h, MHz f s, MHz Ra , G Contrast of DS Ts

h , mm Ts
s , mm Hsat

h , Oe Hsat
s , Oe

1 5.2 2800 2811 1698.7 High 3.1 2.9 77 67.5
2 5.7 2810 2824 1716.7 ‘‘ 3.8 3.6 67 57
3 8.0 2818 2826 1724.6 ’’ 4.9 4.8 66 57.5
4 19.1 2823 2836 1736.4 ‘‘ 8.0 8.1 60 54
5 11.5 2842 2855 1766.4 ’’ 7.3 7.1 48 33
6 12.3 2849 2870 1783.9 ‘‘ 9.1 8.8 43 29.5
7 5.5 2860 2868 1791.1 ’’ 4.8 4.4 44 31
8 5.5 2865 2874 1799.8 ‘‘ 4.9 4.3 40 27
9 8.9 2867 2879 1805.4 ’’ 8.3 7.9 35 20
10 12.8 2867 2882 1807.8 Low 15.0 16.0 34 21
11 17.9 2870 2882 1810.2 ‘‘ 21.3 23.3 36 20
12 17.8 2871 2881 1810.2 ’’ 22.2 23.3 35 20
13 15.0 2870 2884 1811.4 ‘‘ 19.8 16.2 32 17
14 17.9 2871 2883 1811.8 ’’ 24.9 26.3 33.5 19.3
15 5.9 2874 2886 1816.3 ‘‘ 30 17
16 11.5 2880 2888 1823.1 ’’ 16.1 17.7 32.5 21
17 14.7 2878 2890 1823.1 ‘‘ 21.4 22.2 30 16
18 10.2 2913 2931 1884.1 ’’ 23 10.5
19 10.2 2924 2932 1894.3 ‘‘ 15.6 17.4 21.5 10
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1806 to 1895 G. Thus, the valueRa5Ra
cr51806 G can be

taken as the critical value of the difference and it may
supposed that if a film hasRa,Ra

cr it belongs to films of the
first group, and ifRa.Ra

cr it belongs to films of the secon
group. The table also lists values of the periods of a regu
symmetric domain structureTs

h and Ts
s , measured for each

film for its magnetization respectively along a hard axis (h)
and along an easy axis (s). Note that, before the measur
ment of the periodsTs

h andTs
s, the films were magnetized t

saturation, after which the external fieldH0 was lowered
gradually to a value>2 Oe, at which the period of the do
main structure was measured, that is to say, the period o
domain structure was measured in a fieldH0 close to zero,
but not so close that the regular domain structure in the
was destroyed.10

The ratio of the width of a domaind to the thickness of
the YIG film w was determined for both cases of magneti
tion of the film ~along a hard axish and along an easy axi
s). The ratiohh was defined bydh/w, and the ratiohs was
defined byds/w, wheredh5Ts

h/2 andds5Ts
s/2. The depen-

denceshh(Ra) and hs(Ra) are plotted in Fig. 2~curves1
and2!, where the experimental points are joined by smo
curves for convenience. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that,
films with minimal values ofRa ~i.e., with maximal values of
the uniaxial anisotropy fieldHa), the ratioshh and hs are
equal to>0.3; for films withRa lying nearRa

cr, these ratios
are>0.5, and for films with maximal values ofRa ~i.e., with
minimal value ofHa), these ratios have a value>0.8. In
other words, forH0>0 in YIG films with a large value of
Ha, the shape of the domains in cross section appears t
prolate in the direction ofHa and, in films with a small value
of Ha, the domains acquire a cross section that is close
the shape of a square.

It may be supposed that, asHa increases from film to
film simultaneously with a gradual stretching of the shape
the domains in the direction ofHa, there also takes place
e

r,

he

-

h
r

be

to

f

gradual change in the orientation of the magnetization ins
the domains: forH0>0 it lies the closer to the film plane, th
smaller isHa , and deviates the more from the film plane, t
larger isHa . We also think that, forH0>0 in films of the
first type ~with Ha.Ha

cr), the magnetization inside the do
mains is inclined to the film plane at an angleb.bcr and, in
films of the second type~with Ha,Ha

cr), the magnetization
is inclined to the film plane at an angleb,bcr, wherebcr

>19.5° is the inclination angle of the@111# axes relative to
the film plane. Our reasons are as follows. On the one ha
in films with Ha.Ha

cr a zigzag-shaped domain structu
arises when the magnetization of the films is directed alo

FIG. 2. Dependence ofh ~relative width of the domain, scaled to the film
thickness! on Ra ~difference between the magnetization of the film and t
uniaxial anisotropy field!. The points joined by smooth curves correspond
different films, for which theRa values where determined from measur
ments, and the values ofh were measured after the films were magnetiz
along the hard axish1 ~1! and after being magnetized along the easy axiss1

~2! for the external fieldH0>0.
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an easy axis~ans axis! because the magnetizations of neig
boring domains become that much more inclined relative
the film plane when the external fieldH0 is increased and, a
a definite moment, when their directions are close to
nearest@111# axes, these magnetizations orient along th
axes~at the anglebcr to the film plane!, leading to a simul-
taneous reorientation of the domain boundaries at an
130° and230° to the fieldH0 ~Ref. 8!. On the other hand
in films with Ha,Ha

cr, a zigzag-shaped domain structu
does not arise10 since the magnetizations of neighboring d
mains are already inclined relative to the film plane at
angle less thanbcr for H050, and, as the field is increase
this angle decreases further~i.e., the magnetizations of th
domains can never orient along the@111# axes!. It also fol-
lows from what has been said that the magnitude of the
ternal fieldH05Hs2z

s at the phase transition from a linea
symmetric domain structure to a zigzag-shaped dom
structure,8 in films of the first type with values ofHa near
Ha

cr, should be quite small~in this case a minimum externa
field H05Hs2z

s is needed to ‘‘knock’’ the magnetizations o
the domains, already so close to being aligned with the@111#
axes, into alignment with these axes!: the moreHa exceeds
Ha

cr , the larger the external fieldH05Hs2z
s that is needed to

get the magnetizations of the domains into alignment w
the @111# axes. The measured values ofHs2z

s plotted in Fig.
3 ~curve1! confirm this trend: the larger the magnitude ofHa

in the film, the larger will be the field corresponding to th
phase transitionHs2z

s . We also found that in films with
larger Ha a zigzag-shaped domain structure does not ar
For example, in film No. 1 withRa51698 G, when it is
magnetized along ans axis, atH0546.5 Oe5Hs2n

s a phase
transition occurs in which the linear symmetric doma
structure at once transforms into a linear asymmetric dom

FIG. 3. Dependence of the phase transition fieldsHs2z
s ~1!, Hz2a

s ~2!, Hsat
s

~3!, and Hsat
h ~4! on the differenceRa between the magnetization and th

uniaxial anisotropy field of the film~the points joined by smooth curve
correspond to different films!; the point5 corresponds to the phase transitio
from the symmetric to the asymmetric domain structure, observed in
No. 1.
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structure, bypassing the zigzag-shaped structure. This ca
explained as follows. At the moment the magnetizations
the domains, progressively more and more inclined rela
to the film plane with increasingH0 , become most closely
aligned with the direction of the closest@111# axes, the ex-
ternal fieldH0 is already so large that it becomes energe
cally more favorable for the magnetizations of the doma
to remain in thexz plane in which the film plane normal an
the external field vectorH0 lie. In films with Ra.1705 G, at
the moment the magnetizations of the domains are m
closely aligned with the nearest@111# axes, the external field
H0 is already not so large and it is energetically more fav
able for the magnetizations of the domains to align with
@111# axes~reorient! with the formation of a zigzag-shape
domain structure in the film.

We also measured the fields of the phase transiti
Hz2n at which the zigzag-shaped domain structure gives w
to an asymmetric domain structure.8 The dependence
Hz2n(R) is plotted in Fig. 3~curve2!. Thus, dependences1
and 2 in Fig. 3 bound the existence region of the zigza
shaped domain structure for the magnetization of the I
films aligned with ans axis. In essence, curves1 and 2 in
Fig. 3 allow one to judge the variation of the depth of t
energy minimum corresponding to the magnetization of
domains oriented along a@111# axis with variation of the
uniaxial anisotropy fieldHa and the external fieldH0 .

Table I also lists the fieldsHsat
h andHsat

s necessary for
the magnetization to saturate in the directions parallel
perpendicular to the projection of a@111# axis, respectively.
Values ofHsat

h andHsat
s were measured for all the films from

the salient point in the field dependences of the magn
static waves~equiphase curves of the surface magnetost
waves!,8,10 since the domain structure cannot be made ou
the microscope near saturation. The dependencesHsat

s (Ra)
and Hsat

h (Ra) are plotted in Fig. 3~curves3 and 4, respec-
tively!. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the dependen
Hsat

h (Ra) and Hsat
s (Ra) decrease monotonicly and have n

distinguishing features in the vicinity ofRa5Ra
cr . This fact

accords fully with our ideas about the behavior of the ma
netization of the domains: features in the behavior of
magnetization of the domains arise only when it is inclin
relative to the film plane at angles close tobcr; for fields
close to saturating, on the other hand, when the magne
tion nearly lies in the film plane (b!bcr), Hsat

h and Hsat
s

depend only onHa : the largerHa is, the harder it will be to
magnetize the film to saturation.

A paradoxical fact should be noted: according to o
measurements the quantityR54pM02Ha for 15 of the 19
films turned out to be larger than 1750 G, which is typical f
YIG bulk single crystals.1 If we assume that the magnetiza
tion of the films, 4pM0, is determined only by their compo
sition and that the uniaxial anisotropy fieldHa is determined
only by elastic stresses, which can vary from film to film
then we can estimate 4pM0 and Ha separately. Thus, the
maximum of the measured values of 4pM02Ha51894 G.
We believe that in this caseHa>0, and 4pM0 is the same
for all the films and consequently equal to the same va
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4pM051894 G. Thus, from the fact that the quanti
4pM02Ha varies from>1700 to>1900 G for the investi-
gated films we obtain an estimate for the uniaxial anisotro
field Ha lying within the limits from 0 to 200 Oe, and a
estimate for its critical valueHa

cr not less than 90 Oe.
Thus, from the results of the work presented here we

draw the following conclusions.
As is well known, epitaxial films of pure YIG have, i

addition to a cubic anisotropy, an induced~as-grown!
uniaxial anisotropy with axis perpendicular to the film pla
~the field Ha can vary from film to film from >0 to
>250 Oe). From our experimental observations and theo
ical estimates, it follows that there exists a critical value
the uniaxial anisotropy fieldHa

cr equal to 120630 Oe. De-
pending on whether the uniaxial anisotropy fieldHa is
greater or less thanHa

cr , all the YIG films can be divided
into two types, distinguished in the unsaturated state by
parameters, behavior, and phase transitions of their dom
structure. We have found that the domain structures of Y
films can be divided into two groups according to their a
pearance when viewed under a microscope: high-cont
characteristic of films of the first type withHa.Ha

cr , and
low-contrast, characteristic of films of the second type w
Ha,Ha

cr . In the high-contrast domain structures the mag
tizations of the domains are inclined relative to the film pla
by an angleb>bcr, and in the low-contrast domain struc
tures, by an angleb substantially less thanbcr ~wherebcr

>19.5° is the inclination angle of the@111# axes relative to
the film plane!. Such behavior of the domain structures aris
as a result of the energy advantage of the@111# axes for
orientation of the magnetizations of the domains. In t
case, if the magnetization of the domains deviates from
direction toward the film plane, then the angleb decreases a
once by a noticeable amount.

We found that films of the first type~with Ha.Ha
cr) for

their magnetization along an easy axiss are characterized by
saturating fields greater than 20 Oe, and for their magnet
tion along a hard axish, the films are characterized by sat
rating fields greater than 35 Oe. The measured ratio of
width of the domains to the film thickness forH0>0 is al-
ways less than 0.5. For the uniaxial anisotropy field of
film lying within the limits Ha

cr,Ha,Ha
cr1>100 Oe, phase

transitions are observed in the films associated with the
pearance and disappearance of a banded zigzag-shape
main structure. For cyclical variation of the external ma
netic fieldH0, the parameters of all the domain structures
uniquely determined by the magnitude ofH0 ~hysteresis is
absent!.

We found that films of the second type~with
Ha,Ha

cr) for their magnetization along an easy axiss are
characterized by saturating fields less than 21 Oe, and
their magnetization along a hard axish, they are character
ized by saturating fields less than 36 Oe. The measured
of the width of the domains to the film thickness forH0

>0 is always greater than 0.5. For cyclical variation of t
y
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external fieldH0 hysteresis of the phase transition fields a
the domain-structure parameters is observed in these film
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1!By the term quasiregular, as in Ref. 10, we mean a domain structure w
differs from regular by the presence of a small number of insignific
distortions which have practically no influence on the parameters of pro
gating magnetostatic waves with wavelength much larger than the siz
the distortion.

2!We would like to point out that, instead of the statement that ‘‘the m
netization vector of the domains is oriented close to the normal to the
plane,’’ used in our previous papers~Refs. 8 and 10! to characterize films
of the first type, it would be more correct to say, as we do in this pap
that ‘‘the magnetization vector of the domains deviates substantially fr
the film plane.’’
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The behavior of isotherms of the magnetizations(H) and the longitudinall i and transversel'

magnetostriction of the polycrystalline ferrite CoFeCrO4 with frustrated magnetic structure
has been investigated for the first time in magnetic fields up toH550 kOe atT54.2 K. It is found
that the magnetization grows with increasing field due to two different paraprocesses.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02611-8#
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In compounds with frustrated magnetic structure, m
netic order does not permeate the entire volume of
sample but exists only in isolated, spontaneously magnet
regions. Depending on whether the order in these region
predominantly ferro- or ferrimagnetic, these magnetic str
tures are called speromagnetic or sperimagnetic. Therefo
can be expected that the process of magnetization in a m
netic field in such magnetic structures should be differ
than the process of magnetization in ordinary ferro- and
rimagnets. In compounds with frustrated magnetic struct
technical magnetization should be absent, and only a p
process~true magnetization! will take place.

However, it is difficult to clarify the nature of the mag
netization process in such compounds only from the mag
tization data, whereas a study of the behavior of longitudi
and transverse magnetostriction together with magnetiza
measurements can resolve the given problem.

To solve this problem, we chose the ferrite–chrom
CoFeCrO4. Earlier, the authors of Ref. 1 conjectured that t
magnetic structure of the ferrite CoFeCrO4 has a complex
nature: in the temperature interval 275 K–Tc it is an ‘‘un-
stable ferrimagnet,’’ and in the temperature interval 8
275 K it is a cluster ‘‘spin glass.’’ Later, the authors of Re
2 established that the magnetic structure in the given fe
at temperaturesT,100 K is frustrated. The presence of
frustrated magnetic structure in CoFeCrO4 was also con-
firmed by Mössbauer studies.3 Magnetostriction for CoFe
CrO4 in fields up toH514 kOe was first studied in Ref. 4
They found that, in contrast to the ferrite CoFe2O4 with fer-
rimagnetic ordering, for whichl i,0, the longitudinal mag-
netostrictionl i has a positive sign in CoFeCrO4. Also, there
is no saturation of the isothermss(H), but the magnetostric
tion of l i and l' has an anisotropic nature in fields up
14 kOe.

Therefore, to elucidate the nature of the magnetizat
process in the ferrite CoFeCrO4 with frustrated magnetic
structure, it was necessary to measure the magnetization
magnetostriction in higher fields since atT54.2 K the coer-
cive force is 1300 Oe in a given sample.

As our object of study, we chose a polycrystallin
sample of CoFeCrO4 in which we had already measured th
magnetization2 and magnetostriction in fields up to 14 kO
1871063-7834/99/41(11)/2/$15.00
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~Ref. 4!. In the present work we measure the magnetizat
s by a ballistic method, and the magnetostrictionl, by ten-
sometry in a superconducting solenoid in magnetic fields
to 50 kOe at 4.2 K.

Figure 1 plots isotherms of the magnetizations(H) and
the longitudinall i(H) and transversel'(H) magnetostric-
tion atT54.2 K. It can be seen that there is no saturation
s(H) all the way up to 50 kOe, and the magnetostrictionl i
has a positive sign, andl' has a negative sign. In fields up t
15 kOe, the dependencesl i(H) and l'(H) are anisotropic
and only in fieldsH.20 kOe do the longitudinall i and
transversel' magnetostrictions become isotropic, in whic
case the susceptibilities of the magnetostrictionsDl i /DH
andDl' /DH have a negative sign.

Using the values of the longitudinall i and transversel'

magnetostrictions, we calculated isotherms of the bulkv(H)
and anisotropicl t(H) magnetostrictions using the formula
v5l i12l' and l t5l i2l' . These isotherms are plotte
in Fig. 2. It turns out that the magnetostrictionl t in all fields
has only a positive sign whereas the magnetostrictionv
changes sign from positive to negative as the field is
creased pastH'25 kOe.

It is well known that a nonzero bulk magnetostrictionv
is indicative of the presence of a paraprocess in a magn
compound. Thus, our results on the nature of the depend
v(H) suggest that the magnetization process in CoFeC4

with frustrated magnetic structure consists of two parap
cesses of different nature. The first of these paraprocesse
fields up to 25 kOe, is caused by rotation of the magne
moments of isolated, spontaneously magnetized regions
ward the direction of the external magnetic field, while t
second paraprocess, in higher fields, is due to a decrea
the degree of noncollinearity of the magnetic moments of
ions in these spontaneously magnetized regions. As
shown earlier in Ref. 2, the frustrated magnetic structure
the ferrite CoFeCrO4 is due to the fact that it contains thre
types of magnetic cations, between which there are excha
interactions which differ in sign and magnitude. It is n
ruled out that the presence of a strong, direct negative
change interaction between octahedral Cr31 ions can lead to
noncollinear ferrimagnetic ordering in isolated, spontan
ously magnetized regions.
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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In ordinary ferro- and ferrimagnets in the region of t
technical magnetization process the behavior of the mag
tostrictionsl i and l' obey Akulov’s law: l i522l' . In
this case, the anisotropic magnetostrictionl t, in fields
greater than the magnetic anisotropy field, should satur
However, as can be seen from Fig. 2, the magnetostrictiol t

for a ferrite with frustrated magnetic structure has an ano
lous character: in fields up to'20 kOe the magnetostrictio
l t grows abruptly and is then observed to decrease with
creasing field according to a linear law. Our result on
behavior of the anisotropic magnetostrictionl t in a field also
provides evidence of the absence of technical magnetiza
in the CoFeCrO4 sample.

In this way, we have found that the process of techni

FIG. 1. Isotherms of the magnetizations ~1! and magnetostrictionl i ~2!
andl' ~3! at T54.2 K.
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magnetization is absent in the ferrite CoFeCrO4 with frus-
trated magnetic structure, but growth of the magnetizations
with increasing field takes place on account of two parap
cesses different in nature.
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FIG. 2. Isotherms of the bulkv ~1! and anisotropicl t ~2! magnetostriction
at T54.2 K.
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Properties of phase transitions in a magnetic fieldH parallel to the easy axis have been
investigated, and it has been shown, in particular, that the nature of the transition of the magnetic
subsystem from the antiferromagnetic phase to the angular phase depends on the ‘‘sign’’ of
the Dzyaloshinski� interaction. The conditions for orientation of the antiferromagnetism vectorl in
the basis plane in fields larger than the threshold field have been determined. It is shown
that the transition from the angular phase to the state where the resulting magnetic momentm is
parallel to the easy axis takes place in the field corresponding to a spin-flip transition.
From an analysis of the configuration of the magnetic subsystem for arbitrary orientation of the
external magnetic field, it follows that the values of the critical angle (ccr) for which a first-
order phase transition takes place satisfy the conditionccr!1 in the case in which the aniso-
tropy constantf in the basis plane is of the order of the first anisotropy constantb. Usually
u f u!ubu so that the tricritical point in the phase diagramHy ,Hz satisfies the condition
Hy;Hz . © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02711-2#
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Many papers have been dedicated to a study of orie
tional phase transitions induced by an external magnetic fi
H in the easy-axis tetragonal antiferromagnets~AFM! CoF2,
FeF2 , and MnF2 ~see, e.g., Refs. 1–7, Refs. 8 and 9, a
Refs. 10–16, respectively!. At the same time, analysis of th
experimental results and theoretical studies of the indica
antiferromagnets have met with certain difficulties. In ad
tion, a general problem17,18 for antiferromagnets with a Dzy
aloshinski� interaction~DI! is the experimental determinatio
of the ‘‘sign’’ of the Dzyaloshinski� interaction, which is of
fundamental interest from the point of view of a microscop
theory of the Dzyaloshinski� interaction. According to Ref
17, can be done by determining experimentally the direct
of rotation of the antiferromagnetism vectorl about the mag-
netic fieldH in the geometryH'EAid (EA is the easy axis,
d is a constant vector, whose magnitude characterizes
magnitude of the Dzyaloshinski� interaction!. However, as
was noted in Ref. 18, a Mo¨ssbauer experiment17 on easy-axis
hematite did not give an unambiguous result~see also Ref.
19!. Therefore, it is of interest to search for other experim
tal possibilities of resolving the indicated problem.

The present study examines peculiarities of phase t
sitions forHiEA and shows, in particular, that the nature
the transition between the antiferromagnetic phase and
angular phase depends on the ‘‘sign’’ of the Dzyaloshins�
interaction. It also examines the configuration of the m
netic moments for arbitrary orientation ofH relative toEA.

The thermodynamic potential is utilized in the form

F5~2M0!FE

2
m21

b

2
l z
22d~ l xmy1 l ymx!

1
a

2
mz

21 f l x
2l y

22m•HG ,
l5~M12M2!/2M0 , m5~M11M2!/2M0 , l'm,
1871063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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b,0, f .0, d.0.

E@ubu@ f , EAi0Z. ~1!

It is noteworthy that, in contrast to Refs. 7 and 12, w
have chosen to put a minus sign in front of the Dzyalosh
ski� constantd in the thermodynamic potential~1!. Consid-
ering the necessary conditions for the existence of a m
mum of the thermodynamic potential~1! as a function of the
variablesm, w, u, w' ~see Fig. 1!, we obtain the system o
equations

]F/]m50, ]F/]w50,

]F/]u50, ]F/]w'50 ~2!

and, initially, we shall consider the caseHiEA.
Operating with the system of equations~2! and sufficient

conditions for the existence of a minimum of~1!, we find
that, for fields greater than the field corresponding to a tr
sition from the antiferromagnetic phase (liEA), the angular
phase (cos 2w'50, cosu,1) is realized for 2d2. f E, and
the phasel'EA (cosu50, sin 2w'50) is realized1! for 2d2

. f E.
Employing sufficient conditions, we find that the large

magnetic field for which the antiferromagnetic phase occ
is given by

Hcr5HEAS 12
b

2ED1d, ~HEA5AubuE !. ~3!

Next, determining the fieldHp of the equilibrium transi-
tion between the angular phase and the antiferromagn
phase, we find that foru!1 the field difference

Hcr2Hp5
1

2 S d2ubu
a1b

AubuE
2Af E

Af

2Aubu
D u2. ~4!
7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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If a1b,0 ~i.e., the usual spin-flop transition takes pla
in the form of a first-order transition20!, then Hcr2Hp.0
and, consequently, the transition between the antiferrom
netic phase and the angular phase is first-order. Moreove
a1b.0 ~i.e., the usual spin-flop transition takes place in t
form of two second-order transitions20!, then since
d.Af E/2 and ordinarilyubu;Af E, in this caseHcr2Hp

.0.
Nevertheless, we note that, in principle, if the strict co

dition @(a1b)/E#A2ubu/ f .1 is fulfilled, then for d,dcr

5ubu(a1b)/HEA a second-order transition takes place.
We draw attention to the following fact. In Fig. 1 th

vectorm is the rotation axis for the vectorl ~the same is true
in the case of hematite17 and, looking in the direction oppo
sitem, in our case the vectorl will be rotated clockwise from
the Z axis. If we rotate the vectorl counterclockwise, then a
minus sign will appear in expression~4! in front of the
Dzyaloshinski� constantd and therefore the differenceHcr

2Hp,0 and, consequently, the transition between the a
ferromagnetic phase and the angular phase will be sec
order.

Thus we see that, by determining experimentally the
ture of the transition between the antiferromagnetic and
gular phases, we determine the direction of rotation of
antiferromagnetism vectorl. This statement is also valid fo
the case when we use the invariant (2a2/4)l z

4 instead of the
invariant (a/2)mz

2 in the pontential~1!. However, when we
rotate the vectorl from theZ axis in the clockwise direction
it is necessary to put a plus sign in front of the Dzyalosh
ski� constantd in Eqs.~4!, ~7! and ~8! of Ref. 16.

Finishing up our treatment of the case 2d2. f E, we note
that it follows from an analysis of system of equations~2!
that, after the magnetic subsystem transitions to the ang
phase with growth of the magnetic field, the solution cou
50 for cos 2w'50 exists ifm51, i.e., the spin-flop and spin
flip transition fields coincide.

Solution of the problem of finding the orientation of th
vector l in the basis plane in fields greater than the thresh

FIG. 1. Orientation of the antiferromagnetism vectorl and the magnetiza-
tion vectorm for arbitrary orientation of the external magnetic field in th
ZY plane.u andw' are the polar and azimuthal angles of the vectorl, w is
the angle characterizing the direction of the vectorm in the plane perpen-
dicular tol ~this angle is reckoned from the intersection line of the indica
plane with the plane passing through theZ axis and the vectorl.
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field allows us, ford,Af E/2, to obtain the following equa-
tion in the angleu:

sin 2uF2a1b

E
H2 sin2 u2

b

E
H2 cos2 u2bE2H22d2

1
2d2H2

2d21 f E
G50. ~5!

The statesliEA and l'EA follow from this equation.
Note that Eq. ~5! was obtained neglecting term

;(b/E)2H2, and if the angular phase also exists thanks
the Dzyaloshinski� interaction, then this effect is extremel
insignificant.

From Eq.~5! we obtain the following expressions for th
lability fields H1 andH2 :

H15AubuEA2d21 f E

f E S 12
d2

2ubuE
2

2d21 f E

2 f E

b

ED , ~6!

H25AubuEA2d21 f E

f E S 12
d2

2ubuE
1

2d21 f E

2 f E

2a1b

E D .

~7!

The interval of metastable states for a first-order ph
transition is given by

H12H25AubuES 12
d2

2ubuED S 2d21 f E

f E D 3/2ua1bu
E

. ~8!

The field Hsp of the spin-flop equilibrium transition is
given by

Hsp5AubuEA2d21 f E

f E S 12
d2

2ubuE
1

2d21 f E

2 f E

a

ED .

~9!

It can be seen from the expressions derived for
threshold fields that they undergo substantial renormaliza
for f E;2d2.

Let us consider the configuration of the magnetic su
system in a tilted magnetic field~see Fig. 1!, following the
standard approach.15 Using the system of equations~2! and
setting the angleu5p/22u0 , we write the thermodynamic
potential foru0!1 in the form

F5F01Au0
21Bu0

4 , ~10!

whereu0 is the order parameter.
From the equation

A50 ~11!

we can determine the critical line in the phase diagr
Hy , Hz on which ~and above which! the statel'EA is real-
ized.

Employing Eq.~11! and the equation

B50, ~12!

it is possible to determine the tricritical point and, cons
quently, the critical angleccr ~Ref. 21! within the limits of
which a first-order transition between the statel'EA and the
angular phase takes place. However, despite using the
striction Hy!Hz , the expressions obtained forA andB turn
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out to be extraordinarily cumbersome. Therefore we g
expressions forA and B for the additional restrictionHy

2

!( f E12d2)

A5Hz
21bE2Hz

2 2a1b

E
1d21dHy2

Hz
2~2d1Hy!2

2~ f E12d2!
, ~13!

B5
1

3 F2Hz
22bE1Hz

2 5a14b

E
2d22

dHy

4 G
1

1

3 F2Hz
2~2d1Hy!~d2Hy!

2~ f E12d2!
2

3HyHz
4~2d1Hy!3

@2~ f E12d2!#3 G .

~14!

It follows from relations~11! and~13! that, asHy grows,
so doesHz . If we determineHz from relations~11! and~13!
and substitute it into~14!, we discover thatB,0 and, con-
sequently, there exists a region in which the first-order ph
transition occurs. This conclusion also follows using the
striction Hy

2@( f E12d2).
Thus we see that, if the usual conditionubu@ f is satis-

fied the condition for the critical angleccr!1 is not satis-
fied.

The results obtained here are needed for experime
studies of easy-axis tetragonal antiferromagnets.

1!In easy-plane tetragonal antiferromagnets the angleu5p/2 for any orien-
tation of the vectorl in the basis plane, and the conditions for whic
cos 2w'50 or sin 2w'50 are given in Ref. 20.
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The magnetic susceptibilityx, the absorption and luminescence spectra, and the Verde constant
V along different crystallographic axes of the rhombic crystal TbAlO3 have been
investigated experimentally in the temperature interval 78–300 K. It is found that, in contrast to
the magnetic susceptibilityx measured along the@110# axis, the Verde constantV varies
in inverse proportion to the temperature in the given range. It is shown that this temperature
dependence of the Verde constant measured along the@110# axis is connected with the
absence of a contribution to the Faraday rotation of the van Vleck mechanism~in an external
field H) of ‘‘mixing’’ of the states of the rare-earth ion Tb31. From a comparison of
the optical and magnetic measurements, we have determined the wave functions and magnitudes
of the Stark intervals between the lower Stark sublevels for the7F6 ground multiplet of the
Tb31 ion in the ortho-aluminate TbAlO3 . © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!02811-7#
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It is well known that the interaction with a crystal fiel
~CF! havingCS symmetry leads to a strong anisotropy of t
magnetic moment of the rare-earth~RE! ion Tb31 in the
ortho-aluminate TbAlO3 structure~space groupD2h

16), espe-
cially at low temperaturesT ~Refs. 1 and 2!. The component
of the magnetic moment of the rare-earth sublattice ass
ated with the van Vleck contribution to the magnetizati
makes a substantial contribution to this anisotropy. This c
tribution, due to ‘‘admixture’’ of the excited states with th
ground state upon application of an external magnetic fi
H, becomes very noticeable at high temperaturesT
>100 K) and comparable in magnitude to the mean m
netic moment of the rare-earth ion.2 Therefore, in a study of
the Faraday effect~FE! in TbAlO3 , along with the ‘‘para-
magnetic’’ mechanism of Faraday rotation~theC term of the
Faraday effect3,4! due to differences in the population of th
lower Stark sublevels of the ground multiplet~and, conse-
quently, proportional to the mean magnetic moment of
ion!, it is necessary to take into account the contribution
the mechanism of ‘‘mixing’’ the ground state and the excit
states of the magnetically active ion~the B term of the Far-
aday effect3,4! to the resulting Faraday effect. However,
correct comparison of the contributions of the differe
mechanisms of magneto-optical activity~MOA! requires de-
tailed information about the energy spectrum and the s
metry of the wave functions of the electronic states of
rare-earth ion Tb31 in the ortho-aluminate structure. Ther
fore, in the given case, a study of polarization-optical, m
netic, and magneto-optical phenomena sensitive to pecul
ties of the electronic structure of the rare-earth ions in lo
symmetry crystals acquires great importance.

The present paper investigates the magnetic suscep
ity x, the Faraday effect, and the absorption and lumin
cence spectra in single-crystal samples of TbAlO3 grown
from a solution–melt. The magnetic susceptibilityx was
1881063-7834/99/41(11)/5/$15.00
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measured on a vibration-reed magnetometer in the temp
ture interval 80–300 K along the@110# and @001# ~c axis!
crystallographic directions of the rhombic TbAlO3 crystal.
The absorption and luminescence spectra were measure
linearly polarized light in the region of the7F6→5D4 ab-
sorption band (20 000– 20 700 cm21) at T577 and 300 K
with spectral resolution not less than 1 – 2 cm21 in a study of
the optical absorption and 10– 15 cm21 for the secondary
luminescence spectra. In the polarization-optical exp
ments, light was made to propagate in the@010# (b axis! and
@001# (c axis! directions of the TbAlO3 crystal. The Faraday
rotation was calculated from the temperature and spec
dependence of the rotation angles of the major axis of
polarization ellipse of the light,Q, measured for remagneti
zation along the@110# axis of the magnetically active crysta
in the wavelength range 440–750 nm and temperature in
val 90–300 K. In all the experiments the measurement er
of the magnetic susceptibilityx did not exceed;223%,
and of the Faraday rotation angles,;527%. The position-
ing of the crystal axes was within;223%.

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1.1. Susceptibility of TbAlO 3

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
verse magnetic susceptibility of TbAlO3 for the crystallo-
graphic directions@110# and @001#, and also the results o
magnetic measurements from Ref. 2 for comparison. I
clear from Fig. 1 that the temperature dependence ofx [110]

agrees with the data from Ref. 2 quite closely~within the
limits of measurement error! while the correspondence of th
susceptibilityxc with the data is of a more qualitative cha
acter in the investigated temperature interval.

The maximum magnetic susceptibility of TbAlO3 at low
temperatures (T<100 K) is observed in theab plane while
the susceptibility along thec axis (xc) is much less than
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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x [110] and tends to a constant limit as the temperature
lowered, indicative of its van Vleck origin~according to the
data of Ref. 2!. On the other hand, despite the abrupt d
crease in the susceptibilityx [110] with increasing tempera
ture, the anisotropic character of the magnetic susceptib
of TbAlO3 is preserved in the high-temperature region~Fig.
1!. As was established in Ref. 1, such behavior of
magnetic susceptibility of TbAlO3 ~especially at low
temperatures2,5! clearly indicates that the ground state of t
Tb31 ion in the crystal field is a quasi-doublet, formed b
two close-lying Stark singlets~the magnitude of the ‘‘gap’’
is <10 cm21), whose wave functions belong to different i
reducible representations of the point groupCS (A andB).1

Therefore, the Tb31 ion in TbAlO3 at low temperatures is
treated as an ‘‘Ising’’ ion with its ‘‘Ising’’ axis being the
anisotropy axis lying in theab plane at an anglea'636° to
the a axis of the crystal~the 6 signs belong to two crystal
lographically nonequivalent sites differing in the orientati
of the local axes!. In this temperature range the susceptibil
of TbAlO3 , measured along the@110# axis, can be repre
sented according to Ref. 2 as

x [110]5
1

2
~x0

(0)1xV2V
(0) !5

1

2

NmB
2

k F 81

T1Qp
1

13.5k

D1
G , ~1!

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibilityx,
measured along the@110# and @001# axes of the rhombic crystal TbAlO3 :
1 — x [110]

21 calculated using formula~3!; 2 — experimental values ofx [110]
21

from the present work;3 — x̄21, wherex̄5
xa1xb

2
(xa andxb are values

of x along thea and b axes according to the data of Ref. 2;4 — xc
21

calculated using formula~2!; 5, 6 — experimental values ofxc
21 from the

present work and Ref. 2, respectively. The inset shows a plot of the inv
Verde constant 1/V as a function of temperatureT. The Verde constantV
was determined at the wavelengthl5506 nm for the crystallographic direc
tion @110#.
is
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ty
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where N is the number of rare-earth ions;mB is the Bohr
magneton;k is the Boltzmann constant;Qp'5 K is the para-
magnetic Curie temperature due to theR312R31 interac-
tion; D1'200 cm21 is the energy interval between th
‘‘mixing’’ states of the rare-earth ion Tb31 ~Ref. 2!. In for-
mula ~1! the contributionx0

(0) is the susceptibility along the
‘‘Ising’’ axis ~the longitudinal susceptibility!, corresponding
to a magnetic moment parallel to the anisotropy axis:m0

'9mB ~Ref. 2!, and the termxV2V
(0) is the van Vleck contri-

bution at lowT.1! If we choose the ‘‘Ising’’ axis as thez axis
of the local coordinate system of the rare-earth ion~located
at one of the nonequivalent sites! and they axis to be parallel
to the c axis of the crystal, then the wave functions of th
ground quasi-doublet corresponding to the maximum m
netic moment of the Tb31 ion (m0'9mB) are written in the
local-coordinate system as

uA&5
1

A2
~ u6,16&1u6,26&),

uB&5
1

A2
~ u6,16&2u6,26&).

At the same time, the magnitude of the van Vleck co
rection to the magnetic moment of the Tb31 ion at low T is
not hard to explain, assuming that ‘‘pure’’uJ, 6MJ& states
of the typeu6,65& are represented in the expansion of t
wave function of the first excited state~‘‘admixed’’ with the
ground state! with significant weight (;1). In expression~1!
the factor 1/2 appears in the summation~and subsequent av
eraging! over nonequivalent sites of the rare-earth ions in
ortho-aluminate structure, and the superscript~0! denotes
that that quantity belongs to the ground state. As the te
perature is raised, the behavior of the magnetic propertie
TbAlO3 become significantly more complicated and, in a
dition to the above-mentioned anisotropy inx, the inverse
magnetic susceptibilities begin to depend nonlinearly onT
~Fig. 1!. In this case, their temperature dependence can
explained by the significant contribution of the first excit
state located at the energy;200 cm21 in the spectrum of the
7F6 ground multiplet of the Tb31 ion in TbAlO3 which be-
comes thermally populated as the temperatureT is increased.
We believe that this state is a quasidoublet, formed by
cited Stark singlets whose wave functions transform acco
ing to two homotypic irreducible representations of t
groupCS (A8 andA9) and can be written~in the local coor-
dinate system of the rare-earth ion! as

uA8&.
1

A2
~e2 iC1u6,15&2eiC1u6,25&),

uA9&.2
i

A2
~e2 iC2u6,14&2eiC2u6,24&),

whereeiC1 and eiC2 are phase factors satisfying the cond
tion (C11C2)'p/2. Such an excited state leads to the
sult that the magnetic moment associated with it,m1 , is di-
rected along they axis (c axis! of the local coordinate system
of the ion and exhibiting ‘‘Ising-like’’ behavior. Its magni

se
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FIG. 2. Luminescence~a! and absorption~b! spectra of TbAlO3 , measured atT5300 K ~a! and 78 K~b! in polarized light (Eia, whereE is the electric field
vector of the light wave!. a — Along thec axis, b — along theb axis of the crystal. The transition energies are indicated in the table. The inset depic
structure of the ground7F6 and excited5D4 multiplets of the Tb31 ion in TbAlO3 . The numbers in parentheses are the energies of the Stark subleve~in
cm21).
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tude is close to the maximum possible value and is'7mB .
Therefore, if the external fieldH is along thec axis of the
crystal, then both ‘‘mixing’’ of the wave functions of th
states of the ground quasi-doublet (A,B) and first excited
quasi-doublet (A8,A9) and splitting in the fieldH of the sub-
levels of the (A8,A9) quasi-doublet occurs.~These sublevels
become increasingly populated as the temperature is rais!
Consequently, an expression for the transverse susceptib
xc valid at high temperatures has the form

xc5
NmB

2

k F13.5k

D1
~r02r1!1

49.5

T
r1G , ~2!

wherer0 andr1 are the Boltzmann populations of the stat
of the ground quasi-doublet and first excited quasi-doub
At the same time, the magnetic susceptibilityx [110] of
TbAlO3 over a wide range of temperatures (T>100 K) is
given by a relation similar in form to Eq.~1!

x [110]5
1

2
NmB

2kF 81

T1Qp
r01

13.5k

D1
~r02r1!G

5
1

2
~x01xV2V!, ~3!

where the contribution of the first excited quasi-doub
(A8,A9) can be neglected since its ‘‘Ising’’ magnetic m
ment is aligned with thec axis and the states of the quas
doublet (A8,A9) do not split in an external fieldH lying in
the symmetry plane of the crystal field—theab plane of the
d.
ity

t.

t

crystal. Results of calculations of the temperature dep
dence ofx [110] obtained using Eq.~3! are plotted in Fig. 1,
from which it is clear that the experimental and theoreti
values of the magnetic susceptibility dependencex [110] in the
investigated temperature interval 80–300 K are in go
agreement~within experimental error;223%). It is en-
tirely possible that some quantitative differences in the th
retically calculated values@according to Eq.~2!# and the val-
ues measured in this work~and in Ref. 2! of the van Vleck
~transverse! susceptibility xc in the temperature rangeT
.100 K may be due to the circumstance that we neglecte
deriving Eq.~2! the interaction of the states of the first e
cited quasi-doublet (;200 cm21) with the higher-lying
Stark sublevels of the ground multiplet of the Tb31 ion. The
nature of the crystal-field induced Stark splitting of the low
sublevels of the7F6 ground multiplet of Tb31 is unambigu-
ously confirmed by the polarization-optical data. Figure
depicts the luminescence spectrum of the rare-earth
Tb31 in TbAlO3 , recorded atT5300 K in linearly polarized
light on the radiative 4f 24 f transition 5D4→7F6

(20 000– 20 700 cm21). A detailed comparison of the ene
gies of the characteristic features of the secondary lumin
cence spectrum~see Table I! makes it possible, on the on
hand, to identify them with the optical transitions occurrin
between Stark sublevels of the ground and excited multip
of the Tb31 ion in the ortho-aluminate structure, and, on t
other, to piece together~albeit partially! a picture of Stark
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splitting of the7F6 ground multiplet in a crystal field with
CS symmetry~inset to Fig. 2!. Indeed, a comparison of th
band energies (21, 22, 23 and respectively24, 25,
26) shows that the level or group of levels closest to
ground state are offset from it by a distance'200 cm21.
Comparison of the energies of other bands with each o
~e.g., 21 and 210, etc.! makes it possible to determin
uniquely the energies of the higher-lying Stark sublevels
to establish that the total magnitude of the crystal splitting
the7F6 ground multiplet in TbAlO3 is ;500 cm21 ~see inset
to Fig. 2!. Moreover, the high degree of ‘‘isolation’’ o
the sublevels of the ground state~quasi-doublet! from
the higher-lying excited states of the7F6 multiplet
(D1'200 cm21) also enabled us to determine the nature
the Stark splitting of the5D4 excited multiplet of the 4f 8

ground-state configuration of the Tb31 ion in the ortho-
aluminate structure from the spectroscopic data on the p
energies of the polarization optical absorption on
7F6→5D4 transition atT578 K ~see Table I! ~Fig. 2!.

1.2. The Faraday effect in TbAlO 3

Rare-earth compounds having ortho-aluminate struc
are biaxial crystals in the optical sense, and, in their stu
the problem arises of investigating linear magneto-opt
effects ~the Faraday effect, etc.! against the ‘‘background’’
of a large natural birefringence (Dn;1022).5,6 Therefore,
the measured dependence of the rotation angle of the m
axis of the polarization ellipse,Q, in TbAlO3 on the wave-
length l and the thickness of the crystall ~and also the
temperatureT, see Fig. 32! has an oscillatory nature, wher
the amplitude of the oscillations is proportional to the Fa
day rotation angleaF , and their period, to the magnitude o
the natural birefringenceDn ~Refs. 6 and 7!. Reconstructing
the analogous dependences for the Faraday rotation a
from the temperature~Fig. 3! and spectral dependence of th
anglesQ measured along the@110# axis ~by a technique
described in Ref. 5!, it is not hard to find the Verde constan
V of TbAlO3 . Analysis of the spectral dependence of t
Verde constantV in TbAlO3 shows that it is approximate
with good accuracy by the frequency dependen
V;v2/(v0

22v2), wherev is the light frequency,v0599
31014s21 is the ‘‘effective’’ frequency of the~spin and par-
ity! allowed 4f 25d electrical-dipole transitions at the Tb31

TABLE I. Transition energies in TbAlO3 .

Luminescence of TbAlO3 Absorption of TbAlO3

band transition band transition
energy, cm21 energy, cm21

1 20699 18 20575
2 20658 28 20578.5
3 20588 38 20582
4 20500 48 20601
5 20456 58 20642
6 20374 68 20646.4
7 20296 78 20651
8 20236 88 20686.4
9 20176 98 20702.2
10 20063
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ions in the ortho-aluminate structure. At the same time, st
ies of the temperature dependence of the Faraday effe
TbAlO3 along the@110# axis in the temperature interval 90
300 K led to an unexpected result. It follows from Fig. 1 th
in contrast to the inverse susceptibilityx21 the dependence
of the inverse Verde constant 1/V on the temperatureT at the
wavelengthl5506 nm is linear~within the limits of experi-
mental error;7%). Together with the constancy ofV•T in
the investigated temperature interval, the above aspect o
behavior of the Faraday effect indicates that the Verde c
stantV to first order is inversely proportional to the temper
ture ~see the inset to Fig. 3!. Thus, the Verde constantV[110]

of the rare-earth ortho-aluminate TbAlO3 along@110# is pro-
portional to the inverse temperature (V;1/T), which differs
considerably from the dependence (V;x) discovered in
Ref. 5 in a study of the Faraday effect along thea axis of the
TbAlO3 crystal. Here the absence of a slope in the tempe
ture dependence ofV•T ~Fig. 3! is apparently due to the
obvious smallness of the contribution of the temperatu
independent~or weakly temperature-dependent! mechanism
of van Vleck ‘‘mixing’’ ~theB term of the Faraday effect3! to
the Faraday rotation of TbAlO3 measured along the@110#
axis.3! This may be due to the following reasons. As is w
known,8,9 the temperature-dependent contribution to t
magneto-optical activity of the non-Kramers rare-earth
(Tb31, Ho31, etc.!, whose energy spectrum consists of co
pletely degenerate Stark singlet sublevels, can arise on

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the rotation angle of the major ax
the polarization ellipseQ in TbAlO3 at the wavelengthl5506 nm. The
inset shows theV•T dependence on temperature at the wavelen
l5506 nm for the@110# axis.
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the effect of ‘‘mixing’’ in an external magnetic fieldH of
close-lying singlets of the ground state—a quasi-doublet—
taken into account. In this case, the expression for theC term
of the Faraday effect can be written as8

aF
C5

2pN

cn̄\
S n̄212

3
D 2

v2H
1

2 (
a,b, j ,r

3
Im@^ar um̂zubr&~^br uP̂xu j &^ j uP̂yuar&2^br uP̂yu j &^ j uP̂xuar&!#

kT~v0 j
2 2v2!

,

~4!

wherer 51,2 is the nonequivalent site index;P̂x and P̂y are
the corresponding components of the dipole moment of
rare-earth ion located at ther th site;m̂z is the magnetic mo-
mentz projection operator;uar& and ubr& are the wave func-
tions of the sublevels of the quasi-doublet,u j & is the wave
function of the excited singlet at which the optical transiti
with frequencyv0 j takes place;n̄ is the mean refractive
index of the medium. In this approximation the express
for the temperature-independentB term of the Faraday effec
due to ‘‘admixture’’ of the first excited state of the groun
multiplet with the ground state~quasi-doublet! in an external
field H is written, according to Ref. 10, as

aF
B5

4pN

cn̄\
S n̄212

3
D 2

v2H

D1

1

2 (
a,b, j ,r

3
Im@^ar um̂yudr&~^ar uP̂xu j &^ j uP̂xudr&2^ar uP̂xu j &^ j uP̂zudr&!#

~v0 j
2 2v2!

,

~5!
where uar& and udr& are the wave functions of the groun
state and excited state of the ground multiplet of the ra
earth ion; andm̂y is the magnetic momenty projection op-
erator. Neglecting level splitting~the Judd–Ofelt approxima
tion! in the summation of Eqs.~4! and~5! over excited states
u j & belonging to the mixed excited 4f n215d configuration of
the rare-earth ion, we average the obtained expressions
crystallographically nonequivalent sites of the ion in t
ortho-aluminate structure. Within the framework of su
a model it is not hard to convince oneself that t
Verde constantsV in a rare-earth ortho-aluminate along th
a, b, andc axes are proportional to the corresponding m
netic susceptibilities. Indeed, calculation of the Verde c
stantVa ~along thea axis! in TbAlO3 shows that over a wide
temperature interval it can be written as

Va5S 22g0

g0
DA xa

v2

v0
22v2

, ~6!

wherexa5(x0cos2a01xV2Vsin2a0) is the magnetic suscep
tibility of TbAlO 3 along thea axis @see also formula~3!#; A
is

e

n

-

ver

-
-

is a constant proportional to the oscillator strengthf of the
allowed optical transition with mean frequencyv0 . How-
ever, for the external fieldH aligned with the@110# axis for
the Tb31 ions located in one of the nonequivalent sites in t
ortho-aluminate structure, the localz axis ~and for the other
site thex axis! almost coincides in direction with the direc
tion of propagation of the transverse light wave:kiH, where
k is the wave vector of the light. In this case, thez compo-
nent of the dipole moment of the ion and the matrix eleme
associated with it̂auP̂zu j & ~and^ j uP̂zud&) in Eq. ~5! will be
close to zero, as a consequence of which the tempera
dependence of the Verde constantV[110] in TbAlO3 will be
determined only by the longitudinal susceptibilityx0 . As
can be seen from expression~3!, the term x0 , generally
speaking, is proportional to the inverse temperature 1/T in
the temperature interval 90–300 K, which agrees at le
qualitatively with the results of magneto-optical experime
presented in Figs. 1 and 3.

* !E-mail: valiev@phys.silk.org
1!The choice of the@110# axis in our measurements was dictated by the f

that when the magnetic fieldH is applied in this direction the rare-eart
ions Tb31 found in one of the groups of nonequivalent sites become m
netized in the approximation linear in the field since their ‘‘Ising’’ axes a
almost parallel to the@110# axis. For Tb31 ions found in the other group of
nonequivalent sites, this does not happen, since their ‘‘Ising’’ axes
almost perpendicular to theH field ~and the@110# axis! and their contri-
bution to the magnetic moment is the van Vleck correction to it.

2!In the case when birefringence in the crystal depends on the tempera
The natural birefringenceDn at the wavelengthl'500 nm is equal to
1.831022 at T5300 K.

3!The absence of a slope in the dependence ofV•T also points to the neg-
ligibly small contribution to the Faraday effect of the ‘‘diamagnetic’’~the
A term of the Faraday effect3! of the MOA mechanism due to splitting o
the excited states of the rare-earth ions Tb31 in TbAlO3 in an external field
H ~see also Ref. 5!.
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X-ray studies of magnetic phase transitions in the intermetallic compounds
RMn2Ge2 „R5La, Sm, Gd, Nd, Tb, and Y …

I. Yu. Ga dukova, Gou Guanghua, S. A. Granovski , I. S. Dubenko, R. Z. Levitin,
A. S. Markosyan, and V. E. Rodimin

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted in final form May 14, 1999!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 2053–2058~November 1999!

The lattice parametersa andc of the tetragonal intermetallic compounds RMn2Ge2 ~R5La, Sm,
Gd, Nd, Tb, and Y! have been measured by x-ray diffraction in the temperature interval
10–800 K. Anomalies are observed in the temperature dependence ofa and c due to phase
transitions from the paramagnetic to the magnetically ordered state in the Mn subsystem,
transitions between various magnetically ordered phases due to a change in the magnitude and
sign of the Mn–Mn exchange interaction, and magnetic transitions caused by ordering of
the rare-earth subsystem leading to a rearrangement of the magnetic structure of the Mn subsystem.
It is concluded that, along with the lattice parametera, the lattice parameterc also has an
influence on the Mn–Mn exchange interaction. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!02911-1#
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Ternary intermetallic compounds with the formu
RMn2Ge2 ~R is a rare earth or yttrium! have tetragonal crys
tal structures of the type ThCr2Si2 ~space groupI4/mmm).
An important feature of this structure type is the fact tha
consists of alternating layers of rare earth, manganese,
germanium perpendicular to the tetragonal axis. From
magnetic point of view, intermetallics with the formu
RMn2Ge2 contain two different subsystems, one of which
formed by the rare earth and the other by manganese
numerous studies have shown~e.g., the review in Ref. 1!, the
largest interaction in these compounds is the intrapla
manganese–manganese exchange interaction, which d
mines the magnetic ordering temperature of these c
pounds ~300–400 K!. The interplanar exchange betwee
neighboring manganese planes is one order of magni
weaker; and the exchange interaction between a manga
plane and a rare-earth plane is of roughly the same ma
tude. The rare earth–rare earth exchange interaction is
more order of magnitude weaker. It is important that t
magnitude of the manganese–manganese interplanar
change depends strongly on the interatomic distan
~mainly on the manganese–manganese distance with
layer! and as the lattice parametera is decreased change
sign from positive to negative at some critical value of t
lattice parameteracr'4.045 Å ~Ref. 1!.

The indicated aspects of the exchange interactions
to the result that various spontaneous phase transitions
observed in the intermetallics RMn2Ge2 in the magnetically-
ordered region,1 which can be divided roughly into thre
different types.

One of these is connected to the transition of the m
ganese subsystem from a ferromagnetic to an antiferrom
netic state as the temperature is decreased, due to the ch
of sign of the manganese–manganese exchange intera
when the lattice parameter becomes equal to its critical va
1881063-7834/99/41(11)/6/$15.00
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acr . Such transitions have been observed in SmMn2Ge2 and

also in some mixed rare-earth compounds.2–6

The second type of transition is connected to a chang
the state of the manganese subsystem from antiferromag
to ferromagnetic at low temperatures (,100 K), as a conse-
quence of magnetic ordering of the rare-earth subsystem,
is due to the rare earth–manganese exchange interaction
low the temperature of this transition, the resulting magne
structure is completely ferromagnetic for light rare earths a
ferrimagnetic for heavy rare earths. Such transitions w
observed in compounds with Sm, Gd, Dy, Tb, and Ho, a
also in a number of substituted rare-earth intermeta
compounds.2,6–8

Recent neutron-scattering studies have shown that in
termetallics with light rare earths, whose manganese s
system is ferromagnetic at room temperature and below
the temperature is raised, a transition is observed to an a
ferromagnetic phase. Such transitions were observed in c
pounds with La, Pr, Nd, and Sm.9–11 These same studie
established that, in intermetallics with light rare earths, va
ous types of noncollinear and, in a number of cases lo
period magnetic structures are stabilized, and two differ
types of antiferromagnetism~collinear or noncollinear! arise
in some compounds in the manganese subsystem~earlier it
was assumed that each manganese plane has a ferroma
structure!.

The nature of the third type of phase transitions is s
not clear. Their study is hindered by the fact that they
sometimes not manifested or are only weakly manifested
the susceptibility and magnetization measurements and
can judge their presence in a number of cases only fr
neutron-scattering data.

The present study makes an attempt to detect var
spontaneous magnetic transitions in some RMn2Ge2 com-
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the crystal-structure parameters of LaMn2Ge2 . The arrows indicate the temperatures of different types of magnetic p
transitions. PM, AF, and F denote respectively the paramagnetic, antiferromagnetic, and ferromagnetic phases of the manganese subsystem.
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pounds from measurements of the temperature depend
of their lattice parameters.

Intermetallics of the type RMn2Ge2 were synthesized in
an induction furnace under quasilevitation conditions fro
their elements. The single-phase character of the sam
was monitored by x-ray measurements. Measurements o
lattice parameter in the temperature interval 10–800 K w
performed on powder samples on a Geigerflex x-ray diffr
tometer using FeKa radiation. The lattice parameters we
determined from the~008! and ~220! reflections.

LaMn 2Ge2. According to magnetic measurements12 the
manganese subsystem is ordered ferromagnetically be
the Curie temperatureTC5310 K. However, recent neutron
scattering studies10 have revealed thatTC is the temperature
of a magnetic transition from a ferromagnetic to an antif
romagnetic phase, and a transition to the paramagnetic
takes place at a higher temperatureTN5413 K. Our mea-
surements confirmed these results. As can be seen from
1, two anomalies are observed in the temperature de
dence of the lattice parameters of LaMn2Ge2 at temperatures
close toTC andTN . Note that both magnetoelastic anomali
are negative; however, the parameterc undergoes an
anomaly at the pointTN , and the parametera undergoes an
anomaly at the pointTc .

SmMn2Ge2. According to numerous studies, the mang
nese subsystem transforms to a ferromagnetic state b
Tc'340 K ~Ref. 1!. Recently, on the basis of magnetic su
ceptibility measurements, the authors of Ref. 11 conclu
that SmMn2Ge2 is found in the antiferromagnetic state abo
Tc while the transition to a paramagnetic phase occurs
ce

les
he
e
-

w

-
ate

ig.
n-

-
ow
-
d

at

TN5389 K. When the sample is cooled belowTt1'150 K,
the manganese subsystem undergoes a transition from a
romagnetic to an antiferromagnetic state due to the chang
sign of the exchange interaction caused by thermal exp
sion ~the samarium subsystem remains in the paramagn
state!. Finally, atTt2'100 K, the manganese subsystem e
periences a reverse~re-entrant! transition to the ferromag-
netic state; simultaneously the samarium subsystem or
ferromagnetically.2–4 The re-entrant transition is due to th
samarium–manganese exchange interaction.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the la
parameters of SmMn2Ge2 . It can be seen that the ferro
magnetic–antiferromagnetic transition at the temperatureTt1

is accompanied by a jumplike decrease in the lattice par
eter a, while the re-entrant transition at the pointTt2 is ac-
companied by a jumplike increase. These data are in g
agreement with the results of Refs. 2–4 and confirm that
ferromagnetic–antiferromagnetic transition is connected
the temperature dependence of the lattice parametera. Two
additional lattice parameter anomalies are observed at hi
temperatures: the parametera undergoes an anomaly a
TC'310 K. This anomaly can be linked to the transition
the manganese subsystem from the ferromagnetic to the
tiferromagnetic state~although it is somewhat lower than th
temperatureTC based on magnetic measurements1!. The sec-
ond anomaly is observed in the temperature dependenc
the parameterc at TN'383 K. This temperature is in goo
agreement with the temperature of the transition from
antiferromagnetic to the paramagnetic state obtained in R
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the crystal-structure parameters of SmMn2Ge2 . F1 denotes the region of ferromagnetic ordering of the samarium
manganese subsystems. The remaining notation is the same as in Fig. 1.
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11. Unfortunately, neutron-scattering studies of SmMn2Ge2

have not been performed above 300 K; however,
(Nd,Sm!Mn2Si2 , in which the the lattice parameters a
similar to those of SmMn2Ge2, analogous magnetic prope
ties were also observed, and the high-temperature antife
magnetic–ferromagnetic transition was observed in
neutron-scattering measurements.13

NdMn2Ge2. In this intermetallic compound severa
spontaneous magnetic transitions are observed.9,11,12 Below
TN5418 K only the manganese subsystem orders, and, w
the system is cooled to 330–336 K, this subsystem tra
forms to the ferromagnetic state as the magnetic mom
become collinear to the tetragonal axis. In the tempera
interval 215–250 K the manganese moments reorient into
tetragonal plane. Ferromagnetic ordering of the neodym
subsystem takes place below 40–100 K. It follows from o
experiments that transitions of the manganese subsy
from the paramagnetic to the antiferromagnetic state
from the antiferromagnetic to the ferromagnetic state are
companied by negative magnetoelastic anomalies in the
tice parametersc anda, respectively; however, magnetoela
tic anomalies are not observed in the spin reorientation
ordering of the neodymium subsystem~Fig. 3!.

YMn 2Ge2. According to the results of neutro
scattering11 and magnetic14 studies, this compound order
antiferromagnetically below 427 K~Ref. 11!, 437 K ~Ref.
14!. No other magnetic transitions in this compound we
observed. Our measurements showed that the transitio
the antiferromagnetic state in YMn2Ge2 is accompanied by a
negative magnetoelastic anomaly of the lattice parameta
n
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d
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~Fig. 4!. Note that the value of the Ne´el temperature we
obtained (;440 K) is in better agreement with the magne
measurement data.

GdMn2Ge2. According to literature data,15 the manga-
nese subsystem in this intermetallic compound orders a
ferromagnetically belowTN'365 K, while at the tempera
ture Tt'95 K, the manganese subsystem undergoes
transition to a ferromagnetic state with simultaneous fer
magnetic ordering of the gadolinium subsystem so tha
ferrimagnetic structure results. However, magnetization st
ies of single-crystal GdMn2Ge2 show that an anomalous be
havior of the magnetization in weak fields is observed ab
TN and below TN1'480 K. Our magnetization measure
ments also confirmed the existence of such an anom
which may be due to the second high-temperature antife
magnetic phase. In this temperature region, a very sm
anomaly is also observed in the temperature dependenc
the lattice parametera of GdMn2Ge2 ~it is indicated by the
arrow with a question mark in Fig. 5!. However, its magni-
tude lies near the resolution limit of our x-ray measureme
and, consequently, these measurements do not allow u
confirm ~or reject! the existence of a high-temperature an
ferromagnetic phase in this intermetallic compound.

The first noticeable anomaly in the temperature dep
dence of the lattice parametera(T) in GdMn2Ge2 is ob-
served at the temperatureTN5365 K. At low temperatures
at the pointTt'95 K, there is a jumplike change in the la
tice parametera associated with a transition from the an
ferromagnetic to the ferromagnetic state in the mangan
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the crystal-structure parameters of NdMn2Ge2 . Notation the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the crystal-structure parameters of YMn2Ge2 . Notation the same as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the crystal-structure parameters of GdMn2Ge2 . Notation the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the crystal-structure parameters of TbMn2Ge2 . Notation the same as in Fig. 1.
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subsystem under the action of the gadolinium–mangan
exchange interaction.

TbMn 2Ge2. Antiferromagnetic ordering of the manga
nese subsystem in this intermetallic compound takes p
below 414 K~Ref. 1!. It is accompanied by a negative ma
netoelastic anomaly in the lattice parametera ~Fig. 6!. At
low temperatures~according to the data of different studie
below 33–110 K, Ref. 1!, the terbium subsystem orders fe
romagnetically and the manganese subsystem also tr
forms to the ferromagnetic state. As can be seen from Fig
this transition is accompanied by a jumplike growth in t
parametera.

To summarize, our measurements show that therm
expansion measurements in many cases allow one to d
mine the temperatures of spontaneous magnetic phase
sitions of various types in the intermetallic compoun
RMn2Ge2 . Most characteristic are jumplike anomalies in t
lattice parametera at low temperatures due to the transitio
from an antiferromagnetic to the ferromagnetic state in
manganese subsystem with simultaneous ordering of
rare-earth subsystem. At the same time, it can be seen
transitions from a paramagnetic to a magnetically orde
phase and high-temperature transitions between var
magnetic phases in the manganese subsystem are als
companied by anomalies in the lattice parameter, albeit
nificantly smaller in magnitude. We call attention to the fa
that they are manifested in the temperature dependenc
the lattice parameterc as well as the lattice parametera.

The smooth character of the observed anomalies,
pressed by a change in the slope of the temperature de
dences, does not permit us to determine the critical distan
acr andccr for these second-order transitions. Neverthele
it may be remarked that transitions associated with a cha
in slope in the c(T) dependence occur around 10.9
11.01 Å ~La!, 10.92 Å ~Sm!, and 10.95 Å ~Nd!. In com-
pounds with Y, Gd, and Tb, magnetic ordering of the ma
se
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ganese subsystem also occurs forc roughly equal to 10.88 Å,
although without a very noticeable anomaly in its tempe
ture dependence. This circumstance indicates that, a
with the intralayer distance, the interlayer distance also
an effect on the magnitude and sign of the Mn–Mn excha
interaction.
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Synthesis, structure, and dielectric properties of KH 2PO4 fractal aggregates

I. V. Zolotukhin, S. V. Spitsina, L. I. Yanchenko, and L. N. Korotkov

Voronezh State Technical University, 394026 Voronezh, Russia
~Submitted April 8, 1999!
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Macroscopic fractal aggregates of KH2PH4 ~KDP! measuring up to 500mm have been obtained.
The fractal structure forms as a result of the precipitation of KDP particles from a
supersaturated aqueous solution in the presence of a temperature gradient followed by a diffusion-
controlled mechanism of aggregation. The electron-microscopic analysis performed has
shown that the fractals are formed predominantly from crystallites of the tetragonal modification
measuring;1 mm. The dielectric constant («) of fractal KH2PO4 has been measured in
the temperature range 80–300 K. A characteristic anomaly has been discovered on the«(T) curve
in the vicinity of 122 K, which attests to a ferroelectric phase transition. The absolute value
of « is significantly smaller than the components«11 and «33 for KH2PO4. © 1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03011-7#
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In recent years interest has been growing in solid-s
condensed media having a fractal structure. This interes
due to the fact that a solid formed under the conditions
energy dissipation and self-organization acquires a whole
ries of unusual properties, which are often impossible to
tain using traditional methods for forming the structure o
material. Fractal aggregates of several metals,1–3 carbon,4

and inorganic compounds5,6 have already been obtained, an
some of their physical properties have been investigated.
nature of surface fractal formations on ferroelectric cryst
with a diffuse phase transition was discussed in Ref. 7.
the same time, the creation of fractal structures based
polar dielectrics and the study of their physical propert
have not been undertaken. Therefore, the purpose of
present work was to obtain fractal aggregates based o
ferroelectric material and to investigate its structure and
electric properties.

The starting material used to obtain the fractal agg
gates was potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4),
which is a ferroelectric in the crystalline state and who
physical properties have been studied extensively.8 In addi-
tion, this compound has a high solubility in water, whi
simplifies the obtaining of fractal aggregates. The fract
were obtained from a saturated solution of KH2PO4 in dis-
tilled water, which was heated to boiling~the solubility was
0.8 g/ml!. A polished plate of silicon with bumps not excee
ing 10 nm was placed in the heated solution. The format
of KDP fractal structures took place during cooling the s
lution fromT'373 K to room temperature over the course
1–1.5 h.

The formation of a KH2PO4 fractal structure takes plac
in the following manner. The solubility of KH2PO4 in water
increases upon heating to the boiling point; therefore, w
the solution is cooled, it becomes supersaturated, and
densation of the excess quantity of KH2PO4 molecules be-
gins and leads to the formation of clusters with an orde
crystal structure. Under the conditions of a temperature g
1891063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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dient, aggregation of the clusters with the formation of loo
porous structures begins in the bulk of the liquid, and th
structures are deposited on the walls of the vessel and
substrates placed in the solution. The formation of su
structures is mediated by a diffusion-controlled aggregat
mechanism.9

The structure of these formations was studied using
tical and scanning electron microscopes. Dielectric meas
ments were performed on samples obtained from the m
rial of the fractal aggregates by pressing it into the shape
rectangular parallelepipeds (;1031030.1 mm3) and affix-
ing copper electrodes to their large sides. The samples w
placed in a cryostat, where the temperature was varied f
80 to 300 K and monitored to an accuracy no poorer th
60.3 K. The dielectric constant («) of each sample was
measured at a frequency of 1.59 kHz by a local method.

The maps obtained for a fragment of one of the mac
scopic fractals with dimensions as high as 500mm are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. It is seen that the fractal aggregate con
of bent spiral branches, some of which can end with bran
ing in the form of a fan. The fractal dimension calculated
the grid method for various fractal aggregates isD5(1.40
21.72)60.01. Fractal aggregates of KH2PO4 of similar type
and dimensions were also obtained on surfaces of fre
cleaved phlogopite and a polished aluminum foil.

The structure of the surface of the KDP fractals obtain
on a silicon substrate is shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that
fractal aggregates have a columnar structure with a m
height of 13mm. As the distance from the center of an a
gregate to its edges increases, its height decreases from;20
to ;5 mm in the peripheral portions of the fractal. Observ
tions revealed that looser fractals with a low dimensionD
51.40) and a small height form at short deposition times~up
to 1 h!. As the deposition time increases, each fractal agg
gate becomes more developed and branched (D51.72), and
its height increases accordingly. The formation of the str
ture of a fractal is completed at values ofD close to 2.
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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In order to determine the microscopic structure of t
fractal aggregates obtained, fractals were grown on a cop
grid of the type employed as a specimen holder in an e
tron microscope. The electron-microscopic investigation
KDP fractal structures revealed the presence of two cry
phases. One phase~see the electron micrograph in Fig. 3!
consists of crystals of the tetragonal modification of KD
that measure;1 mm and make up roughly 95% of the entir
volume. The other phase is the monoclinic modification
KDP, which is present to a small percentage~5%! as frag-
ments. The crystallites measure;0.1mm. Thus, the fractal
structure is formed from KDP crystallites of two differen
types, whose dimensions differ by an order of magnitude

The results of dielectric-constant measurements are
sented in Fig. 4. It is seen that« increases with lowering of
the temperature to 122 K, at which a sharp peak of« is
observed. The position of the peak corresponds to the t
perature of the ferroelectric phase transitionTC in single-

FIG. 1. KDP fractal aggregates obtained by deposition from a solution o
silicon substrate.

FIG. 2. Surface structure of one of the branches of a KDP fractal aggreg
er
c-
f
al

f

e-

-

crystal KDP.8 Above TC , between 122 and 150 K the«(T)
curve is satisfactorily described by the Curie–Weiss law

«5«`1
C

T2Q
,

where«`53 is the temperature-independent component
«, andC5180 K andQ550 K are, respectively, the Curie–
Weiss constant and temperature.

The results of the dielectric measurements unequivoc
attest to the occurrence of a ferroelectric phase transitio
the object under investigation or, at least, in individual fra
ments of it. The absolute value for the dielectric const
both at temperatures significantly distant fromTC and at
temperatures close to it was two orders of magnitude sma
than the values of«11 and«33 for single-crystal KDP. Such a
small value for the dielectric constant of a fractal aggreg
is due to the small size and misorientation of the structu
components.

Thus, fractal aggregates based on a ferroelectric h
been obtained for the first time in the present work. T
structural elements are crystallites of the tetragonal~95%!
and monoclinic~5%! modifications of KDP measuring;1

a

te.

FIG. 3. Electron micrograph of KDP fractal formations.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the dielectric constant of KDP frac
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and 0.1mm, respectively. A ferroelectric phase transitio
takes place in the crystallites of the tetragonal modification
122 K.
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LATTICE DYNAMICS. PHASE TRANSITIONS

Phase-separation kinetics of 3He– 4He solid solutions at various degrees of
supersaturation

V. A. Ma danov* )

Institute of Low-Temperature Physics and Engineering, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences,
310164 Khar’kov, Ukraine
~Submitted February 1, 1999!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 2062–2064~November 1999!

The phase-separation kinetics of3He24He solid solutions at various degrees of supersaturation
Dx are studied using precise pressure measurements. It is found that the characteristic
phase-separation times do not depend on the degree of supersaturation but are determined by the
final temperature to which the crystal is cooled. The behavior of the effective diffusion
coefficient, which governs the corresponding mass transfer, cannot be described within the
impuriton model of the mobility of3He atoms in a4He crystal. © 1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03111-1#
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Recently performed experimental studies of the pha
separation kinetics of weak3He24He solid solutions have
revealed some new features of the mobility of3He atoms
during the phase transition.1,2 It has been shown that th
temperature dependence of the characteristic phase-se
tion time t has a nonmonotonic character. When the sam
is cooled in the phase-separation region in small steps,
value of t at first decreases, a minimum is observed aT
.1002110 mK, and then the phase-separation time
creases as the temperature is lowered further.

Such behavior oft does not follow from the impuriton
model describing the kinetics of3He quasiparticles in a solid
solution.3 As the temperature is lowered, the concentration
3He in the 4He matrix decreases exponentially, and t
phase-separation times should also decrease in accord
with the 1/x law characteristic of quantum diffusion.4

Among the experimental data in Ref. 1 that were o
tained when the solution was cooled in small steps, Fig. 5
Ref. 1 also shows the result of one-step cooling fro
Ti5230 mK toTf5110 mK. This result agrees well with th
data obtained for cooling in a small step fromTi5125 mK to
the same temperatureTf5110 mK. This finding is very un-
expected, since phase separation in these cases occurre
strongly differing values ofDT5Ti2Tf ~120 and 15 mK,
respectively! and degrees of supersaturation of the solut
Dx ~1.9 and 0.25%3He).

The purpose of the present work was to carry out a m
detailed experimental study of this effect. In the experime
the time dependence of the pressure of the test crystal
constant volume was measured after its temperature had
lowered in the phase-separation region. The experime
cell and instrumentation used were described in Ref.
Samples of helium solid solutions with an initial3He con-
centration equal to 2.05% and a molar volume equal
20.44 cm3/mol (P533.4 bar) were investigated.

The experimental plan is schematically represented
1891063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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Fig. 1. Samples of a3He24He solid solution in an equilib-
rium state were rapidly cooled from various initial temper
turesTi lying on the equilibrium phase-separation line to t
same fixed temperatureTf5100 mK. A two-phase quantum
crystal was investigated in all cases, i.e., the matrix of
dilute phase contained supercritical nuclei of the conc
trated phase. After stabilization of the temperatureTf , the
pressure in the sample varied in accordance with the va
tion of the concentration, i.e., relaxation of the system to
equilibrium state took place. The time dependence of
pressure change obtained reflected the phase-trans
kinetics.

In all the cases investigated, growth of the pressure
the sample took place according to the exponential law

DP5DP0e2t/t, ~1!

FIG. 1. Scheme for performing the experiment. Solid curve — part of
phase-separation phase diagram forx,2% 3He: Ti — initial temperature;
Tf — final temperature.
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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wheret is the characteristic phase-separation time, andDP0

is the difference between the final and initial pressures. C
acteristic plots ofDP(t) for three different degrees of supe
saturationDT are presented in Fig. 2.

An analysis of the plots using Eq.~1! shows that phase
separation takes place at essentially the same rate in all c
despite the fact that the temperature difference and, co
quently, the concentration difference differ significantly. T
dependence oft on the temperature differenceDT for all the
cases of cooling is shown in Fig. 3. The results presen
show that the timest do not depend onDT (Dx) and are, in
fact, determined by the final temperatureTf after the solution
was cooled.

Knowing the characteristic phase-separation timet, the
size of the inclusion of the new phase, and the original c
centration of the solution, we can calculate the distance
tween nuclei of the new phase and the value of the effec
mass diffusion coefficientDeff , which governs mass transfe
under phase-separation conditions. The solution of suc

FIG. 2. Kinetics of the variation of the pressure after cooling of the sam
from various initial temperatures to 100 mK: a —Ti5110 mK: b — Ti

5150 mK; c —Ti5230 mK.
r-

ses
e-

d

-
e-
e

a

problem was described in detail in Ref. 2. The size of
3He inclusions appearing as a result of phase separation
been established in various experiments,5–8 which were car-
ried out at sufficiently low temperatures, where the pha
separation-process went to completion. Therefore, the
from these measurements yield the maximum size of a3He
inclusion. As in Ref. 2, the value for the maximum inclusio
radiusRmax52.25mm was used in the present calculation

The values ofDeff found are presented in Fig. 4. Fo
comparison, the dashed line in this figure is a plot of t
values of the impuriton self-diffusion coefficientDs(x)
found by NMR experiments.4

The value of the self-diffusion coefficient was averag
for each concentration intervalDx using the relation

D5
1

xi2xf
E

xi

xf
Ds~x! dx. ~2!e

FIG. 3. Dependence of the characteristic timet on the temperature differ-
enceDT.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the effective diffusion coefficient on the degree
supersaturation. Dashed line — estimate of the impuriton self-diffusion
efficient according to Eq.~2!.
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The strong dependence ofDs on density was taken into ac
count in the following manner:9

Ds5
D0

x S 12
x

xc
D 1.7

, ~3!

whereD0 andxc are quantities which depend on density. A
can be seen from Fig. 4, the behavior ofDeff differs strongly
from the concentration dependence of the impuriton s
diffusion coefficient.

During the phase-separation process, the inclusion
the new phase, which contain essentially pure3He and have
a larger molar volume than the original solution, grow. Th
can lead to the appearance of elastic fields near the clu
boundary. Under these conditions the diffusion flux can
described in the form2

j 52
Dx

w S ¹x

x
1

¹U

kT D , ~4!

wherew is the atomic volume,¹x is the concentration gra
dient, and¹U is the potential gradient characterizing th
nonuniform stress field.

As follows from the results of this study, the variation
Dx over a broad range does not cause an appreciable ch
in mass transfer, and the relationship betweenD, ¹x, x, and
¹U possibly has a more complicated nature than in~4!.

Thus, the mass transfer of3He atoms under the cond
tions of phase separation at different degrees of supersa
tion has a totally different nature than in a homogene
f-

of

ter
e

nge

ra-
s

solution, and further experimental and theoretical investi
tions are needed to account for the available facts.

We sincerely thank E´ . Ya. Rudavski�, V. N. Grigor’ev,
A. S. Rybalko, N. F. Omelaenko, A. N. Gan’shin, and A. A
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The temperature dependence of the order parameters and the axial initial splitting parameter of
Gd31 impurity complexes is measured in the first low-symmetry phase of CsSrCl3 , and
the relationship between these parameters is found. The parameters of the thermodynamic
potential, which takes into account the interaction of the order parameter with strains,
are estimated. The nature of the temperature dependence of the axial initial splitting parameter in
the cubic phase is explained. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03211-6#
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1. The investigations in Refs. 1–5 permitted an interp
tation of the thermal behavior of CsSrCl3 in the vicinity of
380 K following the sequence of three structural transform
tions

Oh
1 →

@00c]
D4h

5 →
0wc

D2h
17 →

[w2w1c]

C2h
2 , ~1!

wherec andw are components of theM3 andR25 rotational
modes, respectively. In Ref. 6 the parameters of the ther
dynamic potential for two of the structural transitions we
determined from thermal measurements and an investiga
of the temperature dependence of the angle of rotation of
chlorine octahedron using the EPR spectrum of cubic G31

centers~centers of type1! without considering the interac
tion of the order parameters with one another and with
strains.

The structures of two tetragonal~in the cubic phase!
Gd31 complexes~type 2, which includes association with
vacancy of a nearby Sr21 ion, and type3, which contains an
O22 ion at the site of a nearby chloride ion! and the relation-
ship of their parameters to the values of the angle of rota
and strain of the chlorine octahedron were investigated
Refs. 7–10. This paper presents the results of measuring
temperature dependences of the rotation angle of the chlo
octahedron and the axial parameterb20, which is related to
the strain of the octahedron, in the three types of param
netic centers in the first low-temperature phase~the com-
plexes of type2 produce2i and2' centers in this phase8!.

2. The measurements were performed on samples w
were grown by the Bridgman method in sealed quartz a
puls and have an almost monodomain structure on a 3
spectrometer. To obtainb20(T), a combination of the reso
nance positions for two transitions, which eliminates the c
tribution of the cubic parameterb40 of the spin Hamiltonian
~the contribution ofb60 and the off-diagonal parameters
small!, was constructed at each temperature after Ref. 11
center1 in the case ofBic (B is the magnetic field induc
tion!, for center2i in the case ofBiOKic (OK denotes the
compensation axis!, and for center2' in the case of
BiOK'c. The results are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 and
Table I. The quantityDb20(T) in Fig. 2 is the value of
1891063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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b20(T,phase1) in the low-symmetry phase minus the jum
in b20 and the dependence ofb20(T,cub) extrapolated from
the cubic phase.

To measure the local angle of rotation of the octahedr
the polarizing magnetic field was turned fromC4 in the plane
'c by the anglew0 , and the distanceD between the reso
nance positions of the EPR signals of the centers with op
site signs of rotation of the chlorine octahedron was de
mined. It is easy to show that the shifts of the angu
dependence of the resonance position will be

ca51/4 arcsin~D/~P* sin 4w0!! for centers 1 and 2i ,
~2!

ca51/2 arcsin~D/~P* sin 2w0!! for center 2', ~3!

whereP is the spread of the azimuthal~1 and 2i) or polar
(2') angular dependence. The results obtained are show
Fig. 3 and in Table I~the table also lists the data on th
rotation angles from Refs. 8 and 9!.

According to Ref. 8, for centers1 and 2i the angleca

can be identified with the angle of rotation~upon the phase
transition! of the principal axes of the fourth-rank fine
structure tensor of the paramagnetic centercb and, conse-
quently, with the angle of rotation of the chlorine octahedr
c, while this is not true for center2'. An analysis of the
shift of the angular dependence for center2' upon the phase
transition showed that the main contribution to it is made
rotation of the axes of the second-rank tensor, but neglec
the influence of the fourth-rank tensor in quantitative calc
lations would be erroneous.

It would be interesting to turn to the question of th
relationship between the rotation angles of the second-r
tensor

cb51/2 arctan~b21/b2223b20! ~4!

and the rotation angles of the octahedron for centers of t
2' at 384 and 372 K~Ref. 8! ~Table I!. Using the superpo-
sition model12 for an octahedron distorted as a result of t
presence of a Gd31 ion and a Sr21 vacancy and then turne
about the direction perpendicular to the composition a
without additional distortions, we obtain for the rotatio
angle
7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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d51/2 arcsin@b21/3b20~oct!#, ~5!

whereb20(oct), in contrast to~4!, is the contribution tob20

only from the ligands of the rotating octahedron without co
sideration of the compensator ion. The small parameterb22 is
not included in~5! because of the neglect of the deformati
of the octahedron upon rotation.

According to the estimates in Ref. 7,b20(oct) amounts
to roughly half~in absolute value! of the observed value o
b20. Consideration of this estimate in~5! leads to a roughly
twofold increase in the angle of rotation of the octahedron
comparison to the data in Refs. 8 and 9 for the second-r
tensor ~Table I!. Unfortunately, this conclusion cannot b
confirmed by the behavior of the principal axis of the four

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence ofb20 for centers of types2i and2'.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the absolute value ofDb20 for three
types of centers~1, 2i , and2').
-

n
nk

-

rank tensor~Table I!, which depends weakly on the strain o
the octahedron, even with consideration of the large erro
the determination ofb4m . Nevertheless, the conclusion i
Ref. 8 regarding such a strong influence of a strontium
cancy located in the rotation plane on the value of the lo
rotation angle can be mentioned. It should be noted that
expression~5!, unlike ~4!, which is purely phenomenologi
cal, is a result of model representations.

Our attention is attracted by the regular difference b
tween the values of the local order parameter on cente1
and2i ~Fig. 3 and Table I!. This finding can be explained o
a qualitative level in the following manner. Since the pre
ence of a Sr21 vacancy in the neighboring octahedron caus
compression of the (GdCl6)32 octahedron~Ref. 7!,1! when
theOK andc directions coincide, the phase transition in th
part of the crystal will take place, as it were, under the co
ditions of uniaxial compression, which causes, for exam
in RbCaF3 ~Ref. 11!, a shift of the transition temperature
i.e., it can be expected that the structural transition near a2i
center will occur at a higher temperature and, according
the data in Ref. 8, will cause further compression of t
octahedron alongc.

It is usually assumed thatb20 ~or Db20, if b20Þ0 in the
cubic phase! is proportional to the square of the order para

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the shift in the angular dependen
the resonance position for centers of types1, 2i , and2' in the first low-
symmetry phase.

TABLE I. Jump inb20 , the shiftca of the angular dependences of the EP
signals, and the rotation angles of the axes of ther th-rank fine-structure
tensor.

Center Jump inb20 , ca , cb~384 K!, cb~372 K!,
MHz deg deg~Ref. 8! deg ~Ref. 9!

1 21 5.8 6.1~3! r 54 6.9~5! r 54
2i 29 6.3 6.7~3! r 54 7.5~4! r 54
2' 15 3.1 3.0~3! r 52 4.1~2! r 52

2.5~7! r 54 5.4~6! r 54
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eter. This relationship can be expressed more correctly in
form

Db205xc21jc41zc61 . . . .

Treatment of the experimental results leads to the follow
values: x50.86 MHz/deg2, j520.01 MHz/deg4, and
z50.0002 MHz/deg6 for center 1 and x51.53 MHz/deg2,
j520.03 MHz/deg4, andz50.003 MHz/deg6 for center2i .
Neglect of the terms with high powers markedly renorm
izes the first coefficient@x(1)50.59 MHz/deg2, x(2i)
50.71 MHz/deg2], but the error in the description of an ex
periment increases by only two fold.

3. Knowing the temperature dependence of the order
rameter~Fig. 3!, we can estimate the ratios between the
rameters of the thermodynamic potential

F5F01A~T2Tc!h
21Bh41Ch4. ~6!

The experimental plot ofh(T) for a cubic center is satisfac
torily described with the following values of the paramete
in ~6!: Tcr2T053.06 K, A/B520.452310218cm2/K21,
andB/C521.67310217cm2, which are fairly close to the
parameters determined in Ref. 6. However, the valueh0

50.2931028 cm obtained in this procedure is greater th
the experimentally measured value (0.28531028 cm).

According to Ref. 2, consideration of the elastic ener
of the crystal and the interaction of the order parameter w
the strains leads only to renormalization of the constantB in
the potential~6!:

B85B23/2
a2

c1112c12
212

b2

c112c12
, ~7!

wherec11 and c12 are the elastic moduli anda and b are
parameters of the interactionh with strains. Let us try to
evaluate the last term in~7!. After substituting the expressio
for the spontaneous tetragonal strain2

x321/2~x11x2!526bh2/~c112c12! ~8!

into the Hamiltonian of the spin-deformation interaction13

Hss51/2* G11O20@x321/2~x11x2!#51/3* b20O20, ~9!

wherexi are the components of the strain tensor,O20 is the
Stevens spin operator, andG11 is a component of the fourth
rank tensor of the spin-deformation interaction, we obtain

b52b20~c112c12!/9G11h
2. ~10!

Substituting the values ofh andb20 for T5384 K from
Ref. 8, the elastic constants for CsPbCl3 from Ref. 2,
andG115G3350.21cm21 (Gd31 in SrO! from Ref. 14, we
obtainb520.731025erg/cm5, which makes a contribution
to B8 through the last term in~7!, which equals 0.4
31040erg/cm7. Since the value ofG11 for CaO obtained in
Ref. 14 is two times smaller than the value for SrO, we c
expect an appreciably larger addition toB ~in Ref. 6 B
521.8531040erg/cm7).

The corrections toB due to the interactionh with strains
can also be estimated without evoking the spin-deforma
interaction by employing the data in Ref. 2 on the change
he

g

-

a-
-

y
h

n

n
in

the unit-cell parameters accompanying the phase trans
as components of the strain tensor, the expression~8!, and

a52~c1112c12!~x11x21x3!/3h2

52~c1112c12!@~c12a!/a023#/3h2. ~11!

The values a50.7831025erg/cm5 and b521.4
31025erg/cm5 obtained from~11! and ~8! lead to DB(a)
50.01531040erg/cm7 andDB(b)51.5731040erg/cm7. As
we see, both estimation methods give values of the cor
tions toB that are comparable to the experimentally obtain
values and can lead to alteration of the character of the t
sition when the observation conditions are altered.

4. As follows from Fig. 1, the absolute value of th
axial parameterb20 for centers of type2 in the cubic phase
increases with increasing temperature (db20/dT;7
31026 cm21/K), while for centers of type3 (Gd31 with an
O22 or S22 ion in a position of a nearby halogen! in CsSrCl3
~Ref. 7!, CsCaCl3 ~Ref. 15!, and RbCaF3 ~Ref. 16! the mag-
nitude of the initial splitting decreases. The thermal behav
of tetragonal and trigonal Gd31 centers in crystals with fluo-
rite structure, whose axial parameters are governed ex
sively by the presence of fluorine atoms in the local enviro
ment of the interstitial ions,17–19 is similar to the behavior of
the three centers in perovskites and can be associ
with thermal expansion of the crystals. The value
db20/dT for Gd31 centers with a large initial splitting~cen-
ters of type3 and tetragonal centers in fluorites! is equal to
;331025(cm21/K). It turns out that CsSrCl3 is not the
only material in which the Gd3 centers of type2 exhibit an
unusual temperature dependence ofb20 ~Tables II and III!.
Estimation ofdb20/dT for centers of type2 in the superpo-
sition approximation using the data in Ref. 23 regarding
thermal splitting of RbCdF3 and CsCdF3 gives a value of the
order of1331026 (cm21/K), which is comparatively close
to the value obtained experimentally for CsCdF3 .

Apart from thermal expansion of the crystal, an app
ciable contribution to the temperature dependence of the
tial splitting can be made by the spin-phonon interaction
we take into account the anharmonicity of the lattice13,24

TABLE II. Initial splitting parameters of tetragonal Gd31 centers associated
with a nearby vacancy of aB ion in the cubic phase.

ABX3 T, K b20 , 1024 cm21 db20 /dT, cm21/K Ref.

CsSrCl3 393 2206.8(10) 2731026 7
KCdF3 487 2249.3(10) 2531026 20,21
RbCdF3 295 2291.3(5) 21.431026 21
CsCaF3 298 2314.3(3) 20.431026 21
CsCdF3 291 2315.3(3) 11.431026 21

TABLE III. Initial splitting parameters of tetragonal Gd31 centers associ-
ated with Li1 at the site of a nearbyB ion in the cubic phase.

ABX3 T, K b20 , 1024 cm21 db20 /dT, cm21/K Ref.

CsCaF3 298 2388.3 12.231026 22
CsCdF3 300 2379.8 13.431026 22
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Db20~T!5KT4E
0

Q/T

~ex21!21x3 dx, ~12!

whereQ is the Debye temperature, as well as the interact
with localized vibrations25–27

Db20~T!5K0S coth
hn

kT
21D , ~13!

wheren is the frequency of the localized vibration. It wa
shown, however, in Ref. 28 that ifK0 /KQ45hn/3kQ, the
expressions~12! and ~13! give essentially identical depen
dences. Since it is not simple to separate these contribut
in an experiment, we say that there is a single dyna
mechanism underlying the temperature dependence of
initial splitting.

In Refs. 29–32 crystal-chemical analyses of the types
looseness in the perovskite structure revealed regions fo
existence of real crystals of perovskites in the coordinate
the relative ionic radii. Appearance in a definite region p
sumes the existence in the crystal of stiff extended obje
which may be one-dimensional~shifting of ions in a chain!
or two-dimensional~tilting of octahedrons with extension i
the rotation plane!, vibrate coherently in a highly anharmon
potential, and are precursors of stable low-symmetry pha

The absence of structural phase transitions in CsC3

and CsCaF3 correlates well with the appearance of t
former on the boundary and the latter near the boundar
the tilting and shifting regions. The location of the sequen
of crystals consisting of RbCdF3 ~one structural transition!,
KCdF3 ~two transitions!, and CsSrCl3 ~three transitions! at
increasing depths in the tilting zone is probably evidence
an increase in the anharmonicity of the lattice.

Consequently, it can be expected that, in the series
crystals listed in Table II, the dynamic contribution to th
temperature dependence of the initial splitting will increa
from CsCdF3 to CsSrCl3 . Then, if the signs ofdb20/dT for
the static and dynamic contributions tob20 are different, a
change in the sign ofdb20/dT for the experimental depen
dence of the axial parameter should occur in this series
agreement with the data in Table II.

To obtain a concentration of Gd31 complexes associate
with Li1 ions sufficient for observation~Table III!, gado-
linium and lithium doping levels much greater (;1 mol %!
than the levels characteristic of single-ion doping
(,0.1 mol%) must be employed. As a result, crystals
obtained with integral parameters which are dramatically
tered by the defects and are difficult to compare with
properties of lightly doped crystals. Nevertheless, the va
of db20/dT for Ge312Li1 centers is closer to the valu
obtained with allowance for thermal expansion of the crys
in the superposition approximation than is the value
Gd312VSr centers, attesting to a decrease in the dyna
contribution.

We sincerely thank A. E. Usachev for supplying t
samples, A. E. Nikiforov and E. L. Rumyantsev for partic
pating in discussions, and A. P. Potapov for assisting in
treatment of the results.
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* !E-mail: vladimir.vazhenin@usu.ru
1!The conclusion in Ref. 7 regarding compression of the octahedron

result of the displacement of a Cl2 ion from the strontium vacancy to
Gd31 can be corroborated by an analysis of the data in Tables II and
The presence of a Li1 ion with a small ionic radius at the site of a Sr21

vacancy should lead to displacement of a chlorine atom toward the lith
atom and, consequently, to a decrease in its possible contribution tob20 .
As a result, the absolute value ofb20 for lithium centers is greater than th
value for center2 ~Tables II and III!.
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Russia
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The scattering matrix of a point contact between one-dimensional coherent conductors is
considered. It is shown that the flux conservation law, time-reversal symmetry, and an hypothesis
of continuity of the wave function lead to parametrization of the scattering matrix by a
single real parameter, regardless of the number of conductors connected by the contact. The
condition of maximum transmission fixes this parameter and thereby uniquely defines the
scattering matrix. The condition of flux conservation then reduces to the condition that the
sum of the derivatives of the wave function with respect to the directions of the conductors vanish.
Possible applications of the model considered to experimentally feasible arrays of one-
dimensional elements are discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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The achievements of nanotechnology in the last 10 ye
have lead to the creation of semiconductor structures wh
transverse dimensions are so small that only one propaga
mode exists in them due to transverse quantization. Owin
the absence of impurities, the electron mean free path in s
systems can be considerably greater than the longitud
dimensions. The propagation of electrons under these co
tions is a ballistic, quantum process and is completely
scribed by a one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation that is
similar to the equation describing the propagation of elec
magnetic waves in single-mode waveguides. For many p
lems~scattering on a random potential, interactions betw
electrons! the possibility of describing the motion of elec
trons by only the longitudinal part of the wave functio
which depends only on the one-dimensional coordinate,
decisive simplification and permits obtaining exact solutio
for them.

The next systems in order of complexity are arrays
one-dimensional conductors containing branch points
junctions of purely one-dimensional conductors. From
theoretical standpoint it would be interesting to investig
the influence of the non-one-dimensionality introduced
contacts on the result of the purely one-dimensional probl
In addition, experimental realizations of structures conta
ing branch points and junctions are possible, and this
counts for the practical importance of these systems. Var
models used to describe the Aharonov–Bohm effect,1 persis-
tent currents,2 and electron propagation in quantum wi
arrays,3,4 as well as models for investigating non-on
dimensional localization by renormalization-group analys5

can be noted as examples. The main question which aris
going from one-dimensional models to arrays of such e
ments is the question of matching the wave functions at
connection sites; however, it has simply been ignored
1901063-7834/99/41(11)/5/$15.00
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many studies. The purpose of this paper is to discuss
possible form of the boundary conditions imposed on
longitudinal one-dimensional wave functions of electrons
point contacts for the special class of contacts which p
serve the continuity of a one-dimensional wave function.

The most general and widely used approach to this pr
lem was first formulated in Ref. 6 and involves introducing
contact scattering matrix which satisfies the flux conser
tion law and time-reversal symmetry. The latter means t
the complex scattering matrix must be a unitary symme
matrix of order n3n and can be parametrized byn(n
11)/2 real parameters (n is the number of wires convergin
at the contact!. The values of these parameters are de
mined by the specific realization of the contact as a wa
guide system, which is generally known. Such an approac
undoubtedly correct, but is excessively general and relativ
uninformative. In fact, using this parametrization even
the simplest nontrivial case ofn53, we obtain solutions
which depend in an unknown manner on six real paramet
Therefore, the values of the unknown parameters mus
established using additional nonphysical arguments~the real
nature of the matrix elements of the scattering matrix,1,7 the
especially small values of certain matrix elements,7,8 etc.!.

In the present paper, a hypothesis of continuity of t
wave function is used to obtain a more definite form of t
scattering matrix. Let us discuss its meaning in somew
greater detail. Actually, the tenable requirement is continu
of the total wave function. For regions far from a contact
single-channel conductors, the total wave function is equa
the product of the longitudinal wave function and the fund
mental transverse mode. The other terms containing hig
damped transverse modes become small as the distance
the contact increases. However, they can be significant in
region adjacent to the contact. For this reason it is not
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tirely clear that the boundary condition stipulating continu
of the total wave function can be extended to the longitudi
part of the propagating fundamental mode. Unfortunate
systematic estimation of the role of the damped mode
possible only for specific contacts and only by numeri
methods~see, for example, Ref. 9!. On the other hand, a
sequence of limiting transitions~the tendency of the trans
verse dimensions of the conductors toward zero and the
dency of the particle energy toward infinity!, for which the
contribution of the damped modes can be neglected, unq
tionably exists. In this case the continuity of the longitudin
part, i.e., the one-dimensional function, follows from t
continuity of the total wave function. An example of a sy
tem with a wave function that is continuous at a contac
provided by the model depicted in Fig. 1. The chains
atoms have one common contact atom. Each atom co
sponds to one electronic state~for example, ans orbital!.
Clearly, the wave function in the tight-binding approach f
this problem, which is defined as

C~r !5(
i

eik•r if~r2r i !, ~1!

where r denotes the coordinates of the atoms, will be co
tinuous. It is easy to see that there are no analogs of dam
modes in such a model. This alone ensures continuity. S
marizing the foregoing statements, we claim that the o
dimensional wave function is continuous for a definite s
cial class of one-dimensional conductors and point conta
In this paper we shall consider only this type of model.

It should be noted that there have been numerous pu
cations in which the continuity of wave functions was po
tulated. In addition, such continuity is supplemented by
condition of equality to zero of the sum of derivatives wi
respect to directions of the conductors

(
i 51

n

c i850, ~2!

which is interpreted as the particle flux conservation con
tion. These conditions taken together are called Griffit
conditions.10 It is easy to see, however, that the condition~2!
does not coincide with the flux conservation conditio

FIG. 1. Ideal model of a point contact between one-dimensional conduc
Each atom, including the central atom, has ones orbital. In the continuous
model the chains of atoms are replaced by narrow channels with infin
high potential walls.
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which, unlike,~2! is bilinear with respect to the wave func
tions. As will be shown below, Griffith’s conditions ar
stricter and uniquely specify the scattering matrix, while fl
conservation, time-reversal symmetry, and continuity of
wave functions leave one real parameter free.

Below, in Sec. 1, we shall examine the possible para
etrization of the scattering matrix for our model and sho
that all the elements of the scattering matrix are determi
by a single real parameter. The correspondence of our re
to Griffith’s boundary conditions, as well as to the know
solutions of several quantum-mechanical problems, is a
explored. In Sec. 2 we use the results to investigate the f
of the conductance oscillations of an Aharonov–Bohm r
as an example~Fig. 2!. In the concluding paragraph we sum
marize the main results of this study.

1. SCATTERING MATRIX

Moving on to the treatment of a specific model, we i
troduce the one-dimensional coordinatesxi , which are de-
fined on the half-lines@0,̀ ). All the pointsxi50 are iden-
tical. The potential energies are constant along the en
length of the conductors up to the contact atx50, but they
can have a discontinuity in the contact itself. We repres
the wave functions in the wires in the form

C i~x!5
Oi

Aki

exp~ ik ix!1
I i

Aki

exp~2 ik ix!, ~3!

where ki5A2m(E2Ui)/\
2 is the wave vector in thei th

channel~the wave vectors in identical channels are iden
cal!, E is the energy,Ui are the constant potential energies
the conductors, andx is the coordinate measured from th
contact along a conductor. We stress that, according to
assumption regarding the insignificance of the damp
modes, the representation~3! is valid along an entire conduc
tor up to the contact. The continuity of the wave functions
the contact is expressed by the equations

Oi1I i

Aki

5
Oi 111I i 11

Aki 11

~4!

for i 51,2, . . . ,n21. The scattering matrix expresses t
scattered waves in terms of the incident waves:

O5Ŝ•I , ~5!

rs.

ly

FIG. 2. Aharonov–Bohm ring with two contacts~branch points!. The ar-
rows show waves propagating in the elements of the circuit. The length
semicircle isl, and the magnetic flux through the ring isF.
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where then-component vectorsO and I are composed o
scattered and incident amplitudes. Flux conservation
time-reversal symmetry lead to the unitarity and symme
of the scattering matrix in the usual manner. To study
consequences of the continuity of the wave functions, le
consider the case of identical conductors first and then
general case of differentUi . We, first of all, show that the
scattering matrix has only two unequal elements. Let th
be an incident wave of unit amplitude only in the first co
ductor. Then, from Eqs.~4! and ~5! we have

S11115S125S135 . . . S1n . ~6!

Similarly, considering the second conductor, we arrive at
relations

S125S22115S235 . . . S2n . ~7!

The first equalities in~6! and~7! give S115S22, and the last
ones lead to equality of the off-diagonal elements. Conti
ing this process, we arrive at the conclusion that the ma
has the form

5
S1 S2 . . . S2

S2 S1 . . . S2

A A � A

S2 S2 . . . S1

6 , ~8!

whereS1 andS2 satisfy the equations

S1115S2 , ~9!

S1* S11~n21!S2* S251, ~10!

the former of which is a consequence of~6! and ~7!, while
the latter is a consequence of the unitarity condition. We n
that Eqs.~9! and~10! ensure satisfaction of the second of t
unitarity conditions, which calls for the orthogonality of di
ferent columns. However, the inverse statement is incorr
the two unitarity conditions do not ensure satisfaction of E
~9!. From Eqs.~9! and ~10! we find

S5
2

n
cosw,

ReS15
2

n
cos2w21, ImS15

sin 2w

n
, ~11!

whereSandw are the amplitude and phase ofS2. Equations
~11! show that the phase of the off-diagonal elements, wh
are all identical for identical channels, is the only free p
rameter. The value ofw is determined by the energy and th
geometric properties of the contact.

Of course, the existence of contacts having different v
ues ofw is possible. Contacts with the maximum transm
sion coefficient correspond to the valuew50. In this case
the elements of the scattering matrix depend only on
number of conductors connected:S15(22n)/n, S252/n.
The same result can be attained by assuming fulfillmen
the linear condition~2!, instead of the flux conservation con
dition, which is bilinear with respect to the amplitudes.
d
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fact, this means that the use of the linear condition~2! is
possible only for contacts of a fairly special form, viz., tho
with the highest conducting properties.

The method used above is also applicable to the cas
channels having unequal potential energies: the entire dif
ence is confined to the unequal values of the wave vect
An analysis of the continuity and unitarity conditions in th
case leads to parametrization of the scattering matrix in
following form:

5
k1t21 Ak1k2t . . . Ak1knt

Ak1k2t k2t21 . . . Ak2knt

A A � A

Ak1knt Ak2knt . . . knt21
6 , ~12!

where the complex parametert is defined by the equations

utu5
2 cosw

( i 51
n ki

, w5arg~ t !. ~13!

As in the preceding case, the valuew50 corresponds to free
propagation.

We note that the transmission probability forn53 and
w50 is equal to 4/9, which coincides with the result for th
tight-binding model11 for energies near the center of the ba
in the rangeuEu!6 ~where the overlap integral determinin
the width of the one-dimensional band was set equal
unity!. This conclusion can easily be generalized to arbitr
n. In fact, for the transmission and reflection coefficientst
and r ) we have the system of equations

11r 5t, ~14!

~E2E0!t5exp~2 ik !1rexp~ ik !1t~n21!exp~ ik !,
~15!

where the first equality is the continuity condition, the se
ond equality is the tight-binding equation for the conta
atom, and the interatomic distance is set equal to unity. F
this system we have

t5
22i sink

~22n!cosk2 in sink
, ~16!

where we used the expressionE2E052 cosk. Hence for
uEu!2n/u22nu it follows that the transmission probabilit
coincides with the result~11! whenw50.

Whenn52 andw50, Eq.~11! corresponds to free one
dimensional propagation. Whenn52 andw50, Eqs.~12!
and~13! describe the scattering of a one-dimensional part
on a step~in agreement with Ref. 12!. When n52 andw
5arctan(V/k), formula ~11! describes scattering on a on
dimensional d-function potential: U(x)5\2Vd(x)/m
~Ref. 13!.

We should also mention several unusual properties
the results obtained, which are a consequence of the
dimensional character of the conductors and the point-
character of the contact. First of all, asn→`, the probability
of reflection from the contact tends to unity: the more co
ductors are connected to the contact, the higher is the p
ability of reflection from it! Another paradoxical property i
the lack of a dependence of the scattering matrix on
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angles between the conductors, which is a direct con
quence of assuming continuity for the one-dimensional w
functions. Moreover, numerical calculations for the spec
case of aT-shaped~patently asymmetric! contact directly
point to a lack of a dependence of the transmission coe
cients on direction in the limitka!1 ~Ref. 9!, which can be
regarded as confirmation of the continuity of the wave fu
tion in the contact in this limit. We also note that, in th
limit the numerical results giveur u51 andt50, which cor-
respond to Eqs.~11! with n53 and w5p/2. The latter
means that Griffith’s conditions are not satisfied in this lim
The lack of a dependence of the scattering matrix on
angles for a contact joining chains of atoms withs orbitals is
obvious from the solution procedure itself.

2. AHARONOV–BOHM OSCILLATIONS

Let us consider the system of conductors that is depic
in Fig. 2 and is usually used to account for the occurrence
the Aharonov–Bohm effect. In the usual explanation it
assumed that the output wave functionc5 is proportional to
the sum of the wave functions before entry into the conta
i.e., c31c4. The source of this erroneous assumption is
incorrect use of the Feynman rule for summing amplitud
corresponding to different trajectories~only the two trajecto-
ries, one along the upper arm and one along the lower a
are used!. In fact, an infinite number of topologically differ
ent trajectories with different speeds around the ring sho
be used. This can be effectively accomplished by writ
equations for the amplitudes of the waves in the conduc
and then solving them. The latter permits finding the tra
mission coefficient of electrons through a ring with an e
closed magnetic fluxF and then, using Landauer’s formul
the conductance and its dependence on the magnetic flu

Using the notation in Fig. 2 and a relation of the type~8!,
we obtain the following system of equations for th
amplitudes:

S O0

O1

O2

D 5H r t t

t r t

t t r
J S I 0

I 1

I 2

D , ~17!

S O3

O4

O5

D 5H r t t

t r t

t t r
J S I 3

I 4

I 5

D , ~18!

S I 1

I 3
D 5H 0 exp~ ikl 2 ia!

exp~ ikl 1 ia! 0 J S O1

O3
D , ~19!

S I 2

I 4
D 5H 0 exp~ ikl 1 ia!

exp~ ikl 2 ia! 0 J S O2

O4
D . ~20!

Here r and t are the complex reflection and transition coe
ficients for branching, which is assumed to be symme
with respect to the arms. In Eqs.~19! and~20! we regard the
arms of the ring as ballistic conductors of lengthl (kl is the
phase trajectory along a half-ring,a5(F/F0)p, F is the
magnetic flux passing through the ring, andF05hc/e is the
magnetic flux quantum!.
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Taking the amplitude of the wave incident from the le
as unity (I 051) and the amplitude of the wave incident fro
the right as zero (I 550), we arrive at an inhomogeneou
system of equations, which can easily be solved. The am
tude of the transmitted waveO55t(I 31I 4) specifies the
complex transmission coefficientf:

f 52t2 cosa
e2 ikl2eikl~ t2r !2

e22ikl1e2ikl~ t2r !2~ t1r !222r 222t2cos 2a
.

~21!

Taking into account that the conductance of the system
proportional tou f u2, we can account for its dependence
magnetic field~on a). It can be seen from~21! that the
multiplier cosa in front of the fraction leads to ordinary
Aharonov–Bohm oscillations with a periodF0 ~a 1
1cos 2a dependence!. The square of the modulus of th
fraction from ~21! gives the additional modulation of th
conductance with the magnetic field owing to the last term
the denominator. Just this dependence is also a consequ
of taking into account the trajectories with nonzero spe
around the ring.

We have hitherto utilized only the branching symmet
but not the continuity of the wave function. This continui
can be expressed by Eq.~8!: t2r 51. Substituting this equal-
ity into ~21!, we obtain the following expression for th
transmission coefficient:

f 5
24i t 2 cosa sinkl

e22ikl1e2ikl~2t21!222~ t21!222t2 cos 2a
. ~22!

It can be seen from~22! that f and, therefore, the conduc
tance tend to zero askl→0 in this case. The latter take
place near the threshold where the fundamental mode is
verted from a damped mode to a propagating mode. I
important to stress that the conductance vanishes at
threshold for the appearance of the first allowed channel o
if t2r 51, i.e., only if the one-dimensional wave function
continuous. Otherwise, a finite conductance appears abru
in the system. Thus, the different behaviors of the cond
tance at the threshold can be used to experimentally tes
hypothesis of continuity of the wave function.

In conclusion, let us recount the main results of th
study. The scattering matrix of a point contact between o
dimensional conductors is parametrized by a single real
rameterw. The concrete values of this parameter are de
mined both by the geometry of the contact and by the ene
of the incident particles. The most conductive contacts h
w50. The linear condition~2!, i.e., Griffith’s condition, can
be used instead of the bilinear flux conservation condit
only in this case. When the correct boundary conditions
the sites of connection of the conductors are used,
Aharonov–Bohm oscillations exhibit a complicate
magnetic-field dependence: there are multiple harmonic
addition to the fundamental harmonic with a periodF0. The
energy dependence of the conductance at the threshold
the appearance of the first conducting channel can be use
test the hypothesis of continuity of the wave function.

We express our thanks to V. M. E´del’shte�n for some
fruitful discussions and for turning our attention to Ref. 9
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The film version of the linearized augmented plane-wave method is used to calculate the
electronic structure, total and local partial electron densities of state, and photoelectron and x-ray
emission spectra of various series for all the inequivalent atoms in a nickel disilicide film.
Comparison of the results obtained with known experimental data permits interpretation of the
special features of the spectral properties of this material. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03411-5#
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Transition-metal silicides are interesting because of th
use in integrated circuits to create Schottky barriers
ohmic contacts, in heterostructures on single-crystal silic
and in epitaxial silicide films.1,2 Consequently, silicides hav
been actively studied by both experimental and theoret
methods. Interesting, sometimes contradictory results h
been obtained, and some of them have not been hereto
properly explained.

The experimental investigation of nickel disilicide NiS2

in Ref. 3 revealed significant differences in the SiL2,3 spec-
tra for bulk and film samples, particularly a strong increa
in the intensity of the peak near the Fermi level (EF) for a
NiSi2 film in comparison to a bulk sample. This phenomen
was subsequently confirmed by a whole series of experim
tal studies.4–9 However, the attempts to account for the o
served effect on the basis of theoretical calculations
the electronic structure of a bulk crystal of nickel disi
cide4,6,7,9–17 cannot be considered satisfactory as a who
since, although these calculations gave qualitatively cor
results for a bulk crystal, they did not answer the main qu
tion regarding the transformation of the spectrum upon
transition to a film sample, and the electronic structure
NiSi2 films has not previously been studied by theoreti
methods.

In this paper we describe the first theoretical investi
tion of the electronic structure of nickel disilicide films an
interpret empirical results on its basis.

1. CALCULATION METHOD

The linearized augmented plane-wave method, wh
formalism was described in detail in Ref. 18 was used
calculate the electronic structure of the films. The eigenfu
tions C i ,k(r ) and the energy eigenvaluesEi(k) obtained as
result of a band calculation were used to calculate such c
acteristics as the density of states

n~E!5
2

SBZ
(

i
E

SBZ

d~E2Ei~k!! dk ~1!

( i is the number of the energy band, andSBZ is the area of
the two-dimensional Brillouin zone!, the x-ray emission
spectra, whose intensity has the form
1901063-7834/99/41(11)/5/$15.00
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SBZ
(

i
E

SBZ ,Ei (k)<EF

Mi
2~k!d~E2Ei~k!1Ec! dk

~2!

@Mi
2(k) is the matrix element of the probability of an x-ra

transition, andEc is the energy of the ground state to whic
the transition goes#, and the photoelectron spectra, who
intensity can be represented in the form

I ~E,v!5
2

p
KU A

vcU
2

(
s,l

s l
s~E,v!nsl~E! ~3!

@\v is the excitation energy,s l
s is the photoionization cross

section,nsl is the local partial electron density of states, a
A is the vector potential#.

The integration over the two-dimensional Brillouin zon
in these expressions was carried out by a combined tria
integration scheme,19 the calculation of the x-ray emissio
spectra was described in detail in Ref. 20, and the calcula
of the photoelectron spectra in Ref. 21.

In films the presence of a surface leads to disappeara
of the periodicity of the structure in thez direction, perpen-
dicular to the surface. Thus, translational symmetry is ma
tained only in theXY plane, which is parallel to the film
surface. Consequently, the Bravais lattice for a film becom
two-dimensional~there are only 5 kinds of two-dimensiona
Bravais lattices, as compared to the 14 three-dimensio
counterparts22!. Therefore, the unit cell of a film, which ca
be defined, as for crystals, as the volume of space that, a
being subjected to all the translations of the Bravais latti
fills all space without ever overlapping itself or leaving gap
becomes infinite in thez direction, i.e., along a normal to th
film surface.

A ~001! NiSi2 film, for which we performed the calcu
lation of the spectral characteristics, has a cubic structur
the fluorite (CaF2) type with the lattice constan
a055.4066 Å ~Refs. 23 and 24!. The calculation was per
formed for two variants of the film structure: with a surfa
consisting of Si atoms~the film of type I! and with a surface
consisting of Ni atoms~the film of type II!. The thickness of
the film of type I without allowance for the vacuum region
is 13.5165 Å, which corresponds to two unit cells of the bu
crystal plus two additional silicon surface layers, and t
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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thickness of the film of type II is 10.8132 Å, which corre
sponds to two unit cells of the bulk sample. Figure 1 prese
the unit cell of the film of type I, and the unit cell of the film
of type II is obtained from it by removing the silicon surfac
layers~the symbols used to represent the atoms are show
the caption to the figure!.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 2 and 3 present the local partial electron den
of states on the Ni and Si atoms, respectively, in the film
type I. As can be seen from Fig. 2, thes andp partial den-
sities of states at the Ni atoms are distributed over the en
valence band, and their contribution to the total local el
tron density of states at the Ni atoms is significantly sma
than the contribution from the energetically more localized
density of states, whose principal peak is 3.2 eV belowEF .
The Sis states are concentrated in two energy ranges: 6
and 0–2 eV belowEF ; as the surface is approached, t
principal maximum in the former range shifts towardEF due
to the decrease in the depth of the potential well for electr

FIG. 1. Unit cell of a~001! nickel disilicide film. Film of type I:1, 3, and5
— central, intermediate, and near-surface nickel layers;2, 4, and6 — in-
ternal, intermediate, and surface silicon layers. Film of type II:1, 3, and5 —
central, intermediate, and surface nickel layer;2 and4 — internal and near-
surface silicon layers.
ts

in

ty
f

re
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2

s

in the surface layers, and thes density of states increases
the latter range. As the surface is approached, the princ
maximum of the local Sip partial density of states also shift
slightly towardEF and decreases in height, and thep density
of states nearEF simultaneously increases somewhat.

Figure 4 presents the photoelectron spectra of a N2
film that we calculated for various values of the excitati
energy\v and compares them with the experimentally o
tained spectra,10,12,25and Table I indicates the position of th
principal peak in these spectra. As follows from the calcu
tion, the principal peak in these spectra is caused by the Nd
states, and its distance fromEF increases from 3.19 to 3.3 eV
as the excitation energy is increased from 12 to 120 eV.
small values for the energy of the incident photons~12–17
eV!, small humps can be identified in the spectra at 0–2
7–8 eV belowEF , which correspond to the Sis states. As
\v is increased from 21 to 30 eV, these humps gradua
vanish, since the photoionization cross section for the Nd
states increases more rapidly with increasing excitation
ergy than does the photoionization cross section for thes
states, and the contribution of the Nid states is thus signifi-
cantly greater. Already at\v540 eV the spectra obtaine
correspond only to the Nid states.

We calculated the x-ray emission spectra of various
ries for all the atoms in the films of both types. Figures 5
compare them with the available experimental spectra.5,6,8,9

The SiL2,3 spectra shown in Fig. 5 arouse the greatest in
est. In accordance with the dipole selection rules, these s
tra reflect the distribution of the Sis and d states in the
valence band. As follows from the calculation, the maxima
;8 – 10 and 1 eV belowEF are caused by thes states, and
the peak near 3.2 eV is caused by thed states, the relative
intensity of the latter being small, since the transition pro
ability matrix element for thes states is approximately a
order of magnitude greater than the matrix element for thd
states. In other words, the SiL2,3 spectra are caused predom
nantly by thes states. However, a comparison of these sp
tra with the corresponding locals partial density of states
shows that the intensity of the maximum near the Fermi le
relative to the maximum at;8 – 10 eV in the x-ray spectrum
is greater than the value for the correspondings partial den-
sity of states. This is because the transition probability m
trix element increases monotonically with increasing ener
Therefore, the features of the electron density of states in
emission spectrum are displayed more strongly near
Fermi level than far fromEF .

The changes occurring in the peak at;1 eV merit spe-
cial attention. According to our calculations, as the surfac
approached, its relative intensity increases considerabl
the film of type I, while it decreases in the film of type I
This fact can be explained in the following manner. T
Si–Ni interatomic distances in nickel disilicide@2.3411 Å
~Refs. 23 and 24!# are smaller than the Ni–Ni distances in
crystalline film @2.48 Å ~Refs. 26 and 27!# and the Si–Si
distances in both crystalline silicon@2.68 Å ~Refs. 26 and
27!# and nickel disilicide@2.7033 Å ~Refs. 23 and 24!#. The
sum of the atomic radii of Si and Ni@2.58 Å ~Refs. 23 and
24!# is also somewhat greater than the Si–Ni interatom
distance in NiSi2 . Therefore, when the silicon and nicke
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FIG. 2. Locals, p, andd partial densities of states
at Ni atoms in a film of type I: solid line — density
of states at atoms in the central layer, dashed line
density of states at the near-surface layer.

FIG. 3. Locals, p, andd partial densities of states
on Si atoms in a film of type I: solid line — density
of states at atoms in an internal layer, dashed line
density of states at the surface layer.
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atoms are joined in a nickel disilicide crystal, the wave fun
tions of the valence electrons of the Si atoms ‘‘overlap’’ t
Ni atoms, and an effective positive charge forms on the
atoms, while an effective negative charge forms on the
atoms, as is confirmed by the experiment in Ref. 4. Th
experiment and theory show that the transfer of electro
charge from Si atoms to Ni atoms occurs in a bulk crystal
the film of type I, whose surface consists of Si atoms,
situation is somewhat different. While the internal Si ato
coordinated by Ni atoms are exactly the same as in a b

FIG. 4. Photoelectron spectra of NiSi2 for various values of the energy o
the incident photons\v: a — present calculation; b, c, d — experiments
Refs. 10,12, and 24, respectively.

TABLE I. Position ~eV! of the principal peak in the photoelectron spec
for various values of the excitation energy\v ~eV!.

\v 12 17 26 120

Present 3.19 3.19 3.24 3.30
calculation
Ref. 10 3.09 3.10 – –
Ref. 12 2.8860.5 2.9460.5 2.9160.5 –
Ref. 24 3.15 3.15 3.15 3.15
-

i
i

s,
ic
n
e
s
lk

FIG. 5. SiL2,3 x-ray emission spectra: a, b — atoms of internal and ne
surface layers in a film of type II; c, d, e — atoms of internal, intermedia
and surface layers in a film of type I; f, g — experiments in Refs. 5 and 9 fo
bulk and film samples of NiSi2 , respectively.

FIG. 6. Si Kb x-ray emission spectra of NiSi2 : a — present calculation,
b — experiment in Ref. 6.
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crystal, the surface Si atoms come into contact with Ni ato
only on one side~Fig. 1!, and, therefore, a smaller number
electrons passes from Si to Ni in this case. Thus, we can
understand why the surface Si atoms have a larger effec
electronic charge than do the bulk counterparts, i.e., why
electron density of states at Si nearEF increases as the su
face is approached. These qualitative arguments explain
increase in the density ofs states in the near-Fermi region fo
surface Si atoms in comparison to the bulk atoms, which
clearly displayed in Fig. 3. As a result, the intensity of t
L2,3 spectra nearEF for the surface Si atoms increases
comparison to the intensity for the internal atoms, as can
seen from Figs. 5c–e.

The results of the calculations of theL2,3 x-ray spectra
for Si atoms in the film of type II provide one more qualit
tive argument in support of our arguments. In this case
are dealing with a diametrically opposite situation: each s
face Ni atom, being surrounded by Si atoms on only o
side, draw off a larger number of electrons from an Si at
than do the bulk counterparts. Thus, as the surface is
proached, thes density of states below the Fermi level fo
the Si atoms decreases, and the intensity of the peak neaEF

consequently drops, as can be seen clearly in Figs. 5a an
We also note that no appreciable change in the shap

the spectra of the other series of Si and Ni atoms is obse
as the surface is approached. This is reflected in Figs. 6
7 and occurs because the Sis states and thus any variation
in their density are manifested only in theL2,3 spectra. In
addition, the comparatively small change in thes density of
states nearEF is enhanced in these spectra because of
relatively large value of the transition probability matrix e
ement in this region.

The films of types I and II that we considered are mod
of the two possible variants for realization of the structure
NiSi2 : with an excess or deficiency of Si atoms in compa

FIG. 7. Ni M 2,3 x-ray emission spectra of NiSi2 : a — present calculation, b
— experiment in Ref. 8.
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son to Ni, respectively. As follows from our calculations, th
relatively low intensity of the SiL2,3 spectra of the bulk
crystals in the vicinity ofEF is caused by the fact that bul
nickel disilicide crystals always have some deficiency
silicon.28 The increase in the intensity of this peak for th
film samples is attributed to an increase in the percent
content of Si relative to Ni and the appearance of super
ichiometric silicon.
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The electron scattering matrix for spherically symmetric states in a spherical
b-HgS/b-CdS/b-HgS nanoheterosystem is calculated. The positions of the energy levels and the
lifetimes of an electron in the corresponding states are found as functions of the geometric
parameters of the system and analyzed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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The interest in ‘‘artificial atoms,’’ i.e., nanoheterosy
tems of complex spherical~and other! shapes, is due both t
the possibilities of their practical application1,2 ~precision-
frequency lasers operating at high temperatures! and the pos-
sibilities of investigating new fundamental physic
phenomena.

Spherically symmetricb-CdS/b-HgS/H2O and b-CdS/
b-HgS/b-CdS/H2O nanoheterosystems were created exp
mentally not so long ago by ion substitution und
pressure.3,4 The electron and exciton spectra were inves
gated experimentally and theoretically as functions of
geometric parameters of the system in the same studie
theory describing the electron~hole! spectrum in multilayer
spherical nanoheterosystems within the effective-mass
proximation without consideration of the interaction wi
phonons was presented in Ref. 5. The influence of polar
tion phonons~confined and interface! on the electron spec
trum was taken into account in Ref. 6, and their influence
the exciton spectrum in complex quantum wells was trea
in Ref. 7.

In all of these and other studies the respective nano
erosystem was assumed explicitly or implicitly to be su
that it was enclosed in an external macroscopic medi
whose potential creates a very high barrier to an electron
hole. As a result, bound stationary electron states of an ‘
tificial atom’’ form at energies below the barrier height of th
external medium, and a continuous spectrum forms at e
gies above the potential barrier.

As far as we know, the electron spectrum in spheri
nanoheterosystems of another type, viz., systems in w
the external medium is a potential well with respect to
spherical quantum well separated from the external med
by a potential barrier, has not been investigated as yet.
clear from physical arguments that quasistationary elec
and hole states for such quasiparticles having finite lifetim
should appear in these nanoheterosystems. Since the sy
sis of such systems does not present any fundamental
culties, and since they can have interesting practical app
tions, it would be interesting to investigate the electro
states in one of these systems.

In this paper we shall investigate the spherically sy
1911063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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metric quasistationary states of an electron in ab-HgS/
b-CdS/b-HgS nanoheterosystem, since this system proba
can be created experimentally by ion substitution, if the
ternalb-HgS sphere is made so thick that it can be treated
an external medium.

We shall study the electronic spectrum of a spheri
nanoheterosystem consisting of ab-HgS core~a quantum
well! and ab-CdS layer~a potential barrier! enclosed in a
macroscopic medium ofb-HgS. The geometric scheme an
the potential energy of an electron are shown in Fig. 1. T
potential energy of the electron depends only on the dista
to the center of the system; therefore it is convenient to so
the Schro¨dinger equation in a spherical coordinate syst
with its origin at the center of the heterosystem, where

U~r !5H 0, r<R0 , r>R1

U, R0,r ,R1
. ~1!

The electron effective mass in each medium is known, a
for the system as a whole it can be written in the form

FIG. 1. Geometric scheme and potential of a multilayer sphericalb-HgS/
b-CdS/b-HgS nanoheterosystem.
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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m~r !5H m0 , r<R0 , r>R1

m1 , R0,r ,R1
. ~2!

The Schro¨dinger equation for an electron in the system un
consideration has the following form:

H \2

2
“

1

m~r !
“2U~r !J C~r !5EC~r !. ~3!

With consideration of the spherical symmetry, the solution
this equation is sought in the form

C~r !5R~r !Ylm~u,w!, ~4!

whereYlm(u,w) are spherical functions, and the radial fun
tions R(r ), which are related to the functionsX(r ) by the
expression
r

f

R~r !5rX~r !, ~5!

lead to a Bessel-type equation. As a result, one of the s
tions for spherically symmetric states (l 50) has the form

Xk
(1)~r !5H aeikr1be2 ikr , r<R0

aexr1be2xr , R0,r ,R1

eikr , r>R1

, ~6!

where

x5Ax0
22

m1

m0
k2, x05A2m1U

\
, k5A2m0E

\
.

The coefficientsa, b, a, and b are determined from the
conditions for continuity of the wave function and the pro
ability flux density on the boundaries between the region
a5e2R1(x2 ik)
Dm1g1

1

2m0R1x
, b52eR1(x1 ik)

Dm1g1
2

2m0R1x
,

a5e(x1 ik)r
e22rx~Dm1g1

1!~2Dm1g0
1!2~Dm1g0

2!~2Dm1g1
2!

4im0m1R0R1kx
,

b52eik(R01R1)r
e22rx~Dm1g1

1!~2Dm1g0
2!2~Dm1g1

1!~2Dm1g0
2!

4im0m1R0R1kx
, ~7!
es
-
rical
ders

l-
re-

ints
where

r5R12R0 , Dm5m02m1 ,

g0
15~m0x1 ikm1!R0 , g1

15~m0x1 ikm1!R1 ,

g0
25~m0x2 ikm1!R0 , g1

25~m0x2 ikm1!R1 .

Another independent solutionXk
(2)(r ) is obtained by

complex conjugation:

Xk
(2)~r !5Xk

(1)* ~r !. ~8!

Therefore, the general solution has the form

Xk~r !5A2

p
S~k!21/2

1

2i
@2Xk

(2)~r !1S~k!Xk
(1)~r !#,

~9!

whereS(k) is the scattering matrix.
The analytical calculation of theS matrix is performed

exactly according to a modified~for the case ofm1Þm0)
general theory.8 The result is as follows:

S~k!5e22ikR1
g1

21Dm

g1
11Dm

e22xr1
g1

12Dm

g1
21Dm

j~k!

e22xr1
g1

22Dm

g1
11Dm

j~k!

, ~10!

where

j~k!5
m1kR0 cot~kR0!1m0R0x1Dm

m1kR0 cot~kR0!2m0R0x1Dm
. ~11!
The band of theS matrix in the lower complex half-
plane (k5k12 ik2) is specified by the spectrum of energi
(En) and the lifetimes (tn) of an electron in the quasistation
ary states. These quantities can be calculated by nume
methods. Because of the large difference between the or
of magnitude ofk1 andk2 ~6–10 orders!, the accuracy of the
calculation oftn can be insufficient, especially for large va
ues of the width and height of the potential barrier. The
fore, we should analyze formula~10!. In the case where
xr@1 ~the barrier is fairly broad and high!, the term
exp(22xr) can be neglected everywhere, except at the po
k5kn , wherej(k)50. Therefore,~10! will have the form of
the function

FIG. 2. Dependence ofEn ~dashed lines! andtn ~solid lines! on the width of
the potential barriernCdS5r/aCdS.
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S~k!5e22ikR1
m0x2~m02m1!/R01 ikm1

m0x2~m02m1!/R12 ikm1
, ~12!

which does not have poles. Thus, theSmatrix can have poles
only in the vicinity of k5kn . The value ofkn , which is a
solution of the dispersion equation

m1kR0 cot~kR0!1m0R0x1Dm50, ~13!

determines the energies of the stationary electron state
the limiting caser→`. To determine the analytical expre
sions for the approximate values ofk1 andk2 in the equation

e22xr1
g1

22Dm

g1
11Dm

j~k!50, ~14!

which specifies the poles of theSmatrix ~8!, we expandj(k)
in a series in powers of (k2kn), retaining the linear term
o

e

s
rie
ar
m
wi

y

in

j~k!5
~k2kn!

2kn
~11R0xn!S m1kn

2

m0xn
2

1
m02m1

m1R0xn
1

m0

m1
D ,

~15!

wherexn5Ax0
22

m1

m0
kn

2.

Now substituting~15! into ~14!, we obtain the approxi-
mate values ofk1 and k2 and consequently the energies
the quasistationary states

En5
2\2

m0
~k1

22k2
2!'

2\2

m0
kn

2 , ~16!

and the lifetimes of an electron in these states
tn5
m0

2\2k1k2

'
\e2xnr

16En

Fm1
2kn

21S m0xn1
Dm

R1
D 2G S m0

2xn
21m1

2kn
21m0Dm

xn

R1
D ~xnR011!

m1
2xn

3kn

. ~17!
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A specific calculation of the characteristics of the electr
spectrum was performed for theb-HgS/b-CdS/b-HgS sys-
tem with the parametersm050.036me , m150.2me ,
U51.2 eV,aHgS55.851 Å, andaCdS55.818 Å. The results
of calculating the dependences ofEn andtn for the first three
levels on the width of the barrier (b-CdS! for a fixed width
of the b-HgS well R0515aHgS are presented in Fig. 2. Th
calculation was performed using both the exact Eq.~10! and
the approximate Eqs.~16!–~17!. The deviations in the result
obtained did not exceed 1% even for the smallest bar
width. As is seen from the figure, all the energy levels
essentially independent of the barrier width, and the lifeti
of an electron in these states increases exponentially
increasingr.

Figure 3 presents plots of the dependence ofEn andtn

on the well widthR0 for the fixed barrier widthr55aCdS. It
is seen from Fig. 3 that, asr is increased, all the energ

FIG. 3. Dependence ofEn ~dashed lines! andtn ~solid lines! on the width of
the potential wellnHgS5R0 /aHgS.
n

r
e
e
th

levels shift toward lower energies according to a quadra
law, while the lifetimes of an electron in these states incre
rapidly with increasing well width. The latter can be unde
stood on the basis of physical arguments, since an increa
the well width lowers each energy level and thereby
creases the ‘‘strength’’ of the barrier, i.e., prevents escap
the electron into the region of free space from the bou
state and thus increases the lifetime in that state.

Thus, it can be concluded that the lifetime of an electr
in a spherical nanoheterosystem with quasistationary stat
very sensitive to the geometric characteristics of the na
system.
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Second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility in chalcone-group crystalline molecular
compounds
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A study is reported of the second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility in polycrystalline
molecular materials of the chalcone group made by second-harmonic generation at a wavelength
of 1.06mm. Some of the compounds studied exhibit a high nonlinear activity and are
transparent in the blue region of the spectrum. The measured macroscopic nonlinear polarizability
x2 was compared with the calculated values ofb, the second-order molecular polarizability
tensor. The high nonlinear optical polarizability observed in some chalcone compounds is shown
to be related to crystal symmetry type. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!03611-4#
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Considerable attention has been focused recently on
vestigation of organic compounds, crystals as well as po
mers, exhibiting nonlinear optical properties which are n
essary for development of various opto-electronics dev
~electro-optical modulators, optical switches, optic
frequency converters, etc.!.1 However there is still no clea
understanding of the extent to which the chemical struct
of a molecule contributes to the efficiency of second-or
nonlinear optical polarizabilityx2. This, in its turn, makes
difficult a purposeful synthesis of new materials with op
mum molecular and supermolecular structures for use
nonlinear-optics devices. It is known that high values ofb,
the second-order molecular polarizability tensor, can be
served in molecules with a delocalizedp-electron system,
and having donor and acceptor substituents. Additionally
order for volume polarizabilityx2 to occur, the system mus
have an noncentrosymmetric supermolecular organizat
i.e., one should either have acentric crystals or molecu
polarized in a strong electric field in some polymer matr
However, organic molecules tend to crystallize mostly
ways inimical for a high volume polarizabilityx2 to occur;
indeed, polar molecules with a large dipole moment tend
form antiparallel structures, and noncentrosymmetric crys
lization can be disrupted by dipole aggregation. Theref
the second way, namely, polarization in an electric field
molecules embedded in a polymer matrix moment and a h
second-order molecular polarizability, and having a large
pole appears more promising. In this case the volume
molecular polarizabilities are related in the following way

x (2)'CN~bmE/kT! ,

whereN is the concentration of chromophore molecules,m is
the dipole moment,E is the applied electric field, andC is a
1911063-7834/99/41(11)/4/$15.00
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local-field factor. On the other hand,b depends on the
chemical structure of a molecule, namely, on the capab
of the donor and acceptor substituents to donate or ac
electrons, on the conjugation length~the p-electron delocal-
ization length and the corresponding absorption-edge en
\v0), and on the difference between the dipole moments
the molecule in the ground and excited statesDm

b' f
Dm

\v0
2

,

wheref is the oscillator strength. These parameters, toge
with the quadratic polarizability tensors, can be estimated
various molecules by quantumchemical calculations.

The main interest of researchers was earlier focused
nitroaniline derivatives~MNA !, ~NPP!, ~MAP!, and~DAN!.2

However, the fundamental absorption band of these co
pounds lies in the blue region and, therefore, when one
tempts SHG from semiconductor-laser radiation~800 nm!,
the conversion efficiency is observed to drop because of
onset of two-photon absorption. Recently attention shifted
derivatives of benzal acetophenone~chalcone!

whereR1 andR2 are substituents. A few tens of substitute
chalcones exhibiting second-harmonic generation in crys
line powdered form have already been described in
literature.3,4 The main idea behind the above studies was
introduce various substituents@OCH3, N(CH3)2, NH2, F, Cl,
Br, I, CH3, NO2, COCH3] leaving a fixed donor group
SCH3, for R1 or R2. The C5O group was always the accep
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tor. One synthesized in this way a number of acentric orga
crystals exhibiting nonlinear optical susceptibilities a
transparent in the blue spectral region.

It appeared to us of interest to synthesize chalcones
the NH2 ~amine! group as a substituent and to study th
nonlinear optical properties. The presence of an amine gr
would permit one to cross over subsequently to polymers~in
order to obtain nonlinear optical polymer films by polyme
ization in a strong electric field!. Of particular interest to us
was to modify the chromophore chalcone group by substi
ing a furane or thiophene cycle for the benzene ring in
styryl part of the molecule.

This work reports a study of the second-order nonlin
optical susceptibility in polycrystalline molecular materia
belonging to this group of chalcones by SHG at a wa
length of 1.06mm. The values obtained were compared
the calculated values ofb, the second-order molecula
polarizability.

The substituted chalcones were prepared by the w
known reaction of condensation of the corresponding
etophenones and aldehydes in methanol, with NaOH use
a base. The aminochalcones were produced by reductio
nitrochalcones in hydrochloric acid. The synthesized co
pounds were recrystallized from alcohol or dioxane
DMPA. One measured absorption spectra and melting t
peratures for all the polycrystalline chalcones obtained~see
Table I!. This publication reports the first measurements
the nonlinear optical properties of these compounds.

The second-order nonlinear susceptibilitiesx2 were
measured on powder samples by the second-harmonic
eration technique in backscattering geometry. T
YAG:Nd31 master laser operated in a Q-switched regime
a zero-transverse mode TEM00 at a repetition frequency o
14 Hz. A pulse of radiation of wavelengthl51.064mm,
lastingt520 ns, and average pulse energy of 1 mJ, was
into a single-pass YAG amplifier and amplified to 10 m
The exciting pulse from the amplifier output was focused
the sample under study at an angle of 45°. The seco
harmonic radiation (l5532 nm! exiting the sample was col
lected by an optical system, focused on the entrance slit
MDR-2 monochromator~this enabled spectral separation
the monochromatic SHG signal from the luminescence ra
tion!, and detected by a PhE´U-97 PM tube. To monitor the
exciting pulse intensity at the sample, part of the radiat
~about 5%! was split off the main beam~before the focusing
lens! and directed onto a preliminarily calibrated FD-24
photodiode. Because of technical difficulties associated w
determining the exciting intensity incident on the sam
with sufficiently high accuracy, the quadratic susceptibil
was measured by comparison with a reference sample. In
work, urea powder was used as a reference. The corresp
ing relative values of the SHG signal are listed in Table
The signals obtained on the chalcone compounds in the
ries under study are seen to vary within a broad range~from
0.1 to 800!.

To establish the extent to which the molecular charac
istics of the compounds studied correlate with the measu
SHG intensities, quantumchemical calculations of the q
dratic polarizability of these molecules were carried out. T
ic
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calculations were performed by the semiempirical RM
method~Ref. 5!. This method proved its merits in calculatin
the quadratic polarizabilities of a number of organ
molecules.6,7 The results of the calculations are listed
Table I. The data presented in Table I permit the followi
conclusions.

~1! A comparison of molecules 1–9~Table I! shows that
their molecular nonlinearities characterized by parameterbm

are close in magnitude. This is apparently due to these m
ecules having the same conjugation chain length~from the
–NH– electron-donor group at one end to the –CO
electron-acceptor group at the other!.

~2! As a result of the presence in the chalcone of a c
bonyl group with a dipole moment perpendicular to the lo
axis of the molecule, the electron density of the molecule
polarized not only in the directionx of the long,
p-conjugation axis, but in the perpendicular directiony as
well. Therefore, the quadratic polarizability tensorsb of
molecules 1–14 contain, in addition to the principal comp
nent bxxx , essentially nonzero componentsbxyy and byxx .
Thus these molecules are two-dimensional nonlinear opt
chromophores unlike the purely one-dimensional ones~for
instance, of the stilbene or azabenzene types!, whosebxyy

andbyxx components are negligible compared tobxxx. Two-
dimensional contributions are dominant for molecules 1
13.

~3! Interestingly, as one crosses over from amines to
corresponding benzamides~compare the molecule pairs 3–4
5-6, and 7-8!, bm does not decrease in magnitude, as t
could be expected based on the decrease of the elec
donor character of the –NH– group involved in such a tra
sition. Note, however, that the nonlinear optical chr
mophores 4 and 6 become practically one-dimensiona
this cross-over~with bxxx being far in excess ofbxyy and
byxx). This is associated with the C5O bonds in the chal-
cone and amide groups being directed oppositely with
spect to thex axis in the benzamide molecule.

~4! Molecules 10–14 have shorter conjugated fragme
between the –NH– and –CO– groups than molecules 1
which results in smallerbm . An exclusion to this is molecule
14, whose relatively large value ofbm ~comparable to that
for molecules 1–9! is apparently accounted for by the 3,5
dinitro-benzamide fragment which is not conjugated with t
remaining part of the molecule because of the metastruc
of the central phenylene ring. The largest value ofbm ob-
tained for molecule 9 is connected with the effect of t
dimethyl aminogroup in theR2 fragment, the strongest of th
electron donors used here.

~5! By our calculations, introduction of the H3CS sub-
stituent into theR2 fragment results in an unfavorable mutu
orientation of the dipole moment and the vector part of
quadratic polarizability tensor. For molecules 11–13, th
vectors make a nearly right angle. Fairly large values of t
angle were obtained also for the amines 3 and 5, which
crease, however, noticeably as one crosses over to the c
sponding benzamides~4 and 6!.

A comparison of the calculated nonlinearities to tho
derived from the observed SHG signal permits a conclus
that there is no correlation whatsoever between the molec
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TABLE I. Principal components of the quadratic polarizability tensorb of the chalcones

and the projectionsbu of the vector partb of this tensor on the direction of dipole momentm calculated by the RM-3 method, as well as the ratios of
measured SHG signal intensites~I! from crystalline powder samples to the SHG signal intensity (I M) from crystalline area.

Note: Tmelt is the melting temperature, andlmax is the wavelength of the fundamental absorption band. The components of vectorb are defined by the
expression (b) i5(3/5)(b ixx1b iyy1b izz), i 5x,y,z.
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~microscopic! and crystalline~macroscopic! nonlinearities.
This observation can be explained if one assumes that m
roscopic nonlinearity is determined primarily by the crys
structure and the type of molecular packing in the cell.
vestigation of the crystal structure of the new orga
c-
l
-

compounds is time-consuming and could be a subject o
separate study. We have succeeded in studying the cr
structure of compound 3 and found it to belong to biax
crystals withmm2 point-group symmetry, which is an opt
mum symmetry for observing the SHG effect~note that, in
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the case of molecular dipoles oriented in an optimum w
with respect to the optic axis of a crystal, up to 38%
molecular nonlinearity may contribute to its macrosco
nonlinearity!. A more promising approach appears to be
troduction of optically nonlinear molecules into a polym
matrix, their orientational ordering in an electric field, a
preservation of this order after field removal below the gla
formation temperature.

Thus our studies have demonstrated a potential of cer
derivatives of organic compounds of the chalcone group
development of crystalline electro-optical devices. Estim
tion of the nonlinear optical properties of polymers wi
chalcones in the side chains will be the subject of a sepa
paper.
y
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The structure of copper-doped amorphous hydrogenated carbon films
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A study of the nanostructure ofa-C:H:Cu films by x-ray small-angle scattering, x-ray diffraction,
TEM, and visible and UV spectroscopy is reported. It has been established that introduction
of 9–16 at. % Cu not only decorates the original carbon fragments but produces extended~up to
4 mm in length! formations of copper-decorated strongly elongated ellipses as well. At
14–16 at. % Cu, these linear clusters represent copper nanotubes with a core made up of the
original ellipses drawn in a line. It is these conducting copper formations that account primarily for
the strong increase in conductivity at 12–16 at. % Cu contents ina-C:H films. © 1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03711-9#
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Amorphous hydrogenated carbona-C:H possesses suc
unique properties as optical transmission in the visible
IR ranges, chemical and radiation strength, high electr
resistivity, and wear resistance. These characteristics of
material are due to specific features of its structure, whic
made up of nanosized blocks~nanoclusters! of two principal
carbon modifications, graphite and diamond.1 By doping the
material one can modify substantially its nanostructure a
thus, vary the electrophysical and spectral properties
a-C:H. It is known that introduction into the material of me
als which do not form carbides creates regions contain
metal-based clusters. The conductivity of such media va
over a broad range, from that of the insulating matrix to t
of the bulk metal. Alongside the diversity of experimen
data available for various composites,2 this is supported by
observation3 of a nonlinear dependence on the copper c
centration of the electrical conductivity of copper-dop
a-C:H, and of indications of high-Tc superconductivity at
nitrogen temperatures for a composition corresponding to
maximum of electrical conductivity. It was subsequen
shown that copper forms ina-C:H:Cu nanoclusters of con
ductors of two types, which differ both in physicochemic
characteristics and in shape. We have in mind here grap
like clusters doped by copper to make an intercalate-
phase~cluster size 1.5–2 nm! and copper nanoclusters ran
ing from a few nm to a few tens of nm.4 These media con
taining nm-sized conducting clusters are promising for
development of one-electron electronics devices.5

On the way to this goal, one has to study not only t
properties of single nanosized clusters contained
a-C:H:Cu but also the specific features of their geometry
well as the characteristics of the current percolation netw
on meso- and microscales. One can cite a number of w
1911063-7834/99/41(11)/8/$15.00
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dealing with investigation of the structure of such films
x-ray diffraction, in particular, by small-angle scattering.6,7

Note that such results describing properties of scatterer
a-C:H:Cu should be considered only as preliminary.

To fill this gap, the present work makes use of comp
menting methods of x-ray phase analysis~XPA! and x-ray
small-angle scattering~XSAS! to probe the structure of the
material. To increase the reliability of the results, we pres
also TEM data and establish correlation between the st
tural characteristics of a substance and the high-freque
~optical! electrical conductivity in order to reveal the effe
of surface and geometric characteristics of the copper na
clusters on the physicochemical properties ofa-C:H:Cu
films.

1. EXPERIMENTAL

The x-ray SAS measurements were carried out w
Cu Ka radiation (l51.54 Å! for wave-vector modulis
54p(sinu)/l ranging from 0.0083 to 0.65 Å21. When used
at scattering angles 2u from 0.1 to 10°, small-angle scatte
ing provides information on inhomogeneities with line
sizes from 1 to 75 nm.8–10 The experimental curves wer
obtained on an x-ray SAS instrument with a Kratki collim
tion system. Collimation corrections for the beam height a
width were introduced. The intensities are expressed in
solute electronic units. The reference was a particularly cl
quartz glass characterized by a scattering intensity from t
mal density fluctuationsI r(0)50.552 e.u./Å3. The XSAS
intensities were measured to within60.1%.

The XPA was recorded on a Philips diffractometer w
Cu Ka radiation for the scattering angle range 2u of 5 to
180°. The TEM and electron diffraction studies we
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Optical-density spectra o
amorphous hydrogenated carbo
doped with copper to concentration
~at. %!: 1—0. 2—9, 3—14, 4—24.
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made with an E´M-100. The transmission spectra o
a-C:H:Cu samples were measured with a Hitachi-U34
spectrophotometer.

1.1. Preparation of a-C:H and a-C:H:Cu films

Copper-dopeda-C:H films were prepared by magnetro
cosputtering of a pyrolytic graphite and a copper target in
argon-hydrogen~4:1! plasma mixture.11 The substrate tem
perature before film deposition was 200 °C. The layer grow
rate was 250–350 nm/h. The layer composition and thi
ness were monitored by SIMS and ellipsometry.

This work reports a study of starting copper-freea-C:H
films and ofa-C:H:Cu films with copper contents of 9, 12
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 24 at. % Cu. The thickness of
films used in XPA and XSAS measurements varied from 2
4.5mm, and that intended for TEM and optical studies, fro
30 to 100 nm. To investigate the film structure by XSA
100-mm thick single-crystal Si polished plane-parallel plat
were prepared, on whicha-C:H and a-C:H:Cu films were
deposited. The choice of Si for the substrate was motiva
by the absence of scattering~other than background! by sili-
con within the angular range covered by XSAS.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Spectroscopic data for excitation of surface plasma
oscillations

Figure 1 presents a typical optical-density pattern of
amorphousa-C:H:Cu film. The dependence of optical de
sity of an undoped sample on frequency exhibits a smea
high frequencies, which is characteristic of an amorph
material. Fitting the Tautz relation to the dependence of
sorption edge on wavelength yields 2–2.1 eV for the g
energy. One sees also that, as the copper concentratio
creases, the edge becomes modified by an absorption b
which results in an increase of the slope of the depende
under study with increasing concentration in the hig
frequency region. As the copper concentration increases,
0
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phenomenon is accompanied by the formation of anot
absorption band in the central region of the spectrum. T
absence of absorption bands in the intermediate spectra
gion indicates that the optical properties of copper-dop
amorphous hydrogenated carbon are due to two type
nanosized particles and that there are in the sample no
cally active metallic particles with dimensions in excess
the wavelength of the radiation employed in the measu
ments. An analysis of the experimental data in the Lore
oscillator formalism12 shows that the appearance of the a
sorption band centered near 2 eV~1.8 eV! can be assigned to
surface-plasmon excitation in spherical particles~form factor
1/3!, and the variation of absorption in the high-frequen
tail ~the absorption band peaking near 3.5 eV!, to surface
plasmon excitation in nonspherical conducting inclusio
such as two-dimensional formations or their aggregates~with
form factors of 1/2, 1/2, and 0 corresponding to excitation
surface plasmons in prolate cylindrical particles, with t
electric field of the electromagnetic wave directed across
cylinder axis!. Note that because the latter resonance f
quencies are close to the copper surface plasmon frequ
~3.5 eV!,13 this also permits one to associate the presenc
such resonances with excitation of the surface plasmon
planar conducting nanosized copper-based inclusions~form
factor 1.0!. Using a theory restricting the electron mean fr
path to cluster dimensions12 enabled determining the averag
size of copper-containing clusters of various shapes from
position of absorption maxima in the spectra. To find t
dimensions, one used the value of the host-matrix dielec
permittivity em54.62 derived ellipsometrically for an un
doped film at 1.96 eV. The bulk copper parametersvp

51.3531016 s21, t inf56.9310215 s, andl inf511 nm were
taken from Ref. 14. It was found that the relaxation times
nonspherical conducting particles vary over a broad ran
from (3.424)310216 s for an energy of 3.5–3.6 eV to clos
to the bulk copper relaxation time, and the correspond
geometric dimensions, from 0.57–0.72 nm to 10 nm. F
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FIG. 2. Concentration dependences:~a! cor-
relation lengthl cor, curve 1 and integrated
gyration radiusRg, curve2; ~b! specific in-
terface areaSsp .
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spherical particles the situation is similar, the relaxation ti
at the resonance frequency being 3310216 s and particle
dimensions, 0.52–10 nm.

2.2. XPA and electron diffraction data

X-ray diffraction patterns of copper-containing films e
hibit broad diffraction maxima corresponding to interplan
distances of 2.08, 1.808, 1.278, and 1.090 Å. This set of d
suggests the presence in the films under study of cer
amounts of metallic copper~ASTM N4-836! belonging to
cubic symmetry. Estimates of average Cu crystal size fr
the reflection halfwidth (;1.5°) made for the first and sec
ond peaks yields 6, 5, and 6.4 nm for a Cu content of 9,
and 24 at. % Cu, respectively. Hence magnetron cosputte
of a copper and a graphite target leads to formation of cop
nanoclusters embedded ina-C:H. Their sizes, 5–6 nm, vary
very little with increasing copper concentration, which co
relates with the above optical data and Ref. 4. However ju
ing from the intensity of the first peak~158:293:1449!, their
number increases substantially with copper concentration~It
should be pointed out that the thickness of the films stud
was far from the optimum value to permit high-precisi
quantitative XPA.!

An electron diffraction study of starting copper-fre
films revealed only two diffuse reflections characteristic
amorphous graphite with a density of 2.265 g/cm3.15 In con-
trast to this work, an electron diffraction analysis reported
Ref. 12 demonstrated the presence in these starting films
certain amount of nanocrystalline diamond- and graphite-
formations.

2.3. Integrated characteristics of the XSAS method

Estimation of integrated characteristics, such as the
relation length
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l cor52E
0

`

g~r !dr5pS E
0

`

sI~s!dsD Y
S E

0

`

s2I ~s!dsD
and the scatterer gyration radius

Rg
25S E

0

L

p~r !r 2dr D Y S 2E
0

L

p~r !dr D
@whereg(r ) is the correlation function,p(r )5r 2g(r ), andL
is the maximum distance in a particle# made for films with
0–24 at. % Cu permits a conclusion that the integrated
mensions of the scattering particles practically do n
change. Figure 2a displays the concentration dependenc
the integrated gyration radiusRg and of the correlation
length l cor.

The correlation length first varies very little. Only for 2
at. % Cu does it exceed somewhat the corresponding g
tion radius. This may indicate both that the scattering p
ticles are substantially nonuniform and far from bei
spherical~for a uniform sphere with this gyration radius th
correlation length should be nearly two times larger!, and
that the scattering particles are noticeably polydisperse.

An approximate estimate of the specific interface a
made from Porod’s relationSsp54v/ l cor is presented graphi
cally in Fig. 2b. The specific interface area in a copper-f
film is 4.5 m2/cm3. In copper-doped films,Ssp is an order of
magnitude larger and varies from 40 to 76 m2/cm3, increas-
ing proportionally to the copper content. Such high spec
areas are observed usually only in the presence of clus
made up of nanosized particles.10 However the interface
morphology and the shape and geometric parameters o
particles making up this surface vary considerably depend
on copper content in a film.
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FIG. 3. Scatterer distribution function for various copper concentrations~at. % Cu!: 1—0, 2—9, 3—14, 4—24. ~The dispersity estimated by Plavnik.16,17

Rg is the particle gyration radius.!
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2.4. Size distribution of particles

Most methods of determination of the scatterer distrib
tion function in size start by postulating the scatterer sh
~and internal structure!. As follows from the analysis of op
tical data, our material contains scatterers of various sha
namely, plane particles, spherical copper particles, and t
aggregates. A method for approximate estimation of
scatterer-size distribution function in gyration radius w
proposed for polydisperse systems.16,17 Figure 3 shows the
distribution function of the scatterers present ina-C:H:Cu.
This distribution correlates fairly well with the data derive
both from the optical spectra and from the XPA and TE
measurements. The presence of a maximum in the distr
tion function for the 0.5-nm size can be associated with
scattering of x-rays from the graphite-like component of
a-C:H framework.

As seen from the figure, introduction of 9 at. % C
mainly decorates the features of the original, undoped fi
Copper becomes manifest in a strongly dispersed state~one
sees a series of maxima corresponding to dimensions sm
than 5 nm!. Doping to 14 at. % Cu gives rise to the appe
ance of a strong maximum at 1.5 nm. Besides, there
trend to coagulation~or crystallization!, which manifests it-
self in a decrease of the peak at 2.8 nm and an increase o
4-nm peak. Note that the ordinate at 6 nm is larger at 9 a
Cu, which correlates with the XPA data.

The presence in the graph of a broad maximum co
sponding to 6 nm for 24 at. % Cu indicates predomin
transfer of copper from the finely dispersed state in whic
resides at low concentrations to crystalline state with 5–7
sizes at 24%.
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2.5. Fractal dimensions and TEM

The XSAS method offers a unique possibility of dete
mining the fractal dimension of aggregates~mass distribution
in space!,10,18 which can be estimated from the slope of t
I (s) vs s plot in log coordinates, becauseI (s)5As2D,
where D is the fractal dimension. Consider th
log@I(s)# vs log@s# dependence~Fig. 4!. To make the graph
more revealing, another axis corresponding to direct-sp
resolution R5p/s is given on top. One sees clearly fou
characteristic regions in units ofR. The first of them extends
down to 9.5 nm, the second covers the sizes from 9.5 t
nm, the third, from 4 to 2.6 nm, and the fourth, below 3 n
which provides information on scattering by the surface
the smallest particles, and it is of them that the aggrega
consist. Note that the features in the curves vary in ph
with the regions in the scattering intensity distribution for t
undoped sample, whereas the doped samples reveal o
considerable increase in scattering intensity from 250 to5

e.u./Å3 as the doping increases to 24 at. % Cu.
A comparison of the dependences for the copper-f

and the 9 at. % Cu films shows an exact coincidence of
fractal values practically throughout thes range covered. The
main differences in the course of the curves are seen to o
in the 9.5–4 nm interval. Where the undoped film exhib
‘‘steps,’’ the 9 at. % Cu films reveal three distinct oscill
tions with a period of 0.007 Å21. While in the TEM images
of the original films one sees only rare rectangular form
tions 10 nm in width and up to 1mm long ~Fig. 5a!, the
images of the 9 at. % Cu films~Fig. 5b! exhibit a large num-
ber of whiskers and multi-ray stars. As a rule, the stars h
5 to 6 rays. Viewed under a 120,000 magnification~Fig. 5c!,
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FIG. 4. Dependence of scattering intensi
I (s) on wave vectors drawn on a log-log
scale~with s plotted on the lower axis, and
R5p/s, on the upper axis! for various cop-
per concentrations~at. % Cu!: 1—0, 2—9,
3—14, 4—18, 5—24. The fractal dimension
D is specified.
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the ray structure is seen to be nonuniform. The rays repre
chains of elongated ellipses or edge-sharing rhombs draw
a line. At rhomb center one perceives a bright carbon c
The average distance between these cores~45 nm! corre-
sponds to the above-mentioned oscillation period.

One readily sees that an increase in copper conten
14% results in qualitatively new features within the 8.6
4.9-nm interval. Within this interval, the relation has a slo
D50.92. The oscillations are smoothened out to a cer
extent, which suggests the growth at this concentration
thicker copper layer decorating these chains than in the
of 9 at. % Cu. Indeed, internal structure of the whiskers c
not be resolved in the TEM images of the 14 at. % Cu-fil
because they are coated now by a solid copper layer.
width of the whiskers also remained practically unchang
Besides, a region with dimensionD53.78 has appeared a
small angles, which apparently can be associated with co
crystallizing into larger faceted particle, which are observ
at ray ends~Fig. 5d!. The space between the ellipses is fill
with copper, the roughness smoothed to form metallic c
ducting tubes which house carbon cores. It is probably
numerous aggregates of such tubes that result in a cons
able increase of the conductivity of such films, which ope
nt
in

e.

to
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up a new application potential for these films in electroni
At 18 at. % Cu, the region with dimensionD50.92 con-

tracts noticeably, to vanish altogether as one approache
at. % Cu.

At 24 at. % Cu, the relation within regions1 and 3 is
generally similar in shape to the original curve. However
the center one observes an extended~7.3–2.1 nm! section
with dimensionD55.48. This correlates well with both th
average size of the crystal phase from XPA measureme
6.4 nm, and the broad maximum at 6–10 nm in the partic
size distribution function. These clusters are uniformly d
tributed in the volume, which is in accord with the standa
fractal dimensionD52.36 nm. Indeed, TEM images~Fig.
5f! show against a general background of small~3 nm!
spherical particles a large number of denser, practic
spherical clusters 11 nm in diameter. These clusters con
of a central sphere surrounded by five to six spheres.

These data argue for the intercalation hypothesis of c
per doping ofa-C:H at relatively low concentrations and o
copper coagulation in drops at high ones. Coagulation
copper to form drops favors destruction of the electric c
rent percolation paths and a decrease in electrical condu
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FIG. 5. TEM images of amorphous hydrogenated copper-doped carbon. a—undoped sample~magnification 60,000!; b—9 and 14 at. % Cu~magnification
12,000!. General view for 14 at. % reveals formations at ray extremities, and for 9 at. % no such formations are seen; c—9 at. % Cu~magnification 120,000!,
whisker structure resolved, individual ellipse chains seen; d—14 at. % Cu~magnification 60,000!, individual fragment, whisker structure unresolved, initi
crystalline formations at tube ends seen; e—24 at%Cu~magnification 480,000!. Radially symmetric nanoclusters seen against the background of indivi
spherical formations.
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ity, as well as modification of the optical properties d
scribed above through light absorption by surface plasm
in spherical and nonspherical copper nanoclusters.

2.6. Analysis of the f „r … and p „r … functions

The g(r ) function, as well as the functionp(r ) derived
from it, are related both to the geometry of the particle sh
-
s

e

~they describe quantitatively the set of sections connec
elements of particle volume! and to the distribution of intra-
particle inhomogeneities. For instance, for a uniform sph
of radiusR thep(r ) function reaches a maximum atr m , with
r m/2R50.525. Forr .2R5L, p(r )50. The value ofr m /L
can serve as a criterion of particle shape anisometry.
oblate particles one can conveniently use thef (r )5rg(r )
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FIG. 6. f (r )5p(r )/r function for amorphous hydrogenated carbon doped by copper to concentrations~at. % Cu!: 1a—0 ~starting relation!, 1—0 ~ordinate
magnified 50 times!, 2—9, 3—14, 4—24 ~ordinate reduced 50 times!, 5—calculation for a plane disc 29.2 nm in diameter and 3.6 nm thick.
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function, because in the case of lamellar particles the num
of in-plane distances 2prg(r )52pp(r )/r ~Ref. 19!.

To analyze the shape and sizes of the scatterer ag
gates estimated above, consider the functionf (r ) ~Fig. 6!.
Note that the ordinate of line1 in Fig. 6 is increased five
times compared to the original one~line 1a!, and that for
24%, 50 times~line 4!.

An analysis of the dependence of functionf (r ) for the
starting film and its comparison with available data19, as well
as our calculations, permit a conclusion that the aggreg
of nanoparticles present ina-C:H are close in shape to a
oblate triaxial ellipsoid with the axesa:b:c53.6:10.7:29.2
nm.20 Even a preliminary calculation of scattering from a
aggregate shaped as a planar disc 29.2 nm in diameter
3.6 nm thick demonstrates a satisfactory agreement of
perimental~curve1! with calculated~curve5! data.

It is seen also that introduction of 9 and 14 at. % C
practically does not affect the position of the first maximu
~3.4 and 3.2 nm!, but it results in the appearance of anoth
maximum inf (r ) at approximately 8.8 and 11.2 nm, respe
tively. Note that, as shown by calculations, the maximu
distance in the particle estimated from the tail in the fun
tion, f (32 nm)50, increased compared to the undop
sample by 3 nm. This increase of the distance to 32
implies that introduction already of 9 at. % Cu gives rise to
growth of a 1.5-nm thick copper-containing shell around
aggregate.

The appearance of a second maximum in thef (r ) rela-
tion for 9 and 14 at. % Cu reflects the growth of a copp
layer over two planes of the ellipse first to 2.7 nm, and a
that, to 3.8 nm on both sides.

The shape of thef (r ) relation for 24 at. % Cu permits
er
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r
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-
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r
r

concluding that the particles have acquired the shape
prolate ellipsoid of revolution with the axes 11:11:33 nm
The maximum inf (r ) for this ellipsoid should lie at 5.5 nm
exactly what is observed in the figure.

An analysis of ther m /L ratio of the f (r ) function made
for 0, 9, 14, and 24 at. % Cu yields the values of 0.3, 0
0.48, and 0.5, respectively, thus giving one grounds to
sume that the particles are progressively rounding off
growing a shell over the planes. This makes their shape
proach a sphere, becauser m /L50.525 for a uniform sphere
~Ref. 20!.

One also cannot rule out the possibility that these f
tures in the aggregate structure exist already in an undo
film, and an increase in copper concentration results only
their decoration~e.g., by the intercalation mechanism! by
atomic copper or larger copper nanoclusters. As the cop
concentration increases to reach 24%, thef (r ) function
again takes on the shape characteristic of scattering fro
uniform ellipsoid of revolution.20

Thus when copper, which is not a carbide-forming m
terial, becomes embedded in the matrix of amorphous hyd
genated carbon, it occupies in it the positions of minimu
energy, i.e., formation of a film entails ordering which resu
both in absorption of single copper atoms by fragments
graphite-like structures with dimensions~correlation length!
typically of a few nm9 and, in the absence of unoccupie
fragments in the nearest environment of thermalizing cop
atoms, in a growth of copper nanocrystals. As the ma
absorbs copper atoms, the nanosized graphite-like aggreg
containing absorbed copper atoms reproduce spatially
geometric features of the larger structural elements conta
in the original matrix. These formations were seen
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us in TEM images and studied by means of XSAS. T
mechanism by which nanoclusters of both types form res
in an increase of both the interface surface and of the spe
surface of the ensembles of copper-containing nanoclus
The latter, in its turn, gives rise to a sharp increase in
x-ray scattering cross section from both bulk copper na
clusters and the graphite-like clusters containing absor
copper, as well as to excitation of surface-plasma waves
calized on the nm scale and detected spectroscopic
which are unique for the objects under study. The interac
among surface layers results in a change of the states o
nanophases forming during synthesis of the material an
their becoming interrelated, which brings about a structu
rearrangement of the copper-containing cluster network
a substantial modification of both high- and low-frequen
properties of layers at dopant concentrations correspon
to the percolation threshold.

The conclusions of this work can be formulated in t
following way.

A correlation has been observed to exist between
spectral, electrical, and structural properties ofa-C:H:Cu.

The results obtained in our study of the optical prop
ties of amorphous hydrogenated copper-doped carbon im
the existence of two types of optically active conducti
copper-based nanosized inclusions, namely, spherical d
and oblate cylindrical copper-containing clusters. The pr
ence in the material under study of copper structures w
characteristic sizes close to the dimensions derived from
optical analysis is supported by XPA and XSAS measu
ments.

A well-developed interface formed primarily by nan
particles 0.5 nm in size is present in the films, which follo
from both the particle-size distribution function and
analysis of XSAS intensity curves.

When becoming embedded ina-C:H, copper decorate
the carbon formations~aggregates! growing in the course of
synthesis. Copper also enters the aggregates in the for
nanoclusters with characteristic sizes of a few nm.
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Effect of a constant magnetic field on the photoconductivity of single-crystal C 60
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Magnetic fields with inductionB,1 T are found to affect the photocurrent in single-crystal C60.
This effect does not reduce to the Hall effect. The effect of the field on the multiplicity of
short-lived pairs consisting of mobile carriers and their traps is proposed as a possible explanation
for the observed phenomenon. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03811-3#
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Studies of the conductivity of solids provide importa
information on their electronic subsystems and on the in
action of current carriers with the atoms of the mater
Studies of jump conductivity, which make it possible
evaluate the short lived intermediate states of the charge
riers, are of special interest. It has been found1 that a constant
magnetic field affects the photoconductivity of films of a
thracene and tetracene at room temperature. Similar eff
have been observed in single-crystal naphthalene
anthracene,2 complex anthracene-dimethyl-pyromellithimid
crystals,3 polycrystalline samples based on anthracene
tetracyanbenzene,4 doped carbosolyl-containing polmers5

rubrene films,6 and other organic materials. Magnetic fiel
have also been found to affect the dark conductivity of po
acetylene in strong electric fields.7 It should be noted spe
cially that the change in conductivity under the influence o
magnetic field in these cases cannot be explained by ga
nomagnetic effects, in particular the Hall effect. The pos
bility of a resonant change in the photocurrent in these m
terials in crossed direct and microwave magnetic fie
provides unique evidence that magnetic fields affect the s
state of intermediate electron-hole pairs (e . . . h).8,9 It has
been reliably established by now that magnetospin effect
electrical conductivity at room temperature are observed
whole series of molecular crystals that are characterized
jump conductivity.10,11

The systems having jump conductivity appear to inclu
the fullerites C60, in which athermal behavior is observed
the photocurrent relaxation time at temperatures of 1
2450 K.12 In addition, the electronic subsystem of the fu
lerites has a number of properties close to the electro
properties of the polyacenes. Here we mean not only the
of conductivity, but also the polyaromaticity attributable
the fullerites in accordance with quantum-mechanical cr
ria, a band gapEG'1.521.9 eV, which means that the fu
lerites are semiconductors, and a number of other p
perties.13 We may expect, therefore, that the electrical pro
erties of crystal C60, like those of the hydrocarbon system
mentioned above, may depend on the spin state of inter
diate pairs (e . . . h). Thus, studies of the photocon
1921063-7834/99/41(11)/3/$15.00
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ductivity of C60 in magnetic fields are of interest for esta
lishing the role of the multiplicity of these pairs in formin
the electrical and optical properties of fullerites.

Our purpose here is to create experimental conditions
observing the effect of a magnetic field on the photocond
tivity of C60 and to isolate that part of this effect that is n
attributable to galvanomagnetic phenomena.

For studying the sensitivity of the photoconductivity
magnetic fields we used single-crystal samples of high pu
C60 ~99.95% C60), grown from the vapor phase with th
natural faceting for face-centered cubic crystals and an a
age linear size of;325 mm. A crystal was pressed elast
cally to silver contacts located on opposite facets. A cons
voltageU5325 V was applied to the contacts. The curre
was measured using a V7-30 electrometer amplifier, wh
signal was delivered to a personal computer capable of
cessing 250 measurements per second. The resistance
external circuit in all the measurements was much lower t
that of the sample, which was;109 V in the dark. The
ohmic character of the contacts was specially verified both
the dark current regime and when a photocurrent was fl
ing. For voltagesU5127 V, the current-voltage characte
istic was linear with an accuracy of 0.99, while changing t
polarity of the voltage on the electrodes did not change
absolute magnitude of the current.

A photocurrent excited using light from a 30 W inca
descent lamp after passage through a water filter was
cussed by a lens~photon energy 1.923 eV>EG). A mag-
netic field with an inductionB up to 0.6 T was created by
smoothly positioning a C-shaped magnet with a variable g
It was specially verified that the photocurrent excited in a
ditively colored KBr crystals placed in the measurement c
was not sensitive to the magnetic field, i.e., the field did
affect the elements of the measurement cell.

Turning the light on during tests of the C60 crystals pro-
duced a tenfold increase in the current in the circuit. Af
photoexposure times longer than 100 s, there was a sig
cant drop in the photocurrent~Fig. 1! caused by photoin-
duced oxidation of the surface layers of the sample.14 Creat-
ing a magnetic field withB50.6 T at the site of the crysta
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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during photoexposure increased the photocurrent byDI F

'5210%. After the field was switched off, the photocu
rent I F decreased, recovering the value which it would ha
attained in the light without a magnetic field~Fig. 1!. The
dark current was essentially unchanged by applying a m
netic field ~Fig. 1!.

In order to measure the photocurrent as a function of
magnetic induction, bursts of light lasting 3 s were used
illuminate a crystal that was alternately in and out of t
magnetic field. The duration of the bursts was chosen so
during a series of bursts, the drop inI F owing to photooxi-
dation would be linear to within;0.1%. It was found that
the photocurrent, averaged over the duration of a burst
was excited in the crystals while they were in the magne
field, was 5210% higher than the expected value in t
absence of a field~Fig. 2!.

The increase in the photocurrentDI F when a magnetic
field was applied did not depend on the orientation of
magnetic induction vector relative to the direction of curre
flow or on the material from which the contacts were ma
~Fig. 2!.

FIG. 1. The currentI as a function of elapsed timet. The arrows denote the
times a magnetic field is switched on and off,I F is the photocurrent, andI d

is the dark current.
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By comparing a series of photocurrent pulses in the
sence of a magnetic field with a series of pulses initiated
different magnetic fields, it was possible to subtract the eff
owing to photooxidation and obtain a plot ofDI F(B) in its
‘‘pure form’’ ~Fig. 3!. This curve is characterized by satur
tion with respect to the field atB'0.2 T.

Proceeding to a discussion of the results, we note
the recovery ofI F after the magnetic field is removed~Fig.
1! indicates that it affects the photoconductivity of the fu
lerite C60, rather than the photooxidation reaction, since,
the latter case, the irreversibility of the chemical reacti
would lead us to expect only a reduction in the rate
change ofI F , rather than a sudden recovery of the absol
magnitude of the photocurrent after the field is removed.

The absence of a dependence ofDI F on the mutual ori-
entation of the magnetic induction and the direction of t
photocurrent, the saturation in the incrementDI F at
B'0.2 T ~Fig. 2!, and the absence of a magnetic field effe
on the magnitude of the dark current suggest that the
served effect does not reduce to the Hall effect.

The sign and magnitude of the magnetic-field effect
the photocurrent, as well as the saturation with respect to
field at B'0.2 T bring our results closer to those in
study1–3 of the magnetic-field effect on the photoconducti
ity of polyacenes. This suggests that the magnetic field s
sitivity of the photocurrent in the polyacenes and in C60 can
be explained by similar causes.

In this case one of the possible mechanisms thro
which a magnetic field affects the photocurrent may be
following. Under the influence of light, pairs of mobile, par
magnetic particles, i.e., electrons (e) and holes (h), are gen-
erated. If the Coulomb interaction radius in the short liv
intermediate pairs (e . . . h) is shorter than the radius of th
exchange interaction, then the relationship between the
combination and dissociation probabilities for a pair m
depend on its multiplicity.15 As a rule, recombination from a
FIG. 2. Fragments ofI F as a function of elapsed timet in the course of repeated light pulses. The dashed lines denote the values ofI F that would be observed
in the intermediate current pulse in the absence of a magnetic field.1 is the currentI perpendicular to the magnetic inductionB, with Ag electrodes;2 is the
currentI parallel to the magnetic inductionB, with Ag electrodes;3 is the currentI perpendicular to the magnetic inductionB, with brass electrodes.
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single stateS is more efficient than from a triplet stateT. If
we assume that light generates pairs that are predomina
in a single state, then the role of the magnetic field m
reduce to increasing the population of the triplet states o
the lifetimet of a pair. This, in turn, leads to a reduction
the carrier recombination probability, an increase in the r
of (e . . . h) pair dissociation, and, thereby, to an increase
the photoconductivity. A necessary condition for an efficie
effect of the magnetic field on the photocurrent in terms
this and other, similar mechanisms istS2T,t,t r , wheret r

is the spin relaxation time andtS2T is the spin conversion
time. This ensures that thermalization of the spin system c
not take place over its lifetime and, simultaneously, it e
sures a sufficiently high rate ofS2T transitions.10 One of the
reasons forS2T transitions in a magnetic field may be
difference in theg factors of the electrons and holes,Dg,
which ensures periodic transitions between theSandT states
with a periodtS2T5h/mDgB (m is the Bohr magneton!.
Another reason may be Zeeman splitting of the spin sub
els of a pair, which weakens the intercombination transitio

FIG. 3. The increment in the photocurrent,DI F, produced by applying a
magnetic field as a function of the magnetic inductionB.
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induced by the hyperfine interaction atB50.10 Similar
mechanisms for the effect of magnetic fields on the pho
conductivity at room temperature have been successf
verified for a group of crystals in the aromatic series@1-11#.
A test of their suitability for explaining the observed effe
of magnetic fields on the photoconductivity of C60 requires
further study.
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